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Abstract 
 

The killing of a child is a significant moment which allows enunciation by 

many voices. This thesis is the first cultural-historical investigation into the 

murder and manslaughter of children in rural and regional Australia. It is also 

the first scholarly historical investigation into: the deaths of Daniel O’Brien 

and Thomas Darbishire; the death of Jordan Anderson-Smith; and the deaths 

of Colleen Walker, Evelyn Greenup and Clinton Speedy-Duroux (the 

Bowraville murders). This study concludes that the public understandings and 

mythologies of people and places in rural and regional Australian influence 

the representation of child murder and manslaughter in the media. These 

representations are informed by historical understandings of ‘country’ 

Australia and draw from existing tropes of rurality to frame their responses to 

the deaths of children. The deaths of each of the children were individualised 

by commentary and presented as anomalous for the public. This thesis 

considers this to be an enactment of silencing and distancing from the difficult 

histories of child murder and manslaughter in Australia. 

This thesis examines critical cultural commentaries generated by the 

children’s deaths and pays particular attention to their coverage in the 

Australian media. Four major case studies were selected, and each is provided 

with a narrative of the event and an analysis of commentary that was 

generated by the case. These case-studies where selected based upon their 

status as significant events of child murder and manslaughter in their local 

communities, and the amount of evidence accessible for the cases. This thesis 

falls into a recent theme in historical writing of considering violence and 
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violent crime from a cultural historical perspective, with a focus on the ways 

contemporary Australia responds to events of child murder and manslaughter. 

The framing of ‘country’ Australia is of significance in the narratives that 

emerge from these crimes, and a goal for this research was to move the focus 

of crime studies away from their urban focus and to demonstrate that idealised 

notions of rurality have significant influence on media coverage. Ultimately, 

child murder and manslaughter were understood in terms of failure: failure 

by parents; failure by the community; and failure of rural Australian society. 

Through close examination and cultural historical analysis this thesis suggests 

possibilities of provided a more nuanced interpretation of the murder and 

manslaughter of children in Australia. 
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Introduction 
 

This thesis investigates critical cultural responses to events of child murder 

and manslaughter in rural and regional Australia. Specifically, this research 

examines the ways in which place, victim and participant have been framed 

by the Australian media and critical commentary during the late-modern 

period, focusing on the shifts in public understanding of local community 

when a violent crime occurs in a rural or regional setting. The present study 

explores in detail the narrative of specific events of child murder and 

examines: how each case was retold in the media; how local and national 

commentators reacted to and contextualised the crimes; if and how silencing 

and distancing from the crime were enacted; and how historically informed 

understandings of rural and regional settings influenced these responses. The 

aim of this research is to closely analyse such cultural responses by examining 

specific case studies from Australia’s colonial period and three specific case 

studies from contemporary history: the deaths of Daniel O’Brien in Wagga 

Wagga in 1871 and Thomas Darbishire in Sandhurst in 1870; the 1997 

disappearance and death of toddler Jaidyn Leskie in Moe; the 2000 death of 

‘baby Jordan’ Anderson Smith in Wagga Wagga; and the 1990-1 deaths of 

Indigenous Australian children Colleen Walker, Evelyn Greenup and Clinton 

Speedy Duroux (collectively known as the Bowraville murders).  

This thesis considers the media reporting and public commentary generated 

by events of child death in rural and regional Australia. Examination of the 

media reporting of shocking crimes has tended to be neglected by crime 

historians - Joy Wiltenburg argues that historians have often treated the 
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analysis of sensationalist media reporting of true crime as simplistic or self-

evidence and that ‘... its influence is difficult to measure, but too real to 

ignore.’1 The present research seeks to consider the media narratives 

generated by true crime cases, explicitly examining elements of 

sensationalistic or narrow reporting as significant evidence of the reflecting 

and reinforcing of cultural narrative of ‘country’ Australia. The questions that 

this research is guided by are: ‘What characteristics of the rural idyll and rural 

dystopia can be identified in the narratives generated by the crimes?’; ‘What 

narratives can be consistently identified  in the media reporting on late 

modern histories of child homicide?’; ‘How did rurality feature in these 

narratives, and how did colonial and historical influences shape these ideas?’  

The purpose of these questions is to argue that the deaths of the children were 

frequently individualised and stereotyped through sensationalised or 

narrowly focused local and national mainstream media narratives. These 

narratives are revealing of local and national understandings of rural and 

regional communities and their analysis reveals the focus of public discourses 

on: crime; parenting; rurality; and Australian identity. The development and 

nature of the Australian media is relevant, as since the end of the Second 

World War Australia has had one of the most concentrated systems of media 

ownership in the world and mainstream media outlets are commercial and 

tend to be conservative. Local and independent media show distinct 

differences to mainstream, metropolitan media, and as such they are 

considered as distinct systems in this thesis.  Cultural history allows for an 

interpretative analysis of crime and its representation in popular media, which 

                                                      
1 J. Wiltenburg, ‘True Crime: The Origins of Modern Sensationalism’, American Historical 

Review, December 2004, p. 1403. 
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aligns with criminologist Aaron Doyle’s recommendations that crime 

research should pay more attention to the interplay between true crime and 

fictionalised/mythologised crime stories.2Underlying the present research is 

an exploration of the ways that historically informed understandings of 

‘country’ Australia are framed within cultural narratives generated by the 

deaths of these children. These understandings present obstacles to nuanced 

and complex crime histories within the space of country Australia, as public 

responses rely upon historically informed tropes of rurality to explain the 

crimes. The case studies examined in this thesis share a variety of features: 

the death of at least one child by a local member of the community; narratives 

imposed upon them through media coverage that were largely unable to be 

resolved; and critical commentary that contextualised the crimes within their 

rural or regional setting. The above cases are ordered thematically and 

presented as individual histories. Respectively, each case is interpreted as a 

representation of: colonial understandings of child death; urban 

interpretations of the country; local attitudes and hidden history in country 

areas; and national and historical attitudes toward Indigenous Australian 

peoples. Although the cases are unrelated, this research argues that 

commentators defined and ‘explained’ each death through similar 

understandings of the country.  

This thesis considers the murder and manslaughter of children in late-modern 

Australia. It is also about the mythology of country Australia, the ‘rural idyll’, 

which defines the country as a benign space of wholesome traditions and 

safety, unencumbered by contemporary urban problems. The present research 

                                                      
2 A. Doyle, ‘How Not to Think About Crime in the Media’, Canadian Journal of 

Criminology and Criminal Justice, 2006, vol. 48, no. 6, pp. 867-885. 
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challenges this mythology while exploring the ways it impacts 

representations of violent crime. My research presented in this thesis will not 

only be the first major historical study on child murder and manslaughter in 

regional Australia during the late-modern era, but also the first major study 

to evaluate critical commentary on the selected cases as a response to the 

destabilising of mythologies of rural Australia. Significantly, this study will 

provide a critical contribution in an Australian context to the emerging 

cultural historical scholarship of interpersonal violence and contribute to 

altering the imbalance of Australian national history writing, that tends to 

focus on the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,3 by investigating the 

recent past. 

The murder of a child, particularly by those who were meant to protect them, 

evokes troubling questions for media, legal and scholarly institutions alike. 

On the true stories of abducted, assaulted and murdered children in late-

modern Australia, historian Peter Pierce writes, ‘so severe and disturbing are 

many of these episodes, that it can seem that a kind of national death wish has 

overcome Australia.’4 Journalist and novelist Helen Garner is similarly bleak 

when discussing Paul Aiton’s systematic abuse and 1990 murder of his 

girlfriend’s two year old son, Daniel Valerio, ‘I don’t see how it is possible 

to contemplate Daniel’s story without acknowledging the existence of 

evil…’5 While all violent crime has the capacity to shock, perhaps the murder 

of children is particularly resonant because, as criminologists Christine Alder 

                                                      
3 D. Aitkin, ‘Return to “Countrymindedness”’, in, Davidson, D. & Brodie, M. (eds.), 

Struggle Country: The Rural Ideal in Twentieth Century Australia, MUePress, Clayton, 

2005, p. 11.5. 
4 P. Pierce, The Country of Lost Children, Melbourne, VIC, Cambridge University Press, 

1999, p. xiv. 
5 H. Garner, ‘Killing Daniel’, in Greenwood, K., (ed.), On Murder, 2000, p. 35. 
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and Ken Polk suggest, ‘…many of our fundamental expectations about the 

relationship between adults and children are violated’6 and, ‘Such events 

challenge understandings of human relations that are considered cornerstones 

of our society.’7 When these crimes occur in the ‘country’ - a space that is 

generically represented as the benign heart of Australia - the violation can 

appear two-fold as assumptions of rural idyllism are subverted. 

Historiography 

Scholarly historical interest in violence, crime and justice has been 

developing internationally from the 1970s, and in Australia from the 1980s.8 

These historical investigations into crime and violence have tended to be 

interdisciplinary and varied in their focus. As such, there is no strict set of 

parameters to draw from and it is difficult to pin down the exact nature of 

historical true crime writing, though the discipline is following the broader 

scholarly trend of refocusing onto silenced and marginalised histories of 

women, Aboriginal Australians and other suppressed peoples. Historical 

interest in crime studies has emerged in theoretically developed ways over 

the last thirty years.9  The literature has tended to focus on histories of 

institutions and law reformation10 and there are few studies of children as 

victims of homicide and manslaughter, especially from the late modern 

                                                      
6 C. Alder and K. Polk, Child Victims of Homicide, Oakleigh, Cambridge University Press, 

2001, p. 2. 
7 Alder and Polk, 2001, p. 17. 
8 S. Davies, and D. Phillips, (eds.), 'Introduction', A Nation of Rogues? Crime, Law and 

Punishment in Colonial Australia, Carlton, VIC, Melbourne University Press, 1994, p. 1. 
9 Although when, how and if crime history intersects with criminology is up for debate. For 

a discussion on this topic see:  B. S. Godfrey, P. Lawrence and C. A. Williams, History and 

Crime, London, Sage Publications, 2008. 
10 C. S. Fitzgerald, ‘Historical Theories of Crime and Delinquency’, Journal of Human 

Behaviour in the Social Environment, vol. 21, 2011, p. 298. 
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period. This provides very little specific historiography to draw from. On 

writing the history of murder, historian Caroline Strange argues: 

sociocultural histories … dance back and forth between murders and their 

interpersonal underpinnings, political and social contexts, and cultural 

representations ... What makes past killings worthy of historical analysis? 

The answer depends on what one is looking for… Less legalistic projects 

trace the contours of politics and society (and the more abstract concepts of 

authority and governance) through violent crime and its treatment…11 

Strange’s argument points to the range of interpretation found in murder 

histories, suggesting that they do not allow for neat categorisation. The 

‘worthiness’ of each case depends on the historian’s particular motivations 

for researching the crime. This thesis will draw from legal evidence to 

demonstrate pertinent issues and controversies that occurred in each case and 

link the narratives of the crimes to the ways in which the media and 

community responded to them. Broadly, the present research fits into the aims 

of crime history as described by Godfrey et al. in that it aims to, ‘…understand 

the processes and interactions between how people perceive crime and its 

impact at particular moments in history; how it was represented in sources of 

information… how the authorities reacted; and what changed over time.’12 

Specifically, this thesis considers crime as a part of both the documented 

history of regional Australia, and also as part of its more diffuse patterns of 

consciousness, presence in representations and access to power. This thesis 

therefore is part of a contemporary theme in historical writing and is part of 

the field of recent sociocultural histories as outlined by Caroline Strange. 

                                                      
11 C. Strange, 'Murder and meanings in U.S. historiography’, Feminist Studies, vol. 25, no. 

3, 1999, p. 679. 
12 Godfrey, Lawrence and Williams, 2008, p. 16. 
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To the above end, the research presented in this thesis explores and assesses 

cultural reactions to events of child homicide and manslaughter in rural and 

regional areas. The deaths of children are significant moments, producing a 

crisis which allows enunciation by many voices, the clearest being from the 

mainstream media. During such moments, inherent ideas about place and 

culture are forced into specific delineation which is reflected through cultural 

products. Here, culture is understood to be a shared meaning that, ‘…consists 

of ways that people live their lives, what is important to them, the values and 

beliefs they support, and the social norms that are developed...’13 This is an 

elastic definition of culture that accepts the ambiguity of the term.  

This thesis evaluates representations of crime within and outside of the 

documented history of Australia. Many of these crimes have little, if any, 

accessible legal evidence. Strange outlines the role of legal evidence for 

socio-cultural historians: 

Social and cultural historians who write about murder tend either to be 

unconcerned about the legal dimensions of homicides (for instance, the 

distinctions drawn between manslaughter and murder) or are interested in 

them only to the extent that policing, prosecution, and punishment betray 

social and cultural traits.14 

Legal evidence and case narratives are considered throughout the thesis and 

are incorporated for how they connect to the social and cultural dimensions 

of crime history. Cultural crime histories do draw heavily on legal evidence, 

but they interpret it differently to legal histories which are primarily 

concerned with the histories of institutions – such as the courts, law 

                                                      
13 S. Wendt and B. Cheers, ‘Rural cultures, domestic violence, and stories from a rural 

region’, Women Against Violence, no. 15, 2004, p. 6. 
14 Strange, 1999, p.  679. 
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enforcement and the development of laws. Not only is this not the focus of 

cultural histories, but legal crime histories have already been discussed in 

greater detail by researchers than cultural and media analysis of crime.15 

Despite their presence in media coverage and popular true crime writing, late-

modern Australian histories of child manslaughter and murder have been 

neglected in cultural histories of violence. Precisely why they have not been 

subject to the same investigation as colonial histories of crime is not a major 

concern of this thesis; however, one reason could be the tendency of 

Australian historians to shy away from the twentieth century as well as their 

uncomfortable proximity to sensationalist true crime. As Joy Wiltenburg 

points out, scholars have shied away from studies of sensationalism, because 

of the perception that it is commercialised, deeply exploitative and the belief 

‘…that it appeals to a basic though depraved human taste for gore, and thus 

has little history apart from the changing technological means for spreading 

it.'16 Wiltenburg raises an important point regarding the lack of historiography 

of sensationist texts on violence. Histories of violence against children in the 

late-modern period certainly seem to hold similar distaste for cultural 

scholarly research. 

While true crime is often considered disreputable in academic scholarship its 

influence on Australian national identity and cultural products is undeniable, 

                                                      
15 See for example: M. Finnane, ‘After the convicts: towards a history of imprisonment in 

Australia (History and Crime), Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology, vol. 

24, no. 2, 1991, pp. 105-117; D. Philips and S. Davies (eds.), A Nation of Rogues? Crime, 

law and punishment in Colonial Australia, Carlton, VIC, Melbourne University Press, 

1994; P. Grabosky, ‘On the history of punishment in Australia and New Zealand’ 

Australian & New Zealand Journal of Criminology, 1991, vol.24, no. 2), pp.139-143. 
16 J. Wiltenburg, ‘True Crime: The origins of modern sensationalism’, American Historical 

Review, vol. 109, no. 5, December 2004, p. 1378. 
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suggesting its importance for scholarly consideration. David Philips and 

Susanne Davies note that, despite the country's foundation as a convict 

settlement, Australian histories shy away from studies crime, violence and 

punishment.17 Scholar Rosalind Smith also argues that true crime has played 

a central role in Australian culture and identity:  

The settlement of Australia as a penal colony, the violent and unresolved 

history of relations between settler and Indigenous cultures, and a tradition 

of national mythmaking surrounding criminal figures, also indicate the 

centrality of true crime and its narration to formations of Australian national 

identity.18 

Of importance is the cultural anxiety produced by these unresolved histories, 

especially regarding European occupation of Australia’s country spaces and 

their relations with Indigenous Australians. Smith’s argument suggests that 

colonisation, violence, mythmaking and national identity intersect, and can 

be found within interpretations of Australians’ past and contemporary 

identity. However, while Australia’s long history with crime is often noted by 

scholars working with the topic, serious historical investigation often remains 

limited to the study of bushrangers,19 convicts and colonial baby farmers.20 

These histories are narratives of crimes for which contemporary Australians 

have no reference point; they are remnants of a frontier society of another era.  

The idea of a ‘Frontier Society’ with explicit conflict and warfare is itself 

relatively new in Australian historiography. From the 1960s Historian Henry 

                                                      
17 Davies and Phillips, 'Introduction', 1994, p. 1. 
18 R. Smith, ‘Dark Places: True Crime Writing in Australia’, Journal of the Association for 

the Study of Australian Literature, vol. 8, 2008, p. 17. 
19 Serious scholarship especially focuses on the debates regarding Ned Kelly and whether 

he was a villain or a freedom fighter, and how he became an Australian national icon.  
20 Most discussions of murder from twentieth century Australia are found on the ‘true 

crime’ shelf. 
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Reynolds,21 as well as Lyndall Ryan22 and Peter Read,23 began explicitly 

questioning the validity of Australia’s nationalist interpretations of ‘peaceful 

settlement’,24 introducing the notion of the ‘frontier’ and bringing histories of 

Indigenous dispossession into the history of Australia. Key to their arguments 

is that British colonization of Australia was an invasion, not a settlement, and 

long histories of Indigenous resistance and ‘Frontier Wars’ are an unspoken 

element of Australia’s past that has been subjected to silencing and denials 

by the Australian public and governments for 200 years. The challenge to 

traditional notions of Australian history and identity has generated 

considerable scholarly and political controversy since the 1990s, when Prime 

Minister John Howard publicly opposed the ‘black armband’ view, stating 

that:  

Of the causes that Quadrant has taken up that are close to my heart, 

none is more important than the role it has played as counterforce to 

the black-armband view of Australian history.25   

The debate was firmly embedded in the public’s sense of Australia history 

when conservative historian Keith Windschuttle published a scathing attack 

                                                      
21 See for example: H. Reynolds, The Other Side of the Frontier: Aboriginal Resistance to 

the European invasion of Australia, Sydney, NSW, UNSW Press,1981; H. Reynolds, 

Frontier, Sydney, NSW, Allen & Unwin, 1987. 
22 See: L. Ryan, (2008), ‘Massacre in the Black War in Tasmania 1823–34: A case study of 

the Meander River Region, June 1827’. Journal of Genocide Research, vol. 10, no. 4, pp. 

479-499; L. Ryan, Tasmanian Aborigines - A History since 1803. Sydney, NSW, Allen & 

Unwin, 2012. 
23 P. Read, A hundred years war: the Wiradjuri people and the state, Sydney, NSW, 

Australian National University Press, 1988. 
24 This is often referred to as the ‘three-cheers’ view of Australian history, while Reynold’s 

theories are referred to as the ‘black armband’ view of Australian history. 
25 R. Manne, ‘The history wars’, The Monthly, November 2009, retrieved from: 

https://www.themonthly.com.au/issue/2009/november/1270703045/robert-manne/comment 
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on Reynolds and other ‘Frontier Wars’ historians.26 The ensuing controversy 

and debates are now referred to as Australia’s ‘History Wars’.27 

Graeme Davison points out that while Australians continue to celebrate a 

mythologised understanding of a rural past, they are increasingly disinterested 

in the people who currently occupy those spaces.28 The broader historical 

context of the disinterest and decline of rural communities provides reason 

for the paucity of historical research of the late-twentieth and early twenty-

first centuries. Reasons for this shift in interest can be found in the economic 

history of country Australia and the changes in scale of “bush economics”. 

During the twentieth century Australia’s export economy shifted away from 

agrarian production and manual labour to urban-based education and high-

tech manufacturing, directly contributing to economic decline in many rural 

areas. This in turn decreased the importance of country Australians for 

policymakers and limited their representation in the mainstream media. 

Although this encroaching invisibility is noted by those living within the 

country, historian Don Aitkin points out that ‘For the rest of us, urban 

Australians, the decline in the importance of the bush has occurred without 

much notice on our part.’29 According to Davison, this is reflected in the scant 

                                                      
26  K. Windschuttle, The Fabrication of Aboriginal History, Vol. 1, Van Dieman’s Land 

1803-1847. Paddington, Macleay Press, 2003. 
27 For an thorough discussion on the ‘History Wars’ see: S. Macintrye, and A. Clark., The 

History Wars. Carlton, VIC, Melbourne University Press, 2003. 
28 G. Davison and M. Brodie (eds.), ‘Introduction’, Struggle Country: The Rural Ideal in 

Twentieth Century Australia, Melbourne, VIC, Monash University ePress, 2005, p. ix. 
29 D. Aitkin, ‘Return to Countrymindedness’, in G. Davison and M. Brodie (eds.), Struggle 

Country: The Rural Ideal in Twentieth Century Australia, Melbourne, VIC, Monash 

University ePress, 2005, p. 11.5. 
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attention paid to modern rural areas in historical scholarship, which tend to 

maintain a focus on the nineteenth and very early twentieth centuries.30  

This neglect by Australian historical scholarship is noticeable within the 

works produced on the nation’s history. For example, Richard Waterhouse’s 

excellent cultural history The Vision Splendid devotes four chapters to the 

period 1788-1914, and one chapter for 1914-2003.31 Historian Richard White 

argues that: ‘We must remember that historians can be image-makers too. 

Many have sought to hunt out the “real” Australia…’32 and Australian 

historians have, ‘…ended their search among the convicts, the bushrangers, 

the shearers, the gum trees and the wide open spaces.’33 By limiting their 

research to earlier periods, historians have also contributed to the 

mystification of Australian identity by constructing a dominant image of its 

history that defines the country by its representation between 1788 and the 

early twentieth century. The suppressed histories of Indigenous Australian 

peoples can also be found here, overshadowed by competing mythologies and 

identities of country Australia that are entirely European in their origin. 

When a case elicits enough public sympathy and outrage, there are 

identifiable links to an impact on Australian state and national policy from 

the colonial period to late-modern Australia. Dorothy Scott and Shurlee 

Swain’s research into the history of child protection in Australia demonstrates 

the intersection of cultural commentary on crime and how it can influence, or 

                                                      
30 G. Davison and M. Brodie, ‘Introduction’, p. x. 
31 R. Waterhouse, The Vision Splendid: A Social and Cultural History of Rural Australia, 

Freemantle, VIC, Curtin University Books, 2005. 
32 R. White, Inventing Australia: Images and Identity 1688-1980, Sydney, NSW, George 

Allen and Unwin, 1981, p. viii. 
33 Ibid, p. viii. 
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at least seem to influence, state and national policy in the late-modern 

period.34 Of particular significance for this thesis is their discussion of the 

1990 death of Victorian toddler Daniel Valerio.35 Daniel was beaten to death 

by his mother’s boyfriend despite being observed by teaching, medical and 

police professions with obvious signs of abuse in the weeks before his death. 

The police report filed on Daniel’s abuse, including photographs of his 

injuries, was waiting examination when he was killed. Scott and Swain 

consider the responses to Daniel’s death from the mainstream news media 

and the public, and the influence they exerted over reforms to Victorian child 

protection laws. This provides a useful example of historical crime cases and 

the connections between media reporting and politics. Overall, Scott and 

Swain focus on the changes and reforms made in child protection policy and 

services in Australian while exploring cultural commentary as a secondary 

aim; as such, their work is not considered at length here.  

The present research is partially guided by Peter Pierce’s foray into the field 

of true crime history. Pierce briefly considers late-modern true stories of 

children abducted, stolen and murdered in his work The Country of Lost 

Children. The figure of the ‘lost child’ has a long tradition in Australian 

cultural products, originating during the early colonial period within stories 

and ballads of children (both fictional and real) who became literally lost in 

the bush. Due to the harsh conditions of the Australian landscape children 

who became lost in the country were often discovered dead or close to death36 

                                                      
34 D. Scott and S. Swain, Confronting Cruelty: Historical perspectives on child protection 

in Australia, Carlton South, VIC, Melbourne University Press, 2002. 
35 Scott and Swain, 2002, pp. 174-179. 
36 This is not merely a feature of colonial Australia, and becoming lost in the Australian 

bush remains dangerous for children and the unprepared. 
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– if they were discovered at all. The lost child is a resilient figure in Australia, 

frequently in contemporary media coverage of missing and murdered 

children. When directing his study toward the late-modern period, Pierce 

argues that contemporary Australians now experience the ‘lost child’ through 

true crime stories of abductions, murders and serial slaying.  Pierce concludes 

that the threat against children has moved from the bush to the city in 

contemporary Australia, and the ‘lost child’ with it: 

Since the benchmark date of 1960,37 the Australian media has reacted to the 

circumstances of children stolen rather than strayed, to losses which cannot 

be accounted as a possible, if shocking consequence of life in the bush, but 

rather as an arbitrary terror that might be visited upon any dweller in a 

modern Australian city.38 [Emphasis added]. 

The above quote demonstrates crime scholarships specific focus on urban 

areas as spaces of violent crime. Pierce subtly reinforces this notion, even 

though one of the cases he briefly considers is the death of Jaidyn Leskie in 

the small town of Moe. Pierce’s analysis of true crime cases of the death of 

children sets up a framework for a larger study. By analysing the history and 

cultural commentary of each case individually Pierce can develop a history 

of the event, and demonstrate how unrelated cases are in fact linked through 

their representations in media, film and literature.  

Pierces’ study, however, is lacking in two distinct areas. First, the analysis is 

too brief to allow for an in-depth study. As a single, short chapter at the end 

of the study the section on true crime feels more like an afterword for the 

                                                      
37 Pierce is referring to the 1960 kidnapping and murder of eight-year-old Graeme Thorne. 

Considered the first kidnapping for ransom case in Australia’s history, Graeme was 

kidnapped after his parents won the lottery. Although a ransom was demanded, Graeme 

was murdered by his kidnappers. 
38 Pierce, 1999, p. 179. 
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preceding study on the nineteenth and early twentieth century. This is 

understandable; while Pierce’s overall work on the lost child is critical and 

engaging, true crime analysis was not his intent. The work also fits into the 

trend in Australian historical writing to give more weight to the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, Pierce 

focus on the lost child does not consider the role of the country – subtly 

relegating late-modern events of child murder to the city. This thesis expands 

upon Pierce’s scope by more broadly examining cultural reactions to child 

murder and manslaughter in rural and regional spaces, an area which is in 

need of revisitation by historians. 

Cultural History 

Cultural history is the primary methodology of this thesis. Cultural history 

provides a means to write an historical account which goes well beyond 

recorded facts, and looks at sensibilities, representations, and hierarchies of 

meaning. Cultural history draws upon discourse studies, but it has a closer 

relationship with archival sources, and maintains a distinction between 

documentary and fictional sources, while always considering the dynamic 

relationship between the two.  

 Cultural history is a broad methodology which allows for a varied amount of 

primary evidence, drawn from: archival documents; legal documents and 

court proceedings; news media coverage; true crime writers; folklore; and 

urban legend. Cultural history views these sources as evidence of what they 

reveal regarding author intent, audience and the historical context of their 

creation, and recognises that these texts reflexively create an understanding 
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of the events. This methodology allows for a closer scrutiny of what is 

repressed, unsaid and referred to in symbolic terms. Such factors are 

important when researching traumatic events such as crimes against children 

that tend to elicit a powerful emotional response.  

Interdisciplinary practice is common in cultural historical studies, which 

gives the benefit of multiple perspectives and analytical frames to draw 

from.39 As such, the present research considers scholarship outside of 

traditional history where relevant, particularly from rural studies40 and 

criminology. This thesis takes a cultural history position to examine specific 

events of child murder and manslaughter and how they were narrated by 

cultural products such as the mainstream media. In this sense, the present 

research draws from Australian historians Hsu-Ming Teo and Richard 

White’s discussion of cultural history as both a subject for history and an 

approach to history.41 The present research views the media as having a 

significant role in promoting certain narratives and marginalising others, 

though it also acknowledges that the mainstream media is only one element 

of producing and reflecting representation of child murder and manslaughter 

and that law enforcement, governmental response and true crime narratives 

are also of significance.  

                                                      
39 M. Rubin, ‘Cultural History I: what’s in a name?’, Making History: The Changing Face 

of the Profession in Britain, n.d., online: 

http://www.history.ac.uk/makinghistory/resources/articles/cultural_history.html, (accessed 

12 August 2015). 
40 Rural studies as a term is appropriately vague, and incorporates scholarship from 

historians, political scientists and sociologists among others. It is united by an approach that 

considers rural areas worthy of scholarly investigation in their own right, and not simply as 

an opposition to urban studies. 
41 H. Teo and R. White, (eds.), ‘Introduction’, Cultural History in Australia, Sydney, NSW, 

UNSW Press, 2003, pp. 2-3. 

http://www.history.ac.uk/makinghistory/resources/articles/cultural_history.html
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The specific events considered in this thesis are meaningful as they triggered 

a crisis which was enunciated through news reporting, critical cultural 

commentary and legal institutions. The deaths of Daniel O’Brien, Thomas 

Darbishire, Jaidyn Leskie, Jordan Anderson-Smith, Colleen Walker, Evelyn 

Greenup and Clinton Speedy-Duroux were all portrayed as individual and 

extreme crime events, while simultaneously being linked with broader 

economic, cultural, political and legal dilemmas for late-modern Australia. 

One of the main concerns this thesis considers is why these stories flourished. 

Each case occurred in country Australia and had a significant presence in the 

mainstream media and their representation divulged ideas of class, socio-

economic circumstance and race in the context of country Australia. Each was 

also subject to consideration in legal institutions such as court cases, coronial 

inquests, appeals and parliamentary inquiries. The individual cases 

considered in this thesis were selected for the media events they generated, 

and how they were presented as atypical by commentators.  

These cases reveal historical patterns of understanding country Australia in 

terms of idyllism, decline and dystopia which have been conflated with events 

of child murder and manslaughter. This thesis thus considers both what 

happened and the representation of the events. As such, a narrative of the 

events is provided as well as critical examination of what was represented as 

happening, primarily evidenced through the mainstream news media. The 

critical commentary on the selected cases have been analysed as texts and 

read for the ways that they problematised and engaged with features of child 

murder and country Australia. 
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The main primary source for the present research is the print and online 

Australian news media and accessible court and legal documents. While 

mainstream and independent media are both considered they are not treated 

as a part of a homogenous group of coverage. News coverage and court 

records have been accessed through the following physical archives: Wagga 

Wagga Regional Archives; State Archives of New South Wales; The History 

of Medicine Library; Public Record Office Victoria; National Archives of 

Australia; and the Wagga Wagga Historical Society. Digitization of many 

archival collections has allowed for broader access to sources, and primary 

sources were accessed using keyword searches through the online databases 

ProQuest, Trove, Factiva, Fairfax Media Store and newspapers individual 

websites. Photographs and maps were sourced from the above physical and 

online archives, as well as relevant government organizations. Where 

relevant, social media posts from blogs, online forums, twitter and Facebook 

have been included to demonstrate public opinion and the continuing 

presence of these crime narratives in contemporary Australia. 

There was significant variation in the type of, and amount of, news coverage 

on each case. The death of Daniel O’Brien generated derisive commentary 

from the mainstream colonial media and sympathetic coverage in the local 

media while the death of Thomas Darbishire was mainly covered by the 

nearby Melbourne papers. The death of Jaidyn Leskie quickly attained 

national significance, producing thousands of media reports of varying 

lengths – of these, coverage which was fragmented or essentially duplicating 

other reports were disregarded. The majority of coverage came from large, 

national productions such as The Age and the Sydney Morning Herald, 
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providing an urban dominated perspective. The manslaughter of Jordan 

Anderson-Smith attracted some mainstream media attention; however, the 

coverage was largely played out in the local newspaper The Daily Advertiser. 

This revealed local histories and understandings of the town of Wagga 

Wagga, highlighting stigmatised areas. Finally, in what is atypical of a triple 

homicide, the deaths of Colleen Walker, Evelyn Greenup and Clinton 

Speedy-Duroux produced very little coverage for several years, except for 

within Indigenous Australian run media. After almost sixteen years after the 

murders the presence of the story increased significantly in national coverage, 

through which commentators lamented the lack of early media interest while 

never acknowledge their role in its perpetuation.  

The level of public interest in each of these cases prompted a significant 

amount of opinion-based commentary, such as editorials and letters to the 

editor, which are considered as a valuable part of the public commentary on 

the events. The variation in coverage is a complicating factor that raised 

questions regarding how one instance of child death can attain more public 

interest and infamy than another, and is especially relevant for explaining 

public disinterest in stories of Indigenous Australians. 

Media research of crime events can be impacted by incorrect reporting, and 

the distorting of evidence and representation within media coverage is an 

essential component of this research. With this in mind, news coverage is used 

as a primary source, not a secondary source. The information in media 

coverage is not taken to be an accurate and true representation of the event, 

but rather a reflection of the attitudes and aims of the author and as a text 

which reflects the immediate impact of events. Letters to the editor comprise 
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much of the evidence considered in Chapter 3. Rather than being analysed as 

a direct representation of the opinions of the local community, they are 

regarded as a source potentially used by the publishing paper to create and 

reflect certain attitudes. In this manner, they generate part of the narrative 

surrounding an event. Access to police files and the evidence they contain is 

generally not available. At time, it has been necessary for the discussion to 

rely heavily upon secondary sources for case details and, while every 

precaution has been taken to ensure the authenticity of sources and their 

claims, it is not possible to check against the original files. 

There are issues that commonly impact historical research into violent crime. 

Randolph Roth looks at the limitations of historical investigation into child 

homicide, such as the ease of concealment of the crime and the lack of reliable 

source material. 42  As Roth states: 

Each historical source for studying child murder has its flaws. But together, 

newspapers, diaries, court records, coroners’ reports, vital records, town 

histories, and other sources can help historians reconstruct the history of 

child homicides…43 

For contemporary histories of child murder these comments are relevant and 

reinforce the need to consult legal and cultural sources. While some of these 

limitations are exclusive to the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries which 

Roth concentrates on, many of them remain pertinent to contemporary study. 

There is still some question as to whether homicide can be mistaken for 

                                                      
42 R. Roth, ‘Child Murder in New England’, Social Science History, vol. 25, no. 1, Spring 

2001, pp. 101-147. 
43 Ibid, pp. 102-103. 
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Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, and the unknown cases, known as the ‘dark 

figure’, of child homicide has been discussed by researchers.44  

Acknowledging and reflecting the voice of a subject becomes tricky when 

investigating victims of homicide. To this end, Amy Gilman Srebnick poses 

the question ‘Where, for example, is the voice of the victim, the accused or 

the accuser? Whose voice does the historian echo…?’45 Researching histories 

of child homicide one type of voice is notably absent; that of the victim. 

However, as argued by Walklate and Petrie, the voices of children can still be 

found in the details of their lives and memories of their families. News 

coverage of filicide-suicides examined by Walklate and Petrie reported child 

deaths in crude and simplistic ways, mainly seeking to provoke an immediate 

emotional response in the reader.46 When researching child victims, we 

should not try to speak for them; rather highlight the inadequacies of the 

written word and of discussions, perhaps that is enough to bring the issue into 

focus without trying to invent a voice for them: ‘Not only in the background, 

but well in the shadows, are the voices of the children themselves.’47 Walklate 

and Petrie also note the presumption of children as property and the role of 

patriarchal gendered relationships that are present in the narratives of filicide-

suicide. 

                                                      
44 J. Frederick, C. Goddard and J. Oxley, ‘What is the “dark figure” of child homicide and 

how can it be addressed in Australia?’, International Journal of Injury Control and Safety 

Promotion, vol. 23, no. 3, 2012, pp. 209-217. 
45 A. G. Srebnick, ‘Does the Representation Fit the Crime? Some Thoughts on Writing 

Crime History as Cultural Text’, in A. G. Srebnick, and R. Levy (eds.), Crime and Culture: 

An Historical Perspective, Hants, Ashgate, 2005, p. 9. 
46 Walklate, S. and P., Stephanie, ‘Witnessing the pain of suffering: Exploring the 

relationship between media representations, public understandings and policy responses to 

filicide-suicide’, Crime Media Culture, vol. 9, 2013, pp. 265-279. 
47 Walklate and Petrie, 2013, p. 266. 
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The identities and voices of young children tend to be recreated through the 

memories and anecdotes of their relatives and associates, bolstered by 

photographs and their favourite toys. To what extent these fragile identities 

are reflected by news coverage and critical commentary depends on the 

location of the victim in the crime’s narrative, and the focus on the families 

of the victims which can be impacted by interpretations of their social and 

economic class. Through an exploration of the death of Daniel Valero in 1990 

Scott and Swain have demonstrated how the image Daniel’s child’s battered 

face and painful death allowed for the issue of child abuse in late-modern 

Australia to gain public visibility.48 The victims, however, have little identity 

or clear voice outside of their role as a victim, as this role becomes their 

primary function within the constructed narrative. The killing of a child in 

this context is often the most significant thing that is recounted and as such, 

child victims are often reduced to a symbol for social failings, or to lend 

prominence to less visible problems.49 The research presented in this thesis 

actively explores this silence and identifies, where possible, how the voice of 

silent victims has been repressed or evoked. 

The late-modern focus of this study highlights the methodological issues 

encountered by crime histories. A major thematic consideration of this 

research is irresolution in crime cases and how it is represented through 

coverage and commentary. In a similar manner, the historical analysis within 

this study lacks finality and cannot provide a resolute ‘end’ to its narrative, 

especially for case studies in which the investigation remains open or has been 

                                                      
48 Scott and Swain, 2002, p. 174. 
49 For example: single parenthood; low socio-economic status; the policies of the state 

government that led to privatisation of government utilities and unemployment in the 

region. This topic is covered in-depth in chapter 3. 
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closed unsolved. The same irresolution that features thematically throughout 

the analysis also impacts the structure and conclusions of this study. As a late-

modern history there is very little historiography in which to ground the 

research, meaning that structures and frameworks needed to be developed 

with little guidance. While these factors may be seen as restrictive or 

detracting from the abilities of this research it also provides benefits. 

Contemporary historian Renee C. Romano observes: 

As I have discovered in my own work, the lack of a preexisting [sic] 

historiography can lead historians to openly acknowledge the limitations of 

our studies, to reach beyond easy categories when locating our own work, 

and to be especially aware of our own position and assumptions in relation 

to our research. And it allows us, at our best, to do something entirely new.50 

This study does not claim to provide a complete and resolved historical 

account of the events it considers; nevertheless, it provides a scholarly 

account that foregrounds further historical studies of child homicide in late-

modern rural and regional Australia. 

Idyll and Dystopia in Rural Australia 

Country Australia51 is subject to persistent idyllic imaginings and stereotypes 

which have been well documented by scholars. The rural idyll is not exclusive 

to Australia,52 but it is a particularly long-standing tradition within Australia’s 

history. According to David Bell the rural idyll, ‘…is first and foremost a 

symbolic landscape into which is condensed and onto which are projected a 

                                                      
50 R. C. Romano, ‘Not Dead Yet’, in C. Potter and R. C. Romano (eds.), Doing Recent 

History, Athens, GA, The University of Georgia Press, 2012, p. 33. 
51 Scholars use several terms which contain various political and scholarly meanings. 

‘Country’ Australia is used here as it is the most common way to indicate that you are 

referring to rural and regional areas, which are defined as (or define themselves) as being 

uniquely rural Australian.  
52 For a discussion on country and nationality in an international sense, see: R. Williams, 

The Country and the City, London, 1973. 
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whole host of things: identifications, imaginings, ideologies.’53  Mathew Rofe 

explains that, ‘…the rural idyll traces its origins to the Industrial Revolution, 

serving as a symbolic foil to urban squalor.’54 The existence of the rural idyll 

contains the crucial elements of celebrated masculinity necessary for 

Australian national identity. These notions have been especially scrutinised 

by feminist historians; providing strong links between rural sentiment and 

Australian nationalism that suppressed the histories of women and Indigenous 

Australians.  

Australian historians normally locate the emergence of the tradition of the 

rural idyll in the emerging urban nationalism of the late nineteenth century 

and early twentieth centuries.55 During the late colonial period (around 1890) 

the Australian country was framed by disillusioned urban artists and 

intellectuals56 as centrally important to Australian identity.57 These artistic 

renderings of an imagined ‘heartland’ located their version of the country as 

the true source of Australian cultural identity58 and looked outside the city for 

distinctive elements of Australian identity.59 This sense of rural identity was 

particularly strong during the nineteenth century, as country people were 

faced with local histories that began with the promise of colonial progress that 

                                                      
53 D. Bell, ‘Variations on the rural idyll’, in P. Cloke, T. Marsden and P. H. Moorey (eds.), 

Handbook of Rural Studies, London, SAGE publications, 2006, p. 151.  
54 M. W. Rofe, ‘Considering the Limits of Rural Place Making Opportunities: Rural 

Dystopias and Dark Tourism’, Landscape Research, vol. 38, no. 2, 2012, p. 262. 
55 See for example: White, 1981; D. Davidson and M. Brodie, (eds.), 2005; S. Macintyre, A 

Concise History of Australia, Melbourne, VIC, Cambridge University Press, 2009. 
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ended in economic decline.60 For country Australians, the popular cultural 

representations of country distinctiveness ‘…represented a world that was 

almost as remote to them as to their city cousins.’61 By the twentieth century, 

urban industry and culture had worked its way into all but the most remote 

areas of the country and thereby removed its distinctiveness.  

The image of the ‘country’ as the source of ‘Australianness’ has persisted 

through to contemporary Australia and was an invention of the urban elite, 

many of whom had little true experience of the land they venerated. Belief in 

the country as a wholesome and joy-filled space is understood each by 

historians Richard Waterhouse and Kay Schaffer to have been cemented by 

the 1920s, alongside the belief in racial purity,62 idealisations of Australian 

national identity63 and the rejection of the darker bush imagery of famed 

writer Henry Lawson.64 Of note is historian Russel Ward’s 1958 study The 

Australian Legend,65 which cemented the Australian ‘national character’ as 

developing from plucky colonial bushmen into the national consciousness, 

and idealised colonial working-class men as the “founding fathers” of the 

Australian national spirit. Over the last fifty years Australian historians have 

assessed Ward’s argument, and demonstrated that Ward’s “national 

character” was an influential exercise in myth-making that ignored the role of 

the middle-class during the colonial period and the harsh realities of settler 

                                                      
60 H. Doyle, ‘Local History and Decline in Country Victoria’, in D. Davidson and M. 
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existence.66 Regardless, this idea of “Australianness” as developing from the 

“bush” continues to have currency in Australian society and is routinely 

defined by a mythologised understanding of the past, comprised from bush 

legend and settler mythologies. Even though, as Waterhouse points out, late-

modern rural Australia is a place where a mere 15% of Australians live.67 

Wayne Hudson and Geoffrey Bolton have argued that multiple identities have 

existed for Australians over the last two centuries, and that many previous 

attempts to characterise Australian identity have been narrowly conceived.68 

The present research is underpinned by more recent interpretations of country 

Australia, considering the expressions, understandings and representations of 

rurality to be formed at national, regional and local levels. Idyllic 

interpretations of rurality are routinely treated by scholars as manifestations 

of urban-centric views of country Australia. As Andrew Gorman-Murray, 

Kate Darian-Smith and Chris Gibson observe, one function of urban 

understandings of rural spaces is as a ‘…packaged rural idyll of domesticated 

weekend tourism,69 where the restorative qualities of the rural transform and 

rejuvenate urban-dwellers.’70 In this view, rural areas are passive recipients 

of urban-centric understandings of the country. While there is some truth to 

the rural idyll as a product of urban-centric projections, this notion of a ‘one 

                                                      
66 For an example of analysis of Ward’s influence and role in promoting Australian identity 

see: M. Roe, ‘The Australian Legend’, in G. B. Davey and G. Seal (eds.), The Oxford 
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way’ projection from the city has been contested by historians who consider 

the role of country communities in creating their identity.  

Historian Richard Waterhouse sees the formation of such nationalistic 

interpretations of the rural as a shifting exchange between the country and the 

city,71 while Kate Murphy contextualises it as a part of a broader Western 

manifestation of contemporary anxieties regarding sudden social, political 

and economic change.72 It is important to consider that rurality is not only the 

result of urban projections, but that people who occupy these spaces, ‘...were 

not just the creations of urban culture, but rather wove their own rich and 

complicated webs of cultural significance.’73 In this view there is room for 

urban-centric projections of rurality that exist alongside regional and local 

rural identities, which the present research investigates alongside the national 

representations of the country. 

Evidence for local interpretations of rural identity can be found in local 

media, particularly newspapers that contain community-focused reporting. 

When considering local news as a primary source, some scholars have argued 

it plays a vital role in creating, reflecting and maintaining community identity. 

The development of Australian regional media as a potent image-maker of 

identity is directly linked to its historical development, as early local and 

regional papers were concerned with positive promotion of their local area 

and community.74 Jacqui Ewart argues that ‘Regional media play a central 

                                                      
71 Waterhouse, 2005. 
72 K. Murphy, Fears and Fantasies: Modernity, Gender, and the Rural-Urban Divide, New 

York, NY, Peter Lang, 2010, p. 10. 
73 Waterhouse, 2005, p. 14. 
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role in constructing and cementing the identity and culture of communities 

and their publics.’75 While not discounting the influence of metropolitan 

media, Ewart claims that ‘…it is at the regional level that the most powerful 

and abiding images of Australian regional identity are formed and entrenched 

in the public psyche via the media.’76 Where possible, this thesis considers 

regional and local representations of crime and public opinion, contrasting 

them against national coverage. 

In their study of notions of rural Australian identity, Blacklow and Whitford 

argue that historically the ‘Regional media, in particular, have always held a 

key place in the formation and perpetuation of images of rural identity.’77 The 

present research builds upon such understandings, and takes a similar view to 

Waterhouse, in that rural identity has been, and continues to be, constructed 

through an irregular and uneven exchange of ideas between the country and 

the city. This thesis argues that rural communities and people are not passive 

recipients of urban-centric representations and that they play an active role in 

creating ideas of rurality which possess multiple identities.  

Analysing local interpretations of identity and community provides a greater 

historical scope to include silenced and marginalised peoples. This is 

particularly significant when considering the Euro-centric nature of the rural 

idyll, within which histories and identities of Indigenous Australians tend to 

be suppressed – either through non-representation or through stereotypical 
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Community’, Transformations, no. 1, September 2000, p. 1, online: 
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representations that confine Indigenous Australians to the role of the “noble 

savage” and “mystic shaman”, or the violent and primitive criminal. Also 

referred to as the noble/ignoble savage, these representations were intrinsic to 

Australian colonisation, by reducing Indigenous peoples into politically 

harmless ‘others’ to facilitate their dispossession.78 These stereotypes have 

been discussed by a growing number of scholars, within a developing 

discipline of post-colonial and cultural Australian histories that explicitly 

consider the experience and impact of colonial practices on Indigenous 

Australians.79 In what appears to be a common rendering for rural Australia, 

the application of such master narratives, whether they are outwardly positive 

or negative, reinforce the notion of Indigenous Australians as passive 

recipients of marginalisation. This is one of the central concerns of chapters 

6 and 7 of this thesis, which consider how such stereotypes have negatively 

influenced police and governmental responses to Indigenous Australian 

victims to the detriment of investigating the disappearances and deaths of 

Colleen, Evelyn and Clinton. 

When the rural idyll is subverted it produces rural dystopia;80  an extra 

dimension to tensions between idyllic imaginings and lived experience. This 

is the ‘other’ rural; the dark, brooding landscape of Australian horror and, like 

its benign counterpart, has a tradition within Australian literary tradition.81 
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Rural dystopia is essentially an inversion of the idyll that is culturally, socially 

and technologically backward and is marked by hyper-masculinised violence, 

sexism and racism. Dystopic texts can be found throughout Australia’s 

history, demonstrating that it is not a modern representation of the bush.  

Rural dystopia is a product of subverting the rural idyll and instead creates a 

version of rurality which is likely as unrealistic and invented as the idyll.82 At 

their most extreme, representations of rural dystopia are hyperbolic and 

sensationalist. However, even these accounts can lay bare the issues of 

domestic violence and hostility that frequently underpin events of child 

homicide, which are supressed through idyllic imaginings. As true crime 

author Patrick Blackden noted: ‘… in Australia, perhaps more than any other 

English-speaking country, the macho culture of man as hunter survives 

unchecked, particularly in rural areas’.83 Fictional representations of the 

country found in Australian horror films are notable here, such as: the 

barbarism of the racist, misogynistic and homophobic culture in Wake in 

Fright (1971);84 the true crime inspired unsettling and hyper-masculine 

violence found in Wolf Creek (2005);85 and the eerie disappearance of 

schoolgirls in the fictional Picnic at Hanging Rock (1975).86 These examples 

demonstrate an attempt to articulate the landscape of Australian rural 
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dystopia, where the landscape is crucial part of country Australia and 

functions as both character and antagonist. 

Lost and murdered children have a long history within such dystopic 

imaginings of the country. The origins of Australian rural dystopia can be 

found within the literary genre of the Australian Gothic; a form of Gothic 

fiction which tends to incorporate themes of rural isolation and supernatural 

themes that are manifest within a harsh and unforgiving landscape.87 Before 

Australia’s existence was even confirmed, the land had been imagined as a 

place of monsters that symbolised, ‘… a world of reversals, the dark 

subconscious of Britain.’88 Images of the bush have featured throughout 

literature and the arts since colonisation; many of them negative.89 These have 

also been informed by the violence that is inherent to Australian history. The 

harsh and often murderous reality of settler life (often remembered through 

literal place names such as ‘attack creek’)90 had an effect on Australian 

literature, particularly in the nineteenth century. A rare literary example of 

the dark and sexually threatening nature of the bush is colonial author Barbara 

Baynton’s short story ‘The Tramp’ (1896),91 later revised and re-published as 

‘The Chosen Vessel’ (1902).92 Baynton’s work is notable here for its 

exploration of the rape of a white woman by a tramp/swagman, and her efforts 

                                                      
87 See: G. Turcotte, ‘Australian Gothic’, in Mulvey-Roberts, M. (ed.), The Handbook to 
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88 Turcotte, 1998, p. 10. 
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to protect her young child,93 and disrupts assumptions of the rural idyll and 

mythmaking of the frontier family during the colonial period. Abandoned by 

her husband and left alone with a vulnerable child Baynton’s subject is aware 

of her fate: ‘She waited motionless, with her baby pressed tightly to her, 

though she knew that in another few minutes this man with the cruel eyes, 

lascivious mouth, and gleaming knife would enter.’94 Baynton’s work 

presents a version of the rural where women were subjected to male brutality, 

set against the harsh and unforgiving Australian landscape.  

These experiences and social memories often generated texts which are 

inimical to the tastes of modern Australians. As Rachael Weaver observes: 

‘For early twenty-first century readers, the explicit violence and vicious 

racism that often characterises such stories can be shocking and disturbing.’95 

These histories have been carried forward into contemporary society and 

contribute to cultural anxieties of the country. It is worth noting that in each 

of these representations of the outback traditional understandings of 

masculinity prevail, and are often intrinsically tied to acts of violence against 

women and children. This contrasts with dystopic depictions of the city, 

which focus more on villainous anonymity, filth, squalor and over-population 

than gender traits. 

This thesis argues that when a child is killed by a parent, caregiver or 

community member in the country a complex dynamic between space and 
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subject begins to emerge. Media narratives seek explanation for the 

corruption of an idyllistic space as well as the death of a child. Recurring 

narratives of innocence and its loss are attached to both the landscape and the 

victim while rural communities are re-imagined as squalid backwaters. When 

a child is killed in country Australia the media events that develop around 

these cases are thus not only grappling with explanations for the murder of a 

child, but the destabilising of the rural idyll through an event of violent and 

shocking crime. Furthermore, these popular imaginings of country Australia 

can have the effect of highlighting and perpetuating stereotypes of 

criminality. As Hogg and Carrington observe:  

The more “rigid” the stereotype of place the more sharply it throws into 

relief the presence of the “discrepant” elements or people and the more 

urgent the policing of its boundaries. This we argue carries particular 

relevance for cultural constructions of rurality and to our study of crime in 

rural landscapes.96 

Although colonial crime is associated with the very foundations of Australia 

other forms of crime, especially violent and disturbing ones, are aligned with 

the concept of the city and are not seen as belonging to the values embodied 

by the rural lifestyle. The narratives generated around cases of child homicide 

in rural and regional areas challenge preconceived notions of rural idyllism. 

However, this research shows that this challenge does not often cause media 

commentators to seek out more nuanced and complex explanations for the 

murder of a child, but rather causes the inversion of the rural idyll into rural 

dystopia. 
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A working understanding of rurality and country is needed to frame 

investigation and analysis into rural and regional experiences and responses 

to crime.97 The criminological research discussed here suggests that rurality 

is an experience as well as a facet of identity. This overlaps well with cultural 

historical frames of understanding crime. At a local level, it can be expected 

of rural and regional communities to experience different social relations to 

metropolitan areas, and early rural criminological work demonstrated that 

rural areas possessed community and social spheres distinct from urban ones. 

Criminologists O’Connor and Gray cautioned against interpreting their 

results as meaning that rural areas were experiencing a crime wave, rather 

arguing that ‘...the safety of rural communities and the dangers of urban life 

have both been exaggerated.’98 Here O’Connor and Gray begin to engage 

with the symbols and understandings that make up imaginings of spaces such 

as rural and urban, though that often goes beyond the aims of criminological 

studies. In their concluding comments O’Connor and Gray touch on the 

intersection of rurality, identity and crime:  

Finally, we believe that our research supports the importance of locality in 

understanding the public’s perception of crime and their reactions to it... 

Crime has its own local myths and traditions... Whether or not such local 

characteristics actually affect the objective facts of crime is unclear. 

However, our experience in Walcha strongly suggests that such factors do 

indeed affect the public’s perception of crime.99 

This suggests that local representations have their own set of meanings and 

interpretations that are significant for public perceptions of crime. This 
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research examines local attitudes as well as national views of rural and 

regional Australia from an urban-centric perspective.  

There are three broad categories of media in Australia: metropolitan; regional; 

and independent or ‘community’. Each of these are distinctive in how they 

are perceived by Australians and what type of reporting they are associated 

with, and each is considered during the present research. For the death of 

Jaidyn Leskie, the metropolitan media guided the tone of reporting with a 

focus on negatively representing the people of Moe, while the death of Jordan 

Anderson Smith saw the local Wagga Wagga paper play host to heated 

debates and local correspondence. The Bowraville Murders attracted 

metropolitan and independent reporting – each showing distinct differences 

in the representation of Indigenous Australian peoples and which aspects of 

the case were focused on. The present research works from Macnamara’s 

analysis of the ‘mass media’ as referring to the relationship between the 

ideological and the real, while simultaneously influencing and reflecting 

social attitudes.100 An understanding of what we know of the press is included 

to provide context for the focused discussion in each case study. 

 

The news media in Australia is not homogenous, although the concentrated 

ownership of much of the press can give such an impression. Researchers 

have noted that the unique social and geographical development of the 
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Australian news media has led to distinct differences between the 

metropolitan, regional and independent press. Australian systems of media 

and journalism developed during the eighteenth century and was influenced 

by the Imperial British media. However, the media rapidly diversified due to 

the social and geographical differences: while the British system provided the 

foundations of the Australian media, it soon came to reflect the unique context 

of the Australian colonies.101 From the end of the Second World War, the 

Australian media became one of the most commercialised and concentrated 

in the West and maintained a clearly conservative tone that has persisted into 

the present day. By the 1980s, Australia had one of the most concentrated 

systems of media ownership – further solidifying the distinctions between 

metropolitan, regional and independent media outlets.102Research by Bowd 

found that Australians are concerned about the reporting practices of the 

metropolitan media: their tendency to deemphasise the responsibility of 

individual journalists gives audiences the impression that they are largely 

unconcerned with the potential consequences of their reporting.103 

Considering that ‘…the media generally speak to, rather than to listen to, the 

public…’104 it is unsurprising that smaller communities exhibit a lack of trust 

in the metropolitan media. Research by Hess and Waller actively investigates 

the distrust rural communities feel for metropolitan media outlets, and argue 

that a key difference between metropolitan and local media is its relationship 

to consumers - the metropolitan media does not have a direct relationship with 

readers, and this has been identified as a source of tension for ‘country’ 
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communities.105 Hess and Waller found that ‘country’ readers felt that there 

was a conflict between their lived experience and the mediated version of 

events and reported feelings of animosity toward the metropolitan press. 

Respondents felt much more connected to their local media, who they felt 

were more able to be trusted. While the metropolitan press is often viewed as 

reinforcing social boundaries and perpetuating shallow stereotypes of 

Australian culture and Indigenous peoples,106 local and independent media 

can be considered to be a cultural resource that facilitated ‘cultural 

citizenship’ in small communities.107  

However, despite the positive view of researchers regarding the relationship 

and trust between regional and rural communities and their local media, 

criminologists have also argued that rural communities are especially prone 

to be influenced by local media.108 Locals are more willing to uncritically 

accept their media’s representation of crime, and these communities tend to 

use media to inform their views more than personal experience.109 Doyle has 

also found that the majority of media outlets tend to focus on specific details 

of individual crimes, relying heavily on the police as the primary source of 

information: opening up the potential for police to exert substantial levels of 

influence and control over media accounts.110 
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Rural  Crime and Rural Society 

Scholars often provide definitions of community and society that align with 

their associated discipline and the main objectives of their research. This does 

not mean that the terms are redefined and malleable for any researcher who 

wishes to tack it onto their work, rather it reflects the difficulties for 

categorising elastic and interpretative terms. In her study of death in 

settlements in colonial Australia Dawn Peel writes: 

Communities are complex to define and their existence is impossible to 

measure objectively. The main determinants of a community are people, 

with these people living together in a specific locality, experiencing a range 

of social interactions, displaying a willingness to modify actions for the 

general good, and thus showing an awareness of shared values. These 

qualities are revealed in various ways- as people played, prayed, argued and 

worked. They are also revealed as people dealt with the demands of death.111 

I would add to Peel’s analysis that significant death, that is, death which is 

out of normal experience and is particularly tragic or heinous reveal much 

about community, presenting another level on which communities interact 

and incorporate significant death into their cultural histories. Pauline Boss’ 

work on ambiguous loss and unresolved grief helps to conceptualise the 

interactions between communities, rural society and their experiences of 
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crime considered in the present research.112 As Griffin points out, this is also 

where the media and rural society intersect: 

But once a crime is singled out as deserving the full treatment, its 

coverage transcends or transforms the conventions of hard news or 

objective reporting and enters the realms of myth and ritual, the world 

of the story, the narrative that dramatizes and emotionalises and feeds 

back into the crime itself, justifying, explaining and amplifying its 

enormity- as the Azaria Chamberlain case testifies.113 

Criminological research by Barclay et al., shows that the mythology of rural 

society runs counter to the realities of crime rates in rural Australian society: 

Contrary to romantic images of a crime-free rural lifestyle, instances of 

family violence, domestic assault, assault and sexual assault are growing at 

a faster rate in regional Australia and are consistently higher in some rural 

localities than State average...114 

Criminologists Russell Hogg and Kerry Carrington considered this manner of 

addressing the difficulties of defining rurality. They state that ‘The 

rural/urban dichotomy or continuum is of course far too crude to satisfy the 

requirements of a conceptual framework which might adequately grapple 

with these complexities.’115 In this manner rural and regional areas are largely 
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defined by what they are not  urban. As Hogg and Carrington point out, this 

explanation is simplistic and fails to consider identities of rurality as 

culturally constructed, urban-centric projections. Hogg and Carrington 

further explore their ideas on rurality in their study Policing the Rural Crisis 

in which they consider the nature of ‘the rural’ as both a physical place and a 

cultural construct, offering a more nuanced interpretation of rurality: ‘…for 

us the rural is, at least in part, something that is constantly being enacted… 

as landscapes are invested with new and different meanings in a process that 

is ongoing and always to some degree contested.’116 Barclay et al. consider 

that rural settlements were products of colonial conquest and occupation, 

often at the expense of the Indigenous population.117 

 

Hidden histories and cultural narratives associated with communities in rural 

and regional Australia are an important feature for this research. These can 

often be seen through the investigation and reporting periods of an event of 

child homicide, and colour the representations and understandings that 

become central to an historical account of crime. The methodology of cultural 

history is thus aptly suited to a study that requires examination of varied 

evidence and approaches. Historical studies of crime do not necessarily 

investigate crime as an end in itself, but ‘… as a window into issues and 

themes in the history of society, culture and politics.’118 This differs to the 
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aim of a criminological study, which is normally to evaluate and improve 

upon policy, crime prevalence and procedure.  

With this in mind, criminological research and literature  has been consulted 

as a complement to cultural  history and is not the focus or the discipline of 

the thesis. One of the main reasons to include rural criminology is the research 

and dedication of criminologists to examining rural culture and assessing the 

impact of the rural idyll on perceptions of crime in country Australia. Rural 

society and its experiences with crime have been considered by researchers 

of historical and contemporary crime in Australia. Researchers have moved 

from treating rural spaces as homogenous to examining them as complex 

social spaces that have distinct differences from urban areas. Criminological 

researchers have begun to investigate crime in rural and regional Australia 

and provide much of the literature and methodologies available on the topic. 

Their research includes significant work on the societies and cultures of rural 

and regional areas, as such criminological research and results are useful for 

this study, especially when explaining the paucity of research in this area and 

the need for further investigation.  

The examination of criminological studies that deal with crime in rural and 

regional Australia show that rural mythology and local histories need to be 

examined in more depth and that rural identity can play an important role in 

the perception of crime. Scholarly studies of crime in rural and regional areas 

are relatively new, both in Australia and internationally, 119 leading one 

                                                      
119 Jobes et al., ‘Rural Crime in Australia: Contemporary Concerns, Recent Research and 

Future Directions’, Australian Journal of Regional Studies, vol. 7, no. 1, 2001, p. 18. 
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criminologist to observe, ‘The roots of rural neglect are deep.’120 While 

scholarly interest in crime in rural and regional areas in Australia is still 

developing, there have been several significant studies which indicate the 

necessity for further research, such as research by: O’Connor and Gray; Hogg 

and Carrington; and Donnermeyer, and DeKeseredy. Although the present 

research is conducted from the discipline of history, the insights of 

criminology are a significant, if developing, aspect of such a history. As 

articulated by Peter King: ‘If the relationship between social history and 

criminology can no longer be described as a dialogue of the deaf, it is still 

being conducted very largely in discreet whispers.’121  

 Studies of rural crime developed slowly from the 1970s and began to grow 

rapidly during the 1990s,122  before this, post-bushranger crime was typically 

viewed as the province of industrialised, urban spaces.123 In Australia, one of 

the first in-depth studies is Michael O’Connor and David Gray’s 1989 Crime 

in a Rural Community.124 The results of O’Connor and Gray’s study touched 

on social perceptions of crime in a small community and helped to spark 

investigations into rural crime that deviated from theories of social 

disorganisation and urbanisation. O’Connor and Gray’s research challenged 

dominant thinking that rural areas experience very little or no crime as the 

results suggested that their crime rates were similar. One of the problems 

brought up by their results, is whether or not community and justice officials 

                                                      
120 J. F. Donnermeyer, ‘Rural Crime: Roots and Restoration’, International Journal of 

Rural Crime, vol. 1, 2007, p. 3. 
121 P. King, ‘Locating Histories of Crime: A Bibliographical Study’, British Journal of 

Criminology, vol. 39, no. 1, 1999, p. 161. 
122 J. F. Donnermeyer and W. DeKeseredy, ‘Toward a Rural Critical Criminology’, 

Southern Rural Sociology, vol. 23, no. 2, 2008, p. 10. 
123 Ibid, pp. 8-9. 
124 O’Connor and Gray, 1989. 
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would accept these findings and how they would interpret them. O’Connor 

and Gray cautioned against interpreting the results as meaning that rural areas 

were experiencing a crime wave, rather arguing that ‘...the safety of rural 

communities and the dangers of urban life have both been exaggerated.’125 

Here O’Connor and Gray must begin to engage with the symbols and 

understandings that make up imaginings of spaces such as rural and urban. 

The binaries of city and country played an important part in rural citizen’s 

identities and beliefs that they were safer from crime than urban areas. 

Interestingly, O’Connor and Gray reported that some residents believed that 

urban crime problems would inevitably spread to the country126. In their 

concluding comments O’Connor and Gray touch on the intersection of 

rurality, identity and crime:  

Finally, we believe that our research supports the importance of locality in 

understanding the public’s perception of crime and their reactions to it... 

Crime has its own local myths and traditions... Whether or not such local 

characteristics actually affect the objective facts of crime is unclear. 

However, our experience in Walcha strongly suggests that such factors do 

indeed affect the public’s perception of crime.127 

Australia’s particular geographic nature also plays a role in the focus of 

research on rural and regional areas. Jobes et al describe Australia as 

‘…arguably the most rural and most urban of all counties’128, suggesting this 

as a possible basis for the lack of research on rural crime in Australia. This 

                                                      
125 O’Connor and Gray (1989), pg 18. 
126 O’Connor and Gray (1989), 179. 
127 O’Connor and Gray (1989), pg 180. 
128 Jobes et al., 2001, p. 3. 
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demonstrates the intersection of concepts of culture and nationality and 

assumptions regarding crime and its occurrence.  

Recently, advances in the field of Australian rural crime have been made by 

Russell Hogg and Kerry Carrington’s 2006 Policing the Rural Crisis129 and 

Barclay et al.’s 2007 edited collection Crime in Rural Australia.130 These 

last two works comprise much of the rural criminological background that 

informs this study and will be referred to where relevant. Hogg and Carrington 

write in the introduction to Policing the Rural Crisis- ‘We take the view that crime 

can only be adequately understood if we also examine the social reaction to 

crime, including the meaning ascribed to it and the nature and scale of the threat 

read into it.131’ Hogg and Carrington clearly consider the nature of ‘the rural’ as 

both a physical place and a cultural construct, acknowledging the multitude of 

meanings that exist within the concept.  

Our study does not approach the rural as simply a discrete physical region fixed in 

space and time. Rather for us the rural is, at least in part, something that is 

constantly being enacted, constantly in the process of being created and 

reproduced, as landscapes are invested with new and different meanings in a 

process that is ongoing and always to some degree contested.132  

Here, Hogg and Carrington show how an understanding of rural identity and 

rural society is central to criminological research on rural crime. Examining 

the urban/rural divide is also an important aspect of the criminological 

research on rural crime. This divide is a central component to understanding: 

the way that rural crime is perceived by local communities and metropolitan 

areas; the paucity of sources on the topic prior to the 1990s; and the manner 

that the news coverage engages with crime.   

                                                      
129 Hogg and Carrington, 2006. 
130 E. Barclay et al., Crime in Rural Australia, Annandale, Federation Press, 2007. 
131 Hogg, Russel and Carrington, Kerry. Policing the Rural Crisis, The Federation Press: 

Sydney, 2007. 
132 Hogg and Carrington, 2006, p. 6. 
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Modern criminological theories are also having an impact upon true crime 

writing, particularly in journalist coverage. Analysis of the social context of 

crime as well as the individuals involved has become feature of true crime 

journalism, as Rosalind Smith notes-  

…a shift in true crime writing in Australia, from a tradition centred on 

individual crimes, criminals and the authoritative narrator, to a form of 

journalism informed by contemporary developments in criminology which 

deflects criminal responsibility to society and its media representations. 

The tensions and oscillations between these two approaches can be seen 

within the media reporting on crime events and represents the intersection of: 

criminology; true crime; and the news media.   

Representing child homicide  

For contemporary Australians, the child killer does not have a human face, 

though he133 may have a name.134 The name ‘Mr. Cruel’ drove fear into the 

hearts and minds of parents and their children in Melbourne in the early 

1990s. Mr. Cruel, the media moniker for the unknown child rapist and 

murderer, has never been identified despite one of the largest police 

taskforces in Victorian history and a renewed search from 2010-13. A name 

                                                      
133 I use ‘he’ deliberately, as child killers are primarily depicted as men in news media and 

popular culture. However, the literature demonstrates that men and women are almost 

equally as likely to commit the crime, though may exhibit different motivations and 

methods. 
134 This line is referencing Debra Powell’s powerful opening, ‘For generations of New 

Zealanders, the history of child homicide has had a human face – that of Minnie Dean, the 

Winton baby farmer.’ While New Zealander’s associate the child murderer with a colonial 

figure, contemporary Australians are more likely to imagine the faces of the lost Beaumont 

children and the unknown stranger who ended their lives. D. Powell, The Ogress, The 

Innocent, and The Madman: Narrative and Gender in Child Homicide Trials in New 

Zealand, 1870-1925, [thesis], University of Waikato, 2013, p. 1. 
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such as ‘Mr. Cruel’ provides a technique for the news media to produce a 

landscape on which to project cultural fears and imaginings of child killers; a 

name of hard edges and nightmares which renders the man monstrous and 

unknowable. Here, the child killer is the elusive and sinister stranger, bathed 

in shadow and lurking just out of sight. The hunting grounds of the stranger 

are the dense and impersonal cities, a product of industrialisation and urban 

planning. Children need to be watched carefully so as to not fall in to his 

grasp, lessons hard learnt through the 1966 disappearance of the Beaumont 

children from Adelaide.135 While the name ‘Mr. Cruel’ is commonly known 

in Australia, less so are the names of his publicly known victims: Sharon 

Wills, Nicola Lynas and Karmein Chan.136  The prominence of a killers name 

over their victims is a feature of the sensationalising of perpetrators of violent 

crime which can lead to silence around the victims where the coverage of the 

crime focuses on killers, their victims reduced to symbols for lost innocence 

and the role they played in propelling the narrative. 

Australians, and likely much of the contemporary world, know this trope 

well; primarily through coverage in the news media to explain the killing of 

a child, while rendering the killer a distant and unknowable other. The 

symbols employed to tell these stories are necessarily uncomplicated; they 

need only to distance the perpetrator as inhuman. Too much complexity or 

nuance and the stranger will begin to return to human form, bringing them 

                                                      
135 The disappearance of Jane, Anna and Grant Beaumont from Glenelg Beach on January 

26, 1966 is considered to have changed the way in which Australians viewed the safety of 

their cities and their children, signalling the end to a culture where young children were 

allowed to travel alone and doors were routinely left open. Similar comments were made by 

the mother of murder victim Julie Mykyta, that the crime destabilised her sense of safety 

for youth in 1970s Adelaide. 
136 It is suspected that there are more victims of ‘Mr. Cruel’, however police have refrained 

from releasing many details of his crimes. This is likely so that they don’t negatively 

impact an on-going investigation. 
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uncomfortably close to a confrontation with Australian society. These tropes 

of the ‘unknowable monster’ continue even when the killer becomes known, 

as seen in the case of thirteen-year-old Daniel Morcombe who was abducted 

from a bus stop on the Sunshine Coast in 2003. Daniel’s killer was unknown 

for more than ten years until 2014 when paedophile Brett Peter Cowan was 

convicted of Daniel’s murder. There was now a face and a name to put to the 

stranger who had taken Daniel’s life. The picture chosen for the front page of 

The Daily Telegraph was a close up of Cowan’s face, showing off his tongue 

piercing to the camera. Underscored by bold red letters that proclaimed 

‘MONSTER’ the image emphasised the social unacceptability of Cowan, 

positioning it as the central narrative for Daniel’s murder. While this was not 

the only manner in which Daniel’s story was covered in the news media, it is 

a fitting example of one of the main ways child homicide is represented in 

late-modern Australia.  

There is arguably a voyeuristic element to the public fascination with these 

crimes. Grisly details of murder splashed across front pages allow readers to 

engage with events and people quite separate from their own day to day lives. 

When such stories have what Lin and Phillips call ‘sympathetic victims’,137 

such as child victims, they exhibit great amounts of media coverage and 

public interest outside the normal realm of crime reporting. ‘In contrast, high 

profile coverage – especially frenzied coverage – is driven by offender and 

victim characteristics that conform to common cultural scripts regarding 

                                                      
137 J. Lin and S. Phillips, ‘Media Coverage of Capital Murder: Exceptions Sustain the 

Rule’, Justice Quarterly, vol. 31, issue 5., 2012, p. 1. 
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predation and vulnerability.’138 One of the reasons for this, this thesis argues, 

is the search for accountability.  

The murder of a child demands an explanation while being represented as 

inexplicable. A crisis of understanding is produced when an offender does not 

fit the dominant cultural narrative of predatory stranger or lone, male 

paedophile. The committal of a heinous and unthinkable crime by a parent, 

caregiver or community member cannot be reasoned within the dominant 

narrative and so results in a search for accountability. As discussed above, 

when this occurs in rural and regional areas nationalistic ideas of the country 

are subverted and are regularly replaced by narratives of monstrosity and 

dystopian imagining of the country. Here, the news media play a fundamental 

role shaping perceptions of community at a local and national level. 

Acknowledging the tendency of media and cultural vehicles to dehumanise 

perpetrators of violent and shocking crimes is not new. Crimes such as the 

killing of a child, due to the innocence and frailty of the victim, allow for the 

dehumanisation of perpetrators to occur more fully and without challenge.139 

One of the consequences of this is that the victim is frequently lost in the 

eagerness of media outlets and social commentators to promote and explore 

the monstrosity of a killer. It suggests that, rather than dwell upon the victim 

and the social and legal issues which underpin the crime, it is easier to focus 

on the monster that ended a child’s life. This creates a comfortable space 

where the killing of a child can be abhorred while relegated outside of normal, 

‘moral’ Australia. Recent laws regarding court ordered anonymity feed into 

                                                      
138 Lin and Phillips, 2012, p. 23. 
139 Ibid. 
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this space, ostensibly to protect the identity and lives of children and families 

where violent offenses have been committed. Journalist Caroline Overington 

writes passionately about the issue: 

Most reporters feel sick about it. They want to tell the truth, the whole truth, 

but there are new laws that make it impossible in almost every circumstance 

to show the faces of young children who have been killed, or even to use 

their names.140  

Overington suggests that journalist’s reports are hampered by legal 

institutions and that these attempts to protect victims results in silencing their 

experiences. This anonymity of victims and perpetrators can have other 

consequences, however, helping to protect society’s view of itself by 

rendering the perpetrator and victim invisible to a community which can then 

retain ideals of its own safety and morality. 

These narratives are constructed through all facets of contemporary society 

including films, literature (true crime and fiction), theatre and courtrooms. 

The space in which they are most widely accessible is through news coverage. 

While the representations of child homicide within these productions are by 

no means homogenous, they exhibit common interpretative themes that 

address a broad spectrum of areas. As stated above, this thesis will investigate 

the histories of late modern child homicide with a specific focus on how 

rurality and ‘country’ Australia is featured in the discussion. Criminological 

research over the last decade shows that rural crime is a long neglected and 

                                                      
140 C. Overington, ‘What You Don’t Hear about Child Murder’, Random House Books, 15 

October 2010, online: http://www.randomhouse.com.au/blog/what-you-dont-hear-about-

child-murder-658.aspx, (accessed 11 December 2013). 

http://www.randomhouse.com.au/blog/what-you-dont-hear-about-child-murder-658.aspx
http://www.randomhouse.com.au/blog/what-you-dont-hear-about-child-murder-658.aspx
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varied topic141 and points to the role of the rural idyll in reinforcing 

representations of a safe, crime-free countryside.142 

The news has the ability to construct, reinforce and reflect cultural and social 

issues, giving the media great power in respect of community response to 

crime.143 Crimes are often used as a gateway into social issues locally and 

nationally, with the media often setting the tone for an investigation. In cases 

of violent and shocking crimes, there is often intense national interest and 

emotionally charged reporting which allows for the enunciation of diverse 

anxieties. Scholar Melissa Hardie has argued, regarding the brutal and public 

death of American woman Kitty Genovese, that: ‘…the murder of Kitty 

Genovese became a pervasively cited exemplary story because it crystallised 

anxieties and concerns in diverse audiences.’144 Here, Hardie articulates how 

such stories can reveal much about the histories, experiences and 

contemporary anxieties of a society. This thesis takes a similar approach to 

interpreting the media generated by shocking crimes, and examines the 

anxieties that are made clear through the texts generated by these events.  

In particular, the theme of the lost child is recurrent as is a sense of community 

loss. The disappearance and murder of Jaidyn Leskie in 1997 (considered in 

chapters 2 and 3) is one of the most well-known cases of child death in 

Australia, and provided historical context for similar cases. Geographical 

location and community often become a focal point for discussion, with 

                                                      
141 Of particular note is research previously mentioned each by scholars Elaine Barclay, 

Kerry Carrington and Russell Hogg. 
142 See: Barclay et al., 2007. 
143 Bowd, ‘Considering the Consequences: Australian country newspapers and news 

impact on communities’, Rural Society, vol. 21, no. 2, 2012, pp. 126-127. 
144 M. Hardie, ‘Dead Spots in the Case of Kitty Genovese’, Australian Feminist Studies, 

vol. 24, no. 65, 2010, p. 349. 
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particular emphasis on social dynamics and economic status. Through media 

the perpetrator’s community is often shown as being complicit in the crime. 

Alternatively, some perpetrators are drawn as utterly different from their 

surroundings, and have the mysterious and sudden appearance of the beings 

of horror fiction - the psychopath, the werewolf and the vampire - apparently 

normal, until they reveal their monstrous inner nature.  

The prominence of the news media in crime stories, particularly violent and 

shocking ones, and the fascination of the public with these stories has been a 

topic for academic research. Wilczynski and Sinclair describe the three key 

themes in the research as the concept of ‘moral panic’, ‘newsworthiness’ and 

‘law and order’ messages. 145   Much of the research has focused on the impact 

of crime stories on the audience, attempting to gauge whether it affects the 

public’s perception of the rate of crime and types of people who commit 

crime. At the same time, the impacts of white collar crime, domestic violence, 

and other non-news worthy stories are understated. Thus, the media construct 

their own social narratives about crime, with implications for policing and 

community attitudes. The news media often incorporate mythic themes and 

social stereotypes, which are then consumed by readers as a primary source 

of the event, both reflecting and creating meaning.  

In the cases considered in this thesis, the communities in which the children 

died came under public scrutiny, causing place to become an important part 

of an explanatory narrative. This follows a larger trend for violent and 

                                                      
145 A. Wilczynski and K. Sinclair, ‘Moral Tales: Representations of Child Abuse in the 

Quality and Tabloid Media’, The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology, vol. 

32, no. 2, 1999, pp. 262-283. 
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shocking crimes in non-metropolitan areas, as the oppositions between rural 

idyll and rural crime collide.  

Thesis Structure 

This thesis is structured thematically and uses a case-study approach. 

Following the introduction, the research is presented through four thematic 

case-studies that broadly focus on: colonial events of child homicide; national 

attitudes toward the country; local attitudes and hidden history; and attitudes 

toward Indigenous Australian peoples.  

Chapter one presents an exploration of child homicide during Australia’s 

colonial period. Much of the literature that deals with this era is focused upon 

baby-farmers and backyard abortionists. Instead, this chapter looks at several 

examples of child homicide which fall into the context of familial violence, 

discovering evidence of child homicide from the very early colonial period 

using newspaper articles as primary sources. While this type of primary 

evidence is limited and presents difficulties for researchers, it is revealing of 

Australia’s early attitudes toward the killing of children. Two primary case 

studies have been selected for this section: the 1871 case of Isabella O’Brien, 

convicted of drowning her two-year-old son Daniel in the river at Wagga 

Wagga and the 1870 case of Edward Eton, convicted of murdering his stepson 

in a fit of lunacy. These case studies are used to explore public attitudes 

toward child homicide during the period, and the gendered responses toward 

the perpetrators, while also allowing for the cases of Isabella O’Brien and 

Edward Elton to receive a scholarly history for the first time. This chapter 
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provides a historical context for the rest of the study, as well as allowing for 

comparative analysis between colonial and late-modern cases. 

Chapters two and three examine national views of the country in the context 

of an unresolved child homicide, explicitly exploring what occurs when the 

rural idyll is destabilised through violent crime. The primary case study is the 

unsolved 1997 disappearance and death of Jaidyn Leskie in the town of Moe. 

Jaidyn’s death led to the town of Moe being stigmatised in the national news 

media. Chapter two explores the history of the Leskie case and provides a 

narrative of events. Chapter three then analyses the media and cultural 

representations of the case. The Leskie case is especially significant when 

compared to the next discussion of Ashmont and Wagga Wagga, where only 

a segment of the community was targeted. Two scholarly articles and several 

true crime novels have been written on Jaidyn’s disappearance and death. 

These chapters consider them to be part of the texts generated by an historical 

crime event, and looks at how they framed, analysed and represented Jaidyn’s 

death and their arguments for why it is an important event. The analysis in 

chapter three also challenges the dominant historical interpretation that 

Jaidyn’s family and the community of Moe were uniformly derided in the 

media onslaught that followed his disappearance, demonstrating that 

dissenting opinion existed within journalist’s reporting on Jaidyn and Moe. 

Chapters four and five examine the local attitudes toward child homicide and 

manslaughter in rural and regional Australia and the revealing of hidden 

histories through events of violent crime. These chapters draw upon research 

that investigates the role of newspapers in revealing and influencing local 

public opinion, and problems of domestic violence and local attitudes toward 
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public housing tenants. The case study selected for this section is the death of 

seven-month-old Jordan Anderson Smith in the town of Wagga Wagga, 2000; 

and is the first study to consider his death in a scholarly context. Jordan was 

killed by his mother’s de-facto partner in the small suburb of Ashmont, 

locally known to be a neglected and welfare dependant community, which 

was represented as an important aspect of the crime.  

Chapter  four explores the history of Jordan’s death and the trial of his killer, 

Chris Hoerler, and provides a narrative of the events while considering the 

public outrage to Hoerler’s conviction of manslaughter instead of murder. 

Chapter five then analyses the media and cultural representations of the case,  

drawing from editorials and letters to the editor in  Wagga Wagga’s local 

newspaper The Daily Advertiser. Jordan’s death has not yet been the subject 

of academic scholarship and so the research for this chapter was sourced from 

the Wagga Wagga Regional Archives. The primary source evidence is 

comprised of legal documents and coverage in the print media. 

Chapters six and seven examine Indigenous Australian children as victims of 

homicide by exploring the Anglo-centric media responses to, and 

representations of, Indigenous victims. The primary case study is the 

unsolved 1990 ‘Bowraville Murders’. The Bowraville Murders are revealing 

of late-modern attitudes toward Indigenous inhabitants of country Australia, 

and the challenges faced by small Indigenous communities in 1990s 

Australia. Chapter six considers the history of the murders and the legal issues 

faced by the community, police and prosecutors in finding the children’s 

killer. The chapter is broadened to encompass recent legal developments in 

the case, and considers statements made by victims and their families in the 
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2014 government inquest into the police handling of the investigation. This 

evidence was only made available recently, and this thesis is the first time the 

case has received a scholarly history. 

 Chapter seven then explores the  absence of significant local and national 

media coverage of the Bowraville murders, and considers the historical and 

social reasons for public disinterest  for Indigenous victims.  Chapters six and 

seven argue that the Bowraville murders have produced intergenerational 

sorrow for families of Colleen, Evelyn and Clinton, and examining them 

reveals a contemporary hidden history of attitudes toward Indigenous 

Australians that had long since been relegated to the past by urban Australia. 

Following the four case-studies is the conclusion, which contrasts 

representations of child homicide considered in the thesis. The rural idyll is 

considered, and how it interacts to generate narrative representations of child 

homicide in country Australia that rely on tropes and oversimplification, 

producing a rural Australia that is broadly defined in terms of key oppositions; 

idyllic or dystopia. Explanations for child homicide in rural and regional 

Australia tend to focus on the space they occurred in, stereotyping or 

stigmatising the residents to produce an image that stands alone as a dystopia, 

conceptually separated from the wholesome and idyllic. These 

representations leave little room for nuance of country Australia and 

oversimplify the killing of a child rendering invisible the banal elements of 

crime that often lie beneath extreme crime: domestic and familial violence; 

drug and alcohol abuse; and limited access to mental health and welfare 

services. By covering these issues with idyllic and romanticised ideas of the 

countryside we produce an image of country Australia that does not allow for 
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a meaningful and nuanced representation of child homicide and continues to 

perpetuate stereotypes that negatively impact victims and communities. 

Overall, this thesis is about difficult histories and violent crime in rural and 

regional Australia. This research investigates the narratives that are 

constructed around events of child homicide using the perspective of cultural 

history and considers how concepts of Australian rurality feature in the 

discussion. Through an exploration of true crime cases of child death, this 

research will provide the reader the opportunity to consider a representation 

of crime in rural and regional Australia which investigates the role of the rural 

idyll and narrative tropes in generating media coverage of the events and the 

histories that develop from it, both locally and nationally.
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Chapter 1 

Child Murder in the Colony: Wretched Creatures, 

Insanity and Gender 

 

What different lots our stars accord 

This babe to be Hailed and wooed as a lord 

And that to be shunned as a leper. 

And the other sex-the tender-the fair, 

What wide reverses of fate are theirs.1 

 
 

- A poem by Thomas Hood, used by a journalist to characterise the plight of 

Isabella O’Brien 

 

That at the time of her offence (for which she has suffered so much) she was 

very young, and in a deplorable state of ignorance, inasmuch that she had 

never been to a school in her life, could neither read nor write, had no idea 

of society, its usages and customs, nor anything by which her life might have 

been guided aright. She was, in short, a wild bush girl, doing men’s work to 

gain her bread.2 (emphasis added) 

- Isabella O’Brien’s 1878 description of her youth, written in third person and 

sent to the Comptroller General of Prisons. 

 

In 1871, two-year-old Daniel O’Brien disappeared near the bank of the 

Murrumbidgee River,3 in the rural community of Wagga Wagga (figure 1.1). 

Daniel’s mother, Isabella O’Brien, claimed to her landlords that she had 

adopted Daniel out to a Chinese couple living alongside the river. Isabella 

was a young, unwed woman with two illegitimate children and Daniel had 

Chinese paternity, so at first her story was plausible. However, when the 

badly decomposed body of a child was discovered in the Murrumbidgee 

                                                      
1 ‘Isabella O’Brien’, Wagga Wagga Advertiser and Riverine Reporter, 4 May 1872, p. 2. 
2 I. O’Brien, ‘Commutation of Sentence’, [Letter to H. G. R. Robinson], 8 November 1878, 

Miscellaneous Health Reports N.S.W. Collection, Library for the History of Medicine, 

Sydney. 
3 Wagga Wagga was built around The Murrumbidgee River, and the river runs parallel to 

the central district of the town. 
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River, suspicion immediately fell upon the destitute Isabella. Isabella’s 

landlord soon identified the body as that of Daniel O’Brien, and Isabella was 

arrested and charged with his murder. Protesting her innocence, Isabella 

claimed that Daniel had accidentally fallen into the river and fear had 

prevented her from informing the police at the time. With little evidence to 

support her story, and circumstantial evidence supporting the charge of 

murder, the prosecution’s case was upheld. Isabella received an unusual 

punishment for a woman: she was sentenced to death.4 In response to this 

sentence, an outpouring of public sympathy and two local petitions saved 

Isabella from the gallows.5 It is documented that Isabella served at least ten 

years of a life sentence in prison, which was her reduced sentence, before 

herself appealing for early release. With the support of medical opinion, her 

own letters and another petition from the people of Albury, Isabella was 

released from Darlinghurst gaol in 1882. 

This chapter will examine the case of Isabella O’Brien and how she was 

treated by the courts, the media and the public, and what influence her country 

upbringing and gender had upon their commentary. Following an 

examination of Isabella’s case, the 1870 murder of two-year-old Thomas 

Darbishire by his stepfather Edward Marwood Elton will be considered. 

Edward was sentenced to death, yet immediately judged to be insane and 

therefore unfit for gaol and execution. While there are very few details on the 

                                                      
4 The death penalty was unevenly practiced throughout Australia’s colonial and federal 

history. It was federally abolished in 1973 with the Commonwealth Death Penalty 

Abolition Act 1973, which was reinforced in 2010 by the Crimes Legislation Amendment 

(Torture Prohibition and Death Penalty Abolition) Act 2010 to prevent states or territories 

from reintroducing the death penalty under their own state constitutions. 
5 At the time, only a reprieve from the Governor of NSW could overturn capital 

punishment. This was not an uncommon occurrence, though public interest normally had to 

be showed for the sentence to be altered. 
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life of Daniel and his surviving brother William, Isabella’s case is striking as 

an example of a colonial media event of child murder. Isabella was initially 

framed as an immoral and unnatural woman, which is in line with common 

representations of colonial child killers and played an important role in 

determining her innocence or guilt in the eyes of the court. After she learned 

to read and write in gaol, Isabella took partial control of her narrative, instead 

framing her crime as one born of ignorance from her country upbringing, as 

well as being seduced and abandoned by an unscrupulous man. 

The main sources for Daniel’s death are newspaper articles which provide 

outlines of the case in varying depth. Contradictions and misinformation are 

also provided by these articles, and they document public moods and the 

media narrative of crime, as much as historical fact. Depending on the source, 

Isabella is alternatively 19, 22 or 27 years old. Further research suggests she 

was 19; the NSW Registry of Births, Deaths and Marriages, the birth of an 

Isabella O’Brien in 1852 to Daniel and Honora O’Brien.  This is backed up 

her gaol record and a news article which names her father as Daniel O’Brien, 

and her younger sister as Ellen O’Brien.6 A register of Ellen’s birth to Daniel 

and Honora can also be located.  

For colonial Australians, gender and class dictated the lens through which 

criminals were represented to the public. These stereotypes formed how an 

individual was viewed by the jury and judge and influenced the sentence they 

received with particular attention paid to: gender; social class; and their 

proximity to convictism. For women, their virtue and morality became of 

                                                      
6 ‘Murder of an infant’, Ovens and Murray Advertiser, 16 November 1871, p. 2, available 

from Trove (accessed 15 February 2014). 
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paramount importance. Colonial women were broadly categorised as either 

good wives and mothers or whores and villains.7 These categories are 

simplistic and rigid, and have been accepted by most scholars as the 

prevailing view from the courts and the public. There is significant interest in 

this topic from feminist scholars, though their aims are somewhat different to 

this chapter, as they tend to focus on women’s limited access to institutions, 

patriarchal views on women’s ‘protection’ and notions of the ‘masculinity of 

criminality’.8 The present analysis especially considers the recent work by 

Plater and Milne as their research, while confirming the application of the 

‘whore or saint’ view of women, also suggests that there is more complexity 

for the treatment of criminal women by the public and the courts.9 An 

examination of the local media on Isabella’s crime reveals an outpouring of 

public sympathy and social understanding for the single, unwed mother. This 

suggests the possibility for a reading of the colonial public that is more 

complex in their comprehension of the motivations of child murderers than 

earlier studies have suggested. This is not necessarily surprising, as scholarly 

interest in cases of the death penalty and mercy for women in colonial 

Australia has not been studied in-depth, and has yet to attain the same interest 

as similar studies that focus on nineteenth century Britain.10  

                                                      
7 This observation has been well documented and discussed in Australian historical studies. 

For what is considered one of the definitive texts on the topic, see: A. Summers, Damned 

Whore's and God's Police, Melbourne, VIC, Penguin (2nd rev ed), 2002. 
8 See for example: K. Laster, ‘Arbitrary Chivalry: Women and capital punishment in 

Victoria, 1842-1967’, in D. Philips and S. Davies (eds.), A Nation of Rogues? Crime, law 

and punishment in Colonial Australia, Carlton, VIC, Melbourne University Press, 1994, pp. 

166-183. 
9 See: D. Plater and S. Milne, ‘“All that's Good and Virtuous or Depraved and Abandoned 

in the Extreme”? Capital Punishment and Mercy for Female Offenders in Colonial 

Australia, 1824 to 1865’, The University of Tasmania Law Review, vol. 33, no. 1, 2014, pp. 

83-140. 
10 Plater and Milne, pp. 83-140. 
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Raising infants during early colonial Australia was difficult; parents faced a 

harsh and unfamiliar climate; little access to medical assistance; inferior food 

quality; and poor hygiene from overcrowding.11 Rates of infant mortality in 

colonial Australia are difficult to gauge, due to poor record keeping and the 

isolated nature of many frontier settlements, though from the 1880s infant 

mortality rates dropped.12 In many cases it is not possible for a researcher to 

ascertain whether the death of a child was from deliberate mistreatment or 

abuse or a result of accident or illness, though there is anecdotal evidence for 

early Australian life.13 Lyn Finch and Jon Stratton discuss the history of 

abortion in Australia and briefly cover infanticide. Their analysis of 

infanticide, however, is more correctly labelled neonaticide ‘…most 

infanticides seem to have occurred shortly after birth… Allen… refers to an 

account of infanticide where the child was said to be at least two years old.’14 

Contextualising infanticide in a discussion of abortion and population control, 

Finch and Stratton would be more correct to discuss neonaticide.  

The literature demonstrates that infanticide became an issue of increasing 

importance in the 1880s, as baby farmers and working single mothers came 

into focus. Child homicide was not an unknown issue before this period, an 

article from 1860 details comments from Sydney’s City health Officer on 

suggestions of infanticide ‘...I deemed it my duty to make some inquiries into 

a report made to me... that the remains of infants were frequently found on 

emptying the night carts on the Sand Hills.’15 Note the urban context of this 

                                                      
11 L. Finch, ‘Caring for Colonial Infants: Parenting on the frontiers’, Australian Historical 

Studies, 1998, pp. 109-110. 
12 Finch, 1998, p. 110. 
13 D. Peel, 2002, pp. 137-139.   

14 Finch, Lyn and Stratton, Jon. ‘The Australian working class and the practice of abortion 

1880-1939’, Journal of Australian Studies, 12:23 pg 50, 1988. 
15 Empire, Saturday June 30, 1860 p. 5. 
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extract. As populations increased and became denser in the cities there were 

more discovered instances of neonaticide, infanticide and child homicide. Jan 

Kociumbas points to the moral panic about the quality of mothering in 

Australia from the 1880s in explaining the zeal in which police and journalists 

went about to capture a child-killer, creating media narratives about single 

mothers and child homicide.16 M. John Thearle and Helen Gregory have 

examined child abuse in nineteenth century Queensland using a variety of 

records such as inquests, criminal court proceedings and newspaper editorials 

to construct a typology of patterns of child abuse,17 revealing the existence 

and prevalence of child abuse during this period. Although Thearle and 

Gregory acknowledge the difficulties of quantifying child abuse statistics 

from this era, and their study provides an overview rather than an in-depth 

analysis, it does provide insight into the existence of child homicide and the 

prevalence of child abuse. This is particularly useful when considering the 

lack of other Australian studies of this type. The origins of Australia’s 

perspectives of class and standards of behaviour for men and women came 

from the British class system, as the middle-class sought to instil Victorian 

values within a unique colonial context.18 As Australia did not have a true 

‘upper class’ (i.e. nobility), Australian ideas of class were mainly drawn from 

the middle and working class.  The middle class took at paternalistic view of 

the lower-classes, the origins of which come from the British and European 

ways of viewing the poor, and the middle-class simultaneously boasted of the 

opportunities available to colonial Australians, while preventing the lower-

                                                      
16 Kociumbas, Jan. ‘Azaria’s antecedents: Stereotyping Infanticide in late Nineteenth-

Century Australia, Gender & History, Vol. 13 No. 1 April 2001, pg 140. 
17 J. Thearle, H. Gregory, ‘Child abuse in nineteenth century Queensland’, Child Abuse and 

Neglect, vol 12, pp 91-101, 1988. 
18 C. Ramsey, ‘Domestic Violence and State Intervention in the American West and 

Australia, 1860-1930’, Indiana Law Journal, vol. 86, no. 185, 2011, pp. 186-189. 
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classes from actively engaging in them.19 Research by Nicola Goc suggests 

that class played an important role in the discovery as well as the treatment 

of women who killed their children.20  Goc shows through media analysis that 

such women were routinely described by the courts as ’desperate’, ‘working-

class’ and ‘unmarried’21 – of course, these are the women who were caught, 

and middle-class women likely had financial and social access to concealing 

abortions or neonaticide.22 The middle-class also influenced the legal 

repercussions of abortion and infanticide in the colonies, and were especially 

preoccupied with the working-classes population demographics and ‘moral’ 

behaviour. As argued by Finch and Stratton: 

The concern over abortion during this period cannot be separated from 

the increasing inroads of the state into the regulation of working class 

life. In addition, it must be viewed within the context of middle class 

political arguments about population size, eugenics and the like.  

[emphasis added].23 

Recent historical scholarship has suggested that the parameters for women as 

“wives or whores” are more complex than previously determined, as women 

who were left pregnant with ‘broken promises of marriage’ could, and did 

seek legal recourse.24 Significantly for this chapter, women suing men for 

                                                      
19 Davis, 1994, p. 152. 
20 N. Goc, Women, Infanticide and the Press, 1822-1922, Surrey, Ashgate Publishing 

Limited, 2013. 
21 Goc, 2013, pp. 7-23. 
22 E. Farrell, ‘Women, Infanticide and the Press, 1822-1922: news narratives in England 

and Australia’, [book review], Women’s History Review, 2013, pp. 1-3. 
23 L. Finch and J. Stratton, ‘The Australian working class and the practice of abortion 

1880–1939’, Journal of Australian Studies, vol. 12, no. 23, 1988, pp. 63. 
24 A. Simmonds, ‘Gay Lotharios and Innocent Eves: Child Maintenance, Masculinities and 

the Action for Breach of Promise of Marriage in Colonial Australia’, Law in Context, vol. 

34, no. 1, 2016, pp. 58-75. 
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compensation appears to have been more common in country courts than the 

city, and contemporaries represented the men in question as ‘roving seducers’ 

instead of focusing on the immoral, single mother.25  ‘Roving seducers’ are a 

feature of the different ways that country women were constructed in public 

commentary. Country women tended to be viewed as existing in a more 

precarious situation, without the protections of urban social networks and 

legal institutions. Further, crimes that occurred within the country are subject 

to less documentation and publicity from the media, which is  barrier to 

research that has been documented.  Kiera Lindsey, in her study of the history 

of abductions in colonial Australia, notes the unevenness of documentation 

and observes that:  

Another factor that influences these records is the fact that the crime was 

more likely to occur in rural settings and be tried in regional courts where 

the cases were less likely to attract media attention and public commentary.26 

Recent research by Kaladelfos shows for example, that the debates around 

rape as a capital offence in New South Wales rested largely on the need to 

protect white, country women from criminal ‘bush-men’ and Indigenous 

Australian men.27 So great was the anxiety in NSW, informed by recent 

histories of their convict heritage and large itinerant population, that the death 

penalty was retained for rape cases in NSW long after it was abolished in 

other areas.28 The existence of the itinerant bushman alongside convict 

heritage provided a dark image of the country for colonial lawmakers. Daniel 

                                                      
25 Simmonds, 2016, p. 75. 
26 K. Lindsey, ‘” So Much Recklessness”: Abduction in the Colony of New South Wales’, 

Australian Historical Studies, vol. 44, no. 3, 2013, p. 444. 
27 Only after the woman’s virtuousness and morality was ‘proven' in a court of law, of 

course. 
28 A. Kaladelfos, ‘The Politics of Punishment: Rape and the Death Penalty in Colonial 

Australia, 1841–1901’, History Australia, vol. 9, no. 1, 2012, pp. 155-175. 
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O’Brien’s murder also fits into the existing colonial narrative of a poor, single 

mother who resorted to murder in the face of destitution. While colonial 

legislation and policy demonstrate interest for the protection and needs of 

children during the nineteenth century, research by Shurlee Swain suggests 

that these policies were influenced by middle-class assumptions and attitudes 

towards single mothers and workers from the lower classes.29 Swain utilises 

inquest data as a historical source to gauge the attitudes of single mothers and 

nurses in the late nineteenth century when a child was lost. Swain challenges 

the notion that the children of poor, single mothers were not mourned after 

their death and that the rlationship between the single mother and her child 

was misread, both at the time by policy makers and contemporarily by 

scholars.  

 

‘The Wretched Creature’: Isabella O’Brien and the death of 

Daniel O’Brien 

During the afternoon of Tuesday 7 November 1871, the badly decomposed 

body of a toddler was discovered in the Murrumbidgee River30 near the free 

punt (figure 1.1).31 No children of that age had been reported missing and, 

judging from the damage to the body, the child had been in the water for some 

time. Foul play was immediately suspected, and the child’s body was 

immediately removed from the river and taken to the ‘Bridge Hotel’32 for 

                                                      
29 S. Swain, ‘Maids and mothers: Domestic servants and illegitimacy in 19th-century 

Australia’, vol 10, no 4, pp 461-471. 
30 ‘Coroner’s Inquest - Supposed Child Murder’, Wagga Wagga Advertiser, 11 November 

1871, p. 2.  
31 The free punt was mainly available to cross the river without paying the tolls for the 

commercial ones, with the main bridge (Hampden Bridge) not built until 1895. 
32 A hotel in the main street of Wagga Wagga that continues to operate, switching between 

the names ‘The Bridge’ and ‘The Riverina’ over the last 150 years. The hotel is directly 

across the road from the Murrumbidgee River. 
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examination. Although the child was decomposed beyond visual 

identification they were dressed in distinctive, fine red clothes: a red plaid 

frock,33 flannel petticoat and lace up boots.34 It was not long before the child 

was identified as two-year-old Daniel O’Brien by local lodging-house keeper 

James Simpson.  Simpson’s long-term tenant Isabella O’Brien’s youngest son 

Daniel had last been seen around three weeks beforehand and was wearing 

similar clothes. Simpson also provided a sample from the cloth used to make 

Daniel’s clothes  which matched the clothes worn by the drowned child, 

confirming his identity. Daniel and his elder brother William (around four 

years at the time) were the illegitimate children of Isabella O’Brien.  Isabella 

was not married, and her children had different fathers; significantly, Daniel 

was of Chinese paternity. As can be seen in figure 1.1, the free punt is also 

close to the Chinese Market Camp that was alongside the river-bank. This 

would become significant during Isabella’s trial, as she claimed she left 

Daniel a ‘Chinaman’. Isabella was originally from the neighbouring town of 

Albury and had been living with James Simpson and his wife off and on for 

several years, following them to Wagga with her children a few months 

before Daniel’s death.  

                                                      
33 Daniel’s feminine clothing would not have been considered peculiar; during the colonial 

period, it was common for very young boys to be dressed similarly to girls. 
34 ‘A Woman Sentenced to Death for Child Murder’, Empire, 6 April 1872, p. 3, available 

from Trove (accessed 15 February 2014). 
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Figure 1.1 

 

Map of Wagga Wagga c.1865 

 

Regional Archives/Wagga and District 

Historical Society 

This map shows the layout of Wagga 

Wagga around the time of Daniel’s death. 

The Murrumbidgee river can be seen on 

the right, flowing past the central district 

of the town. Along this portion of the river 

was where the Chinese Market Camp was 

located – Daniel drowned in relatively 

close proximity to the camp, giving 

Isabella an explanation for why she was 

seen with Daniel on the river bank the day 

he died. 

 

Approximate location of 

Daniel’s entry into the river 

Approximate location of the ‘free 

punt’ where Daniel was found, and 

of the Chinese Market Camp 

alongside the riverbank. 

Approximate location of ‘The Bridge Hotel’ 

where Daniel’s body was taken the day he was 

discovered. The coronial inquest was also held 

here. The Bridge Hotel continues to trade today.  
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A contemporary reading of Isabella’s circumstances lends itself  to a modern 

interpretation; her lifestyle would certainly be more acceptable and 

unremarkable in the twenty first century than the nineteenth. As a young, 

unwed mother Isabella had been experiencing financial difficulties and 

worked as a washer-woman, relying on the charity of her landlord when work 

was scarce.1 Looking after two children on a small and unstable wage was 

difficult, and Isabella could not afford look after the two of them. In reference 

to her children, Isabella had ‘repeatedly expressed her wish to get rid of one 

of them, as she was unable to support them…’2 Reportedly, Isabella had made 

these plans known, and told her landlord that she had plans to give Daniel to 

a ‘Chinaman’ and his wife who owned a garden on the bank of the river, so 

he could be raised by the couple and free her of half her financial 

responsibility. This was not an unreasonable claim; there was a Chinese camp 

alongside the Murrumbidgee River, near the centre of Wagga Wagga, whose 

residents were heavily involved in market gardening.3 Other locals reported 

that Isabella had been seen asking around Wagga Wagga as to who could take 

Daniel, and appeared determined to adopt him out.  

One morning in October, Isabella O’Brien carefully dressed Daniel, taking 

him and William out around 10.30 am. That afternoon she returned without 

her younger child, claiming that he had been adopted by a Chinese couple as 

planned. According to Simpson, over the next three weeks Isabella would 

occasionally leave with clothes she said were for Daniel, but otherwise did 

not alter her lifestyle or appear distressed. No one was alerted to the 

                                                      
1 ‘A Woman Sentenced to Death for Child Murder’, 1872, p. 3. 
2 ‘Untitled’, Wagga Wagga Advertiser, 11 November 1871, p. 2. 
3 B. McGowan, Tracking the Dragon: A history of the Chinese in the Riverina, Wagga 

Wagga, NSW, Museum of the Riverina, 2010, p. 18. 
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possibility that Daniel may have died. Three weeks passed until the child’s 

body surfaced in the river, prompting Simpson to approach Isabella asking if 

it could have been Daniel. The young mother denied that it could have been 

Daniel, yet refused to take her landlord to see the child, or to go to the police. 

Suspecting foul play Simpson took a cut of cloth that had been used to make 

Daniel’s clothes, providing evidence that the decease child was, in fact, 

Daniel O’Brien. Isabella O’Brien was taken into police custody at nine 

o’clock by Sergeant Carroll. The Queanbeyan Age made a note that Isabella 

did not appear the least distressed when the Sergeant arrived at her lodgings.4 

Isabella’s alleged lack of emotional response became an inherent part of the 

narrative of her trial. Although it is challenged by some reports which report 

her crying, the overall impression given by media accounts is that she was not 

affected by either her son’s death or her arrest. 

When she was arrested, Isabella had the opportunity to tell her version of 

events. After Sergeant Carroll confirmed her name and that she had two 

children he asked after Daniel’s whereabouts. Isabella claimed that that three 

weeks beforehand she had been sitting on the riverbank above Church-hill5 

with her children, when Daniel had accidently rolled into the river. She had 

been making her way to a brick cottage near Church-Hill, to give Daniel to 

an unnamed Chinese couple.6 Isabella claimed that she attempted to save 

Daniel at first, but he was quickly pulled under by the current and never 

resurfaced. When she realised that Daniel had drowned Isabella did not tell 

                                                      
4 ‘The Child Murder at Wagga Wagga’, 23 November 1871, p. 4. 
5 Church-hill is an early ecclesiastical centre of Wagga, with an Anglican, Catholic and 

Presbyterian Church all located on or near the hill overlooking the river. 
6 ‘Coroners’ Inquest- Supposed Child Murder’, Wagga Wagga Advertiser, 11 November 

1871 p. 2. 
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anybody or ask for help, despite there being several houses nearby, and 

claimed she was too frightened to go to the police. While this claim cannot 

be substantiated, it is not necessarily unreasonable. Studies of women in 

colonial Australia have revealed that women often could not rely on the courts 

or police to offer them protection, and they ran the risk of having their 

morality and sexuality scrutinised and criticised during experiences with the 

criminal justice system.7 Isabella explained that she concocted the adoption 

story because giving Daniel away was her sincere intention all along, and she 

had no plans to harm him. Sergeant Carroll dismissed this account 

immediately, accusing Isabella of throwing Daniel into the river deliberately. 

Although she protested her innocence, Isabella was immediately arrested for 

the wilful murder of her youngest son.8  

The coronial inquest into Daniel’s death took place at the Bridge Hotel.9. 

Initially, the legality of Isabella’s arrest was questioned  as it was suggested 

that Sergeant Carroll had arrested her prematurely. The inquest, however, 

confirmed the legality of the arrest for the men in attendance. As Daniel’s, 

‘...body when found was frightfully decomposed and greatly mutilated…. 

beyond all hope of recognition’10 a thorough investigation was held,  and  

Isabella was permitted to give her testimony for the inquest, which ultimately 

concluded that Daniel’s death was not accidental.  Due to a lack of physical 

evidence and the reliance upon second-hand accounts, Isabella’s  was charged 

based on circumstantial evidence. After the  coronial inquest was concluded 

                                                      
7 D. Philips and S. Davies, (eds.), ‘Introduction’, A Nation of Rogues? Crime, law and 

punishment in Colonial Australia, Carlton, VIC, Melbourne University Press, 1994, pp. 5-

7. 
8 ‘Coroners’ Inquest - Supposed Child Murder’, 11 November 1871, p. 2. 
9 The Bridge Hotel still exists, currently trading under the name ‘The Riverina Hotel’. 
10 ‘The Child Murder at Wagga Wagga’, 23 November 1871, p. 4. 
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Isabella was remanded in police custody until her hearing,  where evidence 

would be heard to decide whether she would face a trial for murder. Isabella’s 

hearing also allowed for the preliminary interviewing of witnesses, and the 

prosecution to begin planning the tone and direction of their case. Again, the 

evidence was largely circumstantial; however, eyewitness testimony proved 

to be compelling. Local resident James Bruce testified that he had seen a 

woman whom he believed to be Isabella O’Brien sitting on the river bank 

with her children around three weeks beforehand, and that he had called out 

to her to be careful that they do not fall down the bank, her reply had been 

unintelligible and abrupt, and he had continued on his way.11 Bruce’s account 

placed Isabella and Daniel at the riverbank at the same time Daniel 

disappeared. 

The court hearing and trial for Isabella were relatively informal and open to 

suggestion and local speculation and gossip. This is not unusual, as the nature 

of colonial country courts is known to researchers as having blurred the 

boundaries between legal courtroom and community meeting. Historian 

Alecia Simmonds explains the relationship between the country and the court 

as: 

The already porous division between formal law enacted in court and 

informal law governed by communal norms, was even more so in country 

towns, where courts could take on the character of an argument at the pub 

or a local theatre. Further, local courts were courts of equity and good 

conscience which meant that the strict rules of law need not be followed…12 

One of the main suggestions brought forward at the hearing was the character 

and morality of the Simpson’s boarding house. The witnesses called to 

                                                      
11 ‘Murder’, Wagga Wagga Advertiser and Riverine Reporter, 3 April 1872, p. 3. 
12 Simmonds, 2016, p. 66. 
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Isabella’s hearing where asked questions that reveal the suspicion that the 

boarding house was an ‘immoral house’ – essentially a brothel and home for 

prostitution and deviant behaviour. While it is not outside the realm of 

possibility that the Simpson’s boarding house was a covert brothel, this 

suspicion demonstrates the well-documented public belief that working-class 

women and single mothers were sexually deviant.13 For Australian colonial 

commentators, Victorian morality had defined these women as prostitutes and 

seducers of men - regardless of evidence - as their status as single mothers 

suggested that they were inherently, or biologically, immoral.  

Colonial imaginings of criminals and vagrants are well explained by historian 

Susanne Davies as ‘Colonial writers and social commentators drew upon the 

images of the old world to construct and explain the new’.14 This promotes 

an understanding of the Simpson’s boarding house as a potential site of vice 

and disorder. Isabella’s proximity to such a site could function to explain the 

death of Daniel, by contextualising her immorality and providing evidence 

for her committing an act as monstrous as killing her own son.  The court 

narrative of Isabella show  that in this instance  there is some validity to the 

claim that colonial women  were socially and legally defined by their status 

as ‘whore or wife’ – at least in the case of this lower-class woman. The degree 

to which these categories were actual reflections of colonial society is one of 

the main priorities of  women’s historians, who have aptly demonstrated that 

women actually saw themselves as possessing multiple identities. In this case, 

                                                      
13 S. Davies, ‘“Ragged, Dirty…Infamous and Obscene”: The “Vagrant” in Late-Nineteenth-

Century Melbourne’, in D. Philips and S. Davies (eds.), A Nation of Rogues? Crime, law 

and punishment in Colonial Australia, Carlton, VIC, Melbourne University Press, 1994, pp. 

143-146.  
14 S. Davies, ‘“Ragged, Dirty…Infamous and Obscene”, 1994, p. 143. 
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Isabella was  unable to break down the rigid colonial stereotypes, and was 

relegated into the binaries that Summer’s calls ‘damned whores’ or ‘god 

police’.15 However, it would seem that her lower-class status, illegitimate 

children and ex-convict lineage are contributing factors, not merely her 

gender. Middle-class values held women accountable to ‘ritualised forms of 

etiquette’ where ‘the tenets of polite social intercourse were paramount’16 – 

social norms that Isabella clearly violated. 

                                                      
15 Summers, 2002. 
16 K. Saunders, ‘The study of domestic violence in colonial Queensland: Sources and 
problems’. Australian Historical Studies, vol. 21, no. 82, 1984, pp. 68–84. 
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Figure 1.2 

 

Police photograph of Isabella O’Brien, 1872. 

 

NSW Government State Records, Gaol Photographic Description Book 

Collection: NRS2138; [3/14030]; 5097. 

 

Isabella’s personality and physical appearance were features of the 

commentary on her  sentence and was posited as the reason that the jury did 

not show her similar sympathy to the public: ‘...as she is neither pretty nor 

interesting no judge pleads her cause, and the hearts of the jurymen do not 

soften towards her.’1 Although attractiveness of appearance is subjective, the 

above police photograph of Isabella does not suggest she was especially 

unattractive.  
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The record from Isabella’s hearing provides an opportunity to hear from the 

wife of Isabella’s landlord, Rebecca Simpson. Voices of working class and 

poor women were rarely recorded outside of the courtroom during the 

colonial period, and their testimony provides a useful, if limited, snapshot into 

their lives. Rebecca’s testimony reveals some of the struggles of her marriage 

and her response to the accusations that her husband ran an ‘immoral house’: 

‘he might have done so without my knowledge, in consequence of ill-

treatment I on two or three occasions left him.’17 Interestingly, Rebecca does 

not defend her husband or their business, rather using this opportunity to 

suggest that he had an untrustworthy character, and was not always a 

supportive husband. This depicts Simpson poorly as, like colonial women, 

men who could not or did not provide for their families were viewed as 

deviant, ‘unnatural’ and likely criminal.18 

When it came to evidence for Daniel’s disappearance and death, Rebecca 

testified that at 10am Isabella had carefully dressed and left with Daniel, 

returning at 4pm without him. Rebecca reported that Isabella showed signs of 

grief that evening, the young woman responded to with silence and weeping 

when asked where Daniel was, until she eventually responded that she had 

given him over to the “Chinaman”. On several occasions, Isabella would 

leave the boarding house with clean clothes, saying they were for Daniel. 

After her first, brief display of emotion, Rebecca claimed that there were no 

further signs of grief from Isabella over the next few weeks. Quite the 

                                                      
17 R. Simpson, quoted in ‘Murder’, Wagga Wagga Advertiser and Riverine Reporter, 3 

April 1872, p. 3. 
18 S. Davies, 1994, pp. 143-146. 
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opposite, it was reported that Isabella demonstrated a lust for life, resuming 

her normal nocturnal habits of drinking and dancing after Daniel’s death:  

From the time that the child was drowned until the body was found the 

mother continued her usual course of life, drinking and dancing almost 

nightly, and has never shown to observers the slightest difference in her 

manner.19 

There is an inherent feeling of judgement against Isabella’s behaviour after 

the Daniel’s death. Not only was Isabella’s behaviour judged as inappropriate, 

but it was viewed as indicative of a larger, moral failing on her behalf and 

further evidence that Daniel was murdered, discounting her story of a tragic 

accident along the river-bank. This type of judgement is not exclusive to the 

nineteenth century as evidenced by chapters 2 and 3. There were scathing 

media reactions to Jaidyn Leskie’s mother, Bilynda Murphy, (in Moe during 

1997) when it was discovered she her son died while she was out drinking 

with her sister, as well as the attitudes toward Jordan Anderson-Smith’s 

mother (in Wagga Wagga, during 2000) when it was alleged she skipped her 

own son’s funeral to go drinking with friends.20  

Several witnesses also mentioned that Isabella had always appeared equally 

fond of both her sons, giving no immediate reason as to why she would have 

chosen to kill Daniel over William. However, there is an unspoken 

assumption in the media reports is that Isabella chose Daniel because of his 

young age and Chinese heritage, as opposed to the elder William, ‘...a fine-

looking little fellow’ who was, ‘...so passionately attached to her, and 

                                                      
19 ‘Murder of an infant’, Ovens and Murray Advertiser, 16 November 1871, p. 2, available 

from Trove (accessed 15 February 2014). 
20 This will be covered in much greater depth in chapters two and three. 
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becomes so violently distressed if removed from her...’21 William is not 

discussed in much more detail, though the media reading of him is 

sympathetic. Presumably, his age prevented him from being stereotyped by 

mother’s criminality - during the nineteenth century the sons of criminal 

women and single mothers ran the risk viewed through a lens of biological 

immorality. Daniel’s heritage would have marked him and his mother as 

social outsiders during a time where ‘whiteness’ was a crucial feature of 

Australian identity, and fears of the impact of Chinese immigration and 

“yellow peril” had reached a feverish pitch by 1890.22 “Half-caste” children 

such as Daniel were often viewed as especially problematic by colonial 

authorities, as they were evidence of Australian failure to increase white 

population in the country, and contributed to anxieties of European ownership 

of the land.23 

The Queanbeyan Age also reports that Isabella’s sister, alongside others, 

teased her for having a Chinese child.24 There is not a lot of documented 

evidence regarding attitudes toward Chinese residents specifically in Wagga 

Wagga, though there is well documented discrimination and racism to the 

broader Chinese populations in colonial Australia,25 which focused on 

                                                      
21 ‘The Child Murder at Wagga Wagga’, Queanbeyan Age, 23 November 1871, p. 4, 

available from Trove (accessed 15 February 2014). 
22 Fears of the “Yellow Peril” were expressed through colonial politics as well as the arts. 

For a discussion of the culture around Australian fears of the Chinese, see: N. Meaney, 

‘“The Yellow Peril”, Invasion Scare Novels and Australian Political Culture’, in K. Stewart 

(ed.), The 1890s: Australian literature and literary culture, St Lucia, QLD, University of 

Queensland Press, 1996, pp. 228-263. 
23 K. Murphey, 2009, p. 120. 
24 While Chinese-Australian children were not unheard of in country colonial Australia they 

tapped into nineteenth century settler anxieties over maintaining the white population of 

Australia in the face of immigration from Asia and, broadly speaking, ‘non-whites’. 
25 Especially within radical yet popular publication The Bulletin, which frequently 

addressed the evils of Asian migrants and ‘problems’ with women in colonial Australia. 
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colonial fears of “Asian Invasion”.26 However, newspaper reports do reveal 

that some members of Wagga Wagga’s Chinese community participated in 

the ‘national evils’ of opium use and gambling during the 1870s and that there 

are instances of the ‘heathen Chinee’ being arrested in the town.27 However, 

this same report praises the gardening of one ‘John Chinaman’28 for his 

exceptional cauliflowers. The problem of Chinese opium and gambling in 

Wagga Wagga continues to be reported into the 1890s,29 and renowned 

‘Father of Australian Federation’, Sir Henry Parkes actually visited Wagga 

Wagga in 1888, speaking on the topic of the ‘Chinese Question’ to great 

acclaim.30 The next section will consider in more detail the trial of Isabella 

O’Brien and how her emotional responses were framed by media and public 

as indicative of her guilt and personal character. 

The Cold Emotion of the Colonial Child Murderess 

 
Isabella O’Brien’s trial was held in 1872 at the Wagga Wagga Circuit Court. 

A new institution for the region, the Circuit Court was established with some 

controversy in 1866 as the selection of Wagga Wagga only enhanced the 

rivalries between itself and the country towns of Albury, Yass and Deniliquin. 

The trial was presided over by Supreme Court Judge Justice Faucett, the first 

                                                      
26 The desire for protection against potential Asian invasion (either militarily or through 

migration) was so strong, that it is considered one of the core reasons for Australian 

Federation. 
27 ‘Wagga Wagga’, The Sydney Mail and New South Wales Advertiser, 15 September 1877, 

p. 330, available from Trove (accessed 15 February 2014). 
28 This type of name was a common pseudonym for Chinese migrants to go by in Australia 

at the time. An Anglicised name such as ‘John’ or ‘Charlie’ followed by a surname of 

‘Chinaman’. 
29 ‘The Chinese at Wagga Wagga’, The Australian Star, 18 February 1891, p. 5, available 

from Trove (accessed 15 February 2014). 
30 ‘Parkes Talks to Wagga: The Chinese Question’, The Australian Star, 9 April 1888, p. 4, 

available from Trove (accessed 15 February 2014). 
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Judge to oversee the Court in Wagga.31 Justice Faucett was well regarded 

during his life, contributing to the legal development of Australia and 

religious education - he is especially notable32 for his staunch Catholicism 

(see Faucett’s inclusion in the Catholic Freeman’s Journal, figure 1.3).33 

Personally, he held a reputation for being logical and fair, though not brilliant, 

and for taking his time to come to a decision. This gave him a reputation of 

being a thorough, if slow, worker. As such, his judgements were seldom 

challenged or overturned during his 23 years with the judiciary.34 

 

The trial was brief and, after a short deliberation, the jury found that Isabella 

did, ‘feloniously, wilfully, and of her malicious afterthought, kill and murder 

one Daniel O’Brien by drowning him in the Murrumbidgee river’.35 On 2 

                                                      
31 ‘Complimentary Dinner to Mr. Justice Faucett’, Wagga Wagga Express and 

Murrumbidgee District Advertiser, 28 April 1866, p. 3. 
32 This is notable as the dominant religion in Colonial Australia was Church of England, 

and there were well documented prejudices against Catholics. Catholics, however, held a 

reputation for being dedicated to helping the poor while at the same time enforcing strict 

notions of gender role and marriage. 
33 ‘Catholic Laymen of the Past’, Catholic Freeman’s Journal, 17 September 1936, p. 20, 

available from Trove (accessed 18 June 2016). 
34 ‘Mr. Justice Faucett’, The Colonist, 18 February 1888, p. 4, available from Trove 

(accessed 18 June 2016). 
35 ‘A Woman Sentenced to Death for Child Murder’, Empire, 6 April 1872, p. 3, available 

from Trove (accessed 15 February 2014). 

Figure 1.3 

Justice Peter Faucett (1813-1894) 

Undated photograph 

Printed in the Catholic Freeman’s 

Journal, 17 September 1936, p. 20 
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April at Wagga Wagga Circuit Court, Justice Faucett sentenced Isabella to 

death ‘...in the usual form, giving no hope of mercy...’36 Her surviving son, 

William, was sent to the Randwick Asylum for Destitute Children.37 An early 

article from The Wagga Wagga Advertiser also suggests that Isabella was 

pregnant when arrested, reporting that ‘…she presented a miserable spectacle, 

especially as it was known that the wretched woman would shortly again be 

a mother.’38 This is never brought up in later coverage, and there is no 

evidence she gave birth before or after her trial. It seems unlikely a pregnant 

or nursing woman would be sent to the gallows without comment from the 

press, or that a miscarriage while awaiting trial would escape reporting. 

Further, the medical and release records for Isabella make no mention of a 

child other than William. 

Isabella’s death sentence is anomalous in research of maternal child murder, 

as women were infrequently sentenced to death. When their crimes were 

discovered and taken to trial, infanticidal mothers were frequently found by 

juries to be insane and were thus free from the death penalty and gaol 

sentences.39 The reasons for this are straightforward, as an explanation of 

insanity was the simplest way for the courts and the public to resolve a woman 

killing her own child within understandings of maternal caregiving, as well 

as resolving broader issues of colonial welfare and the treatment of women 

by relegating the responsibility onto the individual. While there is no strong 

evidence as to why Justice Faucett sentenced Isabella to death, it is reasonable 

                                                      
36 ‘A Woman Sentenced to Death for Child Murder’, 6 April 1872, p. 3. 
37 The Randwick Asylum for Destitute Children was open from 1852-1916, and provided a 

place for street urchins and abandoned children of ‘dissolute’ parents to live.  
38 Wagga Wagga Advertiser, 11 November 1871, p. 2. 
39 Kaladelfos, 2013, p. 336. 
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to speculate that her admission of withholding information of Daniel’s 

drowning and the inability of the defense to adequately pass blame onto the 

Simpsons or prove insanity, left the judge with no choice but to impose the 

death penalty. Justice Faucett’s 1872 report on the fairness of Isabella’s 

sentence emphasises his adherence to the decision of the jury: ‘The jury must 

have disbelieved the prisoner’s statement that the child rolled or fell by 

accident into the river, and must have come to the conclusion that she 

intentionally drowned the child.’40 In this case, wilful child murder by a 

mother was understood within the context of middle-class, colonial morality 

and notions of maternal care; a sane woman who killed her child was an 

unnatural monstrousity. 

During the late nineteenth century, ideas of Australian nationalism and 

identity were being shaped by the middle-class, and contained within them 

was a strong desire to break away from their recent histories of criminality 

and immorality that were bestowed with convict transportation. Child death 

was an important concern for the developing nation, as falling birth-rates and 

child mortality were cause for public and political in a colony that has been 

aptly described as ‘insecure’ by historians of the family.41 Nicola Goc’s study 

of media discourses of maternal infanticide in colonial Australia argues:  

In colonial Australia the explanatory frame for understanding infanticide 

when the perpetrator was a British woman, rather than an aboriginal woman, 

                                                      
40 P. Faucett, [report on Isabella O’Brien sent to Acting Governor Sir A. Stephen], 7 May 

1872, Miscellaneous Health Reports N.S.W. Collection, Library for the History of 

Medicine, Sydney. 
41 Swain, 2010, p. 31. 
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was the same predictable trope − she was the perpetrator of an unnatural 

crime motivated by shame.42 

A ruling of insanity saved a woman from the gallows, but also had a broader 

social function. Nicola Goc continues, ‘By framing infanticide in rural 

Australia as madness it allowed female failure to be understood within the 

broader discourse on nationhood…’43 The ruling of insanity thus allowed for 

the understanding of rural Australia as wholesome and pure to remain 

uncorrupted. In Isabella’s case, her status as an unmarried woman living in 

an immoral house and media hints at the convict origins of her parents44 allow 

for the framing of rural Australia to remain unchanged, with responsibility 

for Daniel’s murder instead pushed onto Isabella’s own biology. 

Offering a different perspective on insanity and the representation of female 

child murderers, research by Simone Caron45 reveals medical attitudes toward 

maternal infanticide in Rhode Island from 1870-1938.46 Caron argues that the 

insanity explanation was defended by some doctors and rejected by others, 

indicating that accepted reasons for infanticide were as contentious and varied 

as in contemporary times. Public sympathies may or may not have agreed, 

but medical judgements were important in ascertaining the validity of insanity 

claims. There is no evidence that insanity was seriously considered in 

Isabella’s case, or that medical experts testified at her trial. This could also be 

                                                      
42 N. Goc, Women, Infanticide and the Press, 1822-1922, Surrey, Ashgate Publishing 

Limited, 2013, p. 95. 
43 Goc, 2013, p. 96. 
44 ‘Isabella O’Brien’, Wagga Wagga Advertiser and Riverine Reporter, 4 May 1872, p. 2. 
45 Caron’s research focuses on the United States and the results should not be assumed to 

reflect an Australian context. The study is useful, however, for methodological purposes 

and the results interesting when we are lacking a comparable Australian study. See: S. 

Caron, ‘” Killed by its Mother”: Infanticide in Providence County, Rhode Island, 1870-

1938’, Journal of Social History, fall 2010, pp. 213-237.  
46 Caron, 2010, pp. 213-237. 
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a feature of the rurality of the crime: courtroom performances of expert 

testimony and serious medical evidence were more likely to occur in the city. 

At the time of Isabella’s trial, Wagga Wagga did not have a dedicated criminal 

court, but was rather a part of the country ‘circuit court’ system.  

Isabella’s emotional reactions were reported as clear evidence of her 

strangeness and the remarkable nature of her crime. Of reactions to Isabella’s 

death sentence the Empire reported that: 

The prisoner scarcely seemed to realise her dreadful position, and heard the 

verdict without the slightest degree of emotion; but her sister, who was in 

court, cried bitterly and had to be assisted outside... the prisoner, who still 

seemed totally unaffected, was removed.47 

Another newspaper reported that the sentencing judge was deeply 

emotionally affected while delivering the death sentence and both Ellen 

O’Brien and Rebecca Simpson ‘sobbed bitterly and had to be removed from 

court.’48 This report makes no mention of Isabella’s reaction, emotionless or 

otherwise. In each of these reports the reaction of Ellen and Rebecca align 

more closely with expectations of feminine grief, and thus make Isabella seem 

all the more remarkable by comparison. 

Isabella O’Brien’s alleged lack of emotional reaction  to her situation became 

a fixture of several media reports. Although it became the dominant narrative 

of Isabella O’Brien, an examination of several press reports indicates that her 

behaviour was more inconsistent than these reports indicate; some news 

reports, particularly the earlier ones, describe Isabella crying or becoming 

                                                      
47 ‘A Woman Sentenced to Death for Child Murder’, 6 April 1872, p. 3. 
48 The Gundagai Times and Tumut, Adelong and Murrumbidgee River District Advertiser, 6 

April 1872, p. 2, available from Trove (accessed 15 February 2014). 
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visibly upset. However, this did not prevent her from becoming known for a 

strangely silent and unaffected demeanour in the face of infant death and 

execution. At her hearing, the Wagga Wagga Advertiser remarked that 

Isabella had ‘preserved an unmoved demeanour,’ throughout, but that she was 

‘...violently affected and wept bitterly’ at the reading of the jury’s verdict to 

stand trial for murder.49 The same report goes on to describe that after her 

hearing Isabella: 

...seemed quite [illegible]50 and burst into tears. As she passed through the 

street on her way to the gaol, crying bitterly, with her remaining child 

trotting by her side, she presented a miserable spectacle...51  

This directly contradicts the description of the same event in the Queanbeyan 

Age:  

During the inquiry she took but very little interest in the proceeding and 

never betrayed the slightest agitation... When the verdict was returned [to 

stand trial] she seemed to be taken a little by surprise, but was otherwise 

apparently but very slightly affected.52 

This report by the Queanbeyan Age bears a marked difference from the one 

in the Wagga Wagga Advertiser. This could suggest that Isabella’s reputation 

as emotionally disconnected impacted the retelling of events, and fed into the 

narrative that was developing around her. The writer may have deliberately 

changed events to fit into the dominant narrative. Alternatively, Isabella’s 

reputation may have altered local and popular retellings of her arrest, until 

they reflected those in the Queanbeyan Age. 

                                                      
49 ‘Coroners’ inquest- supposed child murder’, 11 November 1871, p. 2. 
50 This illegible word may be: ‘astounded’. 
51 ‘Coroners’ inquest- supposed child murder’, 11 November 1871, p. 2. 
52 ‘The Child Murder at Wagga Wagga’, 23 November 1871, p. 4. 
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As coverage progressed Isabella’s unmoved demeanour became a central part 

of her narrative, with little mention of the times she expressed emotion. 

Clearly, she did not act in an expected manner, one that was traditionally 

feminine and associated with middle-class ideals of correct conduct. It is 

difficult to ascertain from such little evidence what significance Isabella’s 

behaviour had, although it certainly added to her culpability; whether she was 

genuinely uncaring, in shock, suffering from a mental illness or in denial of 

the loss of her son. Her sister Ellen O’Brien’s reaction is more aligned with 

expectations of traditional feminine behaviour than Isabella’s. Attitudes 

toward the expression of emotion by women accused of killing their children 

was not merely a feature of Australia in 1871; it is useful to recall the reactions 

and actions of Lindy Chamberlain53 and Joanne Lees54 and how their lack of 

emotional ‘outbursts’ were treated by the news media as suggestive of their 

culpability.55 Additionally, in 2014 a television program ‘Inside Story: 

Crocodile Tears’ aired on Australia’s channel Nine looking at why the public 

believes killers who lie (such as the mother of Keisha Abrahams)56 and not 

others who are honest (such as Lindy Chamberlain).57 One of the reasons 

given for the latter is lack of emotional outburst or what the public considers 

                                                      
53 Lindy Chamberlain famously claimed that her baby daughter, Azaria, was taken and 

killed by a dingo in the Australian Outback, near Uluru (then known as Ayres Rock). She 

was tried and convicted of killing Azaria and sentenced to a lengthy gaol term. However, 

the conviction was overturned and Lindy’s version of events is now officially believed, 

with Azaria’s cause of death altered to reflect the dingo attack in 2014. 
54 Joanne Lees was the girlfriend of missing British backpacker Peter Falconio, who she 

claimed was abducted and murdered along a highway in the Australian ‘outback’. She was 

placed under a great deal of public suspicion as her emotional restraint in front of the 

Australian media made her seem untrustworthy. 
55 For an example of female emotion, criminality and trial by media in Australian history, 

see: B. Middleweek, ‘Dingo media? The persistence of the “trial by media” frame in 

popular, media, and academic evaluations of the Azaria Chamberlain case’, Feminist Media 

Studies, vol. 17, no. 3, 2017, pp. 392-411. 
56 After beating her six-year-old daughter to death, Kristi Abrahams concocted an abduction 

story and fooled the public with pleas for information and public appeals. She was 

sentenced to sixteen years in prison. 
57 ‘Crocodile Tears’, Inside Story, [television program], Nine Network Australia, original 

air date: 26 February 2014, 8.30pm. 
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to be sincere displays of emotion. The clear comparisons between Isabella’s 

treatment by the media with contemporary examples provides context for the 

following chapters of this thesis, as the colonial cases considered in this 

chapter show historical context for the Australian media’s representing of the 

killing of children. That Australians have been noticing and discussing 

appropriate displays of grief and using them to pass public judgement on 

suspected murderers at least since the mid-nineteenth century attests to its 

cultural significance, particularly for narratives of maternal child homicide 

and attitudes toward gendered grief. 

A woman, sentenced to death? 

Isabella O’Brien’s death sentence received lengthy criticisms within the local 

and broader communities of Wagga Wagga and Albury. Commentators in the 

media expressed dissatisfaction with her sentence and sympathy for her 

predicament. These commentaries suggest that the prevailing view of Isabella 

was that she was simple, uneducated and lacking the ability to understand 

right from wrong, and thus she did not deserve to die. The Wagga Wagga 

Advertiser reported that the Melbourne Daily Telegraph wrote a piece on 

Isabella, discussing her character and the unjustness of the death penalty 

handed down. Titled ‘As much sinned against as sinning’58 this article appeals 

to the morality of Isabella’s sentence, constructing its argument through an 

examination of her lifestyle and the events leading to Daniel’s death. The 

author is eloquent and emotive, arguing for a reprieve of the death penalty 

and eliciting sympathy for an uneducated, savage creature rather than scorn 

                                                      
58 ‘Isabella O’Brien’, Wagga Wagga Advertiser and Riverine Reporter, 4 May 1872, p. 2. 
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of a ruthless child murderess. Isabella’s parents are referred to as ‘...the old 

hands to be met with in these colonies, the relics of an era we would all 

willingly forget if we could...’ - this likely refers to the convict origins of her 

parents. In the view of the public, Isabella’s upbringing left much to be 

desired; her mother passed away and her and Ellen left home early, embarking 

on a lifestyle during which Isabella ‘...fell from bad to worse, until she is 

found at last living in a certain sort of house, with a little family of illegitimate 

children’ [emphasis added].59 The confirmation of the Simpson’s boarding 

home as a brothel is shown here by the author, and it appears that the 

suggestions made during court were wholly accepted and then disseminated 

by the news media. This is unsurprising, as it neatly fits into pre-established 

notions of immorality and criminality that can adequately explain Isabella’s 

plight for a colonial readership. The authors suggestion that the Simpson’s 

also led morally unacceptable lives is clear. However, it could be hyperbole 

or the influence of local rumour on reporting, as there is no evidence that they 

were investigated for running a brothel. 

Isabella’s personality and physical appearance were features of the 

commentary on her  sentence and was posited as the reason that the jury did 

not show her similar sympathy to the public: ‘...as she is neither pretty nor 

interesting no judge pleads her cause, and the hearts of the jurymen do not 

soften towards her.’60 Although attractiveness of appearance is subjective, the 

police photograph of Isabella does not suggest she was especially unattractive 

(figure 1.2).  This comment is telling of norms of femininity and the role they 

played in trials of women. During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in 

                                                      
59 ‘Isabella O’Brien’, 4 May 1872, p. 2. 
60 ‘Isabella O’Brien’, 4 May 1872, p. 2. 
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Australia as, ‘At various points in time, social attitudes reifying the innate 

passivity of women and unbreakable maternal bonds could provoke either 

sympathy or scorn for the female killer.’61 This is important, as the research 

described earlier in the chapter suggests that women were not often sentenced 

to death, and juries were more inclined to find a woman insane than guilty of 

wilful murder of their child. The above comment suggests that if Isabella had 

possessed desirability, through appearance or personality, then she may have 

had more chance of avoiding the death penalty. 

The report from the Wagga Wagga Advertiser and Riverine Reporter article 

sums up with an emotive judgement of Isabella O’Brien: 

The wretched creature never had a chance of learning good. She is utterly 

ignorant; she is a savage, and no one has ever been held responsible or 

converting her into one. She might figure in a tract as a terrible example to 

parents; but it is doubtful whether she ought to appear on the scaffold.62 

For the writer, the accountability for Daniel’s death lies firmly with her 

parents and the situation into which Isabella was born. While Isabella is not 

absolved of killing Daniel, it is suggested that she could not have 

comprehended right from wrong, and that she is a product of her upbringing. 

This commentary does not argue for her innocence, rather the guilt others 

bear for influencing her character. This reading of Isabella O’Brien’s crime 

is familiar for modern readers, as a person’s past is regularly taken into 

account by defence attorneys, juries and judges when considering motivations 

and sentencing.  

                                                      
61 Kaladelfos, 2013, p. 336. 
62 ‘Isabella O’Brien’, 4 May 1872, p. 2. 
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The notion, also, of the criminal as a victim of their environment can be 

discerned as early as the 1870s. During the convict era, criminals had been 

described as continuous with the deprivation and immorality of their origins, 

and as complicit with the social problem which they represented. Rather than 

suggesting that the commentary on Isabella O’Brien was uniquely modern, 

this analysis is suggesting that there are many comparisons to be made 

between the colonial period and contemporary research and the narratives and 

those interpretative themes in commentaries of child homicide are informed 

by traditions of cultural commentary. While there are different ways in which 

they are expressed, features of extreme crime such as silencing and 

distancing, gendered grief and assumptions of motherhood run consistently 

through Australian culture. 

In support of the young woman, members of Albury’s and Wagga Wagga’s 

community each created a petition to have her death sentence overturned; 

laying out the reasons she should be saved (figure 1.4). An extract from this 

petition clearly outlines the Wagga Wagga community’s opinion of O’Brien: 

That your petitioners have become aware that the said Isabella O’Brien is 

the child of very disreputable parents, and that she has been brought up from 

infancy amidst scenes of vice and debauchery. That she has received no 

religious instruction nor education of any kind, and appears hardly to know 

right from wrong... from her ignorance and the degrading effect of her early 

associations, is incapable of realising the character of the crime of which she 

has been committed.63 

The Wagga Advertiser and Riverine Reporter reported that the petition was 

popular in the local community. 64 The petitions were taken seriously by the 

                                                      
63 ‘Petition from Residents of Wagga Wagga’, [delivered to Acting Governor Sir A. 

Stephen], 03 May 1872, Miscellaneous Health Reports N.S.W. Collection, Library for the 

History of Medicine, Sydney. 
64 Wagga Wagga Advertiser and Riverine Reporter, 24 April 1872, p. 2. 
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NSW government, and an investigation into Isabella’s crime and her 

punishment was undertaken by the office of the Chief Justice and Acting 

Governor Sir Alfred Stephen. Justice Faucett relayed the evidence against 

Isabella and defended the sentence passed down by the jury: ‘Upon the whole, 

looking at the prisoners conduct throughout, I find it impossible to say that 

the verdict of the jury was not a proper one.’65 Though Justice Faucett did 

concede that Isabella had, from accounts, been an attentive mother who was 

very concerned about her ability to support two children.  

  

                                                      
65 P. Faucett, [report on Isabella O’Brien sent to Acting Governor Sir A. Stephen], 7 May 

1872, Miscellaneous Health Reports N.S.W. Collection, Library for the History of 

Medicine, Sydney. 
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Figure 1.4 
 

Copy of the petition for the reprieve of Isabella O’Brien’s death sentence. 

Submitted by the communities of Albury and Wagga Wagga in 1872. 
 

Miscellaneous Health Reports N.S.W. Collection, Library for the History of 

Medicine, Sydney.  
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The petitions were a success. Despite Justice Faucett’s misgivings, Isabella’s 

sentence was commuted from death with no hope of mercy, to life in prison 

with hard labour. This event was celebrated by the local community, and 

Isabella newfound life was articulated in the The Goulburn Herald and 

Chronicle with emotive language: ‘Our readers, we are sure, will be glad to 

learn... the reprieve of the wretchedly ignorant being Isabella O’Brien.’66 The 

importance of her reprieve to the local community was summed up with 

similar emotion:  

The thought of the possible execution of this miserable, un-cared for and 

untaught creature has weighed heavily on the district ever since her 

conviction, and all will rejoice... that the last dread sentence of the law will 

not be carried out upon her [emphasis added].67 

Here, Isabella is represented as a type of pitiable monster. Even as they show 

pity, these reports continued to define Isabella as borderline inhuman and well 

removed from the merciful and sympathetic public.  

Reports of Isabella’s reaction to her reprieve fed into the narrative that had 

developed around her, as her demeanour once again became a feature of the 

press coverage. Allegedly, she was completely unaffected by the news of her 

reprieve, as she had been throughout the event. That is, until the gaoler asked 

if she would pray: at this suggestion of religious observance Isabella burst 

into tears, promising she would pray. Regardless of whether this exchange 

genuinely occurred, it presents a potent narrative of redemption and 

resolution as the once wayward Isabella is saved from the gallows by the 

kindness of the community. This imbues her promise to pray with a certain 

                                                      
66 The Goulburn Herald and Chronicle, 22 May 1872, p. 2, available from Trove (accessed 

15 February 2014). 
67 Ibid. 
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redemptive symbolism; it suggests that her redemption is possible, and she 

may yet improve herself and her life. This reputed exchange foreshadows how 

Isabella revised her own narrative in her later letters, re-presenting herself as 

a victim of ignorance and immoral men, whose time in gaol had taught her 

the error of her lifestyle. 

The vivid descriptions of Isabella’s physicality, personality and morality hint 

at the complex markers that governed the social and moral status of women 

in the Australian colonies. Isabella’s case similarly shows a public 

understanding for her predicament, and ultimately locates responsibility in 

her as an individual, but one whose actions were undeniably influenced by 

the “wretched” circumstances of her upbringing. Public sympathy toward 

women who killed children was not uncommon during the colonial period, as 

Kaladelfos points out that ‘…female child killers deserved society’s pity, not 

its punishment.’68 However, this pity was normally reserved for white, 

married women of a respectable social status. In other words, not women like 

Isabella: the unwed, uneducated mother of a “half-Chinese bastard.”  

The discussions and language used to describe Isabella fits much more 

strongly into the second category of female child killer discussed by 

Kaladelfos, as well as many other scholars:69 the unnatural, immoral and 

monstrous woman. If Isabella was outwardly deemed to be a monster and 

sentenced to death, why did she also elicit so much public sympathy? This 

chapter argues that, as a ‘wretched creature’ created by social failings, 

                                                      
68 A. Kaladelfos, ‘The dark side of the family: paternal child homicide in Australia’, 

Journal of Australian Studies, vol. 37, no. 3, 2013, p. 339. 
69 See especially: Summers, 2002; K. Schaffer, Women and the Bush: Forces of Desire in 

the Australian Cultural Tradition, Sydney, NSW, Cambridge University Press, 1988. 
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Isabella was both to be reviled and pitied. An examination of common 

narratives of the child murderer is useful to contextualise this case-study.  

Narratives of wilful child murder were well established during the colonial 

period. The foundations of these narratives where uncomplicated and 

individualistic. They attributed responsibility for child protection to women 

and mothers, as they were the ‘natural’ care-givers of children; when they 

disrupted this categorisation by causing the death of a child, such women 

were normally judged to be either inherently monstrous or insane.70 These 

judgements were selectively applied, based upon the perpetrators social class 

and ethnicity.71 Most of the anxiety around child murder can be found in 

colonial cities, with media and social commentators depicting perpetrators 

such as ‘baby farmers’72 as evil, villainous women. These lurid narratives 

spread to encompass not only ‘baby farmers’, who had come into focus in the 

1800s as immoral figures,73 but also single mothers and midwives, with a 

particular focus on working-class women.74 These narratives also provided a 

social function, as they shifted the public gaze away from problems with 

colonial institutions75 and family structures. In its place, the public gaze was 

focused onto the ‘unnaturalness’ and immorality of the single mother, who 

                                                      
70 Laster, 1994, pp. 178-180. 
71 Women who were identified as Aboriginal Australians were treated differently to white 

women, and affluent white women were more likely to be judged as insane rather than 

immoral. The treatment of Indigenous Australians will be addressed in more detail in 

chapter 4. Also see for example:  J. Kociumbas, ‘Azaria’s antecedents: Stereotyping 

Infanticide in late Nineteenth-Century Australia’, Gender & History, vol. 13, no. 1, 2001, p. 

139. 
72 ‘Baby farmers’ were essentially unofficial foster carers/boarding houses for children. 

They were frequently utilised by single woman who needed to work, and could not look 

after their own children. 
73 S. Swain, ‘Toward a Social Geography of Baby Farming’, The History of the Family, vol. 

10, no. 2, 2005, p. 152. 
74 Kociumbas, 2001, p. 139. 
75 Such as the colonial orphanages, which mainly housed the children of single mothers and 

destitute families, rather than children whose parents had died. 
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viewed assisting her as a reward for her immoral behaviour.76 Thus, single 

parents and working-class families were at once expected to independently 

provide for their children and punished harshly as an individual when they 

failed. When a child of a single mother died or was killed, their death was 

often viewed as confirmation of their unnaturalness and immorality. 

From the mid-late colonial period, falling colonial birth-rates and high infant 

mortality made the issue of child murder and abandonment slowly built to 

become a pressing social concern. As more instances of dead babies and 

children were discovered in the cities, a moral panic began regarding the 

status and adequacy of motherhood in Australia. An impassioned Lady Cook 

wrote about the epidemic of infanticide 1896, directly addressing the maternal 

duty to her children: 

The death of a little child appeals to our tenderest sympathies. Its delicate 

mute face, and clasped hands fill us with infinite pity…  Week after week 

our coroners point out the national infamy of these murders, but no one 

heedeth. Day after day adds to the number of the ghastly roll. Can nothing 

be done to stay them, or are these also among the things which must not be 

enquired into? There must be something fundamentally wrong when so 

many mothers are impelled to outrage the national instincts of maternity.77 

An article from 1860 details comments from Sydney’s City Health Officer on 

suggestions of infanticide, ‘...I deemed it my duty to make some inquiries into 

a report made to me... that the remains of infants were frequently found on 

emptying the night carts on the Sand Hills.’78 Note the urban context of this 

extract. As populations increased and became denser in the cities there were 

more discovered instances of neonaticide, infanticide and child homicide. So 

                                                      
76 Swain, 2005, p. 158. 
77 Lady Cook, Empire, 24 April 1896, p. 2, available from Trove (accessed 18 February 

2014). 
78 Empire, 30 June 1860 p. 5, available from Trove (accessed 18 February 2014). 
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serious was this alleged epidemic of child murder, suggestions that all 

pregnant women should be forced to register with the colonial government 

were reported seriously by The Brisbane Courier.79 The moral panic around 

child deaths fuelled a journalistic zeal surrounding police attempts to capture 

child killers, solidifying the figure of the monstrous single mother, who would 

commit child homicide rather than be a responsible individual.80  

The stigmatisation of single mothers and the difficulties associated with 

gaining employment and looking after their children was understood to be 

one of the motivations for killing their children. Neonaticide tends to bear 

much of the scholarly focus for researchers of colonial child death, as unwed 

girls and women sometimes killed their newborns out of desperation, or in a 

final effort to hide their ‘condition’.81 In the context of medical examination, 

Paula Byrne discusses various ways that medical practitioners went about 

determining neonaticide when the birth was concealed.82 Byrne judges that 

the suspected murderers, mostly young and unmarried women, were 

discovered because of their secrecy in concealing the pregnancy. In these 

cases, the father of the child is rarely mentioned with the focus falling upon 

the mother.  

                                                      
79 ‘Child Murder and Baby Farming’, The Brisbane Courier, 18 December 1889, p. 7, 

available from Trove (accessed 18 February 2014). 
80 Kociumbas, 2001, p. 140. 
81 Infanticide and neonaticide by young and reluctant mothers is, of course, not confined to 

a past society and continues to occur in all parts of the world, regardless of welfare 

opportunities and support services. Alder and Polk examine some of these cases in 

contemporary Australia, Britain and the United States and the reasons behind them in: C. 

Alder and K. Polk, ‘Chapter 3: Neonaticide’, Child Victims of Homicide, 2001, p. 31-45. 
82 P. J. Byrne, Criminal Law and Colonial Subject: New South Wales 1810-1830, Port 

Melbourne, VIC, Cambridge University Press, 1993, p. 265. 
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Whilst in the case described above, Isabella’s story ostensibly appears to fit 

within these narratives, this original research argues that the media narratives 

and community response to Isabella’s crime, contextualised within her 

upbringing and personal reactions during her trial, created a further narrative: 

that of the “wretched creature”, a narrative that had not previously been 

fostered within colonial Australian representations of child homicide. Instead 

of the immoral and sexually deviant whore, the ”wretched creature” is a figure 

to be pitied; uneducated and unlovable, she cannot hold full responsibility for 

her crimes. 

The media’s search for accountability also allows for fragmented details of 

Isabella O’Brien’s life to be uncovered. Isabella was the daughter of an 

Albury farmer or garden marketer named Daniel O’Brien. She had a younger 

sister, Ellen, who was around seventeen at the time of the trial. The details of 

their lives and movements are not entirely clear, with the usual contradictions 

and misinformation pervading the coverage. It can be deduced that they left 

home at a young age, and their mother was either thrown out of the family 

home for alcoholism or deceased; potentially both Why these sisters moved 

about so much and at such a young age is not covered, though it is suggested 

that they were thrown out or ran away and that attempts were made to reclaim 

them. Nor is the relationship between the Simpsons and the O’Brien girls 

fully understood. The suggestion that the Simpson’s ran a brothel could 

indicate that the girls were prostitutes, however such a conclusion would 

highly speculative, and require an uncritical acceptance of the court and 

media’s judgement of the nature of the Simpson’s business. It is at least as 
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likely that they ran an off-books style boarding house, which catered to 

working class and criminal class clients. 

The Simpson’s moved to Wagga earlier than Isabella and Ellen, who followed 

from Albury around two months before Daniel’s death.83 Government 

records84 suggest that Isabella’s birth date was 1852, if they are correct, she 

would have been around nineteen when Daniel died. This would indicate that 

William would have been conceived when Isabella was fourteen or fifteen, 

and Daniel at sixteen or seventeen. While a modern reading of these details 

would conclude that Isabella was unfairly mistreated and consider sexual acts 

before the age of sixteen to be potential sexual assault, there is no evidence 

to indicate that similar conclusions from the community of Wagga Wagga. In 

fact, other researchers have indicated that teenage girls where viewed as 

prospective brides more than children, as Liz Conor found in her research into 

child acquisition in colonial NSW that the Sydney Female Orphan85 School 

(est. 1818) would hand over thirteen year old girls to their future husbands, 

equipped with a land grant and a cow.86 Instead of showing concern for child 

mistreatment, the media focus explored Isabella’s ‘savageness’ and lack of a 

suitable emotional response in the wake of her child’s death.  

                                                      
83 ‘Murder of an infant’, Ovens and Murray Advertiser, 16 November 1871, p. 2, available 

from Trove (accessed 15 February 2014). 
84 ‘Isabella O’Brien’ [Registration of Birth], 1852, NSW Government Department of Births 

Deaths and Marriages, registration number: 2041/1851 V18512041 68.  
85 During the colonial period orphan did not mainly refer to children with deceased parents, 

rather the children in the Orphan schools were mainly the progeny of single mothers. This 

reflects the colonial understanding of care-giver as relating to a father’s ability to provide 

financially for children. 
86 L. Conor, ‘The “Piccaninny”: racialized childhood, disinheritance, acquisition and child 

beauty’, Postcolonial Studies, vol. 15, no. 1, 2012, p. 53. 
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 The media reports on Daniel’s death reveal almost no discussion of  the child 

as a victim or object of sympathy,  and mainly reiterate details from the 

discovery and identification of his body. Isabella’s eldest son William 

receives more focus, though this is only commentary on his ‘fine looks’, good 

behaviour and  how much he loved his mother. It is possible that Daniel’s 

Chinese paternity made him of lesser value in the eyes of the community, 

though there is little evidence to support this outside of historical knowledge 

of social attitudes to mixed race children. Throughout the late 19th and early 

20th century, such children were termed ‘half-castes’ – a term now considered 

to be discriminatory and unacceptable by modern standards. Attitudes toward 

these children were linked to the racism against Indigenous Australians and 

they were viewed as, “‘colored aliens,’ i.e., Chinese, Malays, Pacific 

Islanders, and so on.’87 They were also considered by some Australian 

government officials to be a ‘demographic nightmare’,88 which fits into the 

self-identification of colonial and early-modern Australia as a proud ‘white’ 

society.  

Investigation into earlier news articles reveal that the O’Brien sisters had 

previous experiences of criminality. Isabella and Ellen made the local paper 

in 1867, and the author describes the sisters’ early years and suggests that 

they were already objects of sympathy for commentators. ‘A very sad story 

of juvenile depravity’89 outlines an early criminal event, where Isabella and 

Ellen O’Brien broke into P. E. Fallon’s home. At the time Isabella was almost 

                                                      
87 R. Manne, "Chapter 9: Aboriginal Child Removal and the Question of Genocide, 1900–

1940," in A. Moses (ed.), Genocide and Settler Society: Frontier Violence and Stolen 

Indigenous Children in Australian History, New York, NY, Berghahn Books, 2004, p. 228. 
88 Manne, 2004, p. 228. 
89 ‘A very sad story of juvenile depravity’, Freemans Journal, 26 October 1867, p. 2, 

available from Trove (accessed 18 February 2014). 
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fourteen and Ellen almost twelve. Fallon had briefly taken the girls in after 

the most recent floods had prevented them from staying at their father’s home. 

After the flood had abated the sisters  left  their father’s home at night and 

returned to Fallon’s to rob him. Theirs was not a successful crime, and they 

were immediately caught and arrested by Constable Ellicott. Taken to trial, 

the girls were sentenced to two weeks imprisonment and two-three years in a 

reformatory.  

The press coverage of this event constructed a sympathetic reading of wild 

children; their mother dead and their father unable to control them: ‘Their 

father had, from their Bohemian, nocturnal habits, entreated the Police 

Magistrate to get them into an institution… as even driving them home of a 

night with a whip did not cure them.’90 It is not clear how long the O’Brien 

sisters spent at the reformatory and there are no accessible records of where 

they were sent. Isabella and Ellen’s early crime is briefly referenced in some 

of the later coverage on Isabella, although the Ovens and Murray Advertiser 

suggests that Isabella spent two years in gaol.91 This is likely media 

misreporting, as a stay in a girl’s reformatory was much more likely a 

sentence for a fourteen-year-old girl, and research did not uncover gaol 

records for Isabella prior to 1872. 

From Depraved to Reformed: The release of Isabella O’Brien 

While an inmate in Darlinghurst Gaol, Isabella received the education and 

religious instruction that she missed as a child, learning to read, write and 

                                                      
90 ‘A very sad story of juvenile depravity’, 26 October 1867, p. 2. 
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work as a seamstress. In 1878, after six years in gaol, Isabella began 

campaigning for a remission of her life sentence by petitioning Governor 

Robinson in writing. Through three letters, all written in third person, Isabella  

petitioned that she had been reformed from her wicked ways: ‘Since her 

incarceration she has learnt at school, from her clergy and from a few well-

conducted prisoners, what a horrible, dark, heathenish life she led in the 

bush’ [emphasis added]. 92  

Isabella made a determined case for her release, citing several reasons: the 

detrimental impact of gaol on her health; the old age and declining health of 

her father, who had promised to leave her a home; that her crime was 

committed in a state of ignorance of right and wrong; and that she is now 

reformed and had acquired the skills to make a living for herself. Notably, she 

acknowledges that she was convicted of killing her son, but maintains in each 

letter that she was in such a state of ignorance that she was unaware that 

drowning Daniel was a crime. Isabella contextualises her behaviour through 

her uneducated, country upbringing by arguing that:  

…at the time of her crime she was deplorably ignorant, as she had all her 

life (up to that period) been brought up in the bush, was quite unable to read 

or write, and scarce knowing right from wrong, was far from being aware of 

the heinousness of her crime.93 

Significantly, Isabella’s letters demonstrate that she began to take control of 

the narrative of her youth and of Daniel’s murder, altering her identity from 

                                                      
92 I. O’Brien, ‘The humble petition of Isabella O’Brien, now a prisoner in Her Majesty’s 

Gaol, Darlinghurst’, [letter to H. G. R. Robinson], 21 November 1878, Miscellaneous 

Health Reports N.S.W. Collection, Library for the History of Medicine, Sydney. 
93 I. O’Brien, ‘The humble petition of Isabella O’Brien, now a prisoner in Her Majesty’s 

Gaol, Darlinghurst’, [letter to H. G. R. Robinson], 24 January 1878, Miscellaneous Health 

Reports N.S.W. Collection, Library for the History of Medicine, Sydney. 
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one of depravity and monstrosity, into the more acceptable narrative of an 

innocent and ignorant girl, seduced by false promises of marriage and then 

abandoned by her lover: 

That while living in this state of darkness an unprincipled man took 

advantage of her innocence and ignorance, and under the promise of a 

marriage (which of course was never kept) seduced and ruined her. The 

fruits of that sin, committed in ignorance, were the cause of her crime, 

although at the time she knew it not as a crime.94 

This narrative closely aligns to the public and legal awareness of ‘roving 

seducers’95 discussed earlier in this chapter, which could be viewed as an 

effort to re-locate the responsibility for Daniel’s death onto outside forces 

who took advantage of the ignorant and innocent Isabella.  

Isabella’s desire for freedom gained traction in her hometown of Albury, 

prompting members of the community to form a new petition for Governor 

Robinson, praying for him to pardon Isabella altogether or at least reduce her 

sentence. As with other correspondence regarding Isabella’s crime and 

petition for release, the petition outlined her negligent upbringing and the 

seduction of an ignorant girl. For the writers of this petition, her lowest 

degradation saw Isabella eventually ‘… consorting and cohabiting with the 

Chinese at their camps at Albury and Wagga.’96 The enunciations of 

Isabella’s personality and culpability from her home communities of Wagga 
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and Albury provide an alternative reading than the expressions of monstrosity 

found in the media reports at the time of her arrest. 

This 1875 petition (figure 1.5), alongside the earlier ones from Albury and 

Wagga, demonstrate the local perceptions of Isabella, and provide compelling 

evidence for the role of rural voices and communities in representing the 

colonial child killer as possessing multiple identities.  

 

 

Accounting Isabella’s whereabouts after Darlinghurst is difficult, and it is 

possible that she changed her name, perhaps through marriage. It cannot be 

discounted that she genuinely suffered illness and passed away shortly after 

her release. There is some evidence to account for Isabella’s sister, Ellen. In 

Figure 1. 5 

The 1875 ‘Petition from the Residents of Albury’ for the release of Isabella 

O’Brien from Darlinghurst Gaol. 

Miscellaneous Health Reports N.S.W. Collection, Library for the History of 

Medicine, Sydney. 
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1873, it was reported that Ellen O’Brien tried to drown herself in the 

Murrumbidgee River in Wagga after she had been thrown out of the North 

Wagga home she was sharing with a lover. The newspaper also reported that 

she had been drinking.97 Ellen was rescued by Constable Cowell; the same 

officer who had arrested Isabella in 1871. The short report mentioned her 

relation to a woman convicted of infanticide. Another report from 1876 

details an Ellen O’Brien being sent to an asylum for attempted suicide.98 

While there is no way to verify this Ellen is Isabella’s sister it is certainly a 

possibility. The glimpses these reports offer into Ellen O’Brien hint at further 

tragedy and a difficult life. After this final mention of Ellen and the release of 

Isabella it is difficult to account for the O’Brien sisters, and there are no 

records of marriage or death that can be adequately matched to either of them.  

This chapter is the first time Isabella O’Brien’s murder of Daniel O’Brien has 

been discussed in either true crime or historical scholarship. The narrative and 

argument of this chapter fits into an emerging body of literature which 

explores child death during Australia’s colonial period and the corresponding 

media narratives. Colonial studies of crime demonstrate child homicide, 

particularly filicide, to have been a feature of early Australian life. Despite 

this, there has been little research into the death of children during Australia’s 

colonial period.99 Crime during Australia’s convict period has been widely 

researched by Australian historians100 who tend to find their subjects in 

convicts and bushrangers. This lends the crime visibility as a uniquely 
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Australian experience. Of course, public interest and relevance to early 

Australian history also drives research into bushrangers and convicts.  

While less visible, there is developing interest into the history of death and 

dying in an Australian context101 as well as other ‘hidden histories’ from 

colonial Australia.102 Child murder is being revealed as a significant part of 

these histories. Historian Shurlee Swain argues that, ‘the discovery of infant 

corpses in streets, alleys and drains was also a regular feature of life in 

Britain’s Australasian colonies’ but that the presence of these tiny deaths was 

not a matter of concern, ‘until the late 1870s, when the fall in the settler birth-

rate became clearly apparent.’103 By the end of the nineteenth century, ‘...the 

discourses of pronatalism were ever-present’104 as the fall in white women’s 

birth rate generated discussion around nationhood and White Australia while 

baby farmers came into focus as a frightening source of infant mortality. 

 In the event of divorce women in NSW did not have the right to custody of 

children until the 1930s.105 Single motherhood mainly occurred when the 

mother gave birth outside of marriage or when the father left the family. 

While fathers who abandoned their families were reviled as unnatural, there 

was less recourse for an abandoned wife unless she had the  desire and the 

means to charge her husband with abandonment under the Deserted Wives 

                                                      
101 See: P. Jalland, Australian Ways of Death: a social and cultural history 1840-1918, 

Melbourne, VIC, Oxford University Press, 2002; D. Peel, ‘Death and community in a 
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and Children Act (1840) and have him brought before a court.  106 Thus, public 

and legal discussions of infanticide, neonaticide and child abuse before the 

Twentieth Century normally focused on the ‘issue’ of single mothers. During 

the early and mid-colonial period, many convict and lower-class women did 

not marry and bore illegitimate children, meaning that they were marked as 

seductresses and prostitutes. However,  the categorisation of single mothers 

in this way should not be taken at face value as the early laws of the colony 

were set up to delegitimise certain forms of marriage and family, notably the 

forms of family most practiced by the convict-classes.  

Research by scholar Gordon A. Carmichael’s demonstrates that through the 

early and mid-colonial period many convict and lower-class women were 

only officially unmarried, although they were often in committed 

relationships.107 Carmichael argues that a failure of the settlement to 

recognise marriages performed outside the Anglican Church, as well as the 

disinclination to marriage amongst the property-less poor108 in Britain (from 

which much of the convict stock came) were significant factors for the 

prevalence of unwed status.109 However by the 1870s the social make-up and 

moral climate of Australia had profoundly changed, with more of a focus on 

marriage and respectability. Carmichael attributes this to the halting of 

convict transport to New South Wales in 1840 and the increasingly free settler 

and middle-class demographics of the eastern states replacing convict 

morality.110 This is significant for public and official attitudes toward lower-

                                                      
106 Deserted Wives and Children Act, 1840. 
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class and single mothers, particularly in the latter period of the nineteenth 

century.  

The murder of Daniel O’Brien by his mother is a valuable case study for 

several reasons. Isabella O’Brien’s crime fits into the period just before the 

moral panic on infanticide of the 1880s,111 but well after the profound 

disbelief evinced by some very early cases. An awareness of infanticide in 

Australia had developed, though it was mainly contextualised as an urban 

problem. As noted previously, the court and judicial system was also less 

formalised and rigid than in urban areas. As an event of child homicide this 

case provides a relatively detailed account from the colonial period. Details 

of Daniel’s death and Isabella’s trial were not confined to Wagga or the 

Riverina local news, with the story appearing in newspapers across the colony 

of New South Wales. Isabella’s case is also valuable for the access to a story 

of a woman who, based on her lifestyle, scholars often cannot find evidence 

to account for their lives. It is outside of the normal areas of colonial research 

into child death, which tend to focus on baby-farmers and urban maternal 

care. This case provides an opportunity to glimpse Isabella’s story, albeit in 

the context of a tragic event, while examining wider reactions to child 

homicide in nineteenth century Australia. 

It is not certain whether Isabella’s case was exceptional. There is, however, 

some indication that it was an unusual event. Women who killed their 

children were rarely sentenced to death, although execution was the 

mandatory sentence for infanticide. Instead they were regularly acquitted or 
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found insane.112 For Isabella O’Brien it took a community petition to save her 

from the gallows. One of the reasons for this is the nature of Daniel’s death. 

Women who went to trial for killing their children had generally committed 

(or were suspected of committing) neonaticide. In these case’s live birth was 

difficult to prove and there was often little evidence to sustain a homicide 

charge. While it is possible that Daniel’s death was accidental, the 

circumstantial evidence provides clear motive and opportunity for murder. 

There is a record of William’s birth in the NSW registry of births, deaths and 

marriages and not one for Daniel, suggesting that Daniel’s birth was never 

officially registered, possibly because of his Chinese paternity. However, he 

could have been born in a different state for which the records were not as 

well kept or available. No father is mentioned for either of Isabella’s sons, 

and there is no suggestion that she was in a romantic relationship at the time 

of Daniel’s death.  

An analysis of the news coverage of the event also suggests that Isabella’s 

sentence may have had more to do with her appearance and lifestyle than the 

nature of Daniel’s death. Parts of it are a wholly modern narrative. The 

particulars of Isabella’s life and the paternity of her children would be better 

understood in a modern context, and the commentary and sympathy that led 

to her reprieve is similar to many of the conversations of infanticide that 

happen today, as the community searches for answers. Rather than suggesting 

Isabella’s case is anomalous, this analysis suggests that there are features in 

the conventions of news reporting and the narratives they produce that run 

through Australian history.  This is, however, only one interpretation of child 
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homicide by a parent or caregiver from colonial Australia, and one that is 

centred on femininity and single mothers. In an article113 examining the rates 

of pregnancy in domestic servants in nineteen century Australia historian 

Shurlee Swain challenges assumptions of maternal feeling of single mothers 

who boarded out their children: 

To contemporaries, the high death rate amongst boarded out children was 

indicative of a lack of maternal feeling. The evidence in this article however, 

would suggest that it was instead an indictment of a punitive society 

prepared to sacrifice infant life in the interests of maintaining a rigid moral 

code.114 

The stigmatisation of single mothers and the difficulties associated with 

gaining employment and looking after their children is understood to be one 

of the motivators behind killing their children. 

Colonial Understandings of Infanticide 

During the colonial period, infanticide was often contextualised as an urban 

epidemic born from problems produced by industrialisation and city life. One 

letter to the editor from 1892115 suggested that the ‘...epidemic of infanticide 

in Sydney...’ was being caused by thinly veiled advertisers by ‘...certain 

persons...’ that drew attention to their illegal calling and if only the press 

would stop running the advertisements ‘...the country would soon be free 

from the stain it now bears’. While it is not entirely clear, this letter is likely 

referring to the practice of abortionists or baby farmers advertising in 

newspapers. While not explicitly advertising abortion, these advertisers used 
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various methods so their true meaning was clear.116 However, Historian 

Raelene Francis points out that although abortions were commonplace by the 

late colonial period, it would have been difficult to access a safe and 

affordable abortion without professional connections to the sex industry.117 

There are complex historical reasons for the rates of infanticide and the public 

reactions to it that it is not this thesis’ purpose to evaluate 

Despite the panic regarding baby farmers and abortion after 1880, infanticide 

was not exclusive to urbanisation nor was it purely a product of 

advertisements and the availability of aforementioned services. If the latter 

half of the nineteenth century held moral fears of infanticide epidemics that 

were encapsulated in concepts of urbanisation, motherhood and the stability 

of the population, an article from the very early nineteenth century 

demonstrates disbelief and outrage that a mother could kill their own child. 

In 1807, The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser published the 

following story of infanticide, claimed to be the first such event for the 

colony. In the early colonial settlement of Sydney, a young man was reported 

to have seen what he believed to an eggshell floating in the privy of his 

master’s house. The next day a second white, bobbing object had joined the 

first, and so he took a closer look. To the horror of everyone involved, he 

discovered the body of a newborn male infant: the child’s elbows had risen 

to the surface, which the man had mistaken for eggshells. The child’s body 

was examined by ‘gentlemen of the Faculty’ who deduced that he had been 
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born alive.118 An inquest was held and the baby boy was declared to have 

been the victim of murder, the obvious perpetrator being ‘... one whose duty 

it was to have cherished and preserved it’.119 ‘This unhappy victim to 

depravity...’120 was a young woman  identified only as ‘Sermon’ who was 

staying in the house.  

After the discovery of the baby’s body, Sermon fell under immediate 

suspicion,  and she quickly admitted to having given birth and  then concealed 

the child. Sermon had become significantly ill after her secret birth, 

potentially puerperal fever, and was confined to bed when the murder was 

discovered. She died several days later.121 The derision and outrage toward 

this woman is palpable. Of Sermon’s physical suffering during her post-natal 

illness the writer suggests that it: 

...must have been slight when compared with the dreadful sensation which 

her mind endured from conscious guilt of the most abominable of crimes, 

the dread of detection, and the fear not only of the punishment, but of the 

infamy and detestation that must for ever accompany her memory [emphasis 

added].122 

 The reporter clearly outlines their opinion of Sermonin the above quote. A 

view, the article suggests, echoed by members of the community when her 

remains were taken away ‘amid the shouts and revilings [sic] of a number of 

spectators who expressed a regret that she had not survived to atone for her 

monstrous offence by a public execution’.123 Here. Sermon is cast  as  

                                                      
118 A very difficult state to prove up until testing that could determine if an infant had taken 

breath. The article does not detail how they determined the boy had been alive, however 

these procedures were relatively informal and speculative during the early colonial period. 
119 The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser, 14 June 1807, p. 1, available from 

Trove (accessed 15 February 2014). 
120 The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser, 14 June 1807, p. 1. 
121 The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser, 14 June 1807, pp. 1-2. 
122 The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser, 14 June 1807, p. 2 
123 Ibid, p. 2. 
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monstrous, while her actions become all the more shocking for a woman 

whose ‘...external manners that denoted her early habits to have been 

contracted not among the very lowest orders.’124  The writer of the article also 

seemed to believe it was the first occurrence of neonaticide in the colony: 

From the first institution of the colony to the present moment such a crime 

has never before disgraced humanity; and may so fatal and horrible a 

resolution never more be inspired in the female bosom.125 

The sheer disbelief that a woman could and would kill her own baby, 

especially  a woman from the higher classes, and the suggestion that  

neonaticide had never occurred before in the colonies is noteworthy. It is 

unlikely that this was the first instance of neonaticide in early colonial 

Australia, and in her history of Australian prostitution Raelene Frances notes 

that there are suggestions that convict sex workers attempted to perform self-

abortions or killed their newborns.126  It is, however, possible that it was the 

first time neonaticide was discovered outside of the convict and lower classes, 

or had been brought to the attention of the upper classes in such an affronting 

manner. 

 The killing od Sermon’s newborn could be one of the earliest recorded 

neonaticides in Australian history, and some illuminating comparisons can be 

made with the death of Mary Grimshaw. Sermon’s crime occurred three years 

after Mary’s death and, although it was suspected that her father had caused 

her death, none of the press articles reviled Grimshaw or lamented Mary’s 

death. The killing of a newborn by its mother clearly presents as all the more 

                                                      
124 The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser, 14 June 1807 p. 2 
125 Ibid, p. 2. 
126 Frances, 2007, p. 40. 
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shocking than a death such as Mary’s, and Sermon violated the expectations 

of a woman and mother by allowing her son to die in such a distasteful 

manner. This form of infanticide is born from a culture of shame and rigid 

social codes described by Swain, that do not allow or endorse illegitimate 

birth.127  

In the above account of Sermon’s neonaticide the reader does not hear from 

Sermon herself. With her illness and death, she is not afforded the opportunity 

to offer explanation or reasoning for the crime, and there is no suggestion of 

a father or the role he played in the secret pregnancy - this is not intended to 

excuse Sermon’s crime, but it poses some interesting comparisons with other 

forms of infanticide later in the nineteenth century and the low conviction rate 

of women for child murder. By the end of the century infanticide was not only 

recognised in Australia, but became highly visible and visualised through the 

tropes of the villainous baby farmer and poor, unwed mother. 

Cases of Paternal Colonial Child Murder 

The murder, in Wagga Wagga, of Daniel O’Brien by his mother is significant 

for the opportunity to reveal social attitudes toward filicide and the lifestyle 

of a lower-class woman in colonial Australia, outside of the majority of 

scholarly research which focuses on colonial female baby-farmers. Cases of 

paternal filicide during the colonial period offer a different frame of 

                                                      
127 Swain, 2005, pp. 152-154. 
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understanding and representation than female killers and, as Kaladelfos has 

argued, can be analysed through a framework of colonial masculinity.128  

One of the earliest cases of colonial child murder reported in the print media 

is also a case of paternal homicide. Richard Grimshaw was charged with 

‘violently and inhumanly beating his infant daughter’ Mary Grimshaw which 

allegedly caused her death several months later.129 Published on Sunday 22 

January 1804, the article in the The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales 

Advertiser presents a lengthy description of Grimshaw’s trial and evidence 

given by a local surgeon who examined Mary before her death. Although the 

heading refers to Mary as an infant, the report indicates she was actually seven 

years old, demonstrating the elasticity of such terms during the colonial 

period.130 The charges against Grimshaw claimed that he struck seven-year-

old Mary on the head on at least one occasion; hitting her with broom bristles 

as well as beating her with an open hand. According to this report, Mary 

seemed fine after the beating and gave no indication that she was injured until 

several months later, when she  developed a fever and swelling in the back of 

her head.  A doctor was called to the home to examine Mary, and she died ten 

days later. Wentworth spoke to Mary’s (unnamed) mother, who suggestion 

that her daughter’s death ‘must have proceeded from some violent treatment’ 

                                                      
128 A. Kaladelfos, ‘The dark side of the family: paternal child homicide in Australia’, 

Journal of Australian Studies, vol. 37, no. 3, 2013; A. Kaladelfos, ‘The “Condemned 

Criminals”: sexual violence, race, and manliness in colonial Australia’, Women’s History 

Review, vol. 21, no. 5, November 2012, pp. 697-714. 
129 ‘Trial’, The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser, 22 January 1804, p. 2, 

available from Trove (accessed 21 February 2014). 
130 It should also be noted that the specific language used in many of the early media reports 

is not always the same as modern usages, ages of children and perpetrators were frequently 

incorrect and spelling could be inconsistent. 
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of her husband.131 Richard Grimshaw was arrested, charged with wilful 

murder and sent to await trial. 

While Grimshaw’s alleged assault of his daughter is not particularly detailed 

it is reported that a man who lived with the family, Thomas Greensmith, 

witnessed the beating. Greensmith claims he saw Grimshaw strike Mary with 

broom twigs, and then strike the side of her head with an open hand. 

Greensmith also testified that the blow was not enough to knock her over, 

though she did reel from it, and that he had never seen Grimshaw strike her 

before or after this incident. He also commented that the child had always 

been ‘rather weakly’.132 This contradicts Mary’s mother’s statement to 

Wentworth and instead suggests that Mary’s frailty played a role in her death. 

From a speculative standpoint, it is possible that Greensmith lied for his 

landlord to cover up a history of corporal punishment in the home. It is 

interesting to note that Mary’s mother is not named in the court proceedings, 

yet Greensmith is named and considered a reliable source of evidence. This 

is a feature of the silencing of wives and women in the early colonial period 

that can make it difficult to extract their voices from the evidence. The report 

concludes that after a short deliberation Grimshaw was acquitted.133  

 This brief report provides  a starting point for analysis.  It is useful to 

concentrate on the silence that is evident through these reports: what is  left 

unspoken and which voices are prioritised  are of significance in ascertaining 

the histories of women and children during the colonial period. The lack of 

                                                      
131 ‘Trial’, 22 January 1804, p. 2. 
132 ‘Trial’, 22 January 1804, p. 2. 
133 ‘Sydney’, The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser, 15 January 1804, p. 2, 

available from Trove (accessed 21 February 2014). 
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reported testimony from Mary’s mother (although she was the one who 

suggested to surgeon Wentworth that violence from her husband may have 

caused Mary’s injuries) is telling, particularly when an unrelated male 

member of the household gives evidence that testifies to Grimshaw’s 

otherwise good nature. Whether or not there was prior abuse in the household 

is not ascertainable from the surviving documents. Both Greensmith and 

Wentworth make mention of Mary’s lack of complaining to imply that there 

was either no abuse, or that the beating was not serious. These comments 

literalise the silence faced by child murder victims. From a legal perspective, 

silence on the part of a victim who can no longer speak is not satisfactory 

evidence, particularly when that evidence comes from the accused.  The 

above court statements can be contextualised within the hyper-masculine and 

violent settler culture of early colonial Australia. Ramsey’s study into 

domestic violence during the period argues that male domination over women 

meant that while harmonious marriages where common, ‘The respectable 

wife was sometimes resented and satirized as prudish and nagging, and 

especially in Australia, the cultural resilience of the Lone Hand as a masculine 

hero perpetuated the view...’134 that women and children restricted a man. 

The 1870 case of Edward Elton provides an alternative representation of child 

murder than  that of Isabella O’Brien and offers some points of comparison. 

Edward Elton murdered his stepson Thomas, allegedly in a fit of temporary 

insanity in Sandridge, Victoria. Thomas was two years old. The crime was 

brutal and shocking, and Elton was largely considered insane by 

commentators. Confined to an insane asylum for three years in place of the 

                                                      
134 C. Ramsey, ‘Domestic Violence and State Intervention in the American West and 

Australia, 1860-1930’, Indiana Law Journal, vol. 86, 2010, p. 190. 
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death penalty, Elton was then sent to gaol for another seventeen. These cases 

connect with concepts of masculinity, familial violence and mental illness in 

the nineteenth century. While Isabella seemed to disappear after her release 

from gaol, Edward’s release brought about some public attention as many saw 

his gaol sentence as largely unjustified, arguing that if he was indeed mad 

when he killed Thomas, then he belonged in an asylum until he recovered his 

sanity and then should have been released. 

A Case of Madness? Edward Elton and the Murder of Thomas 

Darbishire’ 

‘I am guilty; I murdered the child,’ 

‘You must be mad to do such a thing!’  

‘I am mad for a long time.’135 

 

- Edward Elton, to Sergeant O’Brien upon his arrest 

 

In the regional community of Sandhurst, Victoria136 on 5 September 1870, 

Edward Marwood Elton took his two-year-old step-son, Thomas Henry 

Darbishire, for a walk in the scrub. They walked far, for around an hour, to 

an area away from homes and the prying eyes of the community. At some 

point during the walk, Edward Elton knelt behind Thomas and, placing his 

arms around the child, slit his throat with a razor. The attack was vicious, 

bloody and unexpected; allegedly severing Thomas’ windpipe completely. 

Edward raced back home, announcing to his wife and her housemate that the 

                                                      
135 Conversation between Edward Elton and Sergeant O’Brien, reported in ‘Horrible Child 

Murder at Sandridge’, Weekly Times, (Melbourne), 10 September 1870, p. 10, available 

from Trove (accessed 21 February 2014). 
136 Today, Sandhurst is a suburb of the larger metropolitan area of Melbourne. 
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child was dead, and he had killed him. According to the Melbourne Argus 

after killing Thomas, Edward turned to his wife, threw down the bloodied, 

white handled razor137 and told her he had finally murdered her, ‘bloody138 

bastard’.139  

Thomas was the illegitimate son of Elton’s wife, Felicia140 Sath, from a 

previous relationship. Thomas’ illegitimacy was first posited as the 

motivation for his murder, although it was repeatedly stated by commentators 

that Edward had known Felicia had an illegitimate child when he married her. 

A reading of this suggests that the motivation and reasoning for the crime was 

immediately understood in the context of Felicia’s status as an (formerly) 

unwed mother, and Thomas’ status as an illegitimate bastard. However, there 

is no sympathy for Edward in this regard, as it was widely reported that he 

was aware of Thomas when he married Felicia, and thus willingly took on the 

responsibility for his welfare. Edward’s sexual impotency, and alleged 

suffering from spermatorrhea (which caused excessive and involuntary 

ejaculation and was believed during the nineteenth century to be a serious 

medical condition), became accepted as causing medical insanity.  Edward 

Elton was charged with Thomas’ murder and quickly by the court found to 

be guilty, yet legally insane during the attack. 

                                                      
137 This description of the razor is included in the Evening News, Sydney, 10 September 

1870, p. 3, available from Trove (accessed 21 February 2014). 
138 The word ‘bloody’ is left out of some of the media reports, and is spelt ‘b----y’ in others. 

Presumably this is because it was considered an unpublishable expletive at the time. 
139 ‘Child Murder at Sandhurst’, The Maitland Mercury and Hunter River General 

Advertiser, 13 September 1870, p. 2, available from Trove (accessed 21 February 2014). 
140 Some media reports name Elton’s wife as Alicia. The trial records however indicate that 

her name was Felicia. 
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Although sentenced to death for Thomas’ murder, Edward was instead sent 

to a mental institution instead of gaol, where he was institutionalised for 

several years.141 Even before his trial, commentators and media reports 

speculated that Edward must have been insane to commit such a crime, and 

dove into stories of his past to contextualise and provide evidence for this 

diagnosis. This aligns with Kaladelfos’ research into paternal child murder, 

concluding that: 

Most onlookers indicated that family love and family violence were 

incompatible for the sane man: fathers’ previous behaviour as good parents 

indicated that they were insane when they committed the crime.142 

After Edward’s mental state was reviewed, and he was judged as now being 

of sound mind, he was transferred to gaol to serve life imprisonment in place 

of execution. Edward Elton’s murder of his step-son generated media 

coverage and significant interest from the wider community. After the initial 

shock of Thomas’ murder wore off, media coverage mainly focused on the 

debates of Edward’s sanity, and whether a gaol sentence was justifiable for a 

man deemed to have been insane. The coverage went beyond the event of 

Thomas’ death, contextualising Edward’s behaviour within his history of 

mental instability. The media coverage of Isabella O’Brien and Edward 

Elton’s respective crimes demonstrate thematic differences in their treatment 

by media, and their reception within the court system.  

                                                      
141 There are varied reports detailing how long Edward spent at the asylum, and original 

records for this stay have not been located.  There was a practice of copying over former 

inmates’ details when records books ran out of paper, and the original entries can 

sometimes still be read from underneath the newer entry. 
142 Kaladelfos, 2013, p. 345. 
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Kaladelfos points out that further historical investigation of paternal filicide 

is needed as the field tends to focus upon maternal infanticide, and historical 

understandings of colonial masculinity and violence are limited as a result.143 

With Kaladelfos’ comments in mind, the case of Edward Marwood Elton is 

discussed here for the wealth of press coverage available and the discussions 

of insanity and mental illness that it generated. Present in the story of Edward 

Elton and the murder of his step-son are themes of insanity, depression and 

the killing of a child by a male step-parent and bear markedly different 

commentary to that of Isabella O’Brien, whose murder of her son occurred 

only a year later. Edward’s murder of Thomas also presents different 

understandings of child homicide than earlier accounts – although it could be 

argued that Edward’s case was more violent and easily sensational than an 

earlier example. 

Thomas’ murder generated intense public interest, which is well documented 

in media reporting from the local and broader colonial newspapers. This case 

likely generated more detailed media coverage than Isabella’s crime, as it 

occurred closer to a major urban centre. Much of the broader reporting was 

taken directly from the local newspapers, especially the Melbourne’s Weekly 

Times who published detailed articles on the event, and appear to be based 

upon local rumour and the journalist’s own observations. These local reports 

indicate that the day after Thomas’ death the community of Sandridge was at 

a standstill, with business unofficially suspended and crowds of locals 

gathering in public to discuss and speculate on the motivations and particulars 

of the child’s death. Gossip was shared, and at 10am crowds began to gather 

                                                      
143 Kaladelfos, 2013, pp. 336-338. 
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around the police court where Edward was to be interviewed. By 2pm, the 

crowd had swelled to around six hundred people, ‘…spell-bound by the 

terrible tragedy…’ and all desperate to catch a glimpse of, ‘…the inhuman 

being…’,144 even though they could not hear the evidence and proceedings 

from outside the courtroom.  

From the first rumours and reports of Thomas’ death, the public and the media 

had speculated on Edward’s sanity. His behaviour after being arrested 

confirmed his fragile mental state for commentators. The reasons he gave for 

murdering Thomas were varied and hysterical. As rumour and speculation 

built in the community, it was reported that Edward told friends who visited 

him that he had waited two years to kill Thomas because of the child’s status 

as a bastard, and also that he killed Thomas because he did not have the 

courage to kill himself, hoping that someone would kill him in retaliation.145  

Media reporting of Thomas’ death contain vivid details of the murder, 

designed to convey the horror and cowardly nature of killing a child. One 

author surmises that Thomas must have though his step-father was playing 

with him when he was murdered, as ‘…it was a placid smile of joy’146 fixed 

to the child’s face when his body was discovered. This particular detail was 

widely reported during the weeks after Thomas’ death, as well as the depth 

and severity of the cut. This led many commentators to speculate that Thomas 

must have been sitting on Elton’s knee, with his throat pulled back toward his 

                                                      
144 ‘Horrible Child Murder at Sandridge’, Weekly Times, Melbourne, 10 September 1870, p. 

10, available from Trove (accessed 17 February 2014). 
145 ‘Further Details’, The Australasian, 10 September 1870, p. 20, available from Trove 

(accessed 21 February 2014). 
146 ‘Horrible Child Murder at Sandridge’, 10 September 1870, p. 10. 
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step-father, adding to the horror of his crime. Edward’s false performance of 

paternal care was reviled by commentators, especially as his marriage to 

Felicia meant that Edward willingly took on care of Thomas, ‘…the child 

whom he so ruthlessly destroyed.’147 The Evening News also reported that the 

local community speculated that Edward killed Thomas out of jealousy for 

Felicia’s fondness for her child:148 a speculative motivation which continues 

to common in cases of step-father and de-facto child murder.  

After his arrest, Edward composed a letter to the Mr Castieau, governor of 

the gaol, which outlines his insanity plea and rejection of his defence counsel: 

Sir, this is to certify that I, Edward Marwood Elton, a prisoner, charged, with 

the wilful murder of my wife’s child, do intend to plead guilty, on the ground 

of temporary insanity; and that Mr David Dyer, the nolleitor appointed to 

defend my case, is not a fit and proper person to be intrusted with it, and that 

I do not wish to see him again on any pretext whatever. I believe myself to 

be quite sane now, and responsible for this my writing.149 

Edward was deposed for trial for the wilful murder of Thomas; although there 

was question as to whether he had killed Thomas, his sanity at the time of the 

murder was the focus of the trial: 

As to the fact of the murder of the boy by the prisoner on the fifth of 

September, the evidence is clear and distinct, and the only question the jury 

had to consider was whether, when he cut the child’s throat, at about four 

O’clock in the day, he was of sound mind or not.150 

Evidence given by Felicia Sath during the trial indicated that Edward had 

been staying in Melbourne and returning home for meals, and on the day that 

                                                      
147 Ibid. 
148 Ibid. 
149 Evening News, 27 September 1870, p. 3, available from Trove (accessed 21 February 

2014). 
150 ‘Edward M. Elton’, Central Register of Male Prisoners, no. 10301, 1872, p. 147, Public 

Record Office of Victoria: VPRS515/ P0001, vol. 16. 
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he killed Thomas he had been in very low spirits but did not seem drunk.151 

Edward was convicted of Thomas’ murder and sentenced to death. However, 

he was then found to be insane and the sentence was commuted to life in 

prison. 

Rather than serving gaol time, Edward was instead interred at the Yarra Bend 

Insane Asylum152 on the 18 November 1870.153 After 2 years Elton was 

judged to be of sound mind, and was sent to Pentridge Prison to serve the 

remainder of his sentence.154 There is some contention as to whether Elton’s 

transference to gaol was legal, or whether he should have been released after 

he left the asylum. The Western Mail reported that ‘…endeavours were made 

to obtain his release, but the medical evidence indicated that Elton needed a 

certain amount of restraint.’155 It is not explicitly clear what this is referring 

to, however it could be speculated that Edward continued to have periods of 

depression and aggressive behaviour.  

There is little information regarding Felicia Sath or Thomas Darbishire 

beyond their involvement in Edward’s crime. While a light is cast on them 

briefly in the wake of Thomas’ death, they quickly fade back into obscurity, 

at least as far as existing evidence is concerned. Rather, it is Elton who 

features in most of the coverage and commentary on the crime, as his personal 

history, crime and sanity were debated. As with most cases considered in this 

chapter the perpetrator is the focus of the coverage and their personal histories 

                                                      
151 ‘The Sandridge Murder’, The Ballarat Courier, 7 September 1870, p. 3, available from 

Trove (accessed 21 February 2014). 
152 The Argus, 12 October 1872, p. 4, available from Trove (accessed 21 February 2014). 
153 ‘The Convict Elton’, Evening News, 12 October 1872, p. 3, available from Trove 

(accessed 21 February 2014). 
154 Ibid. 
155 Western Mail, 6 July 1889, p. 15, available from Trove (accessed 21 February 2014). 
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are considered within press reports. It is in the exploration of these histories 

that the most information about Elton’s marriage and relationship with his 

step-son can be gleaned, although what is revealed is limited. Felicia was an 

object of interest and sympathy to the local community, and she presented 

evidence against her husband during his pre-trial inquest. She was clearly 

noted in media reports to affect an appropriate emotional response, with one 

journalist commenting, ‘The poor woman was none the less agitated… with 

great difficulty repressed the heartrending sobs that were ready to burst 

forth.’156 

 Several media articles reported that Elton had struggled with his mental 

health for most of his life, this placed ‘sanity’ at the centre of his media re-

telling. It was claimed that Elton was a well-educated son of a drawing master, 

but that he had a lifelong tendency to, ‘fits of melancholia and 

despondency’.157 Elton’s gaol records indicate that he could read and write 

and was baptised in the Church of England.158 This indicates that he would 

have received scholarly and religious instruction, unlike Isabella O’Brien. 

Interestingly, Elton also claimed to be a relative of the Baron Marwood in 

Britain, though this was never confirmed159 and could very well be a delusion. 

Although he claimed to be related to nobility, Edward pursued average 

employment as a waiter at The Royal Exchange Hotel, Sale and later in 

Rosedale.160 Another paper reported that Edward was in love with a young 

                                                      
156 ‘Horrible Child Murder at Sandridge’, 10 September 1870, p. 10. 
157 ‘Further Details’, The Australasian, 10 September 1870, p. 20, available from Trove 

(accessed 21 February 2014). 
158 ‘Edward M. Elton’, Central Register of Male Prisoners, no. 10301, 1872, p. 147, Public 

Record Office of Victoria: VPRS515/ P0001, vol. 16. 
159 It is likely that, if true, after killing his stepson, the nobility would not actively 

acknowledge the relation. 
160 Warragul Guardian and Buln Buln and Narracan Shire Advocate, 25 June 1889, p. 3, 

available from Trove (accessed 21 February 2014). 
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music teacher, identified in some reports as then being Mrs. Carter, but she 

was too afraid of his strange behaviour to risk a relationship, noting that he 

did not seem ‘right in the head’.161 The lady claimed that Edward became 

violent when she rejected him and, perplexingly, decided to recommend that 

Edward pursue Felicia instead, as a device to calm him down.162 Edward 

showed little interest in Felicia at first, but developed a relationship with her 

over time until he married her in February 1870. Reports claim that Edward 

then told his new bride, ‘you have persuaded me to marry you, but I will 

drown myself in a week’,163 another local rumour is that on his wedding day 

he foreshadowed Thomas’ murder, promising Felicia, ‘I’ll marry you, but I’ll 

take the child’s life some day; I have been waiting for it for two years.’164  

Elton’s own remarks during his trial further elucidate his state of mind and 

marriage. He claimed  that he was led into the marriage against his will, but 

did not possess the moral courage to kill himself.165 Instead he ran away to 

Geelong and did not tell his wife where he was, working to repay his debts. 

It was also reported that Edward had been out of work at the time, residing in 

Melbourne while his wife lived in Sandhurst.166 This is significant, as 

unemployment was an arrest worthy offence in the colony of Victoria under 

the Vagrancy Act (1852),167 which reflects the attitude that men who were 

                                                      
161 ‘The Sandridge Murder’, The Ballarat Star, 8 September 1870, p. 3, available from 

Trove (accessed 21 February 2014). 
162 ‘The Sandridge Murder’, The Ballarat Star, 8 September 1870, p. 3, available from 

Trove (accessed 21 February 2014). 
163 ‘Further Details’, 10 September 1870, p. 20.  
164 ‘Horrible Child Murder at Sandridge’, 10 September 1870, p. 10. 
165 ‘The Trial of Elton the Child Murderer’, Queanbeyan Age, 10 November 1871, p. 3. 
166 Evening News, Sydney, 10 September 1870, p. 3, available from Trove (accessed 21 

February 2014). 
167 Vagrancy Act 1852 (long title: An Act for the better prevention of Vagrancy and other 

Offences.) A copy of this act can be accessed from: 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/hist_act/tva1852127.pdf, (accessed 13 January 2014). 
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unemployed for a long period of time were to be reviled as unnatural.168 In a 

further deconstruction of his masculinity, Edward also disputed suggestions 

that he was impotent, and claimed Felicia’s second child as his own to prove 

his virility,169 though another article cites Chief Medical Officer Dr McCrea 

as testifying that Edward’s disease led to a false belief in his own impotency, 

enhancing his depression.170 Edward’s defence also presented medical 

evidence that he suffered from spermatorrhea, and that this disease could 

bring on “homicidal mania” and insanity.171 In this manner, Edward’s 

criminal insanity was medicalised and thus rendered understandable. 

Edward was not to remain in gaol for the rest of his life. On 17 June 1889, 

Edward was sent ‘To freedom on Bail Bond’172 – released from gaol while 

subject to a twelve-month good behaviour bond.173 The local media, taking 

an interest in the case of an insane man sent to gaol, reported that Edward’s 

bond was sponsored by Dr Singleton, who appeared to have been working on 

his mental health for some time before his release.174 Media reporting also 

suggested that Edward was writing a book on his experiences, though no 

evidence of such an undertaking appears to exist outside of media speculation 

and Edward’s statements to journalists. While there is little information for 

                                                      
168 The most contentious provision of the vagrancy act outlawed having insufficient or no 

visible means of support. This effectively criminalised poverty and under-employment, as 

well as homelessness and begging. This provision was not repealed until 1977. For a 

discussion of this act and its consequences in Colonial Melbourne see: S. Davies, 1994, pp. 

141-165 & 217-222. 
169 This is the only mention of Felicia and Edward having a child during their marriage. 
170 ‘Early Crimes: The Elton Case, The Murdered Babe, Heir to a Baronetcy’, Truth, 28 

January 1905, p. 7, available from Trove (accessed 09 March 2015). 
171 Ibid, p. 7. 
172 ‘Edward M. Elton’, Central Register of Male Prisoners, no. 10301, 1872, p. 147, Public 

Record Office of Victoria: VPRS515/ P0001, vol. 16. 
173 A good behaviour bond means that release is conditional on the prisoners continued 

good behaviour. If a crime is committed while on bond, they will return to gaol to serve the 

remainder of their sentence for the original crime. 
174 Western Mail, 6 July 1889, p. 15, available from Trove (accessed 21 February 2014). 
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Edward after his release from gaol, particularly the four years he spent as a 

free man, a newspaper article from 1905175 sheds some light on how Thomas’ 

murder was framed in the early twentieth century. The author discusses the 

baronetcy of Elton, which they argue become extinct by the twentieth century 

and suggests that Edward’s murder of Thomas caused the noble family to fall 

into disrepute and disappear from Britain. As salacious and potentially 

damaging this connection appears to be, it is worth considering that the 

newspaper Truth is well known to have been a sensational “scandal rag”. 

Popular with the working classes in Australia, Truth tended to attack 

authorities and nobility so any suggestion that Edward was truly a member of 

the nobility and caused its decline must be taken lightly.176 

For a moment, it seemed that Edward’s case could become infamous in the 

colony. However, his life ended only a few years after his release in an insane 

asylum. Just after midnight on 31 October 1908, Edward Elton, suffering 

from Bright’s disease and pneumonia, died in the Hospital for the Insane at 

Kew.177 He was sixty-six years old and had been involuntarily admitted to the 

hospital on 24 July 1893. Edward only managed four years of freedom after 

being released from gaol, though what brought him back to the asylum is not 

mentioned in his records. Edward’s doctor reported that he had struggled with 

heart disease, and had slowly wasted away during the last few months of his 

life, losing weight, suffering falls and eventually becoming bed-ridden. There 

                                                      
175 ‘Early Crimes: The Elton Case, The Murdered Babe, Heir to a Baronetcy’, p. 7. 
176 The owner and editor of Truth from 1896-1916, John Norton, was quite the media 

pundit and personality himself and caused a fair amount of scandals through drunkenness 

and having multiple wives. 
177 ‘Post-Mortem Notes: Edward Elton’, Inquest Deposition Files, Kew Hospital for the 

Insane, 1980, no. 1205, Public Record Office of Victoria: VPRS24/ P0000/ 835. 
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is no mention here of Thomas’ death, Felicia Sath or the child Edward was 

meant to have fathered during their marriage. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has considered the intersection of gender, child murder, and 

media and legal institutions during Australia’s colonial period. The evidence 

in this chapter demonstrates that interpretations and themes found in 

narratives of child homicide have a long tradition within the Australian news 

media. This is perhaps even stronger in country colonial courts, as speculation 

and local perspectives were more appropriate than in urban areas. Isabella 

O’Brien was understood within the colonial categories of ‘whore or wife’, 

however her case shows that there is significant complexity within these 

broad understandings of women. The treatment of Isabella’s case in media 

and community responses shows similarities to modern narratives 

surrounding child homicide, and distinct differences to earlier child murder 

cases can be identified.  

The availability of information and detail of surviving documents provides 

insight into the story of a young unwed mother of two illegitimate children in 

colonial Australia, placed against the background of Victorian morality and 

standards for illegitimacy that had prevailed despite the reduction in unwed 

mothers by the 1870s.178 This background contributed to a culture of shame 

centred on single mothers which positioned their lifestyles as indecent and 

deviant. Isabella, as described by newspaper accounts of the time, was 

portrayed as young, uneducated and non-religious. Representations of her 

                                                      
178 Carmichael, 1996, p. 286. 
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lifestyle were peppered with reports of drinking, dancing, ignorance and petty 

crime. This, combined with her strangely unaffected demeanour after 

Daniel’s death and in face of her death penalty, shares similarities to 

contemporary stories of child homicide and negative media representations 

of gendered framings of grief. In these texts both an excess of emotion or not 

enough of it may be presented as an implicit admission of guilt. 

In contrast, the case of Edward Marwood Elton shows differences based upon 

his gender, social status and urban locale. However, it could be speculated 

that Edward’s treatment may have changed dramatically if Thomas had been 

his biological son, and his wife had not had a child out of wedlock. The media 

coverage generated by these two cases also demonstrates that since the 

colonial period the ‘search for accountability’ has remained a staple aspect of 

Australian news coverage, and has particular significance when a child is 

killed by a caregiver. While there are obvious differences between the 

colonial and late-modern period, both eras engaged in their forms of silencing 

and distancing.  

While gender specific tropes and narrative understandings are associated with 

media representations of child homicide as a crime committed by both 

genders it must be, at times, grappled with in different ways. Note how the 

blame for child homicide tends to be placed upon the perpetrator, particularly 

the mother, and the wider community escapes condemnation. However, when 

Isabella O’Brien was sentenced to death, a community reaction broke with 

this tradition and articulated concerns about her environment. This diffused 

the blame for the crime, and helped to secure a plea for clemency. 
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The next chapter examines the disappearance and death of Jaidyn Leskie in 

1996 and provides a narrative of the circumstances of Jaidyn’s death, the 

ensuing investigation and failed court case against his babysitter. Still 

unsolved, Jaidyn’s death demonstrates a distinct change in the manner of 

reporting in the late-modern period, as local communities and political and 

social issues are thrust into the spotlight in the wake of child homicide, 

providing a platform for the dissecting of social issues and seeking a wider 

accountability for the death of a child. 
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Chapter 2 

A Cultural Flashpoint:  The Disappearance and Death of 

Jaidyn Raymond Leskie 

 

 

I carried you in my body 

I carried you in my arms 

I'll keep on carrying you Jaidyn 

forever carrying you in my heart. 

It broke my heart to pieces 

and smashed my soul to bits 

I'll never forget the last time 

I softly kissed your lips 

My angel up in heaven 

sleep peacefully tonight 

Be really good for Mummy 

try real hard not to cry 

I want to tell you something 

so you'll never be in doubt 

I love you and I miss you 

You're so hard to live without 

Love always - Mummy.1 

 
- Bilynda Murphy, mother of Jaidyn Leskie 

  

 

 

‘We’ve been judged already. Judged and convicted and hung’2  

 
– Kadee Leskie, Aunt of Jaidyn Leskie 

 

At around 2am on 15 June 1997 in the country town of Moe in Victoria, 

fourteen-month-old Jaidyn Raymond Leskie disappeared from the home of 

Greg Domaszewicz (figure 2.2). Jaidyn’s disappearance was initially treated 

as a case of child abduction. Domaszewicz had left Jaidyn home alone so his 

mother could be collected from the pub. By 19 June, Jaidyn’s disappearance 

was already subject to investigation by homicide detectives who considered 

                                                      
1 B. Murphy, ‘Untitled’, in C. Fitzpatrick, ‘The people in Jaidyn’s short life’, The West 

Australian, 21 March 1998, p. 5. 
2 K. Leskie, quoted in G. Tippet, ‘A Yellow Ribbon Waits for Jaidyn’, Sunday Age, 29 June 

1997, p. 1. 
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Domaszewicz as the main suspect, and police officially declared it a murder 

investigation to the public on 1 July. Nearby journalists from Melbourne 

heard the initial police report over their police scanner around three hours 

after Jaidyn vanished and soon journalists descended on the small town. 

Within hours a media event developed with a vivid national following. 

Jaidyn’s death continues to attract speculation as it sparked an intense and 

controversial police investigation leading to an inconclusive trial surrounded 

by media frenzy. Through their media representations, the relationships, 

personalities and histories of the adult participants in the Jaidyn mystery were 

explored and cast into the role of the contemptible and fascinating ‘other’ for 

respectable Australian readers of the news.  Greg Domaszewicz was charged 

with Jaidyn’s murder on 16 July, just 31 days after Jaidyn’s disappearance. 

Despite the police’s confidence in charging Domaszewicz, he was eventually 

acquitted of all charges after a sensational and heavily reported trial.  

Although Jaidyn’s body was discovered six months after he disappeared, 

weighed down in a local dam, the forensic evidence only served to produce 

further questions and inconsistencies. Dental and physical evidence suggested 

that Jaidyn may have been several months older than when he disappeared; 

his arm was broken; an anti-tremor drug was present in his system; he was 

wearing a different style of nappy(Jaidyn was a toddler, and still in nappies); 

and the DNA of a female rape victim from another town was discovered on 

his body. Unresolved issues such as these provided ample sources to 

perpetuate the mysteries and speculation that surround Jaidyn’s death, while 

offering no significant conclusions.  
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Situated in the Latrobe Valley in Victoria, Moe is 136 kilometres east from 

the large metropolitan centre of Melbourne and has a population of around 

15,000 (figure 2.1). Jaidyn was the second child of Bilynda Murphy (now 

Williams) and Brett Leskie. On the night of his disappearance, Bilynda 

Murphy had gone out with her sister Kadee Leskie, while Jaidyn was being 

cared for at the home of Bilynda’s boyfriend, Greg Domaszewicz. Kadee was 

married to Brett Leskie before Brett and Bilynda began their relationship. 

Hence, Kadee shares a surname with both Brett and her nephew Jaidyn. 

Allegedly, Domaszewicz left Jaidyn’s home alone when he picked Bilynda 

up from the pub. Complicating the crime scene, Domaszewicz’s home was 

vandalised that same night; windows were smashed and a severed pigs head 

was left on the front lawn. This was quickly deemed as an unrelated event by 

investigators, but the severed pig’s head became a symbol for Jaidyn’s bizarre 

disappearance and set the tone for the media representation of the residents 

of Moe. 
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Figure 2.1 

 

Map of the Latrobe Valley.  

 

Moe can be located at (2; 

A) and Traralgon at (2; I). 

 

Supplied by Latrobe Valley 

Council 

 

This shows the layout of the 

Latrobe Valley, and the 

distances Domaszewicz was 

alleged to have travelled 

between Traralgon and Moe 

if he had murdered Jaidyn. 

 

Blue Rock Dam, where 

Jaidyn was found, is not 

shown here. However, it is 

18 kms north-west of Moe. 

 

Figure 2.1 

 

Map of the Latrobe Valley.  

 

Moe can be located at (2; A) and 

Traralgon at (2; I). 

 

Supplied by Latrobe Valley Council 

 

This shows the layout of the 

Latrobe Valley, and the distances 

Domaszewicz was alleged to have 

travelled between Traralgon and 

Moe if he had murdered Jaidyn. 

 

Lake Narracan was drained by 

Police in their search for Jaidyn 
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In response to Jaidyn’s disappearance, Victorian police mounted a twenty-

day search that drew comparisons from the media1 to the scale of the search 

for missing Australian Prime Minister Harold Holt,2  highlighting the sense 

of national emergency and  level of public interest in the case.  Despite 

extensive searches, Police and volunteers were unable to find Jaidyn and it 

seemed the child had vanished. On 1 January 1998 Jaidyn’s body was 

discovered by picnickers at Blue Rock Dam. Blue Rock Dam is 18 kilometres 

north of Moe and was allegedly one of Domaszewicz’s favourite fishing 

spots. However, based upon circumstantial evidence Domaszewicz had been 

charged with Jaidyn’s murder before the discovery of the child’s body. 

Domaszewicz was the last person to have seen Jaidyn alive, and delayed 

reporting him missing for hours by lying to Bilynda about Jaidyn being in the 

hospital and withholding information, even when pulled over for a random 

breath test by Moe police. Domaszewicz had also been out of contact since 

around 4pm, and had failed to drop Jaidyn at the babysitters that night.  

To investigators and the public, these details clearly suggested that  

Domaszewicz was the most logical suspect. Domaszewicz’s arrest began a 

lengthy and sensational trial, remarkable and unique in the history of 

Victorian murder trials. However, doubts around forensic evidence, 

confusing and contradictory testimonies from experts and a spirited defence 

from Domaszewicz’s attorney Colin Lovitt, meant that he was acquitted by a 

jury in December 1998. After Lovitt criticised the Herald Sun during the 

                                                      
1 Pierce, 1999, p. 188. 
2 Prime Minister Harold Holt disappeared on 17 December 1967 while swimming at an 

isolated beach. Despite one of the largest searches in Australian history, Prime Minister 

Holt’s body was never recovered, and his death continues to draw speculation that he 

committed suicide and has been associated with Cold War conspiracy theories. Officially, 

Holt is presumed to have drowned in accidental circumstances, and was commemorated by 

the Harold Holt Memorial Swimming Centre in Melbourne. 
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inquest into Jaidyn’s death, they printed a damning review of the attorney’s 

argument which: 

…basically involve blaming people other than his client, bullying and 

belittling witnesses, shows of anger, floating red herrings and chucking mud 

in the hope some of it sticks… While it is Mr Lovitt's job to raise doubt in 

the minds of jurors or, in the case of the Leskie inquest, convince the 

coroner, the information used to do so should obviously be right.3 

There has since been speculation that ‘jury fatigue’ contributed to their 

verdict, as they were subject to weeks of confusing and dull expert testimony 

and micro-analysis of the evidence. Since Domaszewicz’s acquittal there has 

been no conviction in the Leskie case4 and, to public knowledge, no other 

viable suspects have been identified by police to date. The closest legal 

resolution has been from the 2006 inquest by State Coroner Graeme 

Johnstone, who concluded that Domaszewicz had contributed to Jaidyn’s 

death and the disposal of his body.5  

The disappearance and death of Jaidyn Leskie remains one of Australia’s 

most enduring cases of unsolved child homicide. As Australian true crime 

author Robin Bowles states,  the significance of the Leskie case is such that 

it quickly ‘…became woven into Australian urban legend.’6  The 

disappearance of Jaidyn and the acquittal of Domaszewicz make this a 

benchmark case in late-modern Australia, and the narratives that unfolded 

after Jaidyn’s disappearance function as a cultural flashpoint in recent 

                                                      
3 K. Moor, ‘The mud flies thick and fast’, Herald Sun, 29 November 2003, available from 

Factiva, (accessed 12 April 2014). 
4 When referring to the case in general ‘the Leskie case’ will be used, while ‘the death of 

Jaidyn Leskie’ refers specifically to Jaidyn’s death and not the ensuing media and legal 

involvement. 
5 State Coroner G. Johnstone, Inquest into the death of Jaidyn Raymond Leskie, Coroners 

case number 007/98, 31 July 2006. 
6 R. Bowles, Justice Denied: An Investigation into the Death of Jaidyn Leskie, Scoresby, 

VIC, The Five Mile Press, 2001, p. ix. 
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Australian history7. These narratives have been regularly subjected to 

retellings through the genre of true crime.8 The more significant popular 

discussions on the Leskie case will be  examined throughout this chapter, to 

demonstrate the tone and debates that have occurred throughout the 

commentary.  

The Leskie case has received significant attention through popular writing; 

however, it has received minimal scholarly attention. Scholarly work on the 

Leskie case has focused on themes of loss and the media framing the adult 

participants as ‘other’. Pierce argues that the social dimensions and causes of 

the Leskie case need to be examined,9 however, it is clear that he does not 

have the space to do so in his brief exploration of Jaidyn’s death. Campbell’s 

take on the media treatment of the Leskie case clearly articulates the way that 

Jaidyn’s family and Moe were portrayed as ‘other’. Campbell’s analysis, 

however, does not consider alternative readings of the case that appeared in 

the news media and instead suggests that journalistic responses to Moe were 

homogenous: ‘Journalists wrote this story as a soap opera, whose plots often 

feature a clash between two rival families.’10 The present research will 

demonstrate that, in this, Campbell is incorrect and a variety of frames and 

points of view were expressed in the media’s coverage of the case.  

                                                      
7 R. Smith, ‘Dark Places: True Crime Writing in Australia’, Journal of the Association for 

the Study of Australian Literature, vol. 8, 2008, pp. 17-18. 
8 For example, the Leskie case regularly appears in generic overviews of Australian true 

crime such as: A. Whitaker, Another 12 Crimes that Shocked the Nation, Chatswood, NSW, 

New Holland Publishers, 2007. 
9 Pierce, 1999, p. 192. 
10 M. Campbell, ‘Little Bogan Lost: Examining media treatment of the Jaidyn Leskie case’, 

Media International Australia incorporating Culture and Policy, no. 104, August 2002, p. 

121. 
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This chapter predominately draws evidence from primary sources in the 

media, as well as the accessible inquest transcripts and true crime writing. 

The details of the Leskie case and the ensuing media responses are 

convoluted, providing several points for a sound analysis for this historical 

investigation. While a full investigation and analysis of the features of this 

crime is not possible here, and has been performed elsewhere,11 there are 

several areas of importance that require explanation. As no conviction was 

managed for Jaidyn’s murder, a profound sense of irresolution permeates the 

story. Analysis from the scholars discussed above will be drawn upon, though 

this research suggests that they limited their discussion and treated Jaidyn’s 

death as an individual and anomalous event by not considering the Leskie 

case as a part of the documented history of child homicide in Australia.  

The media discussions generated about Jaidyn’s murder overshadowed his 

tragic death, creating a narrative of small-town Australia as a place of 

economic despair, volatile relationships and poor parenting. Media attention 

on Jaidyn Leskie’s death became a part of the case itself. Journalist Andrew 

Rule set the tone on the narrative of Jaidyn’s death. He states that ‘It is not 

only the story of a battered baby, but of where he came from ... from a place 

of broken families and broken hearts, shattered trust and stunted dreams.’12 

The investigation into the death of Jaidyn Leskie attained national 

significance, and remains one of the most well-known child deaths in recent 

Australian history.  

                                                      
11 See: Bowles, 2001. 
12 A. Rule, ‘Childhood's End: Looking for Love in a Town Called Moe’, Sunday Age, 11 

January 1998, p. 6, available from ProQuest (accessed 12 May 2014). 
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Jaidyn Lost and Found 

On the 15 June 1997 Bilynda Murphy had plans to go out drinking with her 

older sister Kadee Leskie. Bilynda and Kadee were both single mothers and, 

like many young women, regularly went out drinking, normally saving some 

money by having their children babysat together. Jaidyn’s father, Brett 

Leskie, was momentarily out of the picture,  as he had recently relocated 

interstate to Western Australia to pursue work. Immediately the relationship 

dynamics of the adults can be presented as strange. Jaidyn’s father, Brett, was 

formerly married to Kadee, and the couple had one child, Shannon. After their 

separation, but when they were still legally married, Brett became 

romantically involved with Bilynda Murphy; Kadee’s younger sister. 

Shannon was both Jaidyn’s cousin and half-sister. Brett and Bilynda had two 

children together, Breehanna13 and then Jaidyn. After Brett left Moe, Bilynda 

became romantically involved with a local amateur car mechanic; Greg 

Domaszewicz.  During this time Domaszewicz continued to have a volatile 

relationship with his former girlfriend Yvonne Penfold; their on and off again 

relationship was fraught with allegations of escalating ‘pranks’, such as 

maliciously damaging each other’s vehicles and property, and domestic 

violence.14 Yvonne was also rumoured to be romantically involved with a 

local police officer at the time of Jaidyn’s disappearance - gossip which 

became significant for Greg’s legal team and commentators who did not trust 

the police investigation into Jaidyn’s disappearance.15 As Campbell and 

Pierce each observed, these convoluted family histories were an important 

                                                      
13 Breehanna was around two years old at the time of Jaidyn’s disappearance. 
14 That Greg and Yvonne’s relationship was prone to violence was widely reported in the 

media, and is addressed by author Michael Gleeson as significant evidence for Greg’s 

temperament: M. Gleeson, The Jaidyn Leskie Murder, Pymble, NSW, HarperCollins, 1999, 

pp. 174-175. 
15 For example, see: Bowles, 2001, p. 221. 
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signifier for Jaidyn’s family and the town of Moe. They are also a significant 

way that the Leskie case was utilised by the media to present Moe as a rural 

dystopia, while featuring prominently in some of the theories surrounding 

Jaidyn’s disappearance.  

 

Kadee and Bilynda’s children were normally babysat together, however 

during the day of his disappearance, Jaidyn was being minded by Bilynda’s 

boyfriend, Greg Domaszewicz. Although not technically a de-facto couple, 

Bilynda and Domaszewicz had been romantically involved for several 

months, and he regularly looked after Jaidyn alone. Allegedly, Domaszewicz 

was especially fond of Murphy’s son and would volunteer to mind him 

regularly. Domaszewicz’s level of involvement in Jaidyn’s life was more than 

that of a casual boyfriend (they had spent Jaidyn’s first birthday together, for 

example), which indicates that the relationship was more significant than a 

casual romantic partner. There is some contention as to why Greg had Jaidyn 

with him at the time of the disappearance. It appears as if he had picked Jaidyn 

up earlier that day with the intention of bringing the child home around 4pm 

for the babysitter. When it was time for Jaidyn to go to the regular babysitter, 

Greg did not appear and was out of contact for several hours. As Greg was 

frequently outside working on cars, he often failed to hear the phone: as such, 

he was known to lose track of time and to be unreliable. Police contended that 

Jaidyn died during this period of non-contact.  

Regardless of the unknown whereabouts of her son and boyfriend, Bilynda 

decided to go ahead with her plans, trusting Domaszewicz to mind Jaidyn. 

Bilynda would have known that Domaszewicz was not without the necessary 
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resources; earlier that day she had given him a bag of supplies for Jaidyn, 

including nappies, a change of clothing and a green apple.16 It was not unusual 

for Domaszewicz to be minding Jaidyn alone and there is context for Bilynda 

trusting him to take care of Jaidyn. Media and legal institutions discussed 

Bilynda’s choice of caregiver at length, and it was even raised  during the 

2006 coronial inquest. By her own admission, Bilynda Murphy was very 

drunk the night her son disappeared: ‘I wasn’t a little drunk, I was very, 

very…’17 Media coverage identified Bilynda’s drunkenness as her crucial 

mistake, and her intoxication on the night of Jaidyn’s disappearance was 

widely reported in the as evidence for her lack of maternal abilities. First 

Bilynda and Kadee had gone to a house party (at “Big Steve’s”) and then to 

Ryan’s Hotel in the neighbouring town of Traralgon. Bilynda’s behaviour 

was featured by the media narrative of Jaidyn’s death and reflected poorly on 

her status as a mother and caregiver, locating much of the accountability for 

Jaidyn’s death in the context of Bilynda’s choices and alleged lack of 

maternal abilities. The staff at Ryan’s Hotel eventually refused Bilynda 

service due to her level of intoxication and sometime later she called 

Domaszewicz to collect her from the pub. At around 2.30 in the morning on 

15 June 1997, Greg Domaszewicz left his Moe home on Narracan Drive to 

pick up Murphy from Ryan’s Hotel. The trip was around twenty minutes each 

way and, according to Greg’s statement, he decided to leave fourteen-month-

old Jaidyn asleep on the couch rather than wake him. If Greg is telling the 

truth, this was the last known time that Jaidyn was seen alive. 

 

                                                      
16 These were among the items pulled from Blue Rock Dam along with Jaidyn’s body. 
17 G. Tippet and S. Hewitt, ‘I wasn’t a little drunk, I was very, very…’, Sun Herald, 22 June 

1997, available from Factiva, (accessed 15 May 2014). 
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There is circumstantial evidence that is suggestive of Domaszewicz’s 

culpability. At some point during the evening Domaszewicz had told Murphy 

during a phone conversation that Jaidyn had been burnt on his backside from 

standing too close to a heater, and had received outpatients care at Moe 

hospital, telling Bilynda that ‘Shit’s happened.’18 This type of comment was 

explained in media reports as fitting in with Domaszewicz’s reputation for 

                                                      
18 Johnstone, 2006, p. 11. 

Figure 2.2 

 

The home of Greg Domaszewicz on Narracan Drive, taken in 1998 - the year 

after Jaidyn’s disappearance. 

Photograph by Pat Scala, Herald Sun Archives, ID: FXB91556. 

 

Images and the location of Domaszewicz’s home were widely published in the 

Australian media, and journalists regularly camped outside the home during the 

search for Jaidyn, making it a focal point of the police and media investigations. 
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inappropriate and juvenile jokes.19 However, Bilynda was genuinely 

concerned about her son and so Kadee called Domaszewicz back, confirming 

that it was simply a joke. When Domaszewicz picked Bilynda up from the 

pub he maintained that Jaidyn had been in a home accident, but altered the 

story saying that Jaidyn was now staying at Maryvale hospital (near Morwell) 

because he was unsatisfied with the care Jaidyn had received at Moe hospital. 

When Murphy wanted to visit her son, he convinced her that she was too 

drunk. As Maryvale hospital was still under construction it would have been 

impossible for Jaidyn to have been there, although Murphy was unaware of 

this at the time. When the couple arrived at the house on Narracan drive, only 

to find it vandalised and vacant, Bilynda believed that her son was in hospital, 

and had legitimate reason to not be concerned for his whereabouts. The 

vandalism was striking. Windows had been smashed from the outside and a 

severed pigs head lay upon the lawn (figure 2.3). The image of the pigs head 

was widely published, and it became a fixed point of reference for many 

Australians, and as such became an important symbol of the ‘barbaric’ 

behaviour of the people of Moe. That the pigs head photo below was taken 

by the respected publication The Herald Sun is a striking example of the 

visual potency of the scene.   

                                                      
19 For example, see: K. Towers, ‘I was slack but I didn't kill Jaidyn, mother tells court’, The 

Australian, 15 October 1998, available from Factiva, (accessed 12 April 2014). 
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Figure 2.3 

 

The pigs head thrown at Greg Domaszewicz’s house. Photograph by Herald Sun 

photographers, 1997. 

 

Herald Sun Archives. 

 

Declining her insistence to stay at his house, Domaszewicz took Bilynda 

home,20 where she eventually fell asleep on the floor in front of the heater. It 

is not clear what happened after Bilynda fell asleep. Some details have been 

pieced together from witness statements and police case details, though this 

relies on the presumption that everyone is telling the truth – including the 

police. At around 5am, Domaszewicz returned to Bilynda’s house crying and 

distressed. He awoke a still drunk Bilynda, and told her that Jaidyn was 

missing. Domaszewicz then took her to the police station to make an official 

report. At this time, Domaszewicz had known Jaidyn was missing for several 

                                                      
20 Whether Bilynda Murphy went home or to Kadee’s house is not clear, with both 

instances reported in the media, and in histories of the crime. Though it is not a significant 

detail, it suggests the extent to which the case is fraught with inconsistency and uncertainty. 
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hours and chose not to inform Bilynda or the police. Domaszewicz’s 

whereabouts during the period between arriving home from Traralgon and 

reporting Jaidyn missing are not accounted for, and he has claimed that he 

was searching for Jaidyn by himself around Moe and at his ex-girlfriend 

Yvonne Penfold’s house, reasoning that she was involved due to their 

escalating feud.  

During this period, Greg was also pulled over by police and breathalysed 

(receiving a negative reading, as was normal for him); despite the 

opportunity, he did not tell them that Jaidyn was missing. Domaszewicz 

claims that this was because he was not certain that Jaidyn was in fact gone, 

and he did not want to get the police involved only to find the child straight 

away. Domaszewicz’s relationship with the local police was strained, and it 

is possible that he was mistrustful of their intervention and treatment of him 

if Jaidyn was missing. After officially reporting Jaidyn missing, Bilynda and 

Greg were taken in for separate questioning and a massive police search was 

mounted. Greg was under a great deal of suspicion from the beginning and 

underwent several hours of intense questioning from the local police. The 

local police’s treatment of Domaszewicz has come under scrutiny; they 

questioned and recorded Domaszewicz for hours without sleep or breaks, 

asking him 1733 questions21 and his unwavering claims of innocence during 

this time have been seen by some as evidence of his honesty. The involvement 

of the pig’s head as a part of Jaidyn’s disappearance was discounted in the 

                                                      
21 Bowles, 2001, p. 52. 
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first twenty-four hours of the investigation, and the police officially settled 

on Domaszewicz as their prime, and only, suspect. 

Jaidyn’s disappearance was initially treated as a case of child abduction, 

though strong suspicions rested on Domaszewicz from the beginning. 

Domaszewicz has consistently claimed that when he left for Traralgon, Jaidyn 

was alive and asleep on the couch; reasoning that he left Jaidyn because the 

child car seat was wet and he did not want to deal with waking him. By many 

accounts Domaszewicz enjoyed spending time with Jaidyn, referring to him 

as ‘my little buddy’, and even shaving off a lock of the child’s hair to replicate 

his own bald spot. He allowed Jaidyn to play with his dogs, and spent time 

with him while he fixed cars in his backyard.  The above facts could be 

interpreted as  evidencing either Domaszewicz’s innocence or guilt.  

Some witnesses, such as Greg’s neighbours Mariann and Michael McKinnon, 

were reported as testifying that his behaviour shows he would never hurt a 

child or cover up an accidental death.22 Others point out the peculiarity of a 

single man wanting to look after a child by himself, though this criticism 

could be based on nothing more significant than a facet of rural Australian 

masculine culture. The negative opinion about Domaszewicz’s relationship 

with Jaidyn in the lead-up to his disappearance was vocalised in the media 

when it was reported that Brett Leskie’s mother, Elizabeth Leskie, ‘…always 

felt it was strange that a single young man wanted to look after a baby on his 

own.’23 This adds a sinister element to Domaszewicz’s earlier care of Jaidyn, 

                                                      
22 S. Dolan, ‘Boy Pushed, Claim’, Herald Sun, 27 March 1998, available from Factiva, 

(accessed 16 April 2014). 
23 M. Gleeson, ‘A Little Boy Lost Forever’, Daily Telegraph, 20 March 1999, p. 122. 
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evoking strange and even predatory behaviour and contributing to the 

suspicions around him. 

While Domaszewicz and Murphy were being questioned, nearby reporters 

had been tipped off to the story of a missing child through their police scanner, 

prompting a sudden influx of news coverage. Journalists knew about Jaidyn’s 

disappearance soon after it was reported to police and the tale of a child 

missing in the night from a small town provided ample fodder for newspaper 

headlines. Journalists instantly recognised the ritualistic significance of the 

severed pigs head and tales of satanic cults along with arcane rituals became 

an element of local gossip, filtering through to media reports.24 Such occult 

rumours were most likely sourced from urban legends that a satanic cult was 

already operating in Moe, and are also mentioned in an early media report.25 

It is not clear whether rumours of satanic rituals had any legitimate basis, 

though this did not prevent them from becoming a symbolic, though brief, 

element of Jaidyn and Moe’s story. Local rumours and Moe’s recent history 

was used as evidence to typify the residents of Moe, broadening the scope 

beyond the adults involved in Jaidyn’s life to the entire town: 

Not surprisingly, police have been baffled. But in Moe there is an element 

of "So what?" about the whole thing. This is the same town where only a 

fortnight ago it was revealed that an 81-year-old resident was a bigamist and 

where in recent times residents have had cause to fear the rise of strange 

cults in their midst - something police have ruled out in this case.26 

                                                      
24 B. Dickins, ‘No Less Ordinary’, Newsweek, 5 February 2000, p. 42, available from 

Factiva, (accessed 16 April 2014). 
25 T. Mendez and S. Anthony, ‘Fears held for abducted boy’, The West Australian, 16 June 

1997, available from Factiva (accessed 12 April 2014). 
26 S. Cant, ‘Lost in a Maze’, Daily Telegraph, 21 June 1997, p. 18, available from Factiva, 

(accessed 16 April 2014). 
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This alleged ‘so what?’ attitude of Moe residents suggests a town where 

bizarre events and strange behaviour are the norm, where the disappearance 

of a child in the night and a severed pigs head calling card is a banal 

occurrence. The above media account suggests that the strange events 

surrounding Jaidyn’s disappearance were a part of a pattern of standard 

behaviour for the town of Moe, leading to the representation of its community 

as one which existed outside the experience of the media’s predominately 

middle class, metropolitan readership. 

The occult elements of the emerging narrative of Jaidyn’s disappearance were 

heightened by media reports of Domaszewicz’s alleged obsession with extra-

terrestrials and alien abduction. These rumours were so pervasive that they 

continued to be referenced six years later, with The Age running the headline: 

‘The truth is out there:27 a new search for answers on Jaidyn’ [emphasis 

added]’.28 The article weaves the theme of alien abduction in its narrative: 

Back when he was living in Moe, Greg Domaszewicz used to amuse and 

bemuse friends with tales of flying saucers and alien abductions. That night 

in June 1997, when the little boy went missing from his lounge room, there 

was a UFO poster on the wall with the message, "I want to believe". Today, 

as the latest instalment in the Jaidyn Leskie tragedy gets under way in the 

Coroner's Court, Mr Domaszewicz might consider a similarly themed TV 

slogan of the time: "The truth is out there."29 

This linking of Domaszewicz’s alleged belief in aliens is connected to the 

mystery surrounding Jaidyn’s death, packed into journalistic witticisms that 

                                                      
27 “The truth is out there” was the tagline of science fiction television program The X-Files 

(1993-2002). This phrase functions as a short hand reference to the belief in space aliens 

and conspiracy theories. 
28 G. Tippet and S. Milovanovic, ‘The truth is out there: a new search for answers on 

Jaidyn’, The Age, 17 November 2003, online: 

http://www.theage.com.au/articles/2003/11/17/1068987588612.html, (accessed 12 May 

2014). 
29 Tippet and Milovanovic, 2003.   

http://www.theage.com.au/articles/2003/11/17/1068987588612.html
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are suggestive of the babysitter’s strangeness. By reporting these unconfirmed 

rumours, journalists could represent Domaszewicz as mentally unbalanced, 

setting him even further apart from the already distorted view of Moe. 

Whether or not Domaszewicz’s fascination with aliens was media hyperbole 

remains to be seen, though true crime author Robin Bowles certainly 

disagrees: ‘Like quite a few things I’ve read about this case, that is bullshit.’30  

For police and journalists, the severed pig’s head and vandalism of 

Domaszewicz’s home presented one of the most troubling and inexplicable 

aspects of Jaidyn’s disappearance. Contextualised within existing local 

rumours of satanic cults and rituals, the pig’s head suggested an organised 

and deeply disturbing element to an already troubling crime. As historian 

Peter Pierce points out, the ritualistic significance of the pig’s head could have 

catapulted Jaidyn’s story into nothing quite encountered before in Australian 

history.31 However, media reports32 indicate that by June 17, the pigs head 

had already been ruled as an isolated incident, and police were actively 

denying suggestions of the involvement of a religious cult. The truth of the 

vandalism was found to be much more mundane, though more strongly 

connected with Moe’s reputation for violence, when it was discovered that 

those responsible for the vandalism of Domaszewicz’s house were Kenny 

Penfold, brother of Domaszewicz’s ex-girlfriend Yvonne Penfold, and his 

friends Dean Ross and Darrin Wilson. Instead of satanic rituals, the pig’s head 

                                                      
30 Bowles, 2001, p. 64. 
31 Pierce, 1999, p. 190. 
32 J. Koutsoukis, ‘Police step up search for boy’, The Age, 17 June 1997, p. 1, available 

from Factiva (accessed 15 June 2014). 
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became yet another aspect of the Moe saga of romantic entanglements, violent 

behaviour and long-standing feuds.  

The Pig’s Head Team 

The night of Jaidyn’s disappearance Penfold and his accomplices, dubbed 

‘the pig’s head team’ by the media, had been waiting near Domaszewicz’s 

home for an opportunity to strike. It was the next revenge act in a series of 

escalating ‘pranks’ that had led to Kenny slaughtering his friend’s pet pig 

Darren (who had been named after deceased Collingwood footballer Darren 

Millane) and saving the head especially for Domaszewicz. This particular 

prank had been prompted by Domaszewicz deliberately damaging Yvonne’s 

car.33 In the very early hours of the morning of Jaidyn’s disappearance, the 

pig’s head team had waited hidden outside Domaszewicz’s house. From their 

hiding spot, they watched Greg leave to collect Bilynda, then Kenny and his 

friends took their opportunity to enact their revenge by smashing windows 

and hurling the head on the lawn. There is some contention as to whether the 

pigs head was thrown on the lawn or through a window; both retellings have 

been reported in the media. Allegedly, the pigs head team claim it went 

through the window and they never entered Greg’s home. This has some 

significance: if the pigs head was thrown through the window, then how did 

it end up on the front lawn later that night?  The pigs head is another of the 

unresolved questions from the night Jaidyn disappeared, perpetuating the 

speculation and the sense that legal institutions are unable to provide 

satisfactory answers for the case. 

                                                      
33 While described by those involved as ‘pranks’, such incidents could also be described as 

spiteful revenge acts, harassment or as crimes of trespass 
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The presence of the pig’s head team feeds into the characterisation of Moe 

and the adult participants as a wasteland of unemployment and a ghetto 

populated with anti-social youth ‒ a line that was particularly pushed by some 

members of the metropolitan media. From a legal perspective, it also provided 

the police with possibly their only witnesses. Kenny Penfold and his 

“associates” claim that at no point did they hear a child crying, and it is a 

logical assumption that the noise they made would have awoken Jaidyn. This 

suggests that Jaidyn was simply not in the house, fitting into the police time-

line that argued that Jaidyn died that afternoon. 

There are reasons to doubt the evidence provided by the pig’s head team. It 

should be noted that Penfold and his accomplices had, by their own 

admission, been drinking and smoking cannabis in the hours leading up to the 

assault. It is not clear how close they had come to the house and whether they 

just might not have heard Jaidyn crying, or even if their recollections are 

complete. While children are sensitive to noise, it cannot be simply assumed 

Jaidyn would have awoken and immediately began crying. Their presence 

also does not preclude other unknown persons from approaching the house 

after they had finished vandalising the house and whether their actions could 

have possibly drawn the interest of others onto Domaszewicz’s home. 

Although they represent one of the most bizarre aspects of Jaidyn’s 

disappearance, any involvement from the pig’s head team was quickly 

dismissed by police. That their ‘prank’ coincided with Jaidyn’s disappearance 

was explained as an unfortunate (for them) coincidence. This, however, is a 

common line of dispute for commentators who believe Domaszewicz’s 

innocence, or who are not wholly convinced of his guilt. This line of defence 
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was used by Domaszewicz’s legal representation to great effect, casting doubt 

onto whether the police conducted a sufficient investigation into other 

persons. Robin Bowles has cemented this possibility into the lore of the case, 

by speculating that the pig’s head team may have been a deliberate diversion 

to allow unknown ‘others’ to access Greg’s house discreetly. Bowles 

theorises that these “others” may have been after an unknown item, and that 

Jaidyn was unexpectedly injured during the home invasion.34   

To this end, the police have been criticised for focusing on Domaszewicz 

immediately and to the exclusion of other lines of enquiry, dismissing Penfold 

and his associates too quickly and without thorough investigation. Greg’s 

home was never searched for fingerprints by the police, as they reject the idea 

that his home was broken into that night. One theory is that Jaidyn was 

accidently injured by the vandals, so they panicked and kidnapped him to 

cover up the accident. Another, darker theory is that one or more of the pig’s 

head team could have taken Jaidyn on purpose while vandalising 

Domaszewicz’s home. Considering the volatile and escalating retaliations 

between Domaszewicz and Yvonne, it has been speculated that they 

kidnapped Jaidyn as a part of their revenge and they panicked in the face of 

an intense police and media presence; Domaszewicz accused Yvonne of this 

very act.35 Although these theories mainly belong in the realm of conspiracy 

and have no compelling evidence to support them, they remain in circulation 

                                                      
34 Bowles, 2001, p. 407. 
35 Pierce, 1999, p. 190.  
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amid the lack of a definitive explanation for the case and have received strong 

support in Robin Bowles’ book.36  

However, there is no solid evidence on which to base these claims; rather we 

must rely on the testimonies and accounts of people who often feuded and 

became violent with one another and who were regularly under the influence 

of drugs and alcohol. Due to the histories between the adult participants, each 

of them had a reason to lie, protect or implicate one another. Domaszewicz 

himself implicated Penfold during his committal hearing, and, as Peter Pierce 

points out, Murphy was fined $1500 for harassment when she wrote ‘Yvonne 

where the fuck were you, you fucking slut?’ on a window at Yvonne 

Penfold’s workplace; allegedly in response to Yvonne’s own question and 

accusation: ‘Where is Jaidyn?’37  Some commentators point to anecdotal 

evidence that suggests Jaidyn had been injured in Domaszewicz’s care 

previously,38 and that Domaszewicz had a history of strange and violent 

behaviour.39 A history of abusive and violent behaviour is a common factor 

in cases of manslaughter and homicide of a child by a caregiver.40 There were 

also rumours that Yvonne Penfold was in a romantic relationship with local 

police Sergeant Russel Fraser. Greg posed this as the reason he did not want 

to speak with the police, while some see it as a reason that Yvonne, her brother 

and his associates were not investigated thoroughly. Robin Bowles claims 

that Sergeant Fraser was sent to bring Yvonne in for a statement, even though 

                                                      
36 Bowles filters her theories throughout her work, for a summary of her speculations 

regarding Yvonne, see: Bowles, 2001, pp. 410-413. 
37 Pierce, 1999, p. 190. 
38 Johnstone, 2006, p. 96. 
39 This is an argument particularly focused on by true crime author and journalist Michael 

Gleeson within his media reports and book on the Leskie case. 
40 Queensland Crime and Misconduct Commission, ‘Vulnerable Victims: Child Homicide 

by Parents’, Research and Issues, no. 10, June 2013, p. 6. 
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rumours of their sexual relationship were known to the investigating 

officers.41 If true, this would be a clear conflict of interest and cast doubt on 

the integrity of the early investigation. Sergeant Fraser denied in court having 

a sexual relationship with Yvonne, though he did acknowledge they were 

family friends. Such is the pervasiveness of this suggestion; it continues to be 

referred to in contemporary media reporting.42  

The adults in Jaidyn’s life had convoluted and occasionally violent 

relationships with one another. It is difficult to determine whether any of these 

individuals would deliberately kill a child, or cover up an accidental death. 

The continued suspicions surrounding ‘the pig’s head’ team reflect this 

difficulty and there does not appear to be enough evidence to discount them 

completely. Indeed, the pig’s head team requires examination, not necessarily 

for the strangeness of the incident, but because they were present at the scene 

of Jaidyn’s disappearance and also have histories of violence and involvement 

with Domaszewicz and Murphy. The last known person to see Jaidyn alive is 

also the prime suspect, and there are no close or reliable witnesses to counter 

or prove Domaszewicz’s guilt. Without an accurate picture of the events 

leading up to Jaidyn’s disappearance and a tangled mass of hearsay, rumour 

and anecdotal evidence off which to base assumptions, the difficulties in 

judging the events are almost insurmountable. This is the reason for the 

controversial acquittal of Domaszewicz by a jury, for the inconclusive results 

                                                      
41 Bowles, 2001, pp. 53-54. 
42 K. Moor, ‘Murdered toddler Jaidyn Leskie would have turned 18 this month as his case 

revives the sordid world of drugs, booze, sex, lies and the ‘pigs head gang’ in Victorian 

town of Moe’, Herald Sun, April 11 2014, online: http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-

order/murdered-toddler-jaidyn-leskie-would-have-turned-18-this-month-as-his-case-

revives-the-sordid-world-of-drugs-booze-sex-lies-and-the-pigs-head-gang-in-victorian-

town-of-moe/story-fni0ffnk-1226880278443, (accessed 10 June 2014). 

http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/murdered-toddler-jaidyn-leskie-would-have-turned-18-this-month-as-his-case-revives-the-sordid-world-of-drugs-booze-sex-lies-and-the-pigs-head-gang-in-victorian-town-of-moe/story-fni0ffnk-1226880278443
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/murdered-toddler-jaidyn-leskie-would-have-turned-18-this-month-as-his-case-revives-the-sordid-world-of-drugs-booze-sex-lies-and-the-pigs-head-gang-in-victorian-town-of-moe/story-fni0ffnk-1226880278443
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/murdered-toddler-jaidyn-leskie-would-have-turned-18-this-month-as-his-case-revives-the-sordid-world-of-drugs-booze-sex-lies-and-the-pigs-head-gang-in-victorian-town-of-moe/story-fni0ffnk-1226880278443
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/murdered-toddler-jaidyn-leskie-would-have-turned-18-this-month-as-his-case-revives-the-sordid-world-of-drugs-booze-sex-lies-and-the-pigs-head-gang-in-victorian-town-of-moe/story-fni0ffnk-1226880278443
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of the coronial inquest, and for the variety and speculative nature of the true 

crime texts published on this case.  

As the search for Jaidyn dragged on from days to weeks, Lake Narracan was 

partially drained, the rubbish tip was searched and it became increasingly 

likely that Jaidyn would not be found alive. Jaidyn’s disappearance was 

officially declared a murder investigation around three weeks after 

Domaszewicz and Bilynda Murphy reported him missing. By this time the 

case was making national headlines and provoking intense public interest. 

Such was the high-profile nature of the case that clairvoyants were calling in 

from around the country, each with their own insight into Jaidyn’s 

whereabouts and whether he was alive.43 A variety of cruel hoaxes were also 

enacted in Moe. A bag of raw chickens was left to resemble the shape of a 

child, cardboard cut-outs were placed in the rubbish tip, and Bilynda Murphy 

received threatening phone calls. The perpetrators of these acts were never 

discovered, and their unprovoked cruelty provided journalists with more 

evidence of Moe’s strangeness.44  

Pressure was mounting for the police to make an arrest. With no alternative 

suspects and plenty of circumstantial evidence, Domaszewicz became a 

murder suspect. Domaszewicz’s false claims, prior to the disappearance, that 

Jaidyn had been hospitalised, had serious consequences for the police 

investigation. Defended by Domaszewicz as a poor joke, the police believed 

that this comment was intended to be a cover for Jaidyn’s whereabouts on the 

                                                      
43 This tends to be a feature of high profile crime cases, sometimes the claims are taken 

seriously and checked out, and sometimes they are ignored. 
44 The media and public representation of Moe will be discussed in more depth in the next 

chapter. 
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afternoon of the July 14. The police contend that Jaidyn died during this time, 

either by accident or intent, by Domaszewicz’s hand. This detail was crucial 

for the case police were developing.  

The Arrest of Greg Domaszewicz 

On July 16, one month after Jaidyn disappeared, Greg Domaszewicz was 

charged with the murder of Jaidyn Leskie. Although Jaidyn’s body had not 

been discovered, the police had determined that they had enough evidence to 

pursue a murder charge, albeit one based predominately on circumstantial 

evidence. It is likely there was pressure to make a speedy arrest from both 

external and internal sources. For his part, Domaszewicz saw their behaviour 

as continued police harassment.45  

National media interest only seemed to intensify and vivid tales about the 

lives of Bilynda Murphy and her circle were being published, amid increasing 

calls to find Jaidyn. From the convoluted and incomplete nature of the 

evidence it is clear why other avenues of investigation were not seen as 

feasible by the investigating officers, and the majority of their resources went 

into investigating Domaszewicz. This was not an unreasonable conclusion; 

Domaszewicz was the last known person to see Jaidyn alive, and children of 

Jaidyn’s age are more likely to be killed by a care-giver than any other age 

group.46 

                                                      
45 M. Butler, ‘Domaszewicz calls his accusers dogs’, Herald Sun, 17 March 1999, available 

from Factiva, (accessed 12 April 2014).  
46 Alder and Polk, 2001, p. 2 
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The day of Jaidyn’s disappearance Domaszewicz had picked the child up at 

around 2pm, speaking to Bilynda on the phone at around 4.30pm to tell her 

that he would return her son soon. However, Domaszewicz never arrived and 

repeated attempts by Bilynda to contact him failed. It was not until around 

11pm that she spoke to Domaszewicz again when he made the infamous 

“Jaidyn went to hospital joke”. Police contend that during this six-hour period 

of non-contact, Jaidyn was killed by Domaszewicz, which supposedly 

explained why Jaidyn was never dropped off at Kadee’s to be minded with 

the other children as planned. However, the available evidence is conflicting 

as the case relied upon illegal recordings of interviews with Greg47 and 

witness memory, compounded by a lack of tangible evidence.  

This is perhaps indicated most clearly through the changing opinions of 

Bilynda Murphy who, in much publicised changes of heart, has struggled to 

commit to believing Domaszewicz’s innocence or guilt.48 What could be 

described as the ‘known facts’ lend themselves to several alternate theories 

of what happened to Jaidyn, which helped lead to Domaszewicz’s acquittal at 

trial. Irresolution and debate over who killed Jaidyn continues to date. While 

the Leskie case is a highly publicised and extreme example,  circumstantial 

and unclear evidence is not uncommon for cases of child homicide.49  

 

                                                      
47 B. Hocking and L. Manville, ‘What of the Right to Silence: Still Supporting the 

Presumption of Innocence, or a Growing Legal Fiction?’, Macquarie Law Journal, vol. 1, 

no.1, 2001, p. 65. 
48 For example: C. Egan, ‘I no longer think Greg murdered my boy, says Bilynda’, Daily 

Telegraph, 6 October 1999, p. 18, available from Factiva (accessed 15 April 2014). 
49 Many cases of child homicide lead to an acquittal or a lesser conviction of manslaughter. 

As the last person to see the child alive is normally the perpetrator, who is also normally 

their caregiver, it is difficult to come across more than circumstantial evidence, or prove 

that a death was deliberate instead of accidental. 
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Finding Jaidyn 

On the 1st January 1998, fourteen-year-old Sam Payne was picnicking with 

his family at Blue Rock Dam. In the water of the dam he noticed what 

appeared to be a child’s body, blue and cold, and bobbing gently. Sam’s 

grandmother approached the river to check, initially thinking her grandson 

had merely seen a doll, only to discover the body of a young child. Later that 

evening the police confirmed Jaidyn Leskie’s body had been found. 18 

kilometres north of Moe, Blue Rock Dam was one of Domaszewicz’s 

favourite fishing spots and he had taken Jaidyn there shortly before his 

disappearance. Jaidyn’s body had been wrapped in a sleeping bag and 

weighed down by a crowbar. The supplies Bilynda Murphy had packed for 

Jaidyn were also discovered in the dam, preserved in the freezing waters. A 

two-metre crowbar, baby’s boots, a bottle, bib and quilted sleeping bag were 

recovered around 200 metres from Jaidyn’s body. It is believed that warming 

temperatures caused Jaidyn’s makeshift coffin to tear after being submerged 

for six months in the freezing cold water. This allowed his body to rise to the 

surface. The question ‘where is Jaidyn?’ was finally answered and Jaidyn’s 

story ‘…had run to its most predictable and frightful conclusion.’50 

The cold waters of Blue Rock Dam partially preserved Jaidyn’s body and he 

was soon identified through the lock of hair that Domaszewicz had removed 

to allegedly replicate his own bald spot.51 The submersion of Jaidyn’s body 

in water for so long was a significant problem as water can destroy forensic 

evidence. Forensic testing began, and it was hoped that by determining 

                                                      
50 Pierce, 1999, p. 191. 
51 Ibid. 
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Jaidyn’s cause of death it could lead to the identification of his killer. As 

Domaszewicz had already been charged with Jaidyn’s murder, the results 

could either help or hinder his legal defence. Testing revealed that Jaidyn died 

through a blow to the base of his skull. What precisely caused the injury could 

not be discerned, leaving it unclear as to whether his death was deliberate or 

accidental. Further pre-mortem injuries were also discovered. Jaidyn’s arm 

had been broken in two places shortly before his death, with the injury 

clumsily and ineffectively bandaged. Perplexingly, the drug Benzhexol was 

also present in Jaidyn’s system. Used to treat tremors and occasionally given 

to schizophrenic patients, it is unclear whether the Benzhexol contributed to 

Jaidyn’s death and an investigation into the origin of the drug failed to 

produce any useful information.52 It was reported in the media that the drug 

in Jaidyn’s body was specifically prescribed for schizophrenia. This is 

incorrect. Benzhexol is used to treat tremors, and is only given to 

schizophrenics to treat the side effects of some anti-psychotic medications. 

This information did not prevent Robin Bowles from drawing strong links 

between the medication and alleged evidence that several of the adults 

involved in the Leskie case were being treated for schizophrenia.53 

These results suggest several theories. It is possible that Jaidyn was badly 

injured and given Benzhexol as the only thing on hand to quieten him down. 

It could have been after this injury that Jaidyn was accidently killed through 

the blow to his skull. Alternatively, the blow could have been inflicted 

deliberately to stop him crying and cover up the accident. Another possibility 

is that all his injuries were the result of a deliberate, sustained attack on 

                                                      
52 Johnstone, 2006, p. 59. 
53 Bowles, 2001, p. 409. 
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Jaidyn. It is reasonable to speculate that someone attempted to patch up 

Jaidyn’s broken arm but did not administer any sophisticated medical help. 

These conclusions do not clearly indicate culpability for a specific individual 

or individuals and only provide the barest details about the events leading up 

to Jaidyn’s death. Ultimately, the discovery of Jaidyn’s body offered no 

resolution as to the circumstances of his death and actually raised more 

questions that could be answered. This was another setback for investigators 

who now had to continue the case against Domaszewicz based upon 

circumstantial evidence. Furthermore, it meant that Jaidyn’s family were 

offered no resolution as to the cause of his death. 

Forensic evidence and cultural narratives 

While the discovery of Jaidyn’s body allowed for his cause of death to be 

discovered, and for a grieving family to have a burial, it also opened up 

several lines of enquiry that have never been satisfactorily resolved by legal 

institutions. These not only impacted the investigation and case against 

Domaszewicz, but have become bound up in the larger narrative of mystery 

and speculation that surround Jaidyn’s death. The questions of how, when and 

who placed Jaidyn in Blue Rock Dam was the central concern of the police 

investigation, and has been unable to be satisfactorily answered by medical, 

legal or media systems. The police theory that Domaszewicz killed Jaidyn 

and walked his body into the dam, is supported by circumstantial evidence. 

Of note for the prosecution was the discovery that Domaszewicz’s wallet, as 

well as money hidden under his mattress, was wet which they argued was 

consistent with having been submerged in water.54 Furthermore, several 

                                                      
54 Johnstone, 2006, p. 93 
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blood-stained tissues were retrieved from Domaszewicz’ household rubbish 

which were confirmed to have Jaidyn’s blood. Of course, this could easily be 

explained as being caused by a common household accident; anywhere that a 

child is minded is likely to have elements of their blood and DNA.  

Domaszewicz’s behaviour was later described as ‘cautious’55 by Constable 

Molesworth when he was pulled over for a random breath test at around 

3.30am (after he had dropped Bilynda home). Robin Bowles provides a direct 

(an un-referenced) quote from Molesworth, ‘He did not appear to be his 

normal cocky self, which I have observed on previous occasions. He appeared 

extremely nervous, but co-operative.’56 It was also significant that 

Domaszewicz did not divulge information regarding Jaidyn’s disappearance 

when he had an easy opportunity.57 There are also claims that Domaszewicz 

confessed in separate incidents to three prisoners when he was being held in 

custody. They are named as prisoners “F”, “M” and “R” in the coronial 

inquest report.58 However, the validity of these prisoners’ claims cannot be 

verified, and it is possible the confessions were inventions. The location of 

Jaidyn’s body also presents a point of contention. Some commentators argue 

that it would be absurd for Domaszewicz to hide Jaidyn’s body in a place so 

well connected to him,59  while others contend that under extreme stress he 

would have chosen the familiar and secluded location. 

                                                      
55 Ibid, p. 16. 
56 Bowles, 2001, p. 34. 
57 This was widely reported in the media, during the trial and in true crime books on the 

case. For a narrative of the events see: Bowles, 2001, pp. 33-35. 
58 Johnstone, 2006, p. 32. 
59 Bowles, 2001, p. 410. 
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The evidence against Domaszewicz is compelling, yet largely circumstantial. 

When Greg Domaszewicz was charged with Jaidyn’s murder, every feature 

of the case had to be analysed. A timeline of events leading up to Jaidyn being 

thrown in the dam was constructed and scientific evidence was gathered and 

analysed. Rather than providing a definitive answer, the trial of Greg 

Domaszewicz led to competing theories on all aspects of the case and 

divergent specialist opinions; at one stage, even a mathematician was 

summoned to use Pythagoras theorem to deduce whether the object in a photo 

was long enough to be a crowbar.60  During the trial conflicting theories were 

disputed and re-narrated, and no clear version of events emerged. A 

succession of witnesses, specialists and academic theorists were put before 

the jury as interpretations of circumstantial and forensic evidence were 

debated.  Anecdotally, this produced running jokes among court journalists 

as to which juror would fall asleep first. These stories were reported in the 

media, with one journalist alleging that reporters ran a $2 ‘sweepstake’ on 

what time one particular juror would fall asleep.61 This anecdote has been so 

pervasive that it is included in Victorian Secondary School Legal Studies 

lesson plans as a case study.62 

The circumstantial evidence still leaves room for several different scenarios, 

which have only been compounded by the physical evidence. Forensic testing 

was not able to provide any answers for investigators and mistakes made 

during the testing had far reaching consequences for adherents of DNA 

                                                      
60 This was of particular significance, if it was a crowbar police could argue that 

Domaszewicz was in possession of the tool used to weigh down Jaidyn’s body. 
61 G. Wilkinson, ‘Toddler Case Fits Profile’, Herald Sun, 23 December 1998, available 

from Factiva, (accessed 12 April 2014).  
62 Victoria Law Foundation, We the Jury: VELS Teacher Notes, 2007, p. 33, online: 

http://www.victorialawfoundation.org.au/sites/default/files/resources/We_the_Jury_VELS.

pdf, (accessed 28 June 2015).  

http://www.victorialawfoundation.org.au/sites/default/files/resources/We_the_Jury_VELS.pdf
http://www.victorialawfoundation.org.au/sites/default/files/resources/We_the_Jury_VELS.pdf
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testing, who routinely claimed that DNA evidence as infallible.63 Laboratory 

evidence taken from Jaidyn’s bib and pants came under scrutiny when it was 

discovered that the samples had been potentially contaminated with a sample 

of a rape victim from another town.64 The intellectually disabled woman, 

named ‘P’ in investigators reports, was interviewed and police concluded that 

she had no involvement or knowledge of Jaidyn Leskie and his family.65 The 

crossover was initially explained as an ‘adventitious match’,66 until it was 

later established by a coroner’s report that the woman’s DNA was processed 

around the same time by the same laboratory as Jaidyn’s.67 Criminologist 

William Thompson highlights the importance of this error by stating that ‘one 

of the best-known false cold hits occurred in a high-profile Australian case 

involving the murder of a toddler named Jaidyn Leskie.’68  

Thompson explains his role in determining the error as ‘although laboratory 

personnel maintained that accidental transfer of samples between cases is 

impossible, I was able to document dozens of cases in which cross-

contamination of samples had occurred under similar circumstances in other 

laboratories.’69 Further testing in 2003 lessened the likelihood that the 

                                                      
63 W. C. Thompson, ‘Forensic DNA Evidence: The myth of infallibility’, in S. Krimsky and 

J. Gruber (eds.), Genetic Explanations: sense and nonsense, Harvard University Press, 

2013, pp. 227-347. 
64 W. C. Thompson, Victoria State Coroner’s Inquest into Death of Jaidyn Leskie, 3 

December 2003, p. 2. 
65 Johnstone, 2006, p. 69. 
66 An ‘adventitious match’ would mean that there was someone else who shared a similar 

DNA to ‘P’, and so the evidence could link a specific person to Jaidyn’s disappearance. 
67 For a full discussion on the DNA contamination, it’s discovery and evidence according to 

the Victorian State Courts see: Johnstone, 2006, pp. 64-85. 
68 W. C. Thompson, ‘The Potential for Error in Forensic DNA Testing (and How That 

Complicates the Use of DNA Databases for Criminal Identification)’, conference paper, 

Forensic DNA Databases and Race: Issues, Abuses and Actions, Council for Responsible 

Genetics (CRG), June 19-20, 2008, at New York University, p. 25, online: 

http://www.councilforresponsiblegenetics.org/pageDocuments/H4T5EOYUZI.pdf,  

(accessed 20 August 2015).  
69 Thompson, 2008, p. 26. 

http://www.councilforresponsiblegenetics.org/pageDocuments/H4T5EOYUZI.pdf
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presence of this woman’s DNA was merely coincidence to one in many 

trillions,70 suggesting that contamination was the most likely scenario.  This 

threw the reliability of the scientific evidence into question and required both 

the laboratory and scientific community to answer difficult questions about 

contamination and reliability. Stephen Pallaras explains that ‘…when this 

error was discovered, investigation revealed 39 other cases where the 

laboratory admitted that “diagnostic and corrective action” had been needed 

since 1999.’71 These issues have cast further doubt onto the forensic evidence 

and also had the effect of perpetuating the mysteries and speculation that 

surround Jaidyn’s death, lending them further weight and credibility.  

A popular alternative theory of this case is that Jaidyn did not die the night he 

disappeared. There is unsubstantiated evidence that suggests that Jaidyn was 

older than fourteen months when he was recovered from Blue Rock Dam, 

prompting a theory that he was in the care of unknown persons for some time 

after he disappeared. Allegedly, the nappy Jaidyn was wearing when he was 

pulled from the dam was different to the one his mother had packed for him 

and was designed for girls. This is the type of mistake that someone 

unfamiliar with buying nappies would make and could have coincided with 

the phone call to Marianne McKinnon in which Domaszewicz asked about 

buying nappies. If this were the case, then Jaidyn would not have died when 

police allege he did, and an entirely different timeline of events is possible. 

Such a theory would indicate Domaszewicz’s innocence in Jaidyn’s murder, 

if not his disappearance, as he was under almost constant police surveillance 

                                                      
70 W. C. Thompson, ‘Tarnish on the “Gold Standard”: Understanding Recent Problems in 

Forensic DNA Testing’, The Champion, January/February 2006, p. 14. 
71 See: S. Pallaras, ‘New technology: opportunities and challenges for prosecutors’, Crime 

Law Social Change, vol. 56, pp. 71–89.  
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after reporting the toddler missing. Although the theory is rejected by police, 

it demonstrates the type of speculation that permeates the Leskie case, as well 

as the difficulties in interpreting the evidence.72   

Adding more weight to the alternative theory, there have been persistent, yet 

changing, reports that Jaidyn had more teeth than when Bilynda last saw him, 

as well as longer hair: consistent with a child several months older than he 

was when he disappeared. Greg’s mother helped to fuel speculation in the 

media, in which she was recorded as stating to Radio National:  

To be honest I think it would be just waste of time, 'cause Gregory answered 

4,000 questions. There's nothing more Gregory can answer, and we know 

100 per cent Greg did not kill Jaidyn. According to the statement and 

everything, Jaidyn was alive up to three to four months, even a police diver 

discovered his body, he was surprised how the body was well preserved, and 

at the same time Jaidyn's hair was much longer when they did find him, and 

he had much more tooth than he went missing at four, two they think he had, 

and when they find him he had nine.73  

Here, Helen Domaszewicz provides a compelling defence of her son’s 

innocence, working from the standpoint of forensic evidence to disprove the 

police theories. However, her statements are clearly refuted in the 2006 

coronial report, which offers evidence that Jaidyn had four erupted teeth.74 

Regardless of the coronial decision, the belief that Jaidyn had more teeth than 

when he disappeared has been accepted as ‘canon’ in the case, as Bowles 

confidently writes of Jaidyn:  

                                                      
72 Mistakes and issues in interpreting evidence of child death have been noted by 

researchers in Australia. See: Frederick, Goddard and Oxley, 2013, pp. 211-213. 
73 H. Domaszewicz, quoted in N. Simpson, ‘Domaszewicz subpoenaed to new Leskie 

inquest’, Radio National, [radio broadcast], original airdate: 11 July 2005, transcript online, 

http://www.abc.net.au/pm/content/2005/s1411804.htm, (accessed 12 May 2014). 
74 Johnstone, 2006, pp. 29-31  

http://www.abc.net.au/pm/content/2005/s1411804.htm
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He had at least three more teeth than Bilynda remembers, probably the same 

three identified by the odonatologists as being teeth that erupt between 

twelve months and sixteen months – confirmed.75 [emphasis added]. 

As Bowles does not provide explicit details regarding her sources, it is not 

possible to trace the origins of this claim. Here, Bowles’ text states the extra 

teeth as assured which effectively perpetuates the mystery and speculation 

around Jaidyn’s death, adding further evidence in the for the public that 

Domaszewicz may be innocent. It is not the purpose of this chapter to 

conclusively examine all the evidence and arguments for and against 

Domaszewicz’s guilt, this has been done elsewhere.76 Robin Bowles’ 2001 

Justice Denied is the most in-depth exploration of the Leskie case and goes 

beyond a simple re-telling of the event, as Bowles’ narrative is occupied by 

the impact of the Leskie case on Moe and her own experiences investigating 

in the town.77 A veteran of true crime writing in Australia, Bowles travelled 

to Moe, conducted notable interviews with police, Bilynda and Domaszewicz, 

collected evidence and weighed in on the debate over Domaszewicz’s guilt.  

Although Bowles draws the line at making concrete conclusions (particularly 

ones that may stray into the field of defamation), Bowles argues that there is 

little to suggest that Domaszewicz killed Jaidyn. Bowles suggests that 

Domaszewicz was not capable or intelligent enough to cover up Jaidyn’s 

death78 and suggests that the police investigation into Domaszewicz features 

inconsistences and troubling missteps.79 Bowles filters accusations of bias 

and mismanagement at the police throughout her book, and speculates on 

                                                      
75 Bowles, 2001, p. 408. 
76 See each: Gleeson; Bowles; and the report by State Coroner Graeme Johnson. 
77 Bowles, 2001. 
78 Ibid, p. 351. 
79 See for example: Bowles, 2001, pp. 411-413. 
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whether the police altered witness statements80 and lied during the 

investigation.81 Although many of the conclusions Bowles explores are 

purely speculative, which is standard fare for most researchers of the Leskie 

case, her arguments and attention to detail are compelling, making Justice 

Denied one of the most informative reviews of the case. However, it cannot 

be denied that Bowles’ incorporates much of her own story of her personal 

investigations in Moe and litters the text with her impressions and judgements 

of the police and Moe’s community.  Bowles has written a powerful text for 

the public’s interest in the Leskie case, and Bowles’ popularity and engaging 

style means it is the most read book on the case. 

A contrasting account is provided by journalist and author Michael Gleeson 

in The Jaidyn Leskie Murder. 82 Gleeson based his text on the months he spent 

in Moe reporting for the Melbourne-based newspaper, Herald Sun. Using a 

narrative journalism approach, Gleeson delves into the economic and social 

make-up of Moe and the histories of the adults involved with Jaidyn’s life and 

death, drawing from his experiences and relationships with the investigating 

officers and Jaidyn’s family. Due to his close proximity to the case, Gleeson’s 

book covers similar ground to Bowles, though without the in-depth 

investigation of evidence and instead provides a narrative which focuses on 

the personalities of the adults involved and their interactions with the media. 

Like Bowles, Gleeson does not explicitly conclude whether Domaszewicz 

was guilty of Jaidyn’s murder. However, he does devote time to discuss 

Domaszewicz’s alleged temper and his tendency to violent outbursts against 

                                                      
80 Ibid, p. 30. 
81 Ibid, p. 411. 
82 Gleeson, The Jaidyn Leskie Murder, 1999. 
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his former partner Yvonne Penfold, and alleges similar violence toward 

Bilynda.83 This depicts a different version of Domaszewicz than the passive 

and inept figure described by Bowles; instead portraying someone who was 

possessive, violent and unpredictable. While Bowles and Gleeson each state 

that they cannot conclude whether Domaszewicz was guilty, their respective 

depictions of Domaszewicz suggest if they believe that he had the capacity to 

kill Jaidyn, either by accident or intent. 

Ultimately, the inquest did little to resolve the unknown truth of Jaidyn’s 

death. It could not be determined if Jaidyn’s death was deliberate or 

accidental, and whether anyone else contributed to his death.  Although 

coronial inquests often function as a ‘last word’ on a matter, this has not laid 

to rest the continual speculation, theories and conspiracies that surround this 

event. A significant feature of this case was that Domaszewicz could not be 

re-tried84 due to the principle of double jeopardy. That is, until recent changes 

to the double jeopardy law opened the possibility he could be charged again. 

This provides Domaszewicz more of a reason to publicly maintain his 

innocence. These legal changes have reignited some interest in 

Domaszewicz’s involvement in Jaidyn’s death, though the closest 

Domaszewicz has come to any admission of guilt is telling reporters in 2014 

that ‘It’s upsetting, still, because ultimately there’s a kid that died because of 

my stupidity.’85 The twenty year anniversary of Jaidyn’s disappearance has 

                                                      
83 For Yvonne Penfold’s testimony of physical violence from Greg Domaszewicz see: 

Gleeson, The Jaidyn Leskie Murder, 1999, p. 174. For Bilynda’s experience see: Gleeson, 

The Jaidyn Leskie Murder, 1999, p. 233. 
84 Johnstone, 2006, p. 11.  
85 K. Moor, ‘Babysitter Greg Domaszewicz still denies guilt, but says Jaidyn Leskie would 

be 18 now had he not left him at home alone’, Herald Sun, 11 April 2014, online: 

http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/babysitter-greg-domaszewicz-still-denies-

guilt-but-says-jaidyn-leskie-would-be-18-now-had-he-not-left-him-at-home-alone/news-

story/868d6707b348052c4893429c817b2e01, (accessed:04 July 2015). 

http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/babysitter-greg-domaszewicz-still-denies-guilt-but-says-jaidyn-leskie-would-be-18-now-had-he-not-left-him-at-home-alone/news-story/868d6707b348052c4893429c817b2e01
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also produced commentary speculating whether Domaszewicz could be tried 

in the future86 fuelled by recent claims of missing evidence from former 

Victorian police sergeant Max Hill.87 Despite changes to Victorian law and 

continued media investigation contemporary commentary has been limited to 

opinion. 

The role of journalists and the media are an integral aspect of the history of 

the Leskie case, providing some of its more memorable moments. As it was 

the information primarily conveyed to the national audience, it also 

demonstrates how the majority of Australians gained exposure to and 

information about the Leskie case. Of particular relevance were the 

interpersonal relationships of the adults involved in Jaidyn’s life and 

disappearance. 

The question of Domaszewicz’s guilt is not always at the centre of popular 

writing on the Leskie case and loss is a prevalent theme. Journalist Gary 

Tippet and Ian Munro include a chapter on the Leskie case in their true crime 

collection Writing on Gravestones,88 focusing on the loss of Jaidyn as a 

conceptual one, stating that ‘From the start, Jaidyn was lost behind the bizarre 

circumstances of his disappearance.’89 From the first line Tippet and Munro’s 

                                                      
86 J. Polychronis, ‘Could a roll of tape have caught little Jaidyn's killer? Former cop claims 

crucial evidence in cold case murder of 14-month-old toddler whose body was dumped in a 

dam 20 years ago could have convicted prime suspect’, Daily Mail, 28 May 2017, online: 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4548824/Jaidyn-Leskie-Victoria-cold-case-

evidence-went-missing.html#ixzz4lwV2c9pw, (accessed 30 May 2017). 
87 K. Moor, ‘Jaidyn Leskie: Lost evidence twist in one of Victoria’s most disturbing murder 

mysteries’, Herald Sun, 27 May 2017, online: http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/special-

features/in-depth/jaidyn-leskie-lost-evidence-twist-in-one-of-victorias-most-disturbing-

murder-mysteries/news-story/ff24a40c919f43d0a25a0218dba852d5, (accessed 30 July 

2017). 
88 G. Tippet and I. Munro, ‘The last time you see Jaidyn’, Writing on Gravestones, Sydney, 

NSW, Harper Collins Publishers, 2001, pp. 146-186. 
89 Tippet and Munro, 2001, p. 147. 
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retelling evokes the absence of tangibility and voice when encountering child 

victims, ‘The first time you see Jaidyn he is already gone.’90 This suggests 

that their account attempts to maintain Jaidyn at its centre, moving toward a 

victim-centric narrative rather than one focused on the search for a 

perpetrator.  ‘Voice’ is a useful standpoint for analysing the Leskie case, 

though it cannot be fully explored through Tippet and Munro’s short chapter. 

While as journalists their aims are different to the present research, their 

framing of the event is a useful example for re-focusing narratives of child 

death onto the victims and impact on communities, and away from obsessing 

over the nature of perpetrators.  

It is relevant, to this research project, to document the continued speculation 

over the evidence of Jaidyn’s death and to demonstrate how the Leskie case 

remains unresolved for the public.  For the public, irresolution prevails in 

Jaidyn’s death, and where the impetus to find answers to a child homicide 

leads to dramatic and imaginative representations of his environment. These, 

in turn, draw upon myths and lived experiences of rurality, disadvantage, 

gender and family roles in late-twentieth century Australia. Mary Griffiths 

short paper ‘Latrobe Valley: Negative charges’91 sees the nature of the media 

reporting on Moe as an expression of the divide between rural and urban 

binaries. Though brief, Griffiths observes some significant ways that Moe and 

the Latrobe Valley were framed by urban-centric perceptions of country as: 

‘Lost innocence, a natural way of life destroyed, a landscape despoiled – these 

                                                      
90 Tippet and Munro, 2001, p. 146. 
91 M. Griffiths, ‘Latrobe Valley: Negative charges’, Journal of the Association for the Study 

of Australian Literature, 1997, pp. 138-141. 
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were the dominant ideas which structured metropolitan media reports the 

Latrobe Valley.’92  

In a longer article, Griffiths  elaborates on the above analysis, arguing that 

media reports shifted from Jaidyn’s disappearance to attributing the failings 

of Moe to the ‘…collapse of country-town innocence and a perceived growth 

of anti-social behaviour to state-driven “dirty” industry restructuring, 

unemployment and the collapse of the local small business economy.’93 

Significantly, Griffiths also considers the ways that the Latrobe Valley media 

responded, allowing residents a voice in opposition to urban-centric framing 

which relied upon an image of Moe as rural dystopia. Griffiths analysis of the 

rural/urban divide is particularly relevant for the analysis in this chapter. From 

when Jaidyn’s disappearance was first picked up by journalists another 

manner of trial was being played out through the media, one which scrutinised 

the circumstances of Jaidyn’s life and the adults that populated his world. 

Violent Bogans and Volatile Relationships 

The interpersonal relations of Jaidyn’s family were a significant  feature of 

the mediated narrative which portrayed Moe as outside of ‘moral’, middle 

class Australia. In particular, Bilynda Murphy and Brett Leskie’s relationship 

was portrayed as highly unconventional and the interpersonal relationships of 

Jaidyn’s family were presented as a real-life soap opera for metropolitan 

readers. Both of Bilynda’s children were fathered by Brett Leskie, who was 

also the former husband of Bilynda’s sister Kadee and the father of Kadee’s 

                                                      
92 M. Griffiths, 1997, p. 138. 
93 M. Griffiths, ‘Moccasins and “Respect”: Writing Practices during Media Coverage of the 

Moe Story”, Media International Australia, Incorporating Culture & Policy, vol. 88, 

August 1998, pp. 99-120. 
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second child, Shannon. Brett Leskie and Greg Domaszewicz knew each other, 

having worked alongside one another while sharing a space in 

Domaszewicz’s mechanic shed, and it was reported that Bilynda’s affair with 

Greg  was orchestrated by Kadee to enact revenge against Brett for leaving 

her for her younger sister. Kadee even told a  Sunday Age reporter that: ‘I 

stooged Brett with his best mate.’94 This brief explanation of the relationships 

of Jaidyn’s immediate family highlights their complexity and personal 

tendencies to family feuds. Both media and legal institutions were interested 

in how these relationships related to Jaidyn’s care, and speculated on what 

role they could have played in his death, quickly supplanting Jaidyn as the 

focus for reporters 

Domaszewicz’s role in the Murphy-Leskie family is not entirely clear. Media 

coverage tended to frame Domaszewicz as an incompetent babysitter and 

frequently evoked the trope of the ‘killer babysitter’; a well-worn literary tope 

in Australian crime narratives.95 However, there is evidence to indicate that 

his role in Jaidyn’s life was closer to that of a caregiver than a babysitter. 

Bilynda allegedly spent Jaidyn’s first birthday with Domaszewicz, and he had 

regularly cared for Jaidyn in the months leading up to the child’s 

disappearance. It could be argued that instead a case of incompetent 

babysitter, Domaszewicz was closer to a family caregiver figure. Considering 

Domaszewicz’s romantic relationship with Murphy and the involvement he 

had with Jaidyn, the Leskie case is more closely aligned to cases of 

                                                      
94 A. Rule, ‘Childhood’s end: looking for love in a town called Moe’, Sunday Age, 11 

January 1998, p. 6, available from Factiva (accessed 15 May 2014). 
95 See: R. Smith, ‘Babysitter Killers and Daughters of Death’, Australian Feminist Studies, 

vol. 24, no. 65, 2010, pp. 325-336. 
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intrafamily violence; that is, if Domaszewicz was indeed responsible for 

Jaidyn’s death.  

Some authors have turned to Domaszewicz’s relationship with Yvonne 

Penfold to frame his character, and provide evidence for his violent 

temperament. Domaszewicz had been dating Yvonne Penfold off and on for 

around four years. Their relationship began when she was just eighteen years 

old and he was in his mid-twenties. There are allegations that the relationship 

was a violent one, with Domaszewicz unable to control his temper at all times 

and prone to outbursts of anger.   Domestic violence is a particular focus of 

Gleeson’s book, which outlines Domaszewicz as having increasingly 

paranoid, controlling and abusive behaviour toward Yvonne,96 which 

Gleeson uses to foreshadow Jaidyn’s disappearance. While these claims have 

not been substantiated, the escalating and potentially dangerous ‘pranks’ that 

Domaszewicz and Yvonne perpetrated against one another indicates that they 

maintained a volatile relationship after their romance ended. This suggests a 

disregard to each other’s personal suffering and persistent vindictiveness. 

Behind that, perhaps, there was an ongoing interest in each other, and an 

inability to let go of their relationship.  It has also been suggested that they 

continued to have an occasional sexual relationship while Domaszewicz was 

romantically involved with Bilynda, and that Bilynda was unaware of their 

continued sexual encounters. 

                                                      
96 Gleeson, The Jaidyn Leskie Murder, 1999, pp. 27-31. 
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A history of abuse is a significant indicator for an event of child homicide, 

particularly when the suspect is the partner of the child’s mother.97 

Investigations into intrafamily homicide often reveal a history of violence, 

either against children or intimate partners, preceding child murder.98 

However, the interpersonal relationships of the witnesses in the Leskie case, 

alongside changing and retracted statements, as well as their own personal 

histories of violence and feuding, do not make for entirely convincing 

evidence. This is especially true in the eyes of a public experiencing the case 

through the media, which has a documented tendency to report events of child 

death unevenly.99 

There is further anecdotal evidence that supports Domaszewicz history of 

violence. Journalists reported various allegations, and occasionally their 

retractions, from his trial. Yvonne Penfold testified that Domaszewicz had a 

violent and possessive nature during their relationship100 and that he had 

threatened to set fire to Yvonne’s house.101 However, considering the feud 

between the former lovers, these allegations could be motivated by spite. 

There were allegations that he had acted cruelly toward Jaidyn in the months 

before his disappearance and once locked Jaidyn in a dark hallway when he 

would not stop crying.102 This is supported by allegations of his rough 

treatment of Jaidyn, with witness’ alleging that he frequently pushed and 
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slapped the child.103 However, it was reported that at least one witness 

retracted his statement that testified to Domaszewicz’s abuse of Jaidyn.104 

Murphy told police that Domaszewicz once brought Jaidyn back to her with 

injuries to his face; that he had ‘lost it’ when Jaidyn would not stop crying.105 

Murphy did not want to report the injuries to authorities for fear that she 

would be held responsible and lose custody of her children. To hide the 

injuries, she simply did not take Jaidyn out of the house until the bruising had 

cleared. However, the Herald Sun reported that Murphy retracted the severity 

of the injuries under oath, testifying that she played these up in the original 

interview on the advice of a friend as, ‘I hated Greg and wanted him to 

suffer.’106 To the public these media reports, which only represent a portion 

of the print on the trial, show witnesses oscillating between allegations of 

assault and violence, and the retraction of their statements.  

Scholar Melissa Campbell explicitly treats the Leskie case as a media scandal 

and psychodrama, focusing on the way journalists situated Jaidyn’s family as 

‘bogan’ and a ‘lost tribe’ for urban, bourgeois consumption. 107 In Australia, 

the term ‘bogan’ is a class based derogative similar to ‘red-neck’ and ‘white-

trash’ incorporating low socio-economic status and, more essentially, a lack 

of cultural sophistication.108 Thus, ‘bogan’ can be viewed as representing: 

…social hierarchies as founded on distinctions of behaviour and taste rather 

than economic division… The term rejects structural analyses of society, 

                                                      
103 ‘Babysitter laughed at “neglected” Jaidyn’, The Courier Mail, 27 March 1998, available 

from Factiva, (accessed 13 April 2014). 
104 K. Lyall, ‘Witness retracts Jaidyn statement’, The Australian, 27 March 1998, available 

from Factiva, (accessed 13 April 2014). 
105 S. Dolan, ‘Babysit boyfriend hit Jaidyn, says mother’, Herald Sun, 25 March 1998, p. 3. 
106 Dolan, 1998, p. 3. 
107 Campbell, 2002, pp. 116-126. 
108 For a scholarly discussion on the term bogan see: P. Rossiter, ‘Bogans: a sticky subject’, 

Continuum: Journal of Media and Cultural Studies, vol. 27, no. 1, 2013, pp. 80-92. 
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which might provide a basis for its transformation, insisting that bogans are 

responsible for attitudes towards them109 [emphasis added]. 

Campbell discusses how the adult participants (which in her analysis  

encompasses the entire Moe community) were cast outside moral, ‘middle’ 

Australia and that ‘for journalists, they were outsiders in many senses: 

morally, outside middle Australia; geographically, outside the city; 

economically, outside the workforce; and socially, outside marriage.’110 

Campbell’s analysis points out an interesting feature of the case for true crime 

writing. True crime generically draws upon intimacy and proximity for the 

reader; this is a crime that could happen in their town and could happen to 

them.111 The disappearance and death of Jaidyn Leskie is presented as the 

opposite – notable instead for its abnormality, mystery and, at times, 

absurdity. The allure of the case is then found in its points of difference from 

“everyday” Australians. 

Conclusion 

Ultimately, a jury acquitted Greg Domaszewicz in December 1998 bringing 

to conclusion a trial that had, in one journalist’s opinion, attracted attendance 

from the ‘inquisitive, the idle and the spiteful.’112 An important distinction 

was made after the trial’s conclusion, as Bilynda Murphy once commented of 

Greg: ‘They might have found him not guilty but they didn't find him 

                                                      
109 B. Clarke, ‘In Pursuit of the Working Class’ (book review), Cultural Studies Review, 

vol. 19, no. 2, 2013, p. 331. 
110 Campbell, 2002, p. 119. 
111 Smith, 2010, p. 332. 
112 M. Hedge, ‘A strange day indeed as the tragedy unfolds’, The Daily Telegraph, 25 

March 1998, available from Factiva, (accessed 21 May 2014). 
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innocent.’113 Indeed, the investigation and trial raised more questions than 

answers.  

There have been some attempts for further investigation into Jaidyn’s death. 

In 1998 solicitors working on behalf of Jaidyn’s father, Brett Leskie, 

requested a coronial inquest into the child’s death. This began in 2002, where 

Deputy State Coroner Iain West chose to exercise his discretionary power 

under provision s.17(3)114 of the Coroners Act 1985 (Vic)115 to hold no 

inquest, resulting in no legal conclusions as to who was responsible for 

Jaidyn’s death. Jaidyn’s family continued to send letters to the State Coroner 

pleading for resolution, and so a new investigation was launched in 2003. 

West’s findings were declared void in 2003, under s. 59A116 of the Coroners 

Act, and in 2006 State Coroner Graeme Johnstone completed his coronial 

report, concluding that Greg Domaszewicz had indeed contributed to Jaidyn’s 

death and the disposal of his body.  

Parenting was almost officially acknowledged as one of the central issue of 

the Leskie case when, on the ten-year anniversary of Jaidyn’s death, 

Johnstone’s recommendations from the 2006 coronial inquest117 led the 

Victorian government to issue a ‘Babysitter’s Kit’. The ‘kit’ provided 

common sense information and advice on choosing a babysitter, presumably 

                                                      
113 B. Murphy, quoted in H. Ewart, ‘Lawyers criticise further examination of Leskie case’, 

ABC, [radio broadcast], 20 September 2005, transcript online, 

http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2005/s1464696.htm, (accessed 24 July 2015). 
114 17(3) addresses: ‘Jurisdiction of coroner to hold inquest into a death’, and includes 

various provisions that allows a coroner to declare ‘no inquest’. 
115 Coroners Act 1985 (Vic) (Act No. 10257/1985). 
116 59A addresses: ‘Re-opening by State Coroner of inquests in certain circumstances.’ 
117 Johnstone, 2006, p. 96-98. 

http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2005/s1464696.htm
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to prevent a similar tragedy from occurring again.118 The single page 

document explains: 

Victorian law does not say how old a babysitter must be; you must think 

about the maturity of the person and if they have the skills to keep your child 

safe and well – check they have experience in looking after a child of similar 

age to yours – this is particularly important for babies.119 

So far, two coronial inquests and several public appeals for information have 

failed to discover what happened to Jaidyn. The coroner could not confidently 

settle on Domaszewicz as the only or even the main perpetrator. Even though 

Domaszewicz was implicated by the coroner in 2006 as being responsible for 

the disposal of Jaidyn’s body,120 coroner Johnstone concludes:  

The fact that a decision has been made that Mr. Domaszewicz disposed of 

Jaidyn’s body does not enable any conclusion to be reached about precisely 

how the child died – whether by accident or otherwise…  The role of the 

parent, in this case Ms. Williams, is to act protectively towards the child. By 

leaving Jaidyn in the care of Mr. Domaszewicz, who had a previous history 

of at least one incident of inappropriate care, she did not act protectively 

towards her son.121 

Legal and medical institutions have thus far been unable to provide a 

satisfactory explanation for Jaidyn’s death, the Leskie case has been deprived 

of a perpetrator and the narrative unable to achieve resolution.  

Significantly, this chapter argues that Jaidyn Leskie’s death also added to a 

dominant media narrative for subsequent cases of child homicide, as well as 

exposing the urban-centric treatment of rurality and crime within the news 

                                                      
118 ‘Leskie case prompts babysitter kit’, The Sydney Morning Herald, 11 May 2007, online: 

http://www.smh.com.au/national/leskie-case-prompts-babysitter-kit-20070511-c89.html 

(accessed 12 May 2014). 
119 Victorian State Government, ‘Other People Looking After Your Child – Babysitters’, 

Child Safety Tip Sheet, online: https://ccyp.vic.gov.au/assets/resources/tipsheet-others-

looking-after-child-babysitters.pdf, (accessed 12 November 2015). 
120 Johnstone, 2006, p. 95 
121 Ibid. 

http://www.smh.com.au/national/leskie-case-prompts-babysitter-kit-20070511-c89.html
https://ccyp.vic.gov.au/assets/resources/tipsheet-others-looking-after-child-babysitters.pdf
https://ccyp.vic.gov.au/assets/resources/tipsheet-others-looking-after-child-babysitters.pdf
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media. Jaidyn’s death generated a national discussion on welfare, parenting 

and child safety, cast against the political and economic climate of 1990s 

Victoria. In a search for answers, journalists turned to the adult participants 

in Jaidyn’s life and the community of Moe. The next chapter will consider the 

representation of Moe and its community in the media, and how this was 

utilised by journalists to provide reasoning for Jaidyn’s death.
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Chapter 3 

Moe in the Media 

 

Scratch the surface of any society, or group in society, and disenfranchised 

people will be found. We generally choose not to scratch, so it is only when 

there is an itch that it is uncovered. In Moe, Jaidyn Leskie became that itch.1 

- Reporter and true crime author, Michael Gleeson 

 

The negative media portrayals of Moe are an enduring feature of the Leskie 

case. This chapter will consider the media response through the frames of: 

loss; the marginalisation and exoticising of rural communities; rural social 

failure; rural economic failure; the culpability of Bilynda Murphy as a 

mother; and challenge the scholarly arguments that the journalistic responses 

to Moe were homogenous. As crime journalist Kerry O’Brien commented 

when reviewing Gleeson’s writing on the case: ‘In an awful way, the whole 

scenario was the perfect media story.’2 O’Brien’s commentary is of a style 

commonly encountered in writing on the Leskie case, so much so that it could 

be considered a cliché of Australian true crime.  

The behaviours and relationships of Jaidyn’s family and the people of Moe 

were quickly noted as significant and, for some, overshadowed the details of 

Jaidyn’s disappearance and death. Some journalists represented Moe as an 

abnormal rural wasteland, by constructing negative representations of 

Jaidyn’s family and the broader community. Media representations have 

                                                      
1 Gleeson, 1999, p. 6. 
2 K. O’Brien, ‘The Nation: Little Boy Lost’, Eureka Street, September 2004, p. 30.  
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become an essential part of the narrative of Jaidyn’s death, as one reporter 

described the appeal of the event as:  

… it opened a window into the poverty, the lifestyle, and the fluid 

relationships of Australia's pockets of disadvantage. The media, and its 

consumers, revelled in the bizarre characters that the investigation, and the 

court case threw up.3  

According to Hess and Waller, the people of Moe struggled to counteract this 

representation due to their cultural and economic marginalisation, which 

meant that ‘…their representation as places of fascination and fear had a 

greater impact and was more challenging to counteract at the local level.’4 

Most of the scholarly research on the Leskie case has focused on describing 

these negative representations, while true crime authors tend to draw from the 

same media depictions to frame their narratives and perpetuate the 

representation of Moe as bizarre. The lives of the adult participants became 

fodder for media coverage, with tales of their convoluted feuds and tangled 

love lives producing fascinating drama for the readers of the news stories.  

Adding further mystery, the severed pig’s head imbued the case with a sense 

of occult symbolism, and media coverage was quick to report local gossip 

about satanic cults. 

Significant themes of rural dystopia were generated through the media 

interest in Jaidyn Leskie, which constructed an image of Moe’s community 

as socially backward and inherently criminal. These representations created a 

narrative, while claiming merely to observe ‘obvious’ truths. Portrayed as a 

                                                      
3 B. Knight, ‘Jaidyn Leskie inquest due to begin’, AM: ABC Local Radio, [radio broadcast], 

17 November 2003, transcript online: 

http://www.abc.net.au/am/content/2003/s990524.htm, (accessed 25 May 2014).  
4 Hess and Waller, 2012, pp. 123-124. 

http://www.abc.net.au/am/content/2003/s990524.htm
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country backwater, distinct from the nearest metropolitan centre of 

Melbourne, Moe’s economic and social history became an important 

component of their characterisation. The portrayal of Moe as a ‘country 

backwater’ was  most notable in the reporting approach of metropolitan 

newspapers The Age and The Sunday Age. Youth consultant and author 

Daniel Donahoo later described the media event around Jaidyn Leskie as 

‘…full of the misery and despair that is deserving of such a family tragedy.’5 

Instead of a family tragedy, during the 1990s the interpersonal relationships 

and behaviours of the adults in Jaidyn’s life were viewed firmly through an 

urban-centric gaze that defined them as convoluted and abnormal. The 

powerful notion of the bush ghetto can be found in this coverage, although it 

was evoked more explicitly through the later media coverage of the death of 

Jordan Anderson Smith in 2000, which is discussed in chapter 4. For the most 

part, the media event generated by Jaidyn’s death failed to adequately 

articulate the complexities of low-socio economic areas and family violence.  

The framing of the country was important in both the metropolitan media’s 

portrayal of Moe, and for those involved in Jaidyn’s life, as Domaszewicz 

once responded to a reporter: ‘What sort of people are we? We’re country 

people.’6 Rural scholar Mary Griffiths outlines how the metropolitan media 

viewed Moe through the lens of rural failure: ‘Lost innocence, a natural way 

of life destroyed, a landscape despoiled – these were the dominant ideas 

which structured metropolitan media reports of the Latrobe Valley.’7 This 

                                                      
5 D. Donahoo, Idolising Children, Sydney, NSW, University of New South Wales Press, 

2007, p. 181. 
6 R. Carleton, ‘Suspect’, 60 Minutes, [television programme], 17 July 2005, transcript 

online: http://sixtyminutes.ninemsn.com.au/stories/richardcarleton/259314/suspect, 

(accessed 25 July 2014).  
7 Griffiths, 1997, p. 138. 

http://sixtyminutes.ninemsn.com.au/stories/richardcarleton/259314/suspect
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chapter will also demonstrate that rather than homogenous media reporting, 

there were quick reactions from some journalists condemning the way the 

Leskie case was framed.  Griffiths analysis of the urban/rural divide will be 

elaborated on here by considering  the Leskie case as an example of idyllic 

nationalistic perceptions of the country, and how they are inverted into 

dystopia. Furthermore, this chapter demonstrates that the complexities of the 

response to Jaidyn’s death go beyond that of the ‘lost child’ and demonstrates 

that a revisionist element surfaced from 1997, which demonstrated an attempt 

to retract and re-write the narratives that emerged from the original media 

reporting. The following sections will consider in further detail the 

representations of Jaidyn’s family, their associates and the community of Moe 

through media coverage and true crime writing. 

Lost in the Valley of the ‘Bogans’ 

Initially, loss was the major theme of Jaidyn’s disappearance, though the 

figure of the ‘bogan’ would soon come to play a crucial role in the 

mediatisation of the case.  . Loss pervades the media commentary on Jaidyn 

Leskie, At first, the media published provoking headlines such as, ‘The 

Search for A Little Boy Lost’8 and ‘A Little Boy Lost Forever.’9 These 

concerns over lost children are filtered through the anxieties of contemporary 

Australia, particularly instances of child removal by child protection services 

and the relocation of welfare-dependant single mothers to regional 

communities. Australia has a long and complex history of child protection 

                                                      
8 F. Shiel, ‘The Search for A Little Boy Lost’, The Age, 2 January 1998, available from 

Factiva, (accessed 12 April 2014). 
9 Gleeson, ‘A little boy lost forever’, 1999. 
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and child removal,10 and there is a documented history of the influence of 

media coverage on public outrage over government policies which has been 

able to impact government policies.11  

 

                                                      
10 For a detailed history see: D. Scott and S. Swain, Confronting Cruelty: Historical 

perspectives on child protection in Australia, Carlton, VIC, Melbourne University Press, 

2002. 
11 Scott and Swain, 2002, p. 181. 

Figure 3.1 

The Age special report on the trial of Greg Domaszewicz. 

The cover page of the report emphasises Jaidyn’s loss. 

G. Tippet, The Age, ‘Little Boy Lost’ [Special Trial Report], 6 

December 1998, p. 30. 

Available from Media Scan 
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Although in this instance, loss initially referred to Jaidyn’s physical loss, it 

was extended to: his family and their friends; the community of Moe; regional 

Victoria under the Kennett government; and the changing nature of traditional 

models of law and order. 

Soon after ‘loss’ was placed at the heart of Jaidyn’s story, concerns regarding 

the ‘welfare class’ became a feature of reporting on the case (figure 3.1 & 

3.2). Social anxieties concerning welfare, single parenting, contemporary 

morality and motherhood were evoked through  the coverage on loss. 

However, also present was an undercurrent of rejection of the behaviour of 

the media which prompted some commentary on journalistic integrity.  

For both Pierce and Campbell, the motif of the lost child was the central 

feature of the media coverage of the Leskie case. Pierce briefly considers the 

different forms of loss evoked through media reporting on the Leskie case, 

which extended beyond the literal and conceptual loss of Jaidyn, and suggests 

that ‘the lost and murdered Jaidyn was the child of parents who were 

themselves lost children.’12 Pierce frames the Leskie case as a modern ‘lost 

child’ narrative (distinct from colonial ones which more focused on the 

physical loss of the child wandering into the bush), and comments on the 

setting of Moe to construct a sense of loss: 

Newspaper and magazine stories evoked a ghetto of the abandoned, of 

young people without work or prospects, culturally and economically 

deprived. Members of the fabled underclass that economic rationalism had 

created in Australia, they belonged to a lost white generation...13 [emphasis 

added] 

                                                      
12 Pierce, 1999, p. 192. 
13 Pierce, 1999, p. 192. 
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In Pierces’ analysis loss not only refers to the adult participants and Moe, but 

an entire generation of young people. By referring to a lost white generation, 

Pierce evokes the history of the ‘stolen generation’ of Indigenous Australians 

which was created by government policies of Indigenous dispossession of 

their traditional lands and the forced removal of Indigenous children, which 

during Australia’s colonial period and lasted well into the twentieth century. 

Here, Pierce’s analysis also touches on the intersection of locality and state 

politics and how they emerged during the search for accountability after 

Jaidyn’s disappearance.   

Loss was emphasised after the involvement of child protection services led 

Bilynda Murphey to experience a type of ‘double loss’. when, her daughter 

Breehanna was forcibly removed from her care: ‘Now, the pale, blonde 21-

year-old is doubly frightened. “Sometimes I wonder if now I'm losing both 

my kids…”’14 This loss is directly connected to the population of single 

parents in Moe, as articulated by journalist Jane Freeman:  

The Moe community group People Together has told The Age that the town 

has also become a dumping ground for Melbourne's single mothers because 

of its cheap government housing. The town's nickname in the local area is 

“Moccasin City”.’15  

Moccasin’s are a type of thick slipper, widely derided in Australia as the foot-

ware of ‘bogans’ and the welfare-class; by referencing Moccasin’s, 

commentators are able to mark the people of Moe as the ‘bogan’ other, 

without needing to explain their derision in detail. Anecdotally, this marking 

                                                      
14 G. Tippet, ‘A Yellow Ribbon Waits for Jaidyn’, Sunday Age, 29 June 1997, available 

from Factiva, (accessed 12 April 2014). 
15 J. Freeman, ‘Little Boy Lost’, Sydney Morning Herald, 26 June 1997, available from 

Factiva, (accessed 12 April 2014). 
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of Moe gained national traction, and was expressed through jokes about the 

town as a refuge for the welfare-dependant ‘bogan’, which were frequently 

passed around via email throughout Australia – an example of public ridicule 

and mockery. While exploring the public interest in Bilynda, Freeman 

observes: ‘But this story of one single mother has gradually become so 

strange that Victoria has been fascinated as well as horrified.’16 Single 

mothers, ‘bogans’ and missing children are all connected in Jaidyn’s death,17 

and ‘bogan’ is the culture and the person who allowed his to die. 

By representing child victims through the symbol of loss they are reduced to 

a simple, symbolic function. Scholar Jay Daniel Thompson makes a similar 

point when discussing the lost child: 

For one, children are reduced to symbols – symbols of a ridiculously 

idealised past or a scarily uncertain future. There’s no sense that the lost 

child is a flesh-and-blood human being, with thoughts and feelings, with 

loved ones who miss them.18 

The above quote demonstrates a feature of silencing and distancing. Jaidyn 

Leskie is a striking example of this reduction of child victims into effective 

and simple symbols. It is in this manner that the themes of interpretation in 

the coverage of Moe came to take upon a broader significance than a localised 

case of homicide. It could likely be argued many victims of extreme crime 

are subject to such treatment. As discussed in the introduction, however, 

discovering and echoing the voice of a child presents difficulties posed by the 

most silent of victims. The main voices in the Leskie case are found in the 

                                                      
16 Freeman, 1997. 
17 Bullen and Kenway, 2004, p. 144. 
18 J. D. Thompson, ‘The ‘lost child’ is a white Australian anxiety about innocence’, The 

Conversation, 18 November 2014, online: http://theconversation.com/the-lost-child-is-a-

white-australian-anxiety-about-innocence-33900 (date accessed: 11 January 2015) 

http://theconversation.com/the-lost-child-is-a-white-australian-anxiety-about-innocence-33900
http://theconversation.com/the-lost-child-is-a-white-australian-anxiety-about-innocence-33900
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depictions of Moe’s residents; echoed by journalists tapping into national 

constructions of ‘bogans’ and ‘boganality’.  The anxieties that are manifest in 

the coverage are more complex than the types of loss on which Pierce and 

Campbell each focus on in their work.19  

                                                      
19 Pierce, 1999; Campbell, 2001. 
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What is manifest in the media coverage on Jaidyn Leskie is the lack of a target 

to provide a direct focus for anger and accountability. There was no campaign 

for a law that would have saved Jaidyn,  such as in the case of Daniel Valerio, 

or guilty perpetrator to be the focus of the attention. Thus, the attention was 

thrust onto the community and the lifestyle of the adult participants, 

producing an anxiety about their social standards which could potentially 

corrupt Australian society in general.  The media responses displayed 

anxieties about welfare dependency and the economic viability of some 

country areas. Although research suggests that children from single parent 

and low socio-economic households are more at risk of abuse and homicide,20 

child homicide still occurs throughout all of society, and is not nearly as 

distinct as the risk-ridden landscapes found in media representations. The 

notion of a morally lost community, which manifests its essential nature 

through the case of a lost child, appears to be a persistent theme of reporting 

of rural crime, and reflects historic settler anxieties toward the country, as 

well as modern fears about rural downsizing and economic problems.  

Rurality: Marginalisation and Exoticism 

Within the news coverage, Jaidyn’s death was reported and interpreted in 

ways, which sought resolution of the troubling mystery of the boy’s death. As 

one interpretation after another floundered, successive narratives 

concentrated on Jaidyn’s family, their wider community, and then the 

environment of Moe. Each was found to be flawed, degenerate, opaque, and 

lapsed from the ideal life which was lived elsewhere, by those who visited 

Moe in search of a satisfactory answer to the question of Jaiden’s fate. 

                                                      
20 B. Alt and S. Wells, 2010, p. 19. 
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Portrayed as products of social and moral degradation, Gleeson’s description 

is an example of the mainstream view of the people of Moe: ‘the murder two 

years ago of Moe toddler Jaidyn Leskie involved a subculture stranger than 

fiction.’21 What is frequently implied, but rarely stated explicitly, is that it is 

a rural subculture. Journalists and media outlets linked this subculture to local 

and state politics and the rural economic downturn, extending them beyond 

those directly involved in Jaidyn’s life and death and into the town of Moe.  

The adult participants in Jaidyn’s disappearance were portrayed in The Daily 

Telegraph as hampering the police investigation with their romantic 

entanglements and complicated social networks:  

The sequence of events and the complicated relationships of the people 

involved have clouded the circumstances surrounding the disappearance… 

As police have attempted to understand the interconnected relations of 

Jaidyn's carers, the focus on the little boy has been almost shunted aside.22 

The above quote suggests that the adults involved in Jaidyn’s life were so 

bizarre that the police search for the toddler was stalled, provoking the 

headline: ‘Lost in a Maze: Search for Toddler Hampered by Bizarre Events.’23 

This description also locates the Victorian police as very distinct from the 

community where the crime took place, and disregards the allegations that 

some of the investigators were too closely acquainted with witnesses and 

suspects.24  

                                                      
21 M. Gleeson, ‘A Little Boy Lost Forever’, Daily Telegraph, 20 March 1999, p. 122. 
22 ‘Lost in a Maze: Search for Toddler Hampered by Bizarre Events’, The Daily Telegraph, 

21 June 1997, available from Factiva, (accessed 15 April 2014). 
23 ‘Lost in a Maze: Search for Toddler Hampered by Bizarre Events’, 21 June 1997. 
24 Such as Yvonne Penfold’s alleged relationship with a Moe Police Officer, and the alleged 

tendency of local police to harass Greg Domaszewicz. 
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As they became a central feature in the narrative of Jaidyn’s disappearance 

and death, the community of Moe held a significant place within the 

Metropolitan coverage of the case. ‘Many of the stories and convoluted 

relationships of the adult participants were also brought up in the court case 

against Greg Domaszewicz. Gary Tippet observed that ‘The death of Jaidyn 

Leskie has brought to court a confused tale of bizarre entanglements in a 

damaged and depressed town.’25 Tippet’s article for The Age: ‘Fatal Feud in 

A Small Town’, typifies the position taken by some areas of the media which 

placed the blame for Jaidyn’s death onto his upbringing and the community 

into which he was born.  

This was not a fleeting interpretation. After the coronial inquest in 2006, 

journalist Stuart Rintoul wrote in The Australian, ‘Nine years on, the case of 

the death of toddler Jaidyn Leskie is reaching its unnatural conclusion. The 

cast of characters is as sad and grotesque as it has always been…’26 Rintoul’s 

description evokes elements of the Australian gothic, which would be fitting 

amongst studies of the genre in Australia, as scholar Turcotte has argued that 

‘Long before the fact of Australia was ever confirmed by explorers and 

cartographers it had already been imagined as a grotesque space, a land 

peopled by monsters.’27  Turcotte’s analysis fits in well with the Leskie case, 

as the quaint, rural area of the Latrobe valley was presented uncomfortably 

and unnaturally against the dominant Australian perception of benign rurality. 

For metropolitan readers, it served as a challenge against their normative 

                                                      
25 G. Tippet, ‘Fatal Feud in A Small Town’, The Age, 28 March 1998, available from 

Factiva, (accessed 12 April 2014). 
26 S. Rintoul, ‘Riddle of a Sad Little Death’, The Australian, 5 October 2006, online: 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/features/riddle-of-a-sad-little-death/story-e6frg6z6-

1111112311739, (accessed 12 January 2013). 
27 Turcotte, 1998, p. 10. 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/features/riddle-of-a-sad-little-death/story-e6frg6z6-1111112311739
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/features/riddle-of-a-sad-little-death/story-e6frg6z6-1111112311739
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ideas of country Australia, presenting a space suited to disturbing and 

unnatural series of events. The explanatory narratives required that the La 

Trobe Valley have such characteristics. In an unsolved case with so many 

points of public anxiety, the location of the crime had to be manifestly linked 

to the events. This, at least, resolved some ambiguities.  

The differences to the expectations of normal experience of middle Australia 

is one of the features of the Leskie case that enabled journalists to exoticise 

Moe. These perceived differences were capitalised upon in news coverage 

and functioned as effectively as a soap opera in maintaining interest, shock 

and horror. In 2013, the allure of the Leskie case for the public was 

summarised by Elissa Hunt in the Herald Sun: 

It was a genuine mystery with a baffling set of clues, including a severed 

pig’s head on the lawn. But it was also a gripping tale set in a world that was 

foreign to many Victorians, populated by characters with colourful 

nicknames and unconventional relationships.28 

 Several assumptions aided in constructing this form of interpretation.  

Elizabeth Bullen and Jane Kenway consider ‘underclass theory’ as crucial to 

understanding the media response, and observe that the arguments of the 

media coverage in the Leskie case demonstrate an implied and clear link 

between leaving school early, single parenting and welfare dependency.29 

These assumptions are reinforced through the media which, ‘...when they are 

taken up by the press, as we see in the case of the Jaidyn Leskie trial, and 

                                                      
28 E. Hunt, ‘The Circus Surrounding the Jaidyn Leskie Murder Trial Remains Etched in 

Victorians’ Memories’, Herald Sun, 4 April 2013, online: 

<http://m.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/the-circus-surrounding-the-jaidyn-leskie-

murder-trial-remains-etched-in-victorians-memories/story-fnat7jnn-1226611842179> 

(accessed 02 June 2013). 
29 E. Bullen and J. Kenway, ‘Subcultural Capital and the Female “Underclass”? A Feminist 

Response to an Underclass Discourse’, Journal of Youth Studies, vol. 7, no. 2, June 2004, p. 

142. 

http://m.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/the-circus-surrounding-the-jaidyn-leskie-murder-trial-remains-etched-in-victorians-memories/story-fnat7jnn-1226611842179
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become part of the popular imagery, such theories tend to reinforce social 

exclusions.’30 This is a type of marginalisation that is reinforced and 

presented through media coverage of an event like the Leskie case, one which 

typifies its subject and presents them as ‘other’.  

The idea that something was wrong with Moe is explicitly stated in an article 

published by The Age, proclaiming: ‘Something is rotten in the town of 

Moe.’31 In this manner, the (rural) community of Moe were juxtaposed 

against the rest of (urban) society. On the lifestyles of the adult participants 

in the Leskie case, journalist Paul Gray makes a point of stating that: ‘And 

what we know about those lifestyles is enough to make us ask serious 

questions about the society we have created for our children, here in civilised 

Victoria [emphasis added].’32 The flipside must be that the world of Moe, 

Jaidyn’s world, was uncivilised. This advances the idea of Moe as a rural and 

cultural backwater and positions it against the modernity and civility of 

metropolitan Melbourne. The positioning of Moe’s community as 

‘uncivilised’ is a frame of representation also reflected in what Campbell 

called the ‘lost tribe’.33 Overall, this depiction appears to be the logical 

conclusion of a thought process such as: there is nothing wrong with 

Australia, there is nothing wrong with Victoria, so there must be something 

wrong with Moe. 

                                                      
30 Bullen and Kenway, 2004, p.  142. 
31 P. Heinrichs, ‘Something is rotten in the town of Moe’, The Age, available from Factiva, 

(accessed 12 April 2014). 
32 P. Gray, ‘Jaidyn Tugs at Our Social Conscience’, Herald Sun, 9 December 1998, p. 18. 
33 Campbell, 2002, p. 119. 
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 The residents of Moe reacted with outraged to the Age’s comments: so much 

so that journalist Jane Sullivan penned a response, detailing how the 

rottenness was not unique to the town of Moe, and instead pointing the finger 

at residents who sought to distinguish themselves from the small, ‘rotten’ 

element in Moe. Freeman offers a hypothetical in response to this: 

Suppose a little boy like Jaidyn had disappeared from a wealthy family 

living in a Toorak mansion? The media frenzy would, if anything, be even 

more intense… But you can bet there wouldn't be a spate of letters to The 

Age from the people of Toorak dissociating themselves from the "element" 

who live in million-dollar houses and drive Porsches.34 

However, it could also be speculated that The Age would not write an article 

called: ‘Something is rotten in Toorak’, in which the residents where 

represented as the exotic under-class and contrasted against their metropolitan 

counterparts.  

Examples of sensational crimes which take place in privileged Victorian 

residences show an entirely different media narrative. For example, in July 

2002 three Australian youths of Vietnamese ethnicity died violently near 

Toorak. A journalist from the Sydney Morning Herald reported with 

astonishment that:  

Death came in a terrifying way to the usually serene streets of stylish South 

Yarra in the early hours last Sunday. A teenager was chopped to death and 

two of his cousins drowned in the bitter cold of the Yarra River when they 

fled from a rampaging mob of about 15 youths. The boy's cousins died 

within sight of a smart apartment block in a suburb best known for its dining 

and fashion … 

                                                      
34 J. Sullivan, ‘Moe's Pain Highlights Danger of Divisiveness’, The Age, 27 June 1997,  

available from Factiva, (accessed 13 April 2014). 
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The entire article was headlined: ‘An elegant place to die: how murder came 

to Niceville.’35 

 In another example, April 2002 Matthew Wales murdered his mother, 

millionaire Margaret Wales-King and step father Paul King, in a privileged 

residential area of Melbourne. These crimes are known as ‘The Society 

Murders’, because of the high status of those involved.36 The crimes were 

preceded, and followed, by lengthy family feuds which coloured and distorted 

the available evidence.  The Society Murders were reported as contrasting to, 

rather than being continuous with, the wealthy suburbs of Melbourne.  

 The above crimes were different to many rural cases of child homicide, and 

do not have the troubling factor of irresolution. However, they present 

strikingly different representational norms, which support my contention that 

understandings of Jaiden Leskie’s death were framed by power relationships, 

social inequality and stereotypes. One of the reasons for the media 

sensationalism was the willingness of some members of the public to speak 

to the media as well as the willingness of some journalists to publish what 

they were told as fact. Robin Bowles describes a story about one journalist 

who allegedly sat in a Moe pub on the weekends, inventing news stories that 

made sensational headlines - the anecdote concluding, ‘... I think the only 

person he fooled was his editor.’37 

                                                      
35 ‘An elegant place to die: how murder came to Niceville’, July 13 2002, Sydney Morning 

Herald, online: http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2002/07/12/1026185109477.html, 

(accessed 04 March 2013). 
36 H. Bonney, The Society Murders: The True Story of the Wales-King Murders, Sydney, 

NSW, Allen & Unwin, 2003. 
37 Anonymous sources, cited in Bowles, 2001, p. 92. 

http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2002/07/12/1026185109477.html
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Legal scholarship has also been complicit in projecting the image of Moe as 

a rural backwater. In an essay on jury culture, former lawyer and Australian 

author John Bryson38 provided an uncritical description of Moe as, ‘… a mini-

community in rural Victoria that was wild and drug-ridden.’39 In this single 

paragraph, Bryson goes on to conclude that despite the evidence of 

Domaszewicz’s alleged gaol confession, the jury was so distracted by the 

antics of the adult’s in the case that, ‘…the jury must have decided anything 

could have happened here [Moe].’ 40 While not strictly incorrect, Bryson’s 

conclusion is narrow and over-simplified while being unduly focused on the 

culture of Moe. The gaol confession he refers has been widely discredited, 

and the jury’s decision to acquit was arguably also influenced by the lack of 

forensic evidence, the lengthy and tedious trial and the excellent performance 

of Domaszewicz’s defence lawyer Colin Lovitt. Lovitt is one Australia’s most 

well-known and successful defence attorneys.  Lovitt has a strong history of 

gaining acquittals in high profile cases, including for the infamous Australian 

criminal Mark “Chopper” Read. Describing Lovitt’s aggressive demeanour 

and ability to offend in the courtroom, in 2015 an Age reporter described him 

as a ‘…bare knuckled barrister.’41 By ignoring these features of the case, 

Bryson participates in the typification of Moe’s community, and thus Jaidyn’s 

death, as aberrant. 

                                                      
38 John Bryson is the author of one of the most memorable and compelling accounts of the 

wrongful conviction of Lindy Chamberlain for the murder of her baby daughter Azaria. 

Currently out of print, Bryson’s book is available as an eBook. See: J. Bryson, Evil Angels, 

Melbourne, VIC, Viking, 1985. 
39 J. Bryson. ‘The Culture of the Jury Room’, Meanjin, vol. 66, no. 3, September 2007, p. 

160. (pp. 153-161.) 
40 Bryson, 2007, p. 160. 
41 J. Silvester, ‘Colin Lovitt: Bare knuckled barrister’, The Age, 24 April 2015, online: 

http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/colin-lovitt-bare-knuckled-barrister-20150423-

1mrez3.html, (accessed 06 September 2015). 

http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/colin-lovitt-bare-knuckled-barrister-20150423-1mrez3.html
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/colin-lovitt-bare-knuckled-barrister-20150423-1mrez3.html
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The community of Moe did not allow for these representations to exist 

unchallenged. Some members of Moe’s community argued that a small 

percentage of people had come to typify their entire town. These concerns 

were stated during town meetings, as well as in a special edition of the 

Latrobe Valley Express. These voices from Moe blamed the metropolitan 

media for the negative representations of their town, arguing that through 

their unrelenting focus on private lives and personalities, they removed Jaidyn 

as the central focus and ‘…had turned Jaidyn Leskie's disappearance into a 

circus and had been rightly rebuked by residents.’42  

Former Latrobe Shire mayor Brendan Jenkins remarked of the representation 

of the community, ‘They (Moe residents) were wondering why we weren't 

getting the sympathy and support that other communities would if they had a 

tragedy like this.’43 This exchange by The Age and the response from Moe 

citizens became the subject of a scholarly article by Mary Griffiths, who 

contextualises the event with a discussion of journalistic moral codes and a 

country/city binary.44 Mary Griffiths sums up the perspectives of the 

metropolitan press within the binary of country vs city, noting that:   

During the reporting of the Leskie case, journalists’ routine compositions of 

such stories were not well received by local audiences... Lost innocence, a 

natural way of life destroyed, a landscape despoiled – these were the 

dominant ideas which structured metropolitan media reports of the Latrobe 

valley.45  

                                                      
42 J. Koutsoukis, ‘Media Reports Under Attack’, The Age, 23 June 1997, available from 

Factiva, (accessed 12 April 2014). 
43 B. Jenkins, in, J. Duncan, ‘How small towns live with major tragedies’, AAP General 

News Wire, 14 April 2006, available from ProQuest, (accessed 23 June 2014). 
44 Griffiths, 1997, p. 138. 
45 Griffiths, 1997, p. 138. 
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The argument that Moe community members engaged in solidarity in the face 

an urban-rural divide is not without challenge. Campbell discards Griffiths 

analysis by arguing:  

According to Griffiths' logic, local solidarity should have guaranteed 

Jaidyn's family support from other townsfolk. But this simply doesn't gel 

with the way many citizens vehemently aligned themselves with the 

mainstream, distancing themselves from Jaidyn's family.46  

By disregarding the urban-centric nature of the media responses to the Leskie 

case, Campbell ignores a fundamental way in which they were framed. 

Rather, the present research suggests that concepts of divide work within a 

specific locality47 as well as from a broader urban/national gaze. 

The impact of the exoticising of Moe continues to be relevant, as the town 

retains a reputation as a space of crime and welfare-dependence, and a strong 

association with the Leskie case. A recent story in The Latrobe Valley Express  

reported on the increase of Moe’s housing costs quotes one resident as 

observing:  

You can see Moe has certainly still been hanging off the whole (Jaidyn) 

Leskie thing, but the perception of Moe has changed very much, inside and 

out… anyone who knocks the town these days doesn't know anything about 

the place.48  

A 2016 a spree-stabbing in Moe prompted the observation that: ‘…Moe 

would once again have its name in the news for the wrong reasons, 

                                                      
46 Campbell, 2002, p. 123. 
47 This will be addressed in significantly more depth in chapter 3. 
48 L. Nelson, ‘Moe House Prices Jump’, The Latrobe Valley Express, 10 June 2013, online: 

http://www.latrobevalleyexpress.com.au/story/1561188/moe-house-prices-jump/, (accessed 

23 September 2015).  

http://www.latrobevalleyexpress.com.au/story/1561188/moe-house-prices-jump/
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remembering the tragic Jaidyn Leskie case.’49 Almost twenty years after 

Jaidyn’s death the Moe community still wears the sting of association; or at 

least journalists are still determined to bring it into any discussion on the 

town. While the opinions and outrage of Moe’s community at being defined 

by Jaidyn’s death  were voiced during the 1990s (mainly through the ‘letters 

to the editor section’ in The Age) they failed to alter public perceptions of the 

town. For the metropolitan media, Moe had  come to represent a failure of 

rural society. 

Moe’s Failure and the Erosion of Rural Australian Society 

The circumstances of Jaidyn’s death demonstrated that Moe was a site of 

failure, and was understood by several commentators to reflect the broader 

failings of rural society and the erosion of Australian morality. The Sunday 

Telegraph reported that ‘The search for Jaidyn has been overtaken by the 

fascination for the extraordinary dynamics of the Murphy-Leskie-

Domaszewicz households… But then Jaidyn is very much a victim of his 

environment’50 Jaidyn was the victim of his surroundings; an interpretation 

that tends to appear alongside shocking and violent crimes. Harris continues 

on to explain the nature of Moe’s failure: ‘Jaidyn’s disappearance is a product 

of the social problems caused by poverty and unemployment. The sad result 

of a proud working-class community deprived of work’ [emphasis added]. 51 

Instead of tapping into the largely untold factors that surrounded Jaidyn’s 

                                                      
49 C. Webb and T. Cowie, '”This is not Moe”: Community still in shock over stabbing at 

accounting firm’, The Age, 18 October 2016, online: 

http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/this-is-not-moe-community-still-in-shock-over-

stabbing-at-accounting-firm-20161018-gs4qtb.html (date accessed” 10 February 2017). 
50 S. Harris, ‘Whatever Happened to Baby Jaidyn?’, Sunday Telegraph, 6 July 1997, 

available from Factiva, (accessed 16 May 2014). 
51 Harris, ‘Whatever Happened to Baby Jaidyn?’, 1997. 

http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/this-is-not-moe-community-still-in-shock-over-stabbing-at-accounting-firm-20161018-gs4qtb.html
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/this-is-not-moe-community-still-in-shock-over-stabbing-at-accounting-firm-20161018-gs4qtb.html
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death such as the number of children who die in the care of a parental figure, 

histories of violence and their cyclical nature, this interpretation instead 

conjures images of the proud and humble rural worker, whose morals and 

values disintegrate when their work is taken away. Although Moe is being 

understood in terms of late twentieth century rural downsizing, the above idea 

has its origins in colonial interpretations of the working class.52 

There are nationalistic undertones to the projection of the ‘working class’, 

which mainly fit into urban conceptualisation of communities in rural areas.  

Here, Moe becomes a community in strife, robbed of the industry and 

tradition that made it fit for nationalistic projections from an urban-centric 

view.53 The death of Jaidyn, in this imagining of the Moe community, is the 

tragic and inevitable result of the rural economic downturn and directly tied 

to the state politics of 1990s Victoria. This view ignores the cyclical nature 

of poverty and violence, and projects fears of welfare dependent communities 

onto the entire township.54  

It is not uncommon for some commentators to utilise sensational events as 

evidence of a “vast wrongness” that exists in the margins of Australian 

society. In the case of Moe, media outlets were willing to publish descriptions 

which defined their fellow citizens as less than human. Andrew Bolt, a 

popular and outspoken conservative journalist, provided such an 

interpretation of Australian crime: 

                                                      
52 H. Doyle, ‘Local History and Decline in Country Victoria’, 2005, pp. 04.1–04.15. 
53 Curthoys, 1997, p. 28; White, 1981, p. 102; Waterhouse, 2005, pp. 272-272. 
54 C. Birdsall-Jones, “The Bronx in Australia: The metaphoric stigmatization of public 

housing tenants in Australian towns and cities”, Journal of Urban History, vol. 39, no. 2, 

2013, pp. 315-330. 
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No wonder Ewan Crawford is scared. He's seen up close the rise of the new 

underclass, bred to fail.55 Yes, sometimes the media briefly lifts a rock to 

show the rest of us wriggling life forms we barely recognise as human. It 

usually takes some bizarre crime: the Snowtown bodies-in-the-barrel 

killings, the Jaidyn Leskie murder... But even then the sheer savagery 

distracts us from the most important story: how such evil is bred... We are 

not just breeding an underclass for this generation, but the next. Help change 

our culture now, or pay later.56 

Here the Jaidyn Leskie case and other well-known Australian crime events, 

are used as evidence for the rise of a new underclass of young people who 

come from fractured relationships and violent homes. A ‘feral under-class’57 

which Bolt considers doomed to fail.  Bolt’s writing is an example of child 

deaths being used as evidence of a growing problem within society that 

threatens the foundations of social morality. Bolt has recognised that crime 

events are often the catalyst for such analysis, but interprets the crime as 

evidence for the ‘underclass’, imbuing his analysis with hyperbole and giving 

a depoliticised view of social disadvantage. References to highly publicised 

events such as the Leskie case create a sense of urgency about social erosion 

and public standards. However, the elements of structural inequality, low 

income levels, child abuse, violence, drug and alcohol addiction that permeate 

the stories within the news media present a connection to the more banal and 

silent elements of these crimes. Such elements are not made explicit, nor 

given any explanatory power. 

While media coverage of the Leskie case touched on many interesting and 

accurate points, it tended to present an incomplete picture of the event by 

                                                      
55 Bolt is referring to the remarks made by retired High Court Judge Ewan Crawford in 

2013: ‘I see a growing underclass of young people who from the day of their births have 

never had a hope of turning into respectable citizens.’ 
56 A. Bolt, ‘Mending menace starts with us all’, Herald Sun, 31 March 2013, available from 

Factiva, (accessed: 30 April 2013). 
57 A. Bolt, ‘Breeding a feral underclass’, Andrew Bolt Blog Herald Sun, [web blog], 30 

March 2013, online: http://www.heraldsun.com.au/blogs/andrew-bolt/breeding-a-feral-

underclass/news-story/d47b78b2a680ad903ef2f72a6ccc7ee3, (accessed 30 April 2013). 
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focusing on failure and the marginal fringe of society. Other commentators 

looked for more nuanced interpretations, such as journalist Andrew Rule’s 

narrative of inherited traditions of domestic violence and welfare 

dependency: 

The truth, elusive in all this, is that the black farce of the past six months is 

only the public part of a story that started long ago, and it's not finished yet. 

It is not only the story of a battered baby, but of where he came from . . . 

from a place of broken families and broken hearts, shattered trust and stunted 

dreams. It's an ugly soap opera with real blood and real bruises. It's a tragedy, 

a morality tale, and a love story gone wrong. Like all dramas, it turns on sex, 

betrayal and death.58 

Amongst the hyperbole and tragic overtones, Rule makes an interesting point; 

histories of violence and child abuse normally go beyond the event of murder, 

with the lives and histories of the participants also playing an important role. 

This helps to detract from the tendency to individualise; however, overall 

Rule’s commentary adds more to the sensationalism of the Leskie case. 

Through his Herald-Sun piece, ‘Jaidyn Tugs at Our Social Conscience,’ Paul 

Gray poses questions about morality asking that if the Leskie saga is a 

morality play, what would it reveal? To Gray it reveals ‘…that we have 

reached a stage in our society where the apparent neglect of a small boy can 

happen in our midst without anyone, apparently, feeling compelled to judge, 

criticise or condemn.’59 This is a peculiar comment, as one of the most well 

remembered elements of the Leskie case was how the adult participants were 

scrutinised and judged through the media.  From the beginning of the Leskie 

case these reactions were being unleashed, through editorials, letters to the 

                                                      
58 A. Rule, ‘Childhoods End: Looking for Love in a Town Called Moe’, 11 January 1998, 

available from Factiva, (accessed 16 May 2014).  
59 P. Gray, ‘Jaidyn Tugs at Our Social Conscience’, Herald-Sun, 9 December 1998, 

available from Factiva, (accessed 16 May 2014). 
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editor and the general attitude of Australian’s toward Moe. Despite all this, 

Gray continues:  

If nobody else will say it, I will. Jaidyn Leskie should not have been left in 

such circumstances… the root problem here is that our community has lost 

the ability, or the will, to insist on decent standards for the care of every 

child… Today, where are our reformers up in arms over the way Jaidyn 

Leskie lived.60 

Although Gray appears to be calling out issues with Jaidyn’s living situation, 

there is no firm evidence indicating whether there were visible signs that 

Jaidyn was neglected or abused before his death. There were some anecdotal 

and unconfirmed suggestions from Bilynda Murphy that Domaszewicz had 

punched Jaidyn on at least one occasion, however these were never proven 

and Murphy retracted large parts of her statement to the media.61  

Firmer allegations of prior abuse can be accounted for in the 2003 inquest 

into Jaidyn’s death, which brought forward more serious suggestions of prior 

abuse. At this time, the Illawarra Mercury reported that Julie Clarke, a 

Department of Human Services (DHS) worker, had been notified of potential 

abuse. Allegedly, Brett Leskie discovered a photo of Jaidyn with facial 

bruising in Murphy’s home and brought it to the attention of the DHS. 

Disturbingly, the paper also reported that Brett also found a drawing of a child 

with the scribbled words, ‘mongoloid, poofter, faggot, c...’62 The 2006 

inquest also accounted for at least one occasion of poor care on 

Domaszewicz’s part,63 which coroner Johnstone saw as sufficient evidence 

                                                      
60 Gray, ‘Jaidyn Tugs at Our Social Conscience’, 1998. 
61 Dolan, 1998. 
62 N. Lenaghan, ‘Jaidyn Case: Abuse Claim’, Illawara Mercury, 3 December 2003, 

available from Factiva, (accessed 16 May 2014). 
63 Johnstone, 2006. 
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that Bilynda acted irresponsibly by continuing to allow Domaszewicz to mind 

her son. However, the inquests were conducted in 2003 and 2006, several 

years after Gray’s 1998 accusations. Gray’s comments tap into deep-seated 

fears regarding child protection, state intervention and the role of 

communities in the protection of children. Rather than substantiated evidence, 

Gray’s argument is largely based on a perceived change in society, one from 

raising children and investing in moral duty, to one which pursues pleasure 

above all else. It is similar to the erosion of society argument that was 

advanced by Andrew Bolt, and speaks of anxieties toward welfare 

communities and the rearing of children that are topical in Australia.  

It is unclear why Jaidyn Leskie’s death and the people of Moe incurred such 

speculation and national attention when others do not. Jaidyn was certainly 

not the first child to disappear or be murdered, even in country Victoria, and 

subsequent cases have not drawn such derision and focus from the nation. 

Scott and Swain pose a similar problem when discussing the death of Daniel 

Valerio, suggesting, ‘Perhaps some cases achieve a certain profile because of 

the critical mass of those that precede them. Others have features that more 

readily give rise to outrage.’64 It is reasonable to speculate that several factors 

in Jaidyn’s death led to the intense public focus on the case. The particular 

combination of belonging to a marginalised group and the ritualistic elements 

present in Jaidyn’s mysterious disappearance spawned multiple narratives, 

evidenced and perpetuated by the volume and differing stances of the true 

crime writing on the case.  

                                                      
64 Scott and Swain, 2002, p. 174. 
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Some comparisons can be found in the media coverage of the disappearance 

of two-month-old Azaria Chamberlain from the rural sacred site Uluru (then 

referred to by the European name, Ayers Rock), on 17 August 1980. 

Domaszewicz’s lawyer once commented to the ABC that ‘…we could see him 

going the way that Lindy Chamberlain did.’65 Azaria’s mother, Lindy 

Chamberlain, was convicted and gaoled for murdering her child, only to be 

released several years later when an inquest concluded that the original 

conviction was based upon faulty evidence. Lindy’s assertion that a dingo had 

taken her child was found to be unbelievable at that time in Australian history, 

reflecting widely held attitudes that this species of native dog was largely 

benign. However, as scholar Belinda Middleweek has analysed, Lindy also 

underwent a trial by media, generating a significant Australian media event.66  

Through high profile coverage and intense national speculation, Lindy was 

placed under suspicion and largely derided because of her perceived 

differences from the normal Australian way of life. The Chamberlain family 

belonged to a religion that was presented as mysterious and largely unknown 

(the family were members of the Seventh-Day-Adventists) and it was said 

that Lindy only dressed her children in black. There were unfounded rumours 

and allegations of ritual sacrifice and of Seventh-Day-Adventists as a cult, 

providing clear connections between the religion and Satanism. Australians 

also questioned why a mother would take a two-month old child on a camping 

trip in the Australian outback. Lindy’s emotional reaction to her missing child 

                                                      
65 H. Ewart, ‘Lawyers Criticise Further Examination of the Leskie Case’, The 7.30 Report, 

[television program], 20 September 2005, transcript online: 

http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2005/s1464696.htm, (accessed 14 October 2015). 
66 B. Middleweek, ‘Dingo media? The persistence of the “trial by media” frame in popular, 

media, and academic evaluations of the Azaria Chamberlain case’, Feminist Media Studies, 

vol. 17, no. 3, 2017, pp. 392-411. 
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was especially damning, as she failed to adhere to expected reactions of a 

grieving mother. She was not hysterical or overwhelmed in front of the media, 

which is generally considered the normal response of a woman and mother.  

In the Chamberlain case there are several elements that are also present in the 

Leskie case. The community of Moe was depicted as unknowable and 

mysterious to middle-class Australia. The people behaved in a manner that 

was considered different and the family relationships were out of the 

experience of most Australians. Rumours of rituals and satanic rites were 

present in both, and the accused presented explanations for the missing 

children that the public felt defied rational belief. In both cases the adult 

participants were positioned as the ‘other’ by the Australian media, and this 

aided in the creation of their abjection. 

Another case that invites some comparison to Jaidyn’s death is the death of 

Daniel Valerio. Several years before Jaidyn Leskie disappeared, Daniel was 

beaten to death by his mother’s de-facto partner, Paul Aiton. While this 

occurred in suburban Melbourne and therefore does not qualify for discussion 

that pertains to rural and regional areas, it is relevant to the history of Jaidyn 

Leskie as it created outrage concerning the protection of children. When it 

was discovered that Daniel had been seen by twenty-one professionals in the 

days leading up to his death, and at the time displayed physical evidence of 

the abuse he suffered, the public outrage led to the introduction of mandatory 

state reporting by teachers and health care professionals when abuse is 

suspected. In fact, Daniel Valerio’s case had been reported to police, and his 

numerous bruises photographed by a doctor.67 But there was no immediate 

                                                      
67 Scott and Swain, 2002, pp. 174-175. 
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reaction, and the doctor’s report was delivered several days after Daniel’s 

death. The case of Daniel Valerio quickly developed as a critique on the 

delivery of social services and the legal responsibilities of care professionals. 

However, Daniel’s death was understood as a different form of failure to 

Jaidyn and even detailed and atmospheric writings about the case, such Helen 

Garner’s essay, ‘Killing Daniel’,68 say little about the environment in which 

he lived, and take it for granted that readers do not need a description of 

Melbourne and its suburbs such as Rye and Rosebud. For Jaidyn Leskie there 

had been no chance for mandatory reporting and there was no direct way that 

professional services could be blamed for his death. Rather, journalists found 

their evidence not only in Jaidyn’s Moe, but in a tradition of representing the 

region as a site of rural failure. 

Telling the Past: Rural Economic Failure 

The framing of Moe after Jaidyn Leskie’s disappearance was not the first time 

Moe had been negatively represented in metropolitan media, nor was the 

representation of Moe as a failure a novel one. Journalists drew from existing 

framing of the town to explain the circumstances of Jaidyn’s disappearance 

and death. Scholar Mary Griffiths suggests in the short papers ‘Latrobe 

Valley: Negative Charges’69 and ‘Moccasins and “Respect”: Writing 

Practices during Media Coverage of the Moe Story’70 that previous coverage 

in The Age the year before had already begun to type-cast Moe as a site of 

rural failure. Griffiths argues that ‘the speaking positions, polarised by the 

                                                      
68 H. Garner, ‘Killing Daniel’, in K Greenwood (ed.), On Murder, Melbourne, VIC, Black 

Inc., 2000, pp. 29-35, 
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age-old binaries of “city” and “country” were responsible for developing 

different “truths” about the valley.’71 The focus of this earlier coverage was 

the economic down-sizing of Moe, mainly caused by the government closure 

of the State Electricity Commission (SEC) which had been one of the primary 

industries in the region.  

 

After Jaidyn disappeared the focus of metropolitan coverage shifted away 

from the broader area of the Latrobe Valley to focus specifically on Moe. 

While Moe was depicted as a failed community, the rest of the Latrobe valley 

could be safe from public scrutiny. Tales of gambling addiction, drug use and 

social upheaval featured in the coverage, with provocative headlines from the 

metropolitan news: ‘Life’s a Gamble in a Town Called Moe’72 and ‘Valley of 

the Dole’.73 This demonstrates that Moe was not suddenly nor unexpectedly 

portrayed negatively by the metropolitan press, but rather journalists tapped 

into an existing history of representations of the town. This is demonstrative 

of an existing local history of Moe that provided a foundation for journalists 

to build their narratives upon. Rural economic decline functions as the 

building blocks of the coverage, as the Kennett State Government (1992-

1999) had a strong economic focus, brought about by the state budget deficits 

inherited upon election.74 At the time of Jaidyn’s disappearance, the Kennett 

Government was pushing the line of efficiency and progress, making changes 

to industries and privatising government sectors. This led the Kennett 

                                                      
71 Griffiths, 1997, pp. 138-141. 
72 T. Ewing, ‘Life’s a Gamble in a Town called Moe’, Age, 16 May 1997, cited in Griffiths, 

1997, p. 138. 
73 G. Tippett, ‘Valley of the dole’, The Sunday Age, 26 January 1997, p. 5, cited in 

Griffiths, 1997, p. 138. 
74 The Kennett Government won in a landslide against the incumbent Labor party, with one 

of the major focuses of the election crippling state debt, the running of the economy and the 

collapse of the State Bank. 
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government to restrict government spending in a bid to decrease state debt. 

The privatisation of previously state-owned services and the retrenching of 

public servants was a feature of their economic policy. The backlash to the 

Kennett government’s program was the effect upon communities from cuts 

to services and job losses sustained in the changes. The long-term 

consequences of these reforms are still being debated by Victorians.75 This 

resulted in the town of Moe being individualised through the broader 

economic context of regional Victorian, in a similar manner to the way 

Jaidyn’s death was individualised within the context of welfare communities. 

This re-focusing onto Moe did not occur without comment. Only a fortnight 

after Jaidyn’s disappearance, John Schauble, a senior journalist with The 

Sunday Age wrote on the role of government sale and economic changes that 

permeated the narrative of Moe:  

Moe is a product of Victoria in the 1990s: a community stripped not just of 

its essential services but much of its meaning... None of this makes Moe 

unique in this restructured state, where many communities large and small 

have been similarly gutted by both public and private sectors in the name of 

efficiency.  

Schauble then explicitly connects the representation of Moe to the reader’s 

fascination with the lifestyles of Moe residents: 

For those who take comfort in differentiating themselves from Jaidyn's 

family or those around them, far from looking through a glass darkly, we are 

                                                      
75 The Liberal Party considers the reworking and stabilising of Victoria’s finances as one of 

the major achievements of the Kennett government, while detractors question whether the 

government’s policy of privatisation made Victorian’s any better off for financial stability, 

and judge the effect on rural and regional areas as negative. 
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holding a mirror up to ourselves. In that respect, Jaidyn is not the only one 

lost.76  

Rather than displaying the people of Moe as a symbol for a lost generation 

and the erosion of societal values, Schauble draws clear links between the 

public fascination with Moe and the contemporary political climate.  

This is significant as the death of a child in one small town in country Victoria 

was able to become an element of contemporary commentary of political 

changes. In this article, Schauble’s  expression of loss  encompass all 

Victorians who had been affected by the changes made to government 

industry. While the adult participants of Jaidyn’s tale remain outcast from the 

rest of society, there is a clear message that they are the direct consequence 

of government policy. This is not an isolated example, and has perhaps gained 

more currency over the years since Jaidyn’s death. Bowles also situated her 

narrative of Moe and the Latrobe Valley within the local economic and 

political context: ‘Something terrible had indeed happened, not only to Jaidyn 

but to the valley itself.’77 An article in The Australian allows the voices of  

some members of the Moe community to articulate similar ideas: 

To the Victorian town of Moe, Jaidyn Leskie was always more than just a 

tiny baby tragically taken from his family. At first his disappearance became 

a symbol for the town’s pain – a stark reminder of the potential social 

consequences of the region’s dramatic downturn…78 

Here, Jaidyn’s disappearance and death is firmly ingrained with the cultural 

history of Victoria’s Kennett government and late-modern trends of rural 

                                                      
76 J. Schauble, ‘A Sad Reflection’, Sunday Age, 29 June 1997, available from Factiva, 

(accessed 21 April 2014). 
77 Bowles, 2001, p. 37. 
78 K. Lyall and C. LeGrand, ‘How tiny Jaidyn became the martyr of Moe’, The Australian, 

3 January 1998, available from Factiva, (accessed 16 May 2014). 
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downsizing, informed by more than a century of histories of decline. 

However, the above article continues into a narrative of hope and revival: 

But now, according to Nina Burke, the president of the “Voice of Moe”, the 

Moe development Group, tiny baby Jaidyn has become a Messiah-like 

symbol for the town’s revival… She says Jaidyn became a prompt for the 

town… to become more self-reliant.79  

This narrative of rural revival is one not often encountered in the mainstream 

reporting on Moe. Scholars Pierce and Campbell each suggested that the 

coverage on Moe was largely homogenous; however, this chapter argues that 

self-reflective reporting was occurring soon after Jaidyn’s disappearance 

journalists were showing awareness of the tendency to exoticise and isolate 

Moe. 

Against the Tide: Alternative views of Moe 

There has always been a horrible fascination about this story, one that is 

inextricably entwined with snobbishness and condescension.80 

 

The above quote, published by Jane Freeman in 1998 in the major newspaper 

The Sydney Morning Herald, concisely explains the authors opinion of 

Australian public’s interest in the Leskie case. The publics “downward gaze” 

onto Moe is clearly acknowledged by Freeman as she describes the acquittal 

of the only suspect in Jaidyn’s murder.  

 

Only a few weeks after Jaidyn’s disappearance, Schauble is clear on his 

opinion of the manner that Moe was being represented in news coverage, 

stating that: ‘Descriptions by the media of life in Moe and the unfolding saga 

                                                      
79 Lyall and LeGrand, 1998. 
80 J. Freeman, ‘So Who Did Kill Jaidyn?’ The Sydney Morning Herald, 05 December 1998, 

available from Fairfax News Store (accessed 16 September 2015). 
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of Jaidyn’s disappearance, liberally illustrated with images of locals in fluffy 

slippers, have unfairly typecast an entire community’ [emphasis added].81 

Schauble focuses on the existence of silent class division in Australia, and 

sees the negative coverage of Moe as evidence for the class divide: one which 

has the urban, middle class gazing down at a collapsing rural economy: ‘None 

of this makes Moe unique in this restructured state, where many communities 

large and small have been similarly gutted by both public and private sectors 

in the name of efficiency.’82  

 

The image of Moe and its residents was also a concern for journalist Elizabeth 

Gunn. Explored through her article ‘A Town like Moe’ she asks: ‘why do we 

accept this assertion, and this particular merging of images, this use of 

moccasins and op-shops, of satanic pentacles and fetid swamps, to represent 

Moe?’83 Gunn suggests that a combination of historically informed, urban-

centric attitudes towards the country, the hyperbole of the Kennett 

Government and the economic changes occurring in the region led to Moe’s 

experience of low employment and declining economy. Gunn’s article is the 

only example from the media coverage to fully consider the complex 

interplay of politics, local history and the urban-rural divide as helping to 

construct and fuel the ‘media frenzy’ around Moe.  

 

Scholar Allan Patience takes a more despairing view of the nature of 

Australian media reporting in his essay for the Australian Quarterly. Patience 

writes emotively on the state of Australian Universities and their ‘purging’ of 

                                                      
81 Schauble, 1997. 
82 Schauble, 1997. 
83 E. Gunn, ‘A Town Like Moe’, Arena Magazine, vol. 32, December/January 1997, p. 10. 
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intellectualism and the tone of the article is philosophical and humorous. 

Patience specifically refers to the death of Jaidyn Leskie as an example for 

the way that tabloids ‘...have attacked the republic of the mind’84 through their 

manner of reporting in which the ‘relevant facts and intelligent analysis of 

complex cases are not permitted to stand in the way of sensationalising the 

reporting.’85 While Patience’s analysis feels a little sensational itself, it 

demonstrates the extent to which hyperbole and sensationalism are 

remembered as a consistent and damaging feature of media coverage of the 

Leskie case.  

Writing for The Australian, journalist Beatrice Faust challenged the negative 

tone of the media coverage of the Leskie case almost as soon as it began. 

Discussing the downsizing of Moe and the struggles faced by a community 

attempting to transition industries, Faust also points out that Victorian crime 

statistics suggest that Moe’s crime rate was lower than other towns in 

Victoria. In particular, she is concerned with the potential effects of negative 

publicity on economic growth for a struggling area: 

Staffing is a crucial problem for towns in transition. Very few displaced 

workers are able to retrain to take advantage of new opportunities, but 

professionals hesitate to bring their families to a town that seems to be 

populated entirely by the lumpen proletariat.86  

Here Faust frames her criticism with issues faced by rural country towns, 

aptly noting the effect that tragedies and violent crime have on town in such 

a position. Faust questions the one-sided depiction of the town, and 

                                                      
84 A. Patience, ‘The Treason of the Universities: late-Modernity versus Intellectuals’, 

Australian Quarterly, vol. 71, no. 2, March-April 1999, p. 21. 
85 Patience, 1999, p. 21. 
86 B. Faust, ‘Why Tarnish a New Leaf’, The Australian, 5 July 1997, available from 

Factiva, (accessed 16 April 2014). 
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acknowledges that the dominant coverage has the potential to negatively 

affect the industry and employment availability to the Moe community. Faust 

states that ‘Image matters. One tragedy should not be allowed to undermine 

the ingenious projects that are renewing the economy of a town with a clever 

green vision.’87 Ironically, it is the coverage that focuses on Moe as 

economically depressed and socially destructive that could cause these things 

to occur.  

A 2003 article appearing in The Age reflects on the media opinions of Moe 

during the nineties, attempting to produce a look at Moe from the perspective 

of the residents.88 Interestingly this article is from one of the major 

metropolitan outlets whom commentators associate with pushing the ‘bogan 

Moe’ line the hardest during the 1990s. Demonstrating a more sympathetic 

tone by the early twenty-first century, the article refers to ‘...the vexation, 

even bitterness, that the townsfolk of Moe feel at being portrayed for so long 

as hillbilly trash. That they’re not seen as good people, “by the rest of 

Australia.”’89 Of the behaviour of the media during this time, its practices are 

thrown into debate with, ‘the way the television cameras ─ when shooting 

footage of the main street ─ always focused on the more stooped and ragged 

figures, tracking them like suspects.’90 That The Australian  was complicit in 

publishing this type of coverage at certain points during the media event is 

not acknowledged by the author. As there was greater distance from the event 

itself and more criticism of the tone of earlier media reports, there was an 

                                                      
87 Faust, 1997. 
88 ‘The Maligning of Moe’ The Age, 26 July 2003, online: 
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increase in sympathetic readings of the Leskie case. Of particular note are the 

changes in public attitudes toward Bilynda Murphey, who was successively 

framed as criminally negligent, then an object of pity. 

 

From Murderer to Mother: Representing Bilynda Murphy 

Since the late 1990s, in what can be described as an emergence of revisionist 

readings of the case, media coverage has demonstrated a shift in its attitude 

toward Moe. In particular, later coverage takes a significantly more 

sympathetic view of Bilynda Murphy. The changes in representation of 

Bilynda have not yet been a significant feature of scholarly writing on the 

Leskie case and media outlets have distanced themselves for their role in her 

derision.   

Notable as an incompetent, drunken mother in early media coverage, Bilynda 

was frequently targeted by some journalists for her lifestyle choices and status 

as a young, single mother. Even though much of the coverage on Bilynda was 

not explicitly derogatory, most commentators highlighted that she was absent 

when Jaidyn disappeared; leaving her child for a night of drinking and 

dancing was deemed inappropriate behavior for a mother, such as Andrew 

Rules provoking headline: ‘Bilynda's sad and sorry mourning after.’91 The 

representation of women as guilty because of their behaviour and lifestyle is 

an observable feature of historical and contemporary true crime writing. As 

Rosalind Smith argues, media framings and generic cultural traditions in true 

crime contribute to ‘…the sustained representation of women as repositories 

                                                      
91 A. Rule, ‘Bilynda’s Sad and Sorry Mourning After’, The Age, 06 December 1998, 

available through Factiva (accessed 16 May 2014). 
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of societal guilt, and in the media a priori that the genre constantly gestures 

towards, even in its early forms.’92 Smith’s analysis explains the connections 

between Bilynda Murphy and negative framing of Isabella O’Brien in chapter 

1 - notably, Isabella’s representation as passive and childish was also shared 

by Bilynda. Of relevance are the media reports that Isabella preferred her 

lifestyle of drinking and dancing than being a “good” mother, and the 

observations that she was passive and unconcerned with the role that she 

played in her son’s death.  

Writing for the Sunday Age, Tippet and Hewitt observed that ‘Bilynda 

Murphy doesn't think she's a bad mother. She thinks she's a bloody good 

mother - all public appearances to the contrary [emphasis added].’93 This 

was the opening line of ‘Lost and Alone: The Girls of the Valley’, which 

explored the troubled upbringing and lifestyles of Bilynda and Kadee. Peter 

Peirce observes that these “lost girls” go beyond the immediate event of 

Jaidyn’s death as ‘The girls in question were not lust the women in Jaidyn's 

story, but others of their age, living in poverty and anger in the La Trobe 

Valley.’94  Pierce shows how ‘loss’ problematized the culture and economic 

context of the Latrobe valley. As the title of Tippet and Hewitt’s article would 

suggest, Bilynda was frequently constructed through coverage as a child 

herself – even court sketches were contextualized with her youth and alleged 

support for the man on trial for her son’s murder (figure 3.3). When the police 

investigation into Jaidyn’s disappearance became a homicide investigation, 

Sarah Harris commented on Bilynda’s reaction, observing that ‘She talks like 

                                                      
92 Smith, 2010, p. 335. 
93 G. Tippet and S. Hewitt, ‘Lost and Alone: The Girls of the Valley’, Sunday Age, 22 June 

1997, available from Factiva, (accessed 16 May 2014). 
94 P. Pierce, ‘Legends of the Lost’, Eureka Street, May 1998, p. 20. 
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a teenager watching a movie who doesn’t like the turn it’s taking.’95 Harris’ 

comment emphasises Bilynda’s childishness, as well as suggesting she was a 

passive observer during the investigation into her son’s death, perhaps unable 

or unwilling to claim agency. 

  

                                                      
95 Tippet and Hewitt, 1997. 

Figure 3.3 

Court Sketch of Bilynda Murphy, during the trial of Greg 

Domaszewicz. 

G. Tippet, ‘Little Boy Lost’, 1998, p. 34. 

Available from Newspapers.com 
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In 2001, four years after Jaidyn’s death, Bilynda married Jeremy Williams 

and fell pregnant. This news provoked varied responses in the media. Writing 

for the Herald Sun, Price notes that women’s magazine New Idea ran a 

celebratory story on Bilynda’s nuptials, and in response states: 

How sad it is to see the women’s magazine New Idea report on the fact that 

Bilynda has married again… Good luck to her, but the depressing side to 

this new start to Bilynda’s life is that she’s pregnant again… Please! Let’s 

hope Bilynda takes better care of this newborn that she did of Jaidyn… As I 

said, what a depressing cycle.96 

This response clearly implies that Bilynda was culpable in Jaidyn’s death 

through poor parenting choices and suggests a cycle of marriage, pregnancy 

and abuse that is associated with her and the general culture of the adults in 

Moe. The New Idea feature was notably celebratory in tone; this ‘women’s 

interest’ magazine was more inclined than most media to take a sympathetic 

view of the young mother. Although the rumours and speculation that Bilynda 

had a direct role in Jaidyn’s death have stopped, the view of Bilynda as a bad 

mother was widely accepted by the Australian public. Although much of the 

evidence for this is anecdotal and unreproducible, it can still be found in 

archived internet forums and message boards, such as this example from the 

popular parenting board Essential Kids: 

I still do not like his mother Bilynda Williams (nee Murphy). … there would 

be no way in the world I would leave a child with a boyfriend of a couple of 

months to go out all night and become totally intoxicated. It is a totally 

irresposible [sic] act for a mother. Yes, it is fine to go to the pub and have a 

couple of drinks, however this is not what was done. I take my job as a parent 

very seriously, if only poor little Jaidyn's mother did the same.97 

                                                      
96 S. Price, ‘A Wish for Bilynda’s New Baby’, Herald Sun, 2001, available from Factiva, 

(accessed 12 April 2014). 
97 Vanessa71, ‘The Beautiful Jaidyn Leskie RIP’, EssentialKids, [web message board], 09 
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A part of the suffering she endured, of course, was her initial representation 

within news coverage of the event, which continues to be reflected in 

anecdotal evidence such as the above quote. 

Bilynda Murphy is now frequently an object of sympathy in the Australian 

media and her portrayal more in line with images of the long-suffering 

mother. Signaling a shift in tone, The Age ran a 2006 follow up to Bilynda’s 

experiences:  

She was a young mother who lost a child but, instead of receiving sympathy, 

was cast as the trailer-trash mum in a black soap opera. Her plight was to 

generate a stream of jokes about Moe - where she lived - moccasins, dole-

bludgers and dysfunctional young men who threw pigs' heads at windows.98  

Establishing a tone of sympathy for the young mother, the article continues 

to highlight the main culprits in casting Bilynda at the centre of their psycho-

drama:  

Experienced television reporters couldn't believe their luck as the local 

"talent'' provided Jerry Springer moments on demand... Bilynda Williams is 

more guarded now - more measured. She knows she has been used over the 

years by the media, the author who pretended to be a friend, by Greg 

Domaszewicz, and by the many ordinary people who treated her as a circus 

freak.99 

An article from 2014 by the Herald Sun continues the theme of justice for 

Bilynda, again showing a dramatic shift from their reporting in the 1990s and 

stating that ‘Throughout, Jaidyn’s brave mother, Bilynda Williams, has 

fought long and hard for justice for her son.’100 Although there have always 
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been fluctuations through the media coverage of Bilynda, it is consistently 

more sympathetic several years after Jaidyn’s death and the coroner’s inquest.  

This opinion post from conservative blog, It’s A Matter of Opinion, 

emphasises some of the change in public opinion toward Murphy: 

At the time of young Jaidyn’s death, I along with most of the country, 

believed she was a hopeless case. A mother who left her son with a moron, 

who most probably killed him. With the benefit of 20/20 hindsight I now 

happily concede I was wrong. It was wrong to judge her on the merits of one 

(admittedly bad) decision. With hindsight and 10 years more maturity, I now 

see that going out to party when your [sic] a mother is not a crime.101 

This is not limited to media discussions of the Leskie case, and is also found  

within cultural products: the 2001 performance installation Double Vision 

evoked Bilynda Murphy as one of the central characters to examine the 

treatment of mothers and the ease on how they can be branded as “bad.”102 

Despite the changes in representing Bilynda, the reputation of Moe continues 

to be influenced by the toddler’s death, particularly for those who remember 

the crime. In 2007 Moe made the news with an alleged proposal to change 

their name to ‘Moet’ (the same as the well-regarded champagne company). 

The Herald Sun reported:  

The Gippsland town, much maligned and the butt of cruel jokes about 

moccies, the dole and young mums, has rallied to the cause to fight any 
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suggestion it be given a touch more class simply by adding a T, and 

becoming, after the fine French fizz, Moet.103 

A statement from wine makers Moet suggested that, although flattered, 

copyright would not allow for Moe to take their brand name. The Herald Sun 

wasted no opportunity to make another traditional Moe jest and quipped: 

So if they still want a name change, but can't have Moet, Australian wine 

guru Jeremy Oliver has a solution. "Perhaps they could name the town in 

keeping with the local drinking habits," he suggested. "Seeing the town of 

Foster is just a bit further down in Gippsland and that name is taken, 

changing the name to Vic appears to be the only viable alternative."104 

The suggestion from the Herald Sun is that for Moe to change its name to 

something that conveys expense and taste is clearly mockery, and by 

publishing Jeremy Oliver’s comment that suggests Victoria Bitter as a better 

alternative, it is harkening to the town’s reputation as lower-class.105 

Although a decade after Jaidyn Leskie’s death, the region still attracted 

similar jokes and attitudes from the metropolitan media, which are likely a 

reflection of generalised attitudes toward the region. While a variety of ethical 

issues could be raised and debated, that is a discussion for elsewhere. What 

this does show is the persistence of themes of interpretation and 

characterisation of a country town, which were only heightened and 

compounded by the murder of a child, remain an essential part of the narrative 

of that place. This is not purely because a child was murdered in a small 

country town, but a reflection of several interplaying concepts about 

community culpability and urban-centric views of rural Australia. An event 
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such as the Jaidyn Leskie murder has the ability to draw these out into the 

open and, through sensationalism and intense media coverage, into the public 

eye. Another manner in which the legacy of Jaidyn Leskie’s death can be 

witness is through its inclusion in the commentaries of other events of child 

homicide, such as the death of Daniel Thomas in the town of Myrtleford. 

The Shadow of Moe: The disappearance and death of Daniel 

Thomas 

While consistently portrayed as a bizarre and possibly unique crime, the 

disappearance and death of Jaidyn Leskie connects to deeper trends in child 

homicide that are present even in the least sensationalised of cases.  

Furthermore, it became a benchmark in the history of child homicide, 

something to be referred to and remembered within the coverage of 

subsequent cases. One of the after effects of the coverage of Moe is that it 

became possible to become a place like Moe; to have news coverage portray 

your community in such a way that is becomes nationally derided and 

mocked. This awareness was a feature in the coverage of the town of 

Myrtleford after the disappearance of Daniel Thomas. Rather than being 

subjected to the same scrutiny and coverage that Moe was, much of the 

coverage and community anxieties revolved around the possibility and 

attendant fear that it could happen to them. 

 

Two-and-a-half-year-old Daniel Thomas disappeared from the home shared 

by his babysitter and mother’s house-mate in the Victorian town of 

Myrtleford on October 17, 2003. His babysitter, Mandy Martyn, claimed she 

had left him home alone while taking her own children to the doctor in 
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Wangaratta. Originally, she told the police that he had been outside playing 

in the front yard. When she changed her story, Martyn said Daniel had been 

asleep, so she decided not to wake him while she took her own children to the 

doctor. Daniel’s mother, Donna Thomas, was away in nearby Shepparton 

when he disappeared.106 Myrtleford is around 430 kilometres from Moe and 

also in country Victoria. A case with such historical and geographical 

proximity to Jaidyn Leskie was inevitably going to draw comparisons, even 

without the peculiar similarities between both disappearances. Although a 

thorough search was conducted by police and residents,107 including the 

search of Wangaratta rubbish tip, local caves, a dam and waste treatment 

plant, for five years Daniel was missing and presumed dead.  

On 18 March 2008, a family dog uncovered Daniel’s skeletal remains. His 

body had laid buried under the house in which he and his mother lived before 

his disappearance, less than a kilometre from the home Daniel shared with his 

mother and Martyn from where he disappeared. When Daniel’s remains were 

uncovered so close to home and from a property that had been searched in the 

initial investigation, the police encountered criticism. However, it is also 

possible that the remains were buried deeply under the house, or that they 

were simply not there when the police looked and were moved there at a later 

time. As with Jaidyn Leskie, there has never been a conviction or resolution 

for Daniel Thomas’ death. Mandy Martyn continues to be the prime suspect 

in Daniel’s death, and was arrested without charge over the case, though she 

                                                      
106 There are conflicting reports about Donna Thomas, with media reporting that she was 

attending a parenting course and also reports that she was at a TAFE nursing course. This 

demonstrates inconsistencies with reporting in media coverage as well as the differing 

narratives that can develop about a single event. 
107  As with the Leskie case, psychics and clairvoyants rang police with information in 

regard to Daniel’s whereabouts, though none proved to be correct. 
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was soon released. Although reported missing on the 17th October 2003, 

police believe that Daniel may have died up to three days beforehand, 

potentially at the hands of Martyn. After Daniel disappeared several witnesses 

attested to Martyn’s violent temper and strange behaviour, and there is 

anecdotal evidence that she acted in an abusive manner toward Daniel. This 

is all circumstantial, and cannot be used as evidence for a charge of murder.  

The inquest took several years to get off the ground and was halted by the 

Black Saturday bushfires. Anecdotally, there have been suggestions that there 

is not as much interest in solving Daniel’s death because he was Indigenous 

Australian on his mother’s side. However, whether there is any truth to these 

claims is not ascertainable and Daniel’s ethnicity has rarely been the subject 

of media coverage. The Thomas case is a complex one with little evidence to 

lay charges let alone achieve a conviction. Certainly, the result of the 

Domaszewicz trial could serve as a reminder for Victorian police on the use 

of circumstantial evidence and the difficulties of gathering evidence for a case 

with no witnesses and where the main suspect was also acting as a caregiver 

at the time of death. An inquest into Daniel’s death was finally scheduled for 

10 December 2013 with allowance for an eight day hearing and at least 

twenty-four witnesses.108 In 2014, the findings from the coroner were finally 

heard109 and quoted in The Age. ‘I found his death was caused by Mandy 

Martyn in that she inflicted the injuries that led to his death… I find that his 

mother Donna Thomas contributed to his death by her inaction and failure to 

                                                      
108 ‘Inquest to Probe Mystery Death of Myrtleford Toddler Daniel Thomas’, ABC Online, 7 

November 2013, online: http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-11-07/inquest-to-be-held-into-

toddlers-mystery-death/5075886, (accessed 13 November 2013). 
109 Unlike the inquest into Jaidyn Leskie’s death, the report on Daniel Thomas has not been 

made available for publication. 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-11-07/inquest-to-be-held-into-toddlers-mystery-death/5075886
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-11-07/inquest-to-be-held-into-toddlers-mystery-death/5075886
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protect her son,’110 The Age reported. As with the case of Jaidyn Leskie, an 

incompetent and potentially violent babysitter shared dual responsibility with 

a parent who failed to protect her child.  

The connections between the two cases were picked up immediately by the 

7.30 Report whose program by Heather Ewart outlined that Daniel had been 

missing for two weeks, commenting that the case had captured the attention 

of Victorians. However, Jaidyn Leskie featured quickly and largely in the 

analysis with Ewart stating: ‘But it is the shadow of the disappearance of 

another little boy six years ago that has added an extra dimension of 

horror.’111 The Australian picks up on a similar note after Daniel’s body was 

discovered in 2008 and said that ‘the case of Daniel Thomas is hauntingly 

familiar to Victorians, who watched a similar tragic saga unfold after the 

disappearance of toddler Jaidyn Leskie in 1997. The two cases are bizarrely 

linked.’112 Both children had vanished in mysterious circumstances after 

being left in the care of an unofficial babysitter by their mothers. 113 In each 

case parents were separated and the children lived in a low-socio economic 

household in country Australia. The babysitters in these cases have been 

rumoured to be of violent and temperament with allegations of previous 

abusive behaviour having surfaced.  

                                                      
110 Coroner J. Heffe, cited in T. Mills, ‘Injuries inflicted by babysitter Mandy Martyn led to 

Daniel Thomas' death, coroner finds’, The Age, 3 July 2014, online: 

http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/injuries-inflicted-by-babysitter-mandy-martyn-led-to-

daniel-thomas-death-coroner-finds-20140703-zsub7.html, (accessed 10 November 2013). 
111 H. Ewart, ‘Police Hunt for Missing Toddler’, 7.30 Report, [television program], 28 

October 2003, transcript online: http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2003/s977293.htm, 

(date accessed 10 November 2013). 
112 G. Hughes, ‘Little Daniel Thomas dead when alarm raised’, The Australian, 22 March 

2008, online: http://www.theaustralian.com.au/archive/news/little-daniel-dead-when-alarm-

raised/story-e6frg6of-1111115858698, accessed 11 November 2013). 
113 As in a friend, not an official paid service. 

http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/injuries-inflicted-by-babysitter-mandy-martyn-led-to-daniel-thomas-death-coroner-finds-20140703-zsub7.html
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/injuries-inflicted-by-babysitter-mandy-martyn-led-to-daniel-thomas-death-coroner-finds-20140703-zsub7.html
http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2003/s977293.htm
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/archive/news/little-daniel-dead-when-alarm-raised/story-e6frg6of-1111115858698
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/archive/news/little-daniel-dead-when-alarm-raised/story-e6frg6of-1111115858698
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There are also geographical and personal connections between the two cases. 

Donna Thomas was born in Traralgon, close to Moe and where Bilynda 

Murphy was drinking in Ryan’s Hotel the night Jaidyn disappeared.  It was 

also reported in the media that Bilynda Murphy had once lived and attended 

school in Myrtleford and that Bilynda’s mother babysat Mandy Martin and 

that the fathers of both women worked together.114 Senior Sergeant Legg led 

the police investigation in Myrtleford and had also headed the investigation 

into Jaidyn Leskie’s death. While strange coincidences, they are not 

necessarily surprising. It is not unusual that people move around country 

Victoria and have lived in multiple towns. However, it did heighten the 

intensity of the connection between Daniel and Jaidyn and became a part of 

the narrative of children as victims of homicide in country Victoria. Daniel’s 

disappearance coincided with a proposed inquest into the death of Jaidyn 

Leskie. In 2008, the connections to Jaidyn Leskie continued, with journalist 

Paul Anderson writing in the Herald-Sun: 

Just as the tragic story of murdered toddler Jaidyn Leskie turned judging 

eyes on Moe, the name Daniel Thomas has become a sad synonym for 

Myrtleford -- a quaint township nestled in pine forest country about 270km 

northeast of Melbourne.115 

The title of this story, ‘Town’s Dark Secret Lingering Misery Over a Little 

Boy Lost’, attempts to covey nearly every standard trope associated with 

missing child cases; the ‘dark secret’ of a town with an unknown murderer; 

the haunting effect of crime on communities; and the motif of the lost child. 

It is a powerful and compelling narrative that was also played out with Jaidyn 

                                                      
114 Hughes, 2008. 
115 P. Anderson, ‘Town’s Dark Secret Lingering Misery Over a Little Boy Lost’, Herald-

Sun, 19 March 2008, available from Factiva, (accessed 12 April 2014). 
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Leskie and can be seen with differing degrees in many modern cases of child 

homicide. Here irresolution once again is the organising principle of the story.  

The two cases of Victorian children coinciding produced a connection that 

was  intensified by further coincidences, and thus could potentially produce 

the same effect for Myrtleford as Jaidyn Leskie’s disappearance had for Moe. 

Ewart’s report ends on a note which implies that Myrtleford’s fate is out of 

its hands. It states: ‘For now it seems the town is going to have to get used to 

all the attention, and somehow come to terms with its own fears about what 

might lie ahead.’116 One week after Daniel Thomas’ disappearance, The Age 

published a detailed, but circumspect article on this case under the 

sympathetic headline, ‘Heartache in Myrtleford.’ The danger of becoming 

like Moe was made immediately apparent, with Elder revealing that: ‘What 

apparently fills many locals with dread, said Rayner, is that ‘what's happening 

in Myrtleford is being likened to what happened in Moe’.117 The Sunday 

Herald Sun ran a similar story titled ‘Myrtleford Fears Stain of Tragedy’118 

which describes ‘The fear is that Myrtleford will acquire a reputation like 

Moe, where toddler Jaidyn Leskie disappeared in 1997.’119 Here the potential 

backlash of being a place like Moe was placed alongside the tragedy of a 

missing child. 

Despite these dire predictions, Myrtleford managed its public image much 

better than Moe. This could be due to the lack of residents willing to talk to 

                                                      
116 Ewart, 2003. 
117 J. Elder, ‘Heartache in Myrtleford,’ The Age, 26 October 2003, available from Factiva, 

(accessed 16 November 2014). 
118 S. Hewitt and C. Crawford, ‘Myrtleford Fears Stain of Tragedy’, Sunday Herald Sun, 26 

October 2003, available from Factiva, (accessed 16 November 2014). 
119 Ibid. 
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the media about the case. The town of Myrtleford, with a population of 3,500 

was much smaller than Moe, and stood up to the media with sullen stoicism. 

Few were willing to give their views despite the serious nature of the story 

and the intriguing relationship between the Donna Thomas and the violent 

and threatening Mandy Martyn. The media coverage was restrained and the 

image constructed of the town had a note of melancholy and distance, rather 

than the dissoluteness and decay attributed to Moe. There were aspects to the 

community at Myrtleford, as in any other place in Australia which could  lead 

to more lurid coverage. At the inquest in 2013, there was evidence such as 

information about Daniel’s fate being disclosed during conversations, ‘while 

they were at the home of David “Monkey” Williamson ... described as a local 

drug dealer — at Myrtleford on October 17, 2003.’120 Kevin Ruffels, Daniel’s 

father, who lived nearby and remained friendly with Donna Thomas, gave 

one short interview to The Age and commented that Mandy Martin had a 

strange ‘hold’ over Donna Thomas, and that Donna lived ‘like a prisoner’, 

apparently unable to leave the shared house for a new residence. This is a 

story which could have been expanded upon, but it was simply noted, while 

the journalist John Elder went on to state that it was difficult to organise 

interviews: 

Only three of those interviewed were happy to share their names, and two of 

them didn't want to be identified in print. Tiff Rayner, the Myrtleford lifer, 

printer and sometime stringer for local TV station Prime: ‘People get 

frightened in situations like this. It spooks the town. And this town has had 

                                                      
120 ‘Daniel Thomas Inquest – If only we had said something’, Border Mail, 14 Dec 2013, 

online: http://www.bordermail.com.au/story/1972631/daniel-thomas-inquest-if-only-we-

had-said-something/, (accessed 13 September 2014). 

http://www.bordermail.com.au/story/1972631/daniel-thomas-inquest-if-only-we-had-said-something/
http://www.bordermail.com.au/story/1972631/daniel-thomas-inquest-if-only-we-had-said-something/
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a tough year. We had nine weeks of fires, a tornado at Christmas, and now 

this tragedy. It's extremely stressful for the community.’121 

Here, an awareness and focus on the impact of a tragic death on a small 

community is clearly communicated. This appears to be a common feature on 

the reporting of Daniel’s death in The Age, who focus on, ‘…an unsolved 

crime that continues to torment all of those it touched.’122 

Notions of loss and sorrow were occasionally revisited in news coverage 

before the discovery of Daniel’s body. The Age published ‘Case of Missing 

Toddler Daniel Still Haunts Myrtleford’123 and ‘Valley of Tears’124 appeared 

in the Sunday Age. Both of these articles appeared in 2007 and each evoked 

strong themes of loss for the community of Myrtleford. Images of the rural 

idyll are maintained. In no article was Myrtleford described as a place with a 

different culture to the rest of Australia and therefore a propensity to 

delinquency. The descriptions of Myrtleford are vague, but respectful even 

when evoking the motif of the lost: 

They never called Daniel “Danny boy” but that sad Irish song goes well with 

the story of the boy and the place where he was lost – Myrtleford, the green 

valley town surrounded by mountains and the music of clear-water streams 

in the shadow of the snow country.125 

Moe, by contrast, was understood to be the reason for the unsolved crime, 

rather than being the location for it. The social context of Jaiden Leskie’s 

                                                      
121 Elder, ‘Heartache in Myrtleford’, 2003. 
122 ‘Little Boy Lost’, The Age, 7 September 2013, online: 

http://www.theage.com.au/national/little-boy-lost-20130901-2szia, (accessed 13 September 

2014). 
123 C. Johnston, ‘Case of Missing Toddler Daniel Still Haunts Myrtleford’, The Age, 28 July 

2007, available from Factiva, (accessed 16 May 2014).  
124 J. Elder, ‘Valley of Tears’, The Age, 11 August 2007, online: 

http://www.theage.com.au/news/national/valley-of-tears/2007/08/12/1186530690377.html, 

(accessed 13 September 2014). 
125 Elder, ‘Valley of Tears’, 2007. 

http://www.theage.com.au/national/little-boy-lost-20130901-2szia
http://www.theage.com.au/news/national/valley-of-tears/2007/08/12/1186530690377.html
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death was described in scathing terms which provided a convenient way to 

provide some answers in an otherwise enigmatic case. 

In July 2014 a formal ruling was made into the death of Daniel Thomas. The 

Herald Sun reported that:  

Coroner Jacinta Heffey delivered a damning finding into the 2003 death, 

saying Ms Martyn killed Daniel and his mother Donna Thomas contributed 

to his death because she failed to protect him. ...Ms Martyn had not shown 

up at the inquest into Daniel’s death. She has not been charged with his 

death.126 

This unsatisfactory outcome is all that was left to Daniel’s family and to the 

Australian community. Various explanations can be given for the lack of 

charges or arrests for Daniel’s death. As with Jaiden Leskie, the long delay in 

finding the body and subsequent lack of forensic evidence would weaken a 

prosecution case. The decision of the Coroner not to subpoena the key parties 

to give evidence on oath is surprising. The apparent reason is that, ‘Neither 

she or Ms Thomas were compelled to give evidence at the inquest partly 

because Coroner Heffey determined their versions were incompatible and 

irreconcilable.’127 This reasoning seems fatalistic and does not advance the 

evidence on the case. 

Comparisons to Moe and the Leskie case are not only reserved for coverage 

on child homicides but have been utilised to convey a sense of community 

                                                      
126 ‘Cackling babysitter Mandy Martyn denies killing toddler Daniel Thomas, gives 

reporters a spray,’ 17 July 2014, online: http://www.news.com.au/national/cackling-

babysitter-mandy-martyn-denies-killing-toddler-daniel-thomas-gives-reporters-a-

spray/story-e6frfkp9-1226992357445, (accessed 01 July 2015). 
127 A. Koubaridis, ‘Coroner finds babysitter Mandy Martyn killed toddler,’ 4 July 2014, 

online: http://www.news.com.au/national/coroner-finds-babysitter-mandy-martyn-killed-

toddler-daniel-thomas-but-also-blames-his-mother-donna-thomas-for-doing-nothing-to-

help-the-boy/story-fncynjr2-1226977111555, (accessed 1 July 2015). 

http://www.news.com.au/national/cackling-babysitter-mandy-martyn-denies-killing-toddler-daniel-thomas-gives-reporters-a-spray/story-e6frfkp9-1226992357445
http://www.news.com.au/national/cackling-babysitter-mandy-martyn-denies-killing-toddler-daniel-thomas-gives-reporters-a-spray/story-e6frfkp9-1226992357445
http://www.news.com.au/national/cackling-babysitter-mandy-martyn-denies-killing-toddler-daniel-thomas-gives-reporters-a-spray/story-e6frfkp9-1226992357445
http://www.news.com.au/national/coroner-finds-babysitter-mandy-martyn-killed-toddler-daniel-thomas-but-also-blames-his-mother-donna-thomas-for-doing-nothing-to-help-the-boy/story-fncynjr2-1226977111555
http://www.news.com.au/national/coroner-finds-babysitter-mandy-martyn-killed-toddler-daniel-thomas-but-also-blames-his-mother-donna-thomas-for-doing-nothing-to-help-the-boy/story-fncynjr2-1226977111555
http://www.news.com.au/national/coroner-finds-babysitter-mandy-martyn-killed-toddler-daniel-thomas-but-also-blames-his-mother-donna-thomas-for-doing-nothing-to-help-the-boy/story-fncynjr2-1226977111555
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wide shaming and derision, as well as the long-term effect of traumatic events 

on a community. On site at an outback concert, Martin Flanagan notes that 

‘Mutitjulu128 has worn the shame of the Intervention in the way that Moe wore 

the Jaidyn Leskie case’.129 Fifteen years after the death of Jaidyn Leskie, the 

town of Moe and its representations in news coverage continue to remain 

relevant and memorable. They are a part of the history of the event as much 

as Jaidyn’s death and discovery, and represent an important media event in 

recent Australian history.  

Such is the public knowledge of the Leskie case that it has been the subject 

of Australian art. Adam Cullen’s portrait of Bilynda Murphy, titled Bilynda, 

was shown alongside artist Richard Lewer’s work Jaidyn Leskie (figure 3.4) 

in an Australian exhibition titled ‘The Art of Crime’. The exhibition ran from 

November 1, 2008 to February 1, 2009, appearing alongside famous crimes 

and criminals such as Ned Kelly, the Manson Family murders and convicted 

child killer Myra Hindley. This is also demonstrative of the enduring nature 

of the Leskie case and its multiplication in cultural spaces. There has, as yet, 

been no film based on Jaiden Leskie’s story. 

                                                      
128 Mutitjulu is a community of Indigenous Australian’s in the Northern Territory. It is 

located at the eastern end of Uluru and has a small population of less than 300. 
129 M. Flanagan, ‘Embracing Joy Amid Sorrow of the Brown Skin Babies’, The Age 12 

October 2012, available from Factiva, (accessed 16 May 2014).  
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Figure 3.4  

 

Australian artwork depicting Greg Domaszewicz, Jaidyn Leskie and an empty 

crib. This work was presented at the 2008 Australian exhibition The Art of 

Crime. The reproduction of Jaidyn and Domaszewicz in contemporary 

Australian art demonstrates how the case has lingered in the subconscious of 

the Australian public. 

 

Richard Lewer, Jaidyn Leskie, 2007, Graphite on museum rag board. 
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Conclusion 

This chapter has argued that the histories of the adult participants and the 

community of Moe became an important feature in the commentary on the 

death of Jaidyn Leskie. Indeed, care should be taken not to represent Jaidyn’s 

death in isolation, ensuring that wider contributing factors are considered. 

However, rather than displaying a nuanced and developed analysis of the 

differing elements and consequences of crime, the community of Moe was 

displayed in isolation from the Latrobe Valley, Melbourne and, ultimately, 

middle class Australia.  

 

There is no neat conclusion to the disappearance and death of Jaidyn Leskie. 

The boy’s death remains unsolved, and every instance of attempting to 

investigate and solve the case has fuelled speculation and rumour. Jaidyn’s 

family, legal institutions and the public have been unable to provide 

satisfactory answers for his death. It is not novel to observe this, as Robin 

Bowles also concludes: 

It is impossible to bring a story such as this to a satisfactory conclusion when 

there has been no resolution for any of the players. A little boy was brutally 

murdered and he has been denied the justice he deserved. His community 

lies wounded, still unable to cast off the stigma and patronising epithet 

‘Moccasin City’.130 

However, it is significant, as the Leskie case illustrates the tangible 

difficulties in evidence validity, analysis and the securing of a conviction in 

a case of intrafamily child homicide. Culturally, Jaidyn’s death and the 

resulting events articulate late-modern Australia’s anxieties of rurality, 

welfare dependence and child protection. Extreme cases are often not 

                                                      
130 Bowles, 2001, p. 413. 
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considered relevant to the study of crime; they are anomalous to common 

experience. However, the Leskie case contains common elements of child 

homicide and much of its aberrant nature was constructed and amplified 

through intense media interest which positioned the town of Moe and the 

adult participants as ‘other’. This too is a common feature in cases of child 

homicide, and needs careful explanation to remove the case from 

sensationalism and consider its banal elements.  

The various personalities, rivalries and behaviour of the adult participants 

ultimately overshadowed Jaidyn himself and became an essential part of the 

narrative of his death. Their romantic entanglements, crimes and feuds that 

were uncovered after Jaidyn went missing were quickly focused on by the 

metropolitan press. This manner of coverage was also useful in engaging 

metropolitan readers with stories of ‘moccasin country’ for the consumption 

of their middle-class readers. The circumstances surrounding Jaidyn’s 

disappearance and death were quickly labelled bizarre by police and media 

outlets. Indeed, care needs to be taken not to present these events as common 

without careful consideration of all the elements. Rather than evidence of a 

“moral panic”, those involved in the Leskie case were treated as 

fundamentally transgressive, evidencing a seedy underbelly unrelated and un-

relatable to the rest of Australia. 

While the economic and cultural histories of Moe were brought into the 

search for accountability, there was no real analysis of how these issues could 

impact child homicide. The case was sensationalised and individualised, 

shrouded in strangeness and irresolution. However, certain themes of 

interpretation were developed and referenced through the coverage as well as 
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figuring out whether the landscape of country Australia played a role. In many 

ways, the town of Moe was given a trial by the media, with its economic and 

social history becoming an important factor for the media to search for 

accountability. The rurality of Moe and the Latrobe Valley was an important 

feature of the coverage, and allowed for a juxtaposition against Melbourne 

(the nearest metropolitan centre) featuring an inversion of rural idyll into rural 

ghetto. 

Moe was constructed as the product of a welfare dependant society, one 

which was largely a product of economic mismanagement and the viability 

and downsizing of country areas. In the eyes of some, this caused Moe to 

become a ‘dumping ground’ for single mothers and all the attendant attitudes 

and stereotypes that are associated with welfare, motherhood and 

unemployment.  While this was not the only analysis offered of Moe and the 

Leskie case, it was the dominant one and came to be understood as an intrinsic 

part of the history of the event. While a revisionist element has taken place in 

contemporary times, Moe is still largely recalled for its treatment in 

metropolitan news coverage. Through the process of news-making, it became 

possible to be somewhere ‘like’ Moe. The Victorian town of Myrtleford can 

attest to that, as Daniel Thomas’ death invited unwanted comparisons with 

the Leskie case. Rather than working in isolation, the Leskie case has 

informed and referenced other cases in recent Australian history, providing a 

benchmark case of peculiarity and brutality for child homicide in country 

communities. 

Myrtleford retained its image as part of the rural idyll. At the same time, the 

death of Daniel Thomas was given significantly less media coverage than that 
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of Jaidyn Leskie. The news articles were less numerous (173 are listed in the 

Factiva database for Jaidyn Leskie, and 112 for Daniel Thomas), and the 

articles on Thomas are much shorter, usually published without bylines, and 

were less prominently featured. There were no lengthy, magazine style pieces 

by investigative journalists, in contrast to several such articles published in 

the Melbourne Age about Jaidyn Leskie.  There are no books about the Daniel 

Thomas case, and only a few television segments. The Jaidyn Leskie case is 

the topic of eight documentaries available on YouTube, but there are none on 

Daniel Thomas. Only the ABC's database for the 7-30 Report has some short 

visual texts about the Daniel Thomas case, and this is probably evidence of 

their commitment to regional news.  

It seems likely that if a child homicide is not amenable to the narrative 

structure of rural dystopia, then it attracts little attention. This pattern of 

understanding appears so dominant that without it, consistent media coverage 

is not generated. This interpretative point links the death of Daniel Thomas 

to several of the cases in this thesis. Notably, in the case of Bowraville 

considered in chapters 6-7, the deaths of several children attracted remarkably 

little attention from the outside world, and the local community have long 

agitated for more coverage of their case. Bowraville is not amenable to the 

simple representative structure of rural dystopia, because although it is a far 

from idyllic place, the reasons for poverty and disadvantage are linked to the 

Indigenous issue - a problem which Australian society is often unwilling to 

contemplate.  

The next chapter explores the death of Jordan Anderson-Smith in the regional 

center of Wagga Wagga and provides a narrative of the event. Dubbed “baby 
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Jordan” by the community, the local media quickly and explicitly claimed 

that Jordan was their Jaidyn, evoking the specter of Moe and Jaidyn Leskie 

during the hunt for the child’s killer.
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Chapter 4 

“The Ghetto of the Bush”: The Death of Jordan 

Anderson-Smith 

 

My thoughts are with you everyday 

My prayers are with you too 

And if you find the time my dear 

Please spare a thought for me 

For I shall always love you 

For all eternity1 

 
- Excerpt from a poem by Louise Anderson, mother of Jordan Anderson-Smith 

 

 

When I think of that terrible day 

When that animal took you away 

I sit and wonder why 

No-one could hear you cry2  

 
- Excerpt from a poem by Cecil Smith, father of Jordan Anderson-Smith 

 

During the early hours of 25 February 2000, seven-month-old Jordan 

Anderson-Smith died in his mother’s home in the regional centre of Wagga 

Wagga,3  NSW. Jordan was the son of Louise Anderson and Cecil Smith and 

had two older siblings on his mother’s side from Anderson’s previous 

relationships. The home he shared with his mother, her de-facto4 partner Chris 

Hoerler5 and siblings was a public home6 situated in the suburb of Ashmont. 

                                                      
1 L. Anderson, ‘My Angel’, The Daily Advertiser, 19 February 2001, p. 4. 
2 C. Smith, ‘Always in my heart’, The Daily Advertiser, 26 July 2001, p. 5. 
3 Hereafter referred to as ‘Wagga’. 
4 In Australia, de-facto refers to a couple living together without being married and is 

similar to the British ‘common-law spouse’. 
5 Louise Anderson and Cecil Smith had ended their relationship, and Louise had been in a 

relationship with Chris Hoerler for around two months. Chris had been living at her home 

on Blakemore Avenue for around two weeks at the time of Jordan’s death. 
6 In Australia, public housing provides government subsidised homes for very low-income 

earners and those receiving welfare benefits. 
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Ashmont is a suburb in the regional centre of Wagga Wagga and had a 

population of around 4,000 at around the time of Jordan’s death. Jordan’s 

death became a murder investigation soon after he was declared deceased. 

His injuries were substantial, and it appeared that he had been tortured. 

Twenty months after Jordan’s death, Chris Hoerler was charged with the 

baby’s murder and he was eventually convicted of the lesser crime of 

manslaughter. The death of Jordan Anderson Smith did not invite the same 

intense national coverage as Jaidyn Leskie and does not continue to incur the 

same amount of speculation - though some comparisons between the two 

cases were picked up in the media. Jordan’s death presents important 

variations on the themes inherent to narratives of child murder explored in the 

previous chapter and reveals more clearly that ‘country’ towns have their own 

hidden histories and characteristics; for Wagga, these were revealed though 

Jordan’s death.  

From the outset, the investigation into Jordan’s death was characterised as an 

act of senseless violence without a perpetrator and a lack of witness evidence. 

This seemingly came to an end in October 2001 when Christopher Hoerler, 

the de-facto partner of Anderson, was charged with Jordan’s murder. The 

evidence against Hoerler was largely circumstantial - similarly to the 

prosecution case against Greg Domaszewicz. Originally brought up on a 

charge of murder, Hoerler changed his plea from ‘not guilty’ to ‘guilty- 

manslaughter’. The plea was accepted and Hoerler was convicted for the 

lesser crime of manslaughter. Originally sentenced to a full term of 11 years, 

an appeal was launched and Hoerler was re-sentenced to 14 years and 11 

months. The community of Wagga and Jordan’s paternal family publicly 
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criticised Hoerler’s original sentence. This contributed to a lack of resolution 

for the community of Wagga Wagga; although Jordan’s killer had been 

caught, there remained a sense of injustice.  

Chris Hoerler’s first parole hearing was in June 2012, and he was released 

from gaol in late 2014.  After his release, Hoerler was deported to his native 

Papua New Guinea by the Australian government. Due to Hoerler’s appeals 

for parole, the case continued to feature in Wagga Wagga’s local news from 

time to time, while Cecil Smith’s petition to have Hoerler’s parole denied in 

2012 attracted some national publicity. There are two distinct stages to this 

case, the twenty-month period between Jordan’s death and Chris Hoerler’s 

arrest, and the period covering Hoerler’s manslaughter conviction, prison 

sentence and release.  

After Jordan’s death, the community of Ashmont had the new and unwelcome 

experience of being a topic in the national news. Framed by a slow police 

investigation during the months between Jordan’s death and Hoerler’s arrest, 

Jordan’s death incurred a great deal of speculation in Wagga Wagga and 

provoked debates regarding the culture and culpability of the residents of 

Ashmont. For Ashmont that meant a discussion of its history as a government 

housing area and a local history of the suburb as a place of welfare 

dependence, violence and crime.   

Themes developed through the investigation and court case were mainly 

explored through news coverage in the local newspaper The Daily Advertiser. 

Scrutiny fell upon Louise Anderson’s neighbours and friends to provide 

evidence or witness testimony to explain what occurred. When this was not 
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achieved, news coverage constructed the residents of Ashmont as culpable in 

Jordan’s death. Indeed, the degree and brutality of Jordan’s injuries suggests 

that someone must have heard him cry out during the assault. Later, the 

explanation that Jordan fell unconscious soon after the assault began was 

offered, though it has received some doubt in the local community. The 

twenty-month interlude between Jordan’s death and Hoerler’s arrest 

intensified the focus on Ashmont, as speculation grew throughout Wagga 

Wagga and pressure mounted upon police to find his killer. Hoerler’s 

conviction of manslaughter in place of murder highlighted difficulties with 

the police investigation and court proceedings, particularly the issue of 

sentencing. Hoerler’s conviction and sentencing particularly demonstrated 

the paucity of case sources on child murder and the impact of offender 

sentencing decisions on the wider community.  

The case of ‘baby Jordan’ also exhibited echoes of that of Jaidyn Leskie, only 

three years earlier in the town of Moe. Jordan’s death resonated with the 

national memory of Jaidyn’s murder, and connections between the two cases 

were quickly picked up from the beginning. Campbell argues that in the 

Leskie case ‘Journalists used these people’s appearance, speech, behaviour 

and socioeconomic status to construct an “identity” that morally situated them 

outside middle Australia.’7 The same occurred with the media 

characterisation of Ashmont, made all the easier because the residents of 

Wagga Wagga already described the residents of Ashmont in these terms.  

The previous chapter argued that the death of Jaidyn Leskie is notable for the 

manner it revealed nationalistic interpretations of the country, juxtaposed 

                                                      
7 Campbell, 1999, p. 116. 
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against metropolitan areas. The national media represented Jaidyn’s death as 

a product of rural failure and similar representations existed in the national 

coverage of the death of Jordan Anderson-Smith. However, local coverage of 

Jordan’s death more strongly reveals local attitudes towards country 

communities, and points to the existence of a varied ‘country’ with multiple 

identities. This chapter is the first time Jordan’s death has been considered in 

a scholarly context, although part of the present research was used as the basis 

for a paper on stigma and public housing in rural and regional Australia.8 

This chapter argues that a local tradition of viewing Ashmont as ‘other’ 

allowed for such a distinct separation to occur in Wagga, one which was then 

passed into national coverage. This is significant as Ashmont is not truly 

separated from Wagga – not in the same sense as Belanglo Forest from the 

Southern Highlands. Rather, a hidden history of Ashmont as conceptually 

distinct from Wagga reinforced the concept of its separation, which was 

erroneously described in some national coverage as literal.  

Most of the evidence for the impact of baby Jordan’s death on the community 

comes directly from the news coverage or anecdotal evidence, and it is 

significant to have primary evidence from members of the local community. 

Tying into representations of victims of crime, police investigations and the 

engagement of local communities in the search for the killer, such media 

coverage is a significant and illuminating part of the history of this event. In 

Jordan’s case, the focus - and much of the blame for the slow investigation - 

                                                      
8 E. Rosser and L. Lishomwa, ‘The Ghetto of the Bush: Local stigma toward public housing 

in regional Australia’, Fusion, no. 6, 2015, online: http://www.fusion-

journal.com/issue/006-fusion-the-rise-and-fall-of-social-housing-future-directions/the-

ghetto-of-the-bush-local-stigma-toward-public-housing-in-regional-australia/  

http://www.fusion-journal.com/issue/006-fusion-the-rise-and-fall-of-social-housing-future-directions/the-ghetto-of-the-bush-local-stigma-toward-public-housing-in-regional-australia/
http://www.fusion-journal.com/issue/006-fusion-the-rise-and-fall-of-social-housing-future-directions/the-ghetto-of-the-bush-local-stigma-toward-public-housing-in-regional-australia/
http://www.fusion-journal.com/issue/006-fusion-the-rise-and-fall-of-social-housing-future-directions/the-ghetto-of-the-bush-local-stigma-toward-public-housing-in-regional-australia/
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was laid upon residents of Ashmont, with significant attempts to reflect 

criticism away from investigating officers. Jordan’s death generated a local 

discussion regarding the community of Ashmont, informed by local histories 

that defined the suburb as a place of welfare dependence, crime and social 

problems to create a site of rural failure within a town represented as a site of 

rural success. 

The Death of Jordan Anderson-Smith 

Just after 3am on 25 February 2000, paramedics responded to an emergency 

call at 18 Blakemore Avenue, Ashmont Wagga Wagga. The residence was 

that of Louise Anderson and her three young children: Jason, Brody9 and 

Jordan. There was little information released regarding Jordan’s siblings, only 

that Jason and Brody were around 3 and 4, or 3 and 5, respectively. Blakemore 

Avenue is located a few blocks from the Ashmont shopping centre, across the 

road from Webb Park. The home was fairly central in the suburb and was a 

public housing property.10 The emergency call was made by Anderson’s de-

facto partner Christopher Hoerler, then 23. It seemed that Jordan, the 

youngest child, was lying on the floor and had stopped breathing. Hoerler had 

been in a relationship with Anderson for around two months and was 

unrelated to Anderson’s children, and had been living at Louise’s home for 

around two weeks.  

                                                      
9 Demonstrative of the ability for erroneous detail in media coverage Brody has also been 

spelt ‘Brodie’ in some reports and has been referred to as Jordan’s fourteen-month-old 

sister: ‘Adults drank as baby died’, Daily Advertiser, 17 March 2000, p. 5. However, most 

coverage indicates that Brody is Jordan’s brother For Brody see: ‘Baby died under great 

suffering’, Daily Advertiser, 17 March 2000, p. 1. For Brodie see: J. Bartlett, ‘A family’s 

agony’, Daily Advertiser, 5 April 2000, p. 1.  
10 This is important to note, as discussions on welfare and single parents became a feature 

of news coverage on Jordan’s death. 
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When they arrived at Blakemore Avenue, the paramedics found Louise 

Anderson attempting to conduct CPR on her seven-month-old son. Taking 

over from her, the paramedics attempted to resuscitate Jordan, before 

pronouncing him deceased. Originally, they had presumed that they were 

responding to a case of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS), a distressing 

but not uncommon cause of death for children of Jordan’s age. This opinion 

was revised as the paramedics became suspicious when, allegedly before their 

eyes, bruises began to appear upon Jordan’s body. The police arrived at 

around 3.30am. It became immediately apparent that Jordan’s death was 

likely not the result of an accident, and his death became a murder 

investigation. Conducting an initial search of the premises, police discovered 

blood on the walls and the bed in the master bedroom.  

Statements were taken from both Anderson and Hoerler that morning and 

both denied any involvement or knowledge of the circumstances of Jordan’s 

death. To ascertain exactly what occurred that night and in what order, 

evidence is mainly sourced from the sentencing and appeal transcripts from 

Hoerler’s trial, along with statements made to the media. This creates 

difficulties in ascertaining timelines of events and, as crime events get 

multiple retellings in the media, events change and details quickly become 

confused. Testament to this, even the sentencing transcript from Hoerler’s 

trial comments that the situation became confused after Jordan’s death was 

discovered.1 This is common for such cases as events are not retained clearly 

by those involved, particularly when drugs and alcohol are a factor. 

                                                      
1 R v Hoerler 2003, New South Wales Court of Criminal Appeal (NSWSC) 1187, 

70097/02, paragraph 8. 
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The evening of February 24th was a hot one, and Anderson and Hoerler 

hosted a spontaneous party at their home. Throughout the night windows and 

doors were left open to combat the heat, which would have also permitted 

easy entry into the home. No more than eight or nine people were at the party, 

although they were coming and going throughout the night. Interestingly, 

acting Justice Mile’s sentencing remarks specify that ‘… the occasion was by 

no means a drunken orgy.’2 This statement may be a rebuttal of rumours in 

the community. Alternatively, it might indicate that the party was relatively 

low-key, although a neighbour, Rebecca Fuller, had asked them to keep the 

noise down, inciting verbal abuse from Chris Hoerler3 who up until that point 

had reportedly been in a good mood. Alcohol and cannabis were part of 

Anderson and Hoerler’s festivities. At around 10pm Louise had bought a 

carton of ‘throw-downs’4 from the local pub, The Ashmont Hotel, of which 

Hoerler had drunk around nine by the end of the night.5 Evidence from the 

guests suggested that Anderson did not have as much to drink as Hoerler, 

though it does not necessarily follow that she was less intoxicated. 

None of the guests reported noticing anything out of the ordinary during the 

party; it seemed that Jordan had appeared in good health throughout the night, 

sometimes sleeping and sometimes awake. Overall, the evening was largely 

unremarkable for the guests and by 1.30am the party had come to an end; the 

music was switched off and Hoerler walked Chris Nikki, the last guest, home. 

It is around this time that Anderson went to sleep with her children in the 

                                                      
2 R v Hoerler 2003, paragraph 6. 
3 Ibid. 
4 ‘Throw-downs’ is an Australian colloquialism, referring to 250 ml beer bottles which are 

typically drunk in rapid succession and often as a part of friendly drinking competitions. 
5 R v Hoerler 2003, paragraph 7. 
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living room. Anderson bedded down on the floor, Jordan’s elder siblings on 

the couch and Jordan strapped into his pram, only wearing a nappy due to the 

heat. Sleeping on the living room floor may appear the province of strange or 

drunken behaviour; however, it is worth noting that during February, Wagga 

Wagga often experiences high humidity and heat. It can be uncomfortable to 

sleep in a bedroom that does not have sufficient ventilation or cooling during 

this season, as is the case with many older public homes, and sleeping on the 

living room floor is a relatively common occurrence. It is around this time 

that Jordan died. 

Louise claimed that her next recollection is of Chris waking her, telling her 

that Jordan had fallen from his pram and was not breathing. However, she did 

not believe that her son had been injured and ignored her partner, getting up 

off the floor and resettling in the main bedroom. It is not clear whether Louise 

would have had to walk past Jordan, who was likely already dead by this time, 

and has not been brought up in any significant manner. While the potential 

effects of alcohol and cannabis should be kept in mind, it is a peculiar detail. 

Anderson’s explanation for this behaviour was that Hoerler’s frequently made 

jokes about Jordan falling ill or becoming hurt, and simply assumed that this 

was another of his stories; ‘she said that she thought that he was joking, as he 

often did.’6 This is itself the province of odd behaviour, and has peculiar 

similarities to Domaszewicz’s ‘joke’ about Jaidyn Leskie burning himself and 

requiring medical attention. This demonstrates that there are often points of 

similarity between cases, which are to be found in major themes, and in 

disconcerting, small coincidences. Hoerler followed his girlfriend into the 

                                                      
6 R v Hoerler 2003, paragraph 8. 
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master bedroom, hitting her on the leg to get her attention and insisting she 

go into the lounge room. It was then that Anderson claims she first noticed 

Jordan lying on the floor. 

Hoerler’s original statement claimed that he woke in the early morning to find 

Jordan had fallen from his pram onto the floor. Hoerler claimed that Jordan 

had stopped breathing and was frothing at the mouth. Witness statements back 

up this timeline; around three in the morning neighbours reported hearing 

Hoerler’s cries of ‘the baby’s not breathing’.7 Rebecca Fuller, the neighbour 

who had complained of the noise earlier in the night, came in around this time 

and witnessed Jordan lying on the floor and Hoerler on the phone to 

emergency services. The ambulance left at 3.11am. Hoerler then ran to 

Jordan’s paternal grandmother’s house, which was nearby, telling her Jordan 

had stopped breathing and urging her to ‘come on’.8 As Fuller and Anderson 

attempted to resuscitate Jordan the paramedics arrived, taking over 

resuscitation and calling the police. The police arrived shortly after, around 

3.30am, searching Anderson’s home and acquired initial statements. At this 

point, no one appeared to know what had happened to Jordan. Police 

contacted Dr Darren Corbett at his home in Junee, a small town 

approximately forty minutes outside of Wagga Wagga, at 5.35am. Dr Corbett 

arrived in Blakemore Avenue at 6.20am and officially found Jordan to be 

deceased. Recording partial rigor mortis, Dr Corbett concluded that death had 

most likely occurred at around 1.40am, over an hour before the emergency 

call was placed. 

                                                      
7 R v Hoerler 2003, paragraph 9. 
8 Ibid. 
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The post-mortem examination confirmed what investigators had suspected; 

Jordan’s death was likely deliberate and not a case of accident or 

misadventure. Due to the extent of Jordan’s injuries it took three days for the 

forensic pathologist, Dr Lee, to fully compile the report. The injuries Jordan 

had suffered were extensive. Dr Lee found; widespread abrasions and bruises 

to the head and face; petechial haemorrhages of the face; torn frenulum of the 

lip; penetrating injuries to the hard palate by the lower teeth; lacerated liver; 

bruised pancreas and small bowel; blood in the peritoneum; crush injuries to 

the toes; multiple rib fractures; and inhalation of vomitus.9 These injuries 

suggest a level of brutality and intent that could not have occurred through 

falling from his pram or being accidently dropped. The forensic pathologist 

concluded: 

With the exception of the bruised scrotum, all injuries appeared to be of the 

same age, and were fresh. They were all of similar origin, in that they were 

the result of blunt force injury. The rounded bruises of the trunk were of the 

type seen by contact with knuckles or fingertips. This was consistent with 

the underlying injuries...10 

The bruised scrotum injury does not appear to have been explained. This 

injury could just as easily have been a standard injury or an indicator of prior 

abuse, particularly considering that Jordan was not old enough to walk when 

he died. Unfortunately, it is open to speculation. Initially Jordan’s death was 

recorded as resulting from ‘multiple injuries.’ The cause of death was later 

revised more specifically, as having been caused by inhalation of vomit as a 

result of multiple injuries. The forensic pathologist also observed that ‘Most 

injuries were not specific enough to implicate any single object.’11 This, 

                                                      
9 R v Hoerler 2003, paragraph 13. 
10 R v Hoerler 2004, New South Wales Court of Criminal Appeal (NSWCCA) 1184, 

60523/03, revised 10 August 2005, paragraph 9. 
11 Ibid. 
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however, did not apply to the crush damage to the toes on both of Jordan’s 

feet. These injuries are considered one of the most disturbing and bizarre 

aspects of Jordan’s death, prompting acting Justice Miles to comment 

‘counsel described it as bizarre and so it is’.12 After Dr Lee identified that 

Jordan’s toes had been crushed, police searched the Blakemore Avenue home 

again, finding a desk clamp designed to attach a small fan to a flat surface. Dr 

Lee determined that this clamp could be a likely source of the injuries - this 

indicated a level of torture previously unsuspected. 

After the initial reports of Jordan’s death several issues became apparent, 

impacting the police case and provoking speculation from the community of 

Wagga. Primary amongst these was the question of who killed Jordan, and 

what exactly happened that night in Blakemore Avenue. Suspicions were 

immediately cast upon Anderson and Hoerler, and scrutiny fell upon their 

neighbours to provide evidence. From the outset, Anderson and Hoerler were 

persons of interest in the investigation into Jordan’s death. Although both 

maintained their innocence, they were interviewed at length and on several 

occasions. No charges were laid as the police only had circumstantial 

evidence to base their suspicions on, which could not guarantee a conviction. 

This, however, did not prevent certain members of the community from 

making up their own minds on Hoerler and Anderson’s guilt.  

According to media reports, the Blakemore Avenue home was broken into 

several times and Louise had to move three times after Jordan’s death.13 

                                                      
12 R v Hoerler 2003, paragraph 27. 
13 C. Sutton, ‘I didn’t kill my Jordan, mum vows: Exclusive – torture death still stuns 

town’, Sun Herald, 29 October 2000, p. 9, available from Factiva (accessed 19 July 2015). 
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Although the population of Wagga Wagga was around 50,000 at the time, the 

main business area is primarily located on one street, and Louise claimed she 

endured harassment and slurs from the Wagga community.14 As with the 

death of Jaidyn Leskie, the interpersonal relationships of the adults involved 

in Jordan’s life and death were convoluted and featured broken relationships 

and accusations of domestic violence. 

Relationships in the ‘Ghetto’ 

Jordan’s father, Cecil Smith, was neither romantically involved with 

Anderson nor in attendance at the Blakemore avenue party on the night of 

Jordan’s death. This was suggested as normal for Cecil and his family in 

media reports that ‘as usual they [Jordan’s paternal family] stayed away from 

the party in Blakemore Avenue...’15 suggesting that there was a distinct 

distance between Anderson and Smith’s lifestyles. Since ending his 

involvement with Louise, Cecil had another child, Tahlia, with his new 

partner. Cecil and his family, in particular Jordan’s paternal uncle Darcy 

Smith, appeared in the local newspaper appealing for information on several 

occasions. Cecil and Darcy Smith also led the successful petition to have 

Hoerler’s parole denied in 2012. Provoking similarities to Brett Leskie, 

Jordan’s paternal family focused on the search for Jordan’s killer and did not 

contribute to the sensational nature of media coverage, rather using the local 

media to appeal for witnesses and information. Darcy Smith was quoted in 

the local paper as saying that ‘He has taken Jordan, but he will never take 

Jordan’s voice, we will be his voice and we are not going anywhere.’16 This 

                                                      
14 Ibid, p. 9. 
15 ‘A Families Agony’, 2000, p. 3. 
16 D. Smith, quoted in J. Martin, ‘Baby Killer’s bid rejected’, The Daily Advertiser, 4 May 

2012, p. 3. 
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is a notable comment, as when researching histories of child homicide one 

type of voice is notably absent; that of the victim. For particularly young 

victims, such as Jordan, this is  only compounded by their inability to speak 

before they were killed.  

By functioning as Jordan’s ‘voice’ and utilising the local paper Jordan’s 

paternal family were able, to a certain degree, combat the silencing that tends 

to occur around child victims of homicide. As scrutiny began to fall upon the 

residents of Ashmont, Jordan avoided being reduced to a symbol to the same 

extent as Jaidyn Leskie, who became symbolic for the degradation of Moe 

and the failures of rural Victorian policy. This could also be considered a 

feature of the role and relationship of local papers within their communities, 

as The Daily Advertiser was able to provide visibility for Jordan’s paternal 

family and the local police, as well as a platform for their appeals. 

Anderson and Hoerler’s relationship continued for a brief amount of time 

after Jordan’s death. Their relationship ended amid reports of instability and 

domestic violence17 and Anderson took out an Apprehended Violence Order 

(AVO) out on her former partner.18 Alongside the AVO, Hoerler was charged 

with intimidating Anderson with intention of causing fear to her personal 

safety. It was alleged that Hoerler had gone to Anderson’s home to collect his 

clothing where he threatened her in relation to money owed between them. 

The Daily Advertiser reported Hoerler as saying ‘You’ll be getting a visit 

from my friends’ then, after walking a short distance, made his hand into the 

                                                      
17 R v Hoerler 2003, paragraph 30. 
18 ‘“You’re gone”: Court told of threat to kill mother of murdered Wagga infant.’ The Daily 

Advertiser, 17 May 2000, p. 1. 
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shape of a gun at Anderson and said ‘You’re gone’.19  It was also reported 

that at the time Hoerler was on bail, awaiting sentencing for a charge of break, 

enter and steal.20 Hoerler was released on bail for these charges with his 

solicitor arguing that the phrase ‘you’re gone’ did not actually appear in 

Anderson’s statement and, although Hoerler had a prior record, ‘…it did not 

indicate violence towards a particular person.’21 This occurred around three 

months after Jordan’s death and seventeen months before Hoerler would be 

charged with the baby’s murder.  

Clearly, although it was not known yet, Christopher Hoerler’s violent 

behaviour could be directed against a particular person. There were, however, 

signs of Hoerler’s tendency to violent and unstable behaviour before and after 

Jordan’s death. Hoerler was known to have struggled with alcoholism, with 

sporadic attendance at Alcoholics Anonymous,22 and had previous 

convictions for malicious damage and burglary,23 common assault, assault 

occasioning actual bodily harm and malicious property damage.24 While this 

may be an unusual situation to be placed before Wagga Wagga district court, 

research by Alder and Polk suggests that Chris Hoerler’s violent behaviour 

and role in the death of baby Jordan is not without precedent. They found that 

male de-facto partners had a significant presence in cases of child homicide, 

representing over half of the perpetrators considered in their study.25 

Additionally, stress over money troubles and unemployment alongside drug 

                                                      
19 Ibid. 
20 ‘“You’re gone”’, 2000, p. 5. 
21 ‘Hoerler released on bail’, The Daily Advertiser, 18 May 2000, p. 3. 
22 R v Hoerler 2003, paragraph 31. 
23 Ibid, paragraph 32. 
24 Ibid, paragraph 33. 
25 Alder and Polk, p. 68. 
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and alcohol abuse were frequently referenced in their case studies.26 This, 

alongside the evidence for prior abuse and domestic violence, suggests that 

Jordan’s death is less an extreme departure from social norms, aligning it with 

more general findings by child homicide researchers. 

Hoerler also threatened Jordan’s father and uncle, Cecil and Darcy Smith. 

Allegedly, at a local pub, Hoerler made his hand into the shape of a gun, 

saying ‘You’re gone, you’re gone, you’re next, you and your f---ing family’.27 

The story quotes the police prosecutor summed up his view of Hoerler, ‘he is 

a real danger’, which The Daily Advertiser ran at the bottom of the story as 

an italicised, bold quote. Here, the media coverage of Hoerler before his arrest 

for Jordan’s murder begins to construct the image of a violent man. 

Regardless of the validity of the claims, though there is little reason to doubt 

they did not occur, they presented the image of an unstable and dangerous 

man to the community of Wagga Wagga, one whom was not only implicated 

in Jordan’s death, but was now threatening the baby’s family. After Chris 

Hoerler’s conviction the focus of media coverage did not shift entirely from 

Ashmont even though there was a perpetrator on which to place 

accountability for Jordan’s death. Overall, not a great deal was written about 

Chris Hoerler’s personality. Described in some coverage alternatively as a 

‘mystery’ in Wagga,28 and a known petty criminal in others,29 Hoerler’s 

character appeared to defy easy categorisation.  Some commentators depicted 

Hoerler as quiet and well spoken, others verbally abusive and volatile. The 

                                                      
26 Ibid, p. 70. 
27 ‘Man linked to bizarre murder accused of… Threat to Baby Jordan’s Father’, The Daily 

Advertiser, 1 August 2000, p. 1.  
28 C. Sutton, ‘Who Did Such an Evil Thing to Baby Jordan?’, The Sun-Herald, 26 March 

2000, available from Factiva, (accessed 04 December 2014). 
29 K. Ashley-Griffiths, ‘Baby Jordan Tortured, Killed’, Sunday Herald Sun, p. 4, available 

from Factiva (accessed 19 July 2015). 
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Anderson family was outlined as strange to begin with, even within the 

context of Ashmont residents.  

In Anderson’s application for an AVO against her former partner the issues 

were extreme and unusual. That her child had been murdered and the 

investigation was ongoing meant that the judge took her fear of her own 

personal safety very seriously; this was included in the hearing and validated 

Anderson’s fear in the context of Jordan’s murder.30 This represents an 

encounter between banal and unspoken problems, and violent and sensational 

events, and is a theme throughout cases of child murder. They also do not 

occur in isolation. In the case of Jaidyn Leskie there were suggestions and 

allegations that Greg Domaszewicz had a tendency to violent and unstable 

behaviour. Though unproven, these allegations are suggestive of the 

circumstances that often accompany the murder of children. Hoerler’s 

criminal and violent behaviour after Jordan’s death is also highly suggestive 

of a history of violence or a tendency for violent behaviour. In the period 

between Jordan’s death and Hoerler’s arrest both Hoerler and some of 

Jordan’s family members appeared in the media accused of violent behaviour, 

their status of being linked to an unsolved child homicide making them front 

page news in The Daily Advertiser.  

The evidence of domestic violence in Hoerler’s and Anderson’s relationship 

is an important one as researchers have drawn connections between domestic 

violence, child abuse and child homicide - one of the most extreme outcomes 

of child abuse.31 Domestic violence in Australia is an ongoing issue which 

                                                      
30 ‘Alleged threat to Jordan’s mother’, The Daily Advertiser, 17 May 2000, p. 5. 
31 Alder and Polk, 2001, p. 157. 
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contemporarily is beginning to attract attention from media and political 

institutions, with the Australian government estimating in 2009 that violence 

against women costs $16.6 billion every year.32 The Australian Institute of 

Criminology reports that 1 in 3 women in Australia have experienced 

domestic violence and 1 in 5 have experienced violence from a current or 

previous partner.33  

Although different studies report varying statistics, it is largely accepted that 

most victims of domestic violence are women and most perpetrators are 

men.34 Of course, considering the silence attached to domestic violence it is 

difficult to ascertain correct figures and there is a real possibility that men are 

disinclined to report their experiences of domestic violence. This creates a 

‘dark figure’ of domestic violence, similar to the ‘dark figure’ of child 

homicide, restricting researchers’ abilities to ascertain rates beyond 

speculation. Connections between domestic violence and child homicide can 

be even harder to gauge as a myriad of factors contribute to reluctance in 

reporting and silence around the abuse,35 particularly in rural Australia.36 

 

 

                                                      
32 J. True, The Political Economy of Violence Against Women, New York, NY, Oxford 

University Press, 2012, p. 13. 
33 A. Morgan and H. Chadwick, ‘Key issues in domestic violence’, Research in Practice 

Summary Paper, no. 7, December 2009, p. 2, online: 

http://aic.gov.au/media_library/publications/rip/rip07/rip07.pdf, (accessed 19 September 

2013). 
34 Ibid,, p. 2. 
35 For a more in-depth discussion on the reasons domestic violence against women and 

children may not be reported by victims see: Alder and Polk, 2001, pp. 74-78. 
36 S. Wendt, Domestic Violence in Rural Australia, Sydney, NSW, The Federation Press, 

2009. 

http://aic.gov.au/media_library/publications/rip/rip07/rip07.pdf
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Who Killed Baby Jordan?  

While not without precedent,37 murders of children are not a common feature 

of modern Wagga, and Jordan’s death was front page news of the local paper 

The Daily Advertiser the morning after he died. This first news report set the 

tone of the narrative that was to be produced by Jordan’s death, proclaiming, 

‘Death of Baby Boy a Mystery.’38 For almost two years Jordan’s death 

remained a mystery as little forensic evidence and a lack of witnesses 

prevented police from advancing their investigation. This period was marked 

by frequent calls for information from Jordan’s family, the police and the 

community that were published in The Daily Advertiser. This reflected the 

prevailing attitude that members of the community of Ashmont were 

deliberately withholding information, protecting Jordan’s killer and stalling 

the investigation.  

During the twenty months between Jordan’s death and Hoerler’s arrest the 

mystery surrounding the death of ‘baby Jordan’ was a frequent feature in 

Wagga Wagga’s local paper The Daily Advertiser. The defining features of 

the coverage during this time were calls for information and the search for 

witnesses, which focused on the community of Ashmont. During the 

investigation witness statements proved difficult to find and several appeals 

for information appeared in The Daily Advertiser. These appeals ranged from 

highly emotive, such as pleas from Jordan’s paternal family and a poem 

written by local mothers, to more procedural appeals from investigators. The 

search for Jordan’s killer remained the central concern of news coverage, and 

                                                      
37 The murder of Daniel O’Brien by Isabella O’Brien considered in chapter 1 is not widely 

known in modern Wagga, and bears little resemblance to the current case. 
38 S. Eurell, ‘Death of Baby Boy a Mystery’, The Daily Advertiser, 26 February 2000, p. 1. 
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the mystery of Jordan’s death provided continual speculation within the 

community.  

Factors associated with child homicide, such as domestic violence, histories 

of violence and the role of addiction and economic disadvantage were not 

picked up by the local media. Jordan’s death was instead individualised in 

Wagga Wagga’s local media, in the sense that the issue problematised was 

the hunt for the killer, and the baby’s death was presented as bizarre and 

inexplicable. Much like the death of Jaidyn Leskie, media coverage isolated 

the community in which it occurred and explored reasons they could have 

produced the circumstances that led to Jordan’s death. This is first noticeable 

within the appeals for information within The Daily Advertiser and the 

manner in which Ashmont residents were framed as withholding information. 

This also presents a significant stage in the history of Jordan’s death, as it 

influenced the nature of the coverage on Jordan’s death and the commentary 

it produced. The following section will consider this in greater depth. 

The lack of witnesses was a significant obstacle for the police investigation 

and is a common problem with cases of child homicide. Murder and 

manslaughter of children most frequently occurs within their family home39 

and in the context of child abuse,40 while a study by Heather Strang suggests 

that the two most common scenarios for child homicide are family disputes 

and fatal abuse.41  This demonstrates that it is not uncommon for the only 

                                                      
39 Alder and Polk, 2001, p. 1. 
40 O. B. Nielssen, M. M. Large, B. D. Westmore and S. M. Lackersteen, ‘Child Homicide in 

New South Wales from 1991 to 2005’, Medical Journal of Australia, vol. 190, no. 1, 

January 2009, p. 7. 
41 H. Strang, ‘Children as Victims of Homicide: Trends and issues in crime and criminal 

justice’, Australian Institute of Criminology, no. 53, March 1996, p. 6, online: 
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witnesses to the killing of a child to be the perpetrators of the assault. If an 

admission of guilt is not forthcoming, then police cases have to rely upon 

potentially limited forensic and circumstantial evidence. This helps to explain 

the difficulty in attaining convictions of child homicide murder cases, and 

indicates that the circumstances of Jordan’s death were more common than 

media coverage would suggest.  

This issue with the perpetrator being the only witness to an assault was used 

to great effect by Hoerler’s legal counsel Mitchell Paish. Quoted by The 

Australian, Paish argued that the crown’s case was circumstantial and that 

‘…the prosecution could not “produce a witness who can say to you I saw the 

accused kill Jordan Anderson.’”42 Considering the extent of Jordan’s injuries 

it seemed wholly unfeasible to the police, the media and the community that 

none of the guests at the party noticed anything unusual, and that no one 

would have heard the child’s screams and cries during Hoerler’s attack.  

Explanations for the context for the crime, and speculation about the lack of 

an immediate arrest, tended to rely upon a picture of the residents of Ashmont, 

who were characterised by their economic status and their alleged 'closing of 

ranks' in the face of the police investigation. It was alleged that Ashmont 

residents found that keeping their silence was more important than finding 

the killer of a child. Many of the news article from The Daily Advertiser on 

the Jordan case before Hoerler’s arrest comments upon the lack of help from 

                                                      
http://aic.gov.au/media_library/publications/tandi_pdf/tandi053.pdf, accessed 23 September 

2012). 
42 M. Paish, quoted in L. Milligan, ‘Jordan’s short life and terrible death’, The Australian, 

16 July 2003, p. 4, available from Factiva (accessed 19 March 2014). 

http://aic.gov.au/media_library/publications/tandi_pdf/tandi053.pdf
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locals. Guests and neighbours maintained that they were unaware of Jordan’s 

assault, and continue to do so.  

Critical commentaries of Ashmont’s residents were particularly revealing of 

local and national stigmatisation of public housing and welfare dependence 

in country Australia. Public housing was originally intended as a form of short 

term, supplementary housing, particularly for agrarian workers who had to 

travel.43 Since the 1970s, policy has changed eligibility requirements so 

housing is offered to those in greatest need – meaning that residents tend to 

have physical or mental disabilities and subsist on welfare or very low 

incomes.44 This grouping of disadvantaged people has largely been 

considered to have furthered disadvantage. As Kathy Arthurson argued in the 

1990s, public housing areas ‘...are now considered by many to be run down 

and problematic.’45 The usefulness and success of public housing suburbs is 

under scrutiny from Australian researchers, as a report from the University of 

Tasmania noted that public housing is now seen to accentuate poverty and 

social disadvantage46 rather than alleviate it.  

More relevant for the present research is the stigmatisation faced by residents 

of public housing, or even those located within close proximity. Here, stigma 

                                                      
43 J. Kemeny, From Public Housing to the Social Market: Rental Policy Strategies in 

Comparative Perspective, New York, Routledge, 1995, p. 104; C. Palmer, A. Ziersch, K. 

Arthurson and F. Baum, ‘Challenging the Stigma of Public Housing: Preliminary findings 

from a qualitative study in South Australia’, Urban Policy and Research, vol. 22, no. 4, 

2004, p. 412. 
44 A. Morris, “Public housing in Australia: A case of advanced urban marginality?”, The 

Economic and Labour Relations Review, vol. 24, no. 1, 2013, p. 83. 
45 K. Arthurson, “Redevelopment of public housing estates: The Australian experience”, 

Urban Policy and Research, vol. 16, no. 1, 1998, p. 35. 
46 R. Atkinson and K. Jacobs, 'Public Housing in Australia: Stigma, home and opportunity', 

Housing and Commission Research Unit, Research Paper, 2008, p. 3 online: 

http://apo.org.au/system/files/311/apo-nid311-42791.pdf, (accessed 18 August 2014). 

http://apo.org.au/system/files/311/apo-nid311-42791.pdf
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is understood to mean: ‘to denote a mark of shame or discredit.’47 Public 

housing areas have developed reputations as undesirable places inhabited by 

undesirable people; the stigmatisation of public housing areas and residents 

is a complex process that has been addressed in scholarly literature.48 In the 

context of country Australia, local knowledge of disadvantaged suburbs such 

as Ashmont is enmeshed within regional society. Media coverage has been 

identified as known for negatively portraying public housing.49 Through local 

media reporting Jordan’s death exposed a hidden history of Ashmont in the 

town of Wagga as a place characterised by high unemployment, youth 

pregnancy and drug and alcohol abuse. For national media coverage, Jordan’s 

death signified an inversion of the rural idyll into rural dystopia; Ashmont 

was cast as a ghetto that exemplified a failing rural economy and the 

consequences of poor access to healthcare and community services.  

Writer and journalist Craig Sherborne emphasises the general public belief 

that ‘Jordan must have been screaming at the top of his lungs, piercing the 

night silence. Neighbours must have heard something.’50 The frustration at 

the lack of witnesses coming forward is palpable. Detective Venables was 

quoted in the national media expressing his frustration: ‘I just can’t believe 

people can be of that mind when a seven-month-old baby has been battered 

                                                      
47 K. Allan, Contemporary social and sociological theory: visualizing social worlds, 

Thousand Oaks, CA, SAGE, 2001, p. 79. 
48 See: K. Arthurson, 'From Stigma to Demolition: Australian debates about housing and 

social exclusion', Journal of Housing and the Built Environment, vol. 19, pp. 255-270, 

2004; K. Jacobs and K. Flanagan, ‘Public housing and the politics of stigma.’ Australian 

Journal of Social Issues, vol. 48, no. 3, pp. 319-337, 2013; C. Palmer, A. Ziersch, K. 

Arthurson & F. Baum. '"Danger Lurks Around Every Corner”: Fear of crime and its impact 

on opportunities for social interaction in stigmatised Australian suburbs’, Urban Policy and 

Research, vol. 23, no. 4, pp. 393-411, 2005; E. Devereux, A. Haynes, and M. Power, ‘At 

the edge: media constructions of a stigmatised Irish housing estate’, Journal of Housing 

and the Built Environment, vol. 26, pp. 123-142, 2011. 
49 Palmer et al., 2005, p. 394. 
50 Sherborne, C., ‘The Ghetto of the Bush’, in K. Greenwood, (ed.), On Murder 2, 

Melbourne, VIC, Black Inc., 2002, p. 7. 
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to death. Why would they want to protect the people who murdered him?’51 

This was also raised in Hoerler’s sentencing, as acting Justice Miles considers 

the evidence of the neighbour, Rebecca Fuller, ‘If he had been crying... it is 

likely that Ms Fuller would have heard it, though it is also remarkable that 

she did not hear anything to indicate violence activity in the house’.52 Later, 

the most reasonable explanation put forward for the lack of cries was that the 

first strike to Jordan’s chin could have knocked him unconscious.  

This leaves a lot of room for conjecture. It could be that an unknown person 

or persons were involved, perhaps extremely affected by drugs or alcohol 

which impacted their behaviour and memory. There are also darker rumours 

which persist in the Wagga community; that there were other witnesses or 

even participants and they have refused to come forward, unwilling to speak 

out even anonymously. The idea that the apprehension of a baby’s murderer 

was being stalled because the community valued their parochialism above all 

was a significant one, influencing the condemnation directed at Ashmont 

locals.  

Appeals from the family and community 

One of the earliest appeals for information came from Jordan’s paternal 

family. Jordan’s uncle Darcy Smith, who became the unofficial spokesperson 

for the Smith family, was quoted in The Daily Advertiser in early April 2000 

as saying ‘I just want to appeal to the public, if anyone knows anything and 

they have a conscience, to go to the police.’53 This appeal is coming directly 

                                                      
51 K. Ashleigh-Griffiths, ‘Baby Jordan Tortured, Killed’, Sunday Sun Herald, 16 July 2000, 

p. 4. 
52 R v Hoerler, 2003, paragraph 24. 
53 J. Bartlett, ‘A Family’s Agony’, The Daily Advertiser, 2000, p. 1. 
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from a member of Jordan’s family, and is highly emotive as they themselves 

are victims in Jordan’s death. This front-page story titled ‘A Family’s Agony’ 

is affecting and engaging. The journalist presents the victims of the crime and 

the results of that crime on their lives, stating that ‘Sometimes the thought of 

the horrific injuries inflicted on his murdered son Jordan becomes almost too 

much for Cecil Smith.’ 54 This again is demonstrative of the ability of a local 

paper to get in contact with local people and present a narrative of the crime 

that does not just focus on sensational details. 

Hess and Waller have argued that local, small town newspapers have the 

ability to reinforce positive images of their town amidst coverage of heinous 

crimes, and demonstrate a closer and more positive relationship with their 

readership than national media outlets.55 Hess and Waller conclude that, 

‘Small newspapers throw off the big media’s framing of their towns as places 

of ‘great wickedness’ by reinforcing the community characteristics and 

values readers “know and love”.’56 This also means that local papers provide 

an opportunity for the voice of peripheral victims to be heard, which aids in 

removing focus from the perpetrator. While Hess and Waller’s research 

arguably focuses on smaller towns and media outlets than Wagga, the present 

research adds to their analysis by considering a form of reaction in local news 

coverage that participates in and reinforces the construction of a place of 

‘great wickedness’ in their own community. The key difference with the town 

of Wagga is that Ashmont was frequently singled out in national coverage as 

independently impoverished from Wagga. This is similar to Hess and 

                                                      
54 Bartlett, ‘A Family’s Agony’, 2000, p. 1. 
55 Hess and Waller, 2012. 
56 Ibid, p. 124. 
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Waller’s examination of serial killer Ivan Milat’s murders in Belanglo 

Forest57 and the nearby community of the Southern Highlands; the 

researchers argue that Belanglo Forest was sufficiently separated from the 

community to be a distinct and unrelated area and so it did not impact on 

nearby communities.58  

In contrast, Jordan’s mother, Louise Anderson, is barely present in media 

coverage. This could be a reflection of suspicions about her involvement in 

Jordan’s death; she was the only adult relative in Jordan’s home the night of 

his death, or simply that she avoided media coverage where possible. During 

one of the few interviews she gave, Louise claimed that the police told her 

she was not allowed to speak to the media,59 however there is little evidence 

supporting this claim. Interestingly, Anderson’s own silence and absence did 

become a feature of media coverage at times, and her actions after Jordan’s 

death were scrutinised and noted for her divergences from expected 

behaviour: 

The neighbours don't understand it, police shake their heads and residents of 

the pretty Riverina city of Wagga Wagga do not approve. Perhaps it's a sign 

of abject grief, but ever since her seven-month-old son was beaten and 

tortured to death in her house one night in February, Louise Anderson's 

response has been to party.60 

                                                      
57 In the early 1990s Ivan Milat hunted and killed backpackers in Belanglo State Forest, 

after picking them up hitchhiking. The case remains infamous in Australia and is normally 

referred to as, ‘The Backpacker Murders’. 
58 Hess and Waller, 2012, p. 124. 
59 M. Sheppard, ‘Murdered baby’s mum breaks her silence: Who killed my Jordy?’, The 

Daily Advertiser, 17 February 2001, pp. 1 and 8. 
60 Sutton, ‘Who Did Such an Evil Thing to Baby Jordan?’, 2000. 
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It was also reported that Anderson went out drinking just hours after Jordan 

died,61 showed no interest in helping to plan her son’s funeral62 and held her 

own unofficial wake in a local nightclub after his funeral.63 Louise eventually 

gave an exclusive interview to The Daily Advertiser64 one year after Jordan’s 

death. Louise appealed for information from the public and outlined her 

struggles with the loss of Jaidyn and the consequential removal of his siblings 

from her care, who were placed with their maternal grandfather. Louise later 

appeared on the national program A Current Affair, during which she 

repeatedly defended her innocence and drinking after Jordan’s death – this 

was reported in the local paper, ‘Baby Jordan’s mother pleads her innocence 

on national television’.65  

While in many ways Louise Anderson’s public image was managed much 

better than that of Jaidyn Leskie’s maternal family,66 the connections between 

Bilynda Murphy and Louise Anderson were explicitly noted by the Sunday 

Sun Herald: 

Like Jaidyn's mother, Bilynda Murphy, 25, Ms Anderson was estranged 

from her baby's father and having a relationship with another man when her 

child died. Both women, who have long, blonde hair and a penchant for 

pubs, obtained intervention orders against their former boyfriends after the 

deaths of their children.67  

                                                      
61 ‘Baby Jordan’s mother pleads her innocence on national television’, The Daily 

Advertiser, 28 February 2001, p. 5. 
62 J. Wagstaff, ‘Jordan is Our Jaidyn’, The Daily Advertiser, 27 March 2000, p. 1. 
63 Ashleigh-Griffiths, 2000, p. 4 
64 M. Sheppard, ‘Murdered baby’s mum breaks her silence: Who killed my Jordy?’, The 

Daily Advertiser, 17 February 2001, pp. 1 and 8. 
65 ‘Baby Jordan’s mother pleads her innocence on national television’, The Daily 

Advertiser, 28 February 2001, p. 5. 
66 The willingness of Jaidyn’s family to speak to the media, and to perpetuate conjecture, 

helped to fuel media coverage and speculation. 
67 Ashleigh-Griffiths, 2000, p. 4 
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For the writers, the similarities between Bilynda and Louise are striking. 

However, Louise eschewed most interviews and maintained her silence 

through the investigation into Jordan’s death, and she did not attain a similar 

level of public notoriety as Bilynda. 

Louise Anderson’s personal silence can be read in several ways and any 

conclusions are speculative. Before Chris Hoerler’s arrest, Louise was 

considered a ‘person of interest’ by investigators and the intense speculation 

in the town of Wagga no doubt focused on her to some degree. By maintaining 

her silence, Anderson was very likely following legal directive at the chance 

of inciting further interest in her involvement in Jordan’s death. This would 

not have extended to Jordan’s paternal family; on the contrary, it was 

beneficial for Jordan and the police investigation for them to have a public 

presence.  

Because Jordan’s paternal family were not present in the house on Blakemore 

Avenue when they spoke with the media they were safely and accurately 

presented as a grieving and heartbroken family struggling with the tragedy of 

losing a young child. Considering that Jordan’s death took place after a party 

held by his mother the context was rich enough that journalists did not need 

to speculate on the strangeness or suspiciousness of her behaviour, there was 

a clear interpretation for readers. Like Isabella O’Brien (chapter one) and 

Bilynda Murphey (chapter two), the mothers of the killed children were 

scrutinised for the way their behaviour failed to align with cultural norms for 

grieving mothers. Whether or not this is actually indicative of guilt or 

responsibility for their child’s death is another issue, although it is frequently 

used as such within media commentary. 
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Jordan’s family members were not the only ones to have pleas featured 

prominently within The Daily Advertiser. Almost three months after Jordan’s 

death a front-page headline proclaimed: ‘Help us catch this monster: Reward 

considered as police seek assistance in baby Jordan case’.68 The article is 

mainly comprised from statements from Detective Sergeant Venables of the 

Wagga police and illuminates several of the points of discussion for the slow 

investigation:  

There does not seem to be a person in Wagga who does not have an opinion 

on baby Jordan’s death, and what the police should be doing about it. The 

most commonly asked question- why hasn’t anyone been charged?69 

This highlights the community response and frustration at the ongoing case. 

Conversations with local residents at the time revealed a myriad of 

explanations for Jordan’s death. Published almost one month after the plea 

from Jordan’s paternal family, this article presents a different tact from the 

personal family piece and offers a rebuttal of rumours and allegations in the 

local community that the police investigation was stagnating. Regarding the 

length of the investigation, The Daily Advertiser offers this explanation: 

The prevalence of television cop shows in which a crime is committed and 

solved in less than 40 minutes has encouraged an expectation of immediate 

arrests in the most complicated cases. This attitude is only hardened by the 

emotive nature of this case, involving as it does a defenceless child, and also 

quick police action in solving other recent murders…70 

This provides a chance to defend the Wagga police, emphasising the lack of 

witnesses and the likelihood that members of the community could and 

                                                      
68 J. Bartlett, ‘Help us catch this monster: Reward considered as police seek assistance in 

baby Jordan case’, The Daily Advertiser, 3 May 2000, p. 1 and p. 4. 
69 Bartlett, ‘Help us catch this monster’, 2000, p. 1. 
70 Bartlett, ‘Help us catch this monster’, 2000, p. 1. 
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should be coming forward with information: ‘…local police remain dedicated 

to finding baby Jordan’s killer or killers, admitting the investigation would 

move a lot faster if more members of the public came forward.’71 This moves 

focus away from speculation about the slow police investigation and places it 

back onto the community as ‘certain members of the community who reside 

in the area where the crime occurred are withholding information (but) the 

operation in ongoing.’72 This can be easily read as the people of Ashmont are 

withholding information, hampering the capture of a killer.  

The local police and local news continued to detract speculation from the 

police investigation, such as ‘Help Us Catch This Monster’73 on May 3, and 

the June 14 headline ‘Help us catch baby’s killer, police plead.’74 While this 

is not necessarily suggestive that police reputations were suffering from a 

stalled investigation it indicates that there were either allegations of this 

nature, or genuine fears that public discontent toward the police could arise. 

Cases of this nature are complex, and the evidence required by police to lay 

a successful charge is somewhat difficult to gauge. Domaszewicz’s acquittal 

for Jaidyn’s murder functions as a telling reminder that cases based upon 

circumstantial evidence can be tricky to convict, while providing precedent 

for the potential outcome of legal proceedings in cases of child homicide. It 

could be speculated that the result of the Leskie case remained in the minds 

of the investigating officers, and a repeat of Domaszewicz’s acquittal would 

prove problematic for the police and the local community.  

                                                      
71 Bartlett, ‘Help us catch this monster’, 2000, p. 4. 
72 Detective Sergeant Venables, quoted in Bartlett, ‘Help us catch this monster’, 2000, p. 4. 
73 Bartlett, ‘Help us catch this monster’, 2000, p. 1. 
74 ‘Help us catch baby’s killer, police plead’, The Daily Advertiser, 14 June 2000, p. 5. 
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Journalist and true crime author Craig Sherborne highlighted that in 2001 the 

amount of police assigned to the case was decreased from 17 to 1. However, 

it is normal for a special police operation such as ‘Operation Ripley’75 to be 

allocated significant resources to begin with which are then decreased over 

time after the initial evidence gathering phase. There were also accusations 

that investigation was significantly impacted by the loss of Riverina police 

officers for the 2000 Sydney Olympics, which ran from September 15 to 

October 1. It is possible that these rumours began because of reports of low-

staffing and unmanned police stations in small country towns, as reported in 

The Weekend Advertiser with the headlines: ‘Town without police for at least 

10 months’76 and: ‘No Police ‘Til Olympics End.’77 These articles did not 

specifically mention Wagga, only much smaller localities such as 

Barmedman, Ungarie and Bland Shire, but may have been enough to fuel 

local rumours – they were certainly prolific enough to elicit a response form 

the NSW Police Commissioner.78  

Sherborne argues that the ‘Olympics issue’ as having a serious impact on the 

case and that, ‘[Coroner] Hill believes Jordan’s case was shunted down the 

list of police priorities in the process.’79 Sherborne alleges that an officer 

working on the case backed up Hill’s allegation, although Wagga police’s 

crime manager rejected it, while admitting Wagga had lost 38 officers from 

120 for the Olympics.80 This type of accusation suggests that actions on the 

part of the police may have impacted the investigation into Jordan’s death. If 

                                                      
75 ‘Operation Ripley’ was the codename for the taskforce investigating Jordan’s death. 
76 ‘Town without police for at least 10 months’, The Daily Advertiser, 3 August 2000, p. 3. 
77 J. Bartlett, ‘No Police ‘Til Olympics End’, Weekend Advertiser, 10 June 2000, p. 1. 
78 A. Wilson, ‘No Police Stations Will Close’, The Daily Advertiser, 16 August 2000, p. 5. 
79 Sherborne, 2002, p. 9. 
80 Sherborne, 2002, p. 9. 
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so, police comments on the witnesses and residents of Blakemore Avenue 

appear a lot more calculated, re-directing blame from themselves. 

The third type of appeal in the media was also highly emotive. An anonymous 

poem, reportedly from local members of the community, was sent to The 

Daily Advertiser, within it a plea for anyone who knew what had happened to 

Jordan to come forward. Prefacing its inclusion in The Daily Advertiser: 

‘Entitled “Jordan” the piece implores someone…anyone…to come forward 

with any information that may shed light on what really happened to poor 

little Jordan Dean Leon Anderson-Smith…’81 

                                                      
81 ‘Tribute to Baby Jordan’, The Daily Advertiser, 19 April 2000, p. 4. 

Figure 4.2 

The anonymous poem and accompanying image of Jordan Anderson-Smith 

published as a part of a community appeal for information regarding his death. 

An example of local community engaging with the media, this shows the 

representation of community sentiment in Wagga Wagga.  

The Daily Advertiser, 19 April 2000, p. 4, Wagga Wagga Regional Archives 
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The Daily Advertiser reported that this poem was sent in by a group of local 

mothers. Although it cannot be verified that it was written by a member of 

the local community, there is little reason to doubt the claim. Jordan is 

touchingly written, demonstrating a voice from the region.  The poem 

indicates the manner in which Jordan’s death touched the local community. 

When the death of Jordan Anderson Smith was examined at a national level, 

rather than generating the kind of interest that is the province of some cases, 

such as Jaidyn Leskie, it was rather used as a springboard into local social 

issues and concerns regarding welfare dependence, low SES areas and step-

parent families. Whilst some of the writing on the case reflected concerns 

regarding the hidden poverty and crime rates in non-metropolitan areas, 

others exhibited properties of generating a moral panic, such as in coverage 

of the Leskie case. One of the central arguments of this thesis has been that 

place plays an important role in the construction of narrative and 

interpretative themes that feature in cases of extreme crime. The death of 

Jaidyn Leskie was an extreme example of the ways in which a community 

can be typified and constructed as culpable in the crime.  

Around a month after Jordan’s death Wagga Wagga’s local paper The Daily 

Advertiser ran the front-page headline ‘Jordan is Our Jaidyn’ (figure 4.3).82 

The connections to the Leskie case three years earlier were picked up 

immediately by journalists and were used as a frame of reference to 

comprehend Jordan’s death (figure 4.3).  By  linking Jordan and Jaidyn  

reporters tapped into the national memory of the Leskie case. By labelling 

                                                      
82 Wagstaff, ‘Jordan is Our Jaidyn’, 2000, p. 1. 
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Jordan ‘Our Jaidyn’ a whole host of speculation and mystery could be 

attached to the case. This did not go unnoticed within the national media, with 

one outlet reporting that, ‘The Wagga Daily Advertiser has dubbed Jordan 

"our Jaidyn".’83 The case of Jordan Anderson Smith was no different, and the 

manner in which Ashmont was interpreted and covered in the news media is 

a part of the history of this event. Although the reactions to Ashmont were 

not as extreme as what occurred in Moe, they still bear distinct similarities in 

the manner that they were focused on and how the residents were constructed. 

The community can become an important aspect of the representation of the 

crime in the media, and is frequently used by commentators as a launch-pad 

into social analysis. They also extrapolate on underlying social fears, whether 

it is the safety of women in the city or the crime rates in low SES areas. In 

non-metropolitan areas, the situating of the crime is particularly detailed and 

significant, as a once quiet town is suddenly portrayed as a place of violence 

and horror.  

 

 

 

 

                                                      
83 K. Ashley-Griffiths, ‘Baby Jordan Tortured, Killed’, Sunday Herald Sun, 2000, p. 4. 
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Figure 4.3 

Front page of The Daily Advertiser, which  links the death of Jordan Anderson-Smith 

to that of Jaidyn Leskie in Moe. 

Here, you can see how the stories and images of the ‘lost’ children were compared 

and linked to one another. 

 

27 March 2000, p. 1. 

 

Wagga Wagga Regional Archives 
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But, Was it Murder? The Trial and Conviction of Chris 

Hoerler 

Twenty months after Jordan’s death, Louise Anderson’s de-facto partner, 

Chris Hoerler, was charged with Jordan’s murder. During that time Hoerler 

had escaped the media focus in Wagga by  moving back in with his family in 

the nearby town of Young. Hoerler consistently maintained the version of 

events from his original police statement, pleading not guilty to the charge of 

murder. In July 2003 the case went to trial in Wagga Wagga district court and 

was heard by Acting Justice Jeffery Miles alongside a jury. Around three 

weeks into the trial, after the closing of the Crown case, Hoerler changed his 

plea from ‘not guilty’ to ‘guilty-manslaughter’. Hoerler’s revised plea was 

accepted and the original murder charge dropped. This meant that Hoerler’s 

defence case was not heard, and that he did not provide evidence or arguments 

in his defence – as such, his version of events was not able to be recorded. 

One of the significant features of the Crown case was the confusion around 

the timeline of events on the evening of Jordan’s death. A satisfactory version 

of events from the night Jordan died has never been provided by Hoerler, 

depriving the case of resolution and perpetuating speculation in Wagga’s 

community. While it has been suggested that Chris killed Jordan in a fit of 

rage at the boy’s crying, or out of jealousy and competition for Louise 

Anderson’s affection,84 there has never been a clear or satisfactory 

explanation of the circumstances and reasoning behind his death from either 

                                                      
84 B. Williamson, ‘Dead baby’s mum “suspected boyfriend”’, The Daily Telegraph, 18 

September 2002, available from Factiva, (accessed 12 April 2014). 
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legal or media institutions. There are, however, varying opinions on the 

strength of the evidence against Hoerler and the likelihood of an acquittal.  

 The Crown had a difficult time trying to prove that Hoerler was  responsible 

for Jordan’s death, and the case against him was largely circumstantial. 

However, it was also unlikely that an unknown intruder  had killed Jordan, 

considering the location of the child near its carers and siblings, and the 

presence of a large guard dog in the backyard.  It seemed reasonably certain 

that Jordan was injured the night of the party, and his doctor testified that 

Jordan had no injuries  during a routine check-up and immunisation the day 

before he died.85 While it could not be conclusively proven that the substance 

on Hoerler’s shorts was Jordan’s blood, a pathologist seemed convinced of 

the likelihood that it was- whether this would convince a jury, however, is 

uncertain. While the Crown contended that Hoerler  had alone conducted the 

attack on Jordan, rumours of multiple perpetrators continued to persist, which 

draws further similarities to the Leskie case. 

Such rumours were given weight in the media through the anecdotes and 

statements of alleged witnesses. The Mercury reported that Rebecca Bourne, 

a friend who was at the party that night, stated that ‘…Ms Anderson told her 

the baby had injuries to his toes and ribs.’86 Also Hoerler’s counsel, Mitchell 

Parish, asked Bourne: ‘Did she say something like this? — “He had broken 

ribs and broken toes and something was clamped on his toes”’ to which 

Bourne replied ‘Yes’.87 This is presumably a line of questioning designed to 

                                                      
85 R v Hoerler, 2003, paragraph 5. 
86 ‘Trial told dead baby had toes clamped’, The Mercury, 16 July 2003, p. 10. 
87 Ibid. 
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implicate Louise Anderson in Jordan’s death. However, as Acting Justice 

Miles confirmed that he did not believe she was involved it seems to have 

gone nowhere. Although described as a ‘less than ideal witness’ acting Justice 

Miles accepted Louise Anderson’s version of events, and there is little 

mention of consideration of her as a perpetrator outside of Hoerler’s legal 

defence and community speculation.88 However, the evidence against Hoerler 

was mainly circumstantial with little concrete physical evidence. It is 

possible, had Hoerler not changed his plea, that the case of Jordan Anderson-

Smith could have had the same result as Jaidyn Leskie’s, resulting in no 

conviction and remain unsolved. The above accounting of the trial and its 

outcome became the basis of the DPP’s appeal for Hoerler’s sentence, while 

also providing no clear answers for what occurred the night baby Jordan died. 

Denial was Hoerler’s main defence during his trial and time in remand. 

Hoerler denied guilt consistently throughout the investigation and the Crown 

case – the closest he came to provide an explanation during this time was  

occasionally suggesting the involvement of others in Jordan’s death, 

including Jordan’s mother and various friends. Hoerler’s consistent denial of 

guilt, even during hours of police questioning, could very likely have seemed 

viable to a jury, especially considering the prosecution’s case relied on weak 

forensic evidence and circumstantial evidence. This was acknowledged by 

Acting Justice Miles during sentencing: 

From my observation, the jury might have thought him [Chris Hoerler] 

credible… It was open to argue that there was a possibility that the mother 

or someone else, possibly an intruder, had injured the child. If the trial had 

proceeded the jury would have had a substantial task ahead of them in 

                                                      
88 R v Hoerler, 2003, paragraph 28. 
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considering the evidence over the previous three weeks and anything further 

that might have been presented to them. They were spared that task.89  

The acceptance of manslaughter for Jordan’s death sat uncomfortably with 

the people of Wagga,90 and provoked anger from Jordan’s family who 

claimed they did not agree to the decision.91 A sufficient reason was not 

explicitly given for the DPP’s choice in accepting a lesser plea, though The 

Daily Advertiser speculated that the prosecution accepted Hoerler’s plea in 

the hopes that the crime would attract a 25 year sentence; the highest sentence 

available for manslaughter92- -  remarks made by the DPP also indicate the 

desire for a long sentence.93 However, Acting Justice Miles sentenced Hoerler 

to eleven years with a non-parole period of eight years and three months;94 a 

far cry from the quarter century he could have received. Hoerler’s sentence 

was successfully appealed by the DPP and changed to 14 years and four 

months, with a non-parole period of ten years and nine months.  

The sentencing and appeal process  resonated within the local community, 

and the outcome of Hoerler’s trial connects to larger debates concerning 

offender sentencing in Australia. In particular,  it highlights issues with the 

use of case law in cases where a parent, guardian or de facto partner is 

responsible for the death of a child. Acting Justice Miles used case histories 

as a guide when preparing a sentence for Hoerler, selecting cases that he 

perceived as similar or analogous to the circumstances of Jordan’s death. 

                                                      
89 Ibid, paragraph 44. 
90 K. Grimson, ‘Court told jail term for baby Jordan’s killer is… Not long enough’, The 

Daily Advertiser, 18 May 2004, p. 1. 
91 Ibid, pp. 1,4. 
92 K. Grimson, ‘Why it Wasn’t Murder’, Weekend Advertiser, 26 and 27 June 2004, pp. 30-

31. 
93 R v Hoerler 2003, paragraph 38. 
94 Ibid, paragraph 53. 
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Whether or not the chosen cases were truly analogous was challenged by the 

DPP on appeal, and the gaps in legal reasoning were used to overturn the 

original sentence.  

“It Should Have Been Murder!”: A Brief Case-History and 

Public Outcry for baby Jordan 

The Department of Public Prosecutions’ (DPP) acceptance of Christopher 

Hoerler’s manslaughter plea instead of murder has perpetuated the sense of 

irresolution in the death of baby Jordan.  Jordan’s family regularly expresses 

their outrage and disappointment of the conviction, and there have been vocal 

calls from the people of Wagga Wagga to have the case re-examined. Local 

news coverage and letters to the editor demonstrate that it was not 

immediately clear to the community why Hoerler’s manslaughter plea was 

accepted, who laid blame at the feet of the DPP.  The sentence imposed by 

Acting Justice Miles was also perceived as woefully inadequate by family, 

reporters and the public, such as this letter to the editor: 

 

Hoerler pleaded guilty to manslaughter and could have been sentenced to a 

maximum of 25 years in prison. I am absolutely shocked and feel an 

enormous sense of frustration that Hoerler has been sentenced to 11 years in 

prison and can be eligible for parole in eight years. In the mind of any 

member of the public this sentence is inadequate considering the brutality of 

the crime. It is an outrage and a disgrace. Members of the judiciary should 

be reminded that sentences should reflect community expectations.95 

 

                                                      
95 C. McIver, ‘Letters to the editor: Anger over inadequate sentence’, Daily Telegraph, 13 

December 2003, available from Factiva, (accessed 04 September 2014). 
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From a maximum of twenty-five years,96 Hoerler initially received eleven 

years with a non-parole period of eight years and three months. Outrage 

against the acceptance of the manslaughter plea and the maximum gaol 

sentence of eleven-years was reported and amplified in the news media. One 

resident wrote to the Daily Telegraph, indicating that public understanding of 

the law did not correspond with Hoerler’s conviction: 

 

My idea of manslaughter is killing someone in self defence or in an accident. 

How could a seven-month-old baby defend himself? Torture is never 

accidental! This man should not have been given the chance to plead guilty 

to manslaughter… Chris Hoerler will be 32 when he gets out of jail after 

serving only eight years. Jordan's life was cut short by about 75 years.97 

 

The tone of national media reporting reflected the difference between 

Wagga’s community expectations and the actual sentence Hoerler received. 

Although a conviction was managed in the case of Jordan Anderson Smith, 

unlike in the Jaidyn Leskie case, the resulting conviction for a lesser crime 

with a short sentence left a similar emotion of an unresolved search for justice. 

The Australian’s headline read ‘Outrage over baby killer’s jail term’98 (in 

reference to the original eight to eleven-year sentence) and reported that 

Jordan’s paternal grandmother, Rita Smith, referred to the sentence as ‘a 

joke’.99 Darcy Smith, Jordan’s paternal uncle, commented to journalists that: 

                                                      
96 Manslaughter has a wide sentencing range (0-25 years). This reflects the varied 

circumstances in which manslaughter can occur, from an innocent prank gone wrong to a 

severe assault on the victim. 
97 D. Kent, ‘Letters to the editor: Anger over inadequate sentence’, Daily Telegraph, 13 

December 2003, available from Factiva, (accessed 04 September 2014). 
98 L. Milligan, ‘Outrage over baby killer’s jail term’, The Australian, 12 December 2003, p. 

3, available from Factiva (accessed 19 March 2014). 
99 Ibid. 
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‘Today is a very dark day for justice in Australia. He’s [Hoerler] a dead-set 

animal.’100 It was not only Jordan’s immediate family whose reactions at the 

sentence expressed a failure of justice. A Daily Telegraph article bearing the 

headline, ‘Killed then Betrayed- Jordan’s death was horrific, his treatment by 

the courts shameful’101 equates Hoerler’s conviction and sentence as a 

betrayal, suggesting it was yet another crime committed against Jordan. 

Another resident of Wagga Wagga and alleged contemporary of Hoerler’s 

also wrote to a national paper to vent their frustration:  

 

As a former classmate and friend of Chris Hoerler's (primary and high 

school), I was deeply shocked to hear of his involvement in the death of 

Jordan Anderson. I felt even worse, however, to hear how the perpetrator of 

such a brutal crime could get such a lenient sentence.102 

 

Journalists writing for Wagga’s local paper, The Daily Advertiser, portrayed 

the outcome as a ‘failing of justice’ and  wrote a damning report that the DPP 

had gone against the family’s wishes in accepting manslaughter for Jordan’s 

death, running headlines such as: ‘Not Long Enough’103  and ‘Baby Jordan’s 

Dad Speaks Out: I Wanted a Murder Trial.’104    The theme of failed justice  

is prevalent in these headlines, echoing Robin Bowles’ assertion from the 

Leskie case that justice was ‘denied’.   

 

                                                      
100 L. Knowles, ‘Killed then Betrayed- Jordan’s death was horrific. His treatment by the 

courts shameful’, Daily Telegraph, 12 December 2003, available from Factiva, (accessed 

04 September 2014). 
101 Ibid. 
102 M. Mellish, ‘Letters to the editor: Anger over inadequate sentence’, Daily Telegraph, 13 

December 2003, available from Factiva, (accessed 04 September 2014). 
103 K. Grimson, ‘Court told jail term for baby Jordan’s killer is… Not long enough’, The 

Daily Advertiser, 18 May 2004, p. 1. 
104 K. Grimson, ‘Baby Jordan’s Dad Speaks Out: I Wanted a Murder Trial’, pp. 1,4. 
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The above responses from the media and the public indicate that the general 

reaction to Hoerler’s sentence was that the manslaughter plea should have 

been rejected and a charge of murder sought. This is an important feature of 

the death of Jordan Anderson Smith, as manslaughter typically attracts lesser 

sentences than murder. It also contributes to the irresolution surrounding the 

case. This remains a valid line of analysis and is a pertinent feature of the 

legal and public history of Jordan’s death. Although manslaughter offers a 

range from zero to twenty-five years, it was expected that Hoerler would 

receive a sentence at the higher end of the range. The legal reasoning used by 

Acting Justice Jeffrey Miles for sentencing also demonstrates the paucity of 

contextual sources for this case. There is some context for Hoerler’s sentence, 

and claims of diminished responsibility, for mental health, low-intelligence, 

youth, are common in cases where children are killed105 and thus reduce 

average sentences. When deciding on a sentence of eleven years, Acting 

Justice Jeffrey Miles drew from existing case law to help establish a 

sentencing pattern for the killing of a child who was deemed to be in the 

offender’s care. As outlined in the court of appeal the following cases were 

utilised by Acting Justice Miles when determining an adequate sentence 

Hoerler:106 Vaughan (1991)107; Dawney (1999);108 Howard (2000);109 Bilton 

                                                      
105 See: R. Lawrence, ‘Understanding fatal assault of children: a typology and explanatory 

theory’, Children and Youth Services Review, vol. 26, 2004, pp. 837-852. 
106 R v Hoerler 2004, paragraph 6-7. 
107 Where a twenty-two-year-old man killed his five-month-old daughter by flinging her 

several times onto a couch and was sentenced to three and a half years. 
108 Where a mother smothered her three-year-old child and was sentenced to eight years 

imprisonment, with a non-parole period of five years. The offender was determined to have 

been suffering from depression, anger and a personality disorder and also had experiences 

of violence in childhood and adult life. 
109 Where a twenty-six-year-old man killed his de-facto partner’s son by shaking him 

because he would not stop crying. He was sentenced to seven years and six months. The 

offender had an unstable upbringing and a lack of social and anger management skills. 
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(2000);110 Recalde (2000);111 and Ditford (1992). Each case involved the 

killing of a child by their parent or caregiver. On close examination, however, 

none of these cases are truly analogous to the death of Jordan Anderson 

Smith. Indeed, a similar line of argument was put forward by the DPP on 

appeal. 

 

It is worth noting that the case of Recalde (2000) shows close similarities to 

the death of baby Jordan as the perpetrator had his de-facto partners two-year-

old son; however, this perpetrator had been evaluated as having a learning 

disability and showed great remorse for killing - two mitigating factors that 

are not features of Chris Hoerler. While Hoerler had told a psychologist and 

parole officer he did hit Jordan, each time he maintained that he only hit 

Jordan once or twice - and always at the behest of Louise Anderson because 

she was fed up with Jordan crying. Specifically, he told the parole officer that 

he had struck Jordan once with an open hand and, ashamed at what he had 

done, left the room only to wake later and find the child beside him.112 For 

the prosecution, these admissions of guilt were ‘self-serving’ and did little 

other than attempt to implicate Jordan’s mother as the cause of Jordan’s death. 

As such, they do not carry the weight of true remorse as shown by Recalde 

(2000), who received a maximum sentence of seven years.  

 

                                                      
110 A male offender was sentenced to seven years with a non-parole period of four and a 

half years for killing a two-year-old child by punching him in the chest and shaking him. 

The offender was assessed as having very low intelligence and as having shown great 

remorse 
111 Where a twenty-three-year-old male killed his de-facto partner’s son by throwing him 

with considerable force into the kitchen bench after scalding himself with hot water, and 

was sentenced to nine years imprisonment, with a non-parole period of six years. 
112 R v Hoerler 2003, paragraph 5. 
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In particular, Acting Justice Miles considered the case of Ditford to be at the 

top of the appropriate sentencing range:  

 

Ditford (1992) where a twenty-nine-year-old man killed the two-and-a-half-

year-old daughter of his de-facto partner and was sentenced to seven and a 

half years. His sentence was increased to ten on appeal.  

 

The specifics of Ditford’s case are relevant here: Ditford’s attack on his 

partner’s daughter consisted of only two punches, one to the child’s stomach 

and one to the head.  This is not clearly analogues to Hoerler’s assault on 

Jordan. evidence given by medical professionals suggests that Jordan’s 

injuries were far more substantial than could be caused by one or two blows 

from an open hand, such as Dr Currie’s assessment who: 

 

…considered that the injuries generally would have required 

considerable force, that the facial injurie were consistent with the 

body being dragged facedown over a surface such as a carpet or 

sofa… and the abdominal injury by a non-penetrating blow or blows 

of considerable force and not by falling out of a pram. 113 

 

The above medical assessment of Jordan’s injuries also suggests that Hoerler 

significantly downplayed the severity and length of the assault.  Despite 

seeing Ditford (2009) as close-enough, Acting Justice Miles did also conclude 

that Jordan’s injuries were too severe to have been caused by one or two open 

handed blows.114 The severity of the attack on Jordan and clear difference 

                                                      
113 Ibid, paragraph 20. 
114 Ibid, paragraph 6. 
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from other events of child killing in Australia were expressed well before 

Hoerler’s arrest and the context of the courtroom. In 2000 Jordan’s paternal 

uncle, Darcy Smith, commented to The Daily Advertiser: 

 

The injuries inflicted on Jordan weren’t from a blood-rush of rage where 

someone throws a kid against a wall, these injuries were inflicted one at a 

time to the stage where Jordan died from them. It was like a planned murder 

almost.115 

 

Here, Darcy Smith pre-empted the issues apparent with Acting Justice Mile’s 

sentencing, making the nature of the attack on Jordan a part of the public 

narrative of his death. This makes it all the more surprising that Hoerler would 

be sentenced uses cases where no such length of attack was evidence. Each 

of the cases that were drawn upon by Acting Justice Miles were carried out 

in sudden bursts of violence and frustration – markedly different from the 

prolonged attack to which Jordan was subjected. 

 

 The coroner who examined Jordan found that the injuries sustained by the 

child would have taken at least one hour and portrayed signs of systematic 

assault. The crush injuries to Jordan’s toes add a more disturbing element to 

the case, indicating that the assault was carried out with a level of intent and 

cruelty that these other cases do not possess. As the use of a clamp to crush 

and break Jordan’s toes was inflicted after death, it was not considered as 

contributing to the charge of murder,116 and was not considered when 

                                                      
115 D. Smith, quoted in J. Bartlett, ‘A family’s agony’, The Daily Advertiser, 5 April 2000, 

p. 3. 
116 R v Hoerler 2004, p. 16.  
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sentencing occurred. It defines the level of cruelty able to be imagined in the 

case, separating it from other cases where children have been killed by carers 

in fits of anger, aligning it instead with ideas of torture and deliberate murder. 

As Hoerler has never provided a thorough explanation for his actions that 

night, other to implicate Louise Anderson and various others, that the attack 

was a result of frustration is purely an assumption. Judging from the cases 

Justice Miles referred to, this assumption of frustration as motivation 

impacted sentencing. 

 

An appeal by the DPP saw the sentence increased to fourteen years and four 

months, with a non-parole period of ten years and nine months. This was 

welcomed by the community, although they continued to express outrage that 

the manslaughter conviction was upheld. The reaction of Jordan’s paternal 

family was widely reported by The Daily Advertiser and the DPP continued 

to come under scrutiny and intense criticism for accepting manslaughter. The 

Daily Advertiser published, ‘DPP defends acceptance of manslaughter plea: 

“We asked the family”’117 in which the DPP argues that they asked Jordan’s 

family before going ahead with the manslaughter conviction. In the same 

insert as the above article, The Daily Advertiser also published ‘Public 

deserves report on Hoerler case: MP.’118 This section detailed comments 

made by Member for Wagga Daryl Maguire that ‘The public deserves a full 

explanation as to why Christopher Hoerler was allowed to plead guilty to a 

lesser charge... the Wagga community would get no “closure” on the incident 

until the DPP explained why murder charges against Hoerler were 

                                                      
117 S. Lloyd, ‘DPP defends acceptance of manslaughter plea: “We asked the family”’, 

Weekend Advertiser, 12 June 2004, p. 3.   
118 Ibid.   
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dropped...”119 These articles came after the front page title ‘Three more years 

for baby killer’120 (referring to Hoerler’s increased sentence on appeal), which 

also posed the question ‘What price a child’s life?’ beneath a large photo of 

Jordan. The next week The Daily Advertiser reported that, ‘The father, 

paternal grandmother and uncle of slain Wagga baby Jordan Anderson-Smith 

denies claims they agreed to the... ODPP accepting a manslaughter plea...’121 

this was followed another week later by the article ‘Why it Wasn’t Murder’122 

that aimed to explain the reasons behind the sentence. A letter to the editor 

echoes similar criticisms: 

 

If Christopher Hoerler serves the minimum eight years for his crime against 

a helpless child, I hope he does the toughest time known to man. This case 

just proves how poor our justice system is. This man should rot in hell for 

his crime. The death penalty should be brought back for crimes against 

children.123 [emphasis added]. 

 

The perception in the above media and public statements is that the killing of 

a child should attract especially harsh sentences - it is possible that the 

prolonged wait for an arrest for Jordan’s death heightened the sense of 

injustice. In this sense, a more severe gaol sentence could have helped to 

justify the lengthy police investigation in the eyes of the public. 

 

                                                      
119 Ibid. 
120 ‘Three more years for baby killer’, Weekend Advertiser, 12 June 2004, p. 1. 
121 ‘The week that Was: Monday’, Weekend Advertiser, 19 June 2004, p. 34. 
122 Grimson, ‘Why it Wasn’t Murder’, 2004, pp. 30-1. 
123 R. McLachlan, ‘Letters to the editor: Anger over inadequate sentence’, Daily Telegraph, 

13 December 2003, available from Factiva, (accessed 04 September 2014). 
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Overall, Hoerler’s manslaughter conviction imbued Jordan’s death with a 

sense that justice had not been done. The case did not have a satisfactory 

conclusion and was indicated through public statements that a murder 

conviction with life imprisonment would have been ideal to punish Hoerler. 

An article run by the Daily Telegraph, ‘Killed then Betrayed- Jordan’s death 

was horrific, his treatment by the courts shameful’124 provoked outrage and 

emotive responses in readers. This was indicated through the letters to the 

editor received after the story ran, published under ‘Anger over Inadequate 

Sentence’ shows that the theme that justice had not been done persists, and in 

the eyes of the public Jordan’s death had no satisfactory conclusion -  public 

statements indicate that a conviction of murder with life imprisonment would 

have been ideal to punish Hoerler. The theme of perverted justice can be seen 

throughout cases such as Jordan’s; that further indignity is being caused to 

the victim through the failures of the justice system. Hoerler’s sentence was 

viewed by many commentators as inadequate and was framed as a further 

indignity to baby Jordan. The follow letter to the editor indicates as such: 

 

I did not think I could be more horrified, reading the story of how 

Christopher Hoerler killed baby Jordan. Then our disgraceful judicial system 

made me think again when I read of the appallingly inadequate eight year 

sentence.125 

 

Individual cases such as the deaths of baby Jordan and Jaidyn Leskie become 

culturally memorable and significant events through keen national interest 

                                                      
124 Knowles, ‘Killed then Betrayed- Jordan’s death was horrific. His treatment by the courts 

shameful’, 2003, p. 7. 
125 N. Bloomfield, ‘Letters to the editor: Anger over inadequate sentence’, Daily Telegraph, 

13 December 2003, available from Factiva, (accessed 04 September 2014). 
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and intense media reporting. While cases of this level of brutality and 

lingering uncertainty are uncommon, they occur enough to warrant scholarly 

examination as they are revealing of important themes, issues and narrative 

structures in the news media and public discourse. For baby Jordan, the 

combination of a manslaughter conviction and a sentence well below the 

maximum meant there was no true resolution for his death.  

 

A full accounting of public sentiment is difficult to ascertain in this case, 

though anecdotal evidence such as online posts, petitions and local 

speculation can reveal local opinions as long as it is treated with scrutiny. For 

example, in 2012 Hoerler attended his first parole hearing and requested his 

release.  The community response was one of anger and fear that Hoerler may 

be allowed to go free,  which prompted an online petition to have his parole  

application  denied, attracting 4363 signatures.126 However, during 

conversations with some residents, when they discovered that Hoerler was 

going to be deported to Papua New Guinea upon release  their opinions 

changed  and many residents indicated that if he is going to be deported then 

he should be as soon as possible. Some speculation suggested that ‘kicking’ 

Hoerler out of Australia would be an adequate form of justice for killing baby 

Jordan. Here, there is a tension between concepts of ‘justice’ either through 

long gaol sentences or removing Hoerler completely from the Australian 

community. Darker rumours and local speculation also persist through 

anecdotal evidence, concerning what ‘really’ occurred in Blakemore Avenue 

the night Jordan died.  The most concerning of these are rumours that Hoerler 

                                                      
126 ‘Justice for Baby Jordan Anderson Smith’, Go Petition, [web petition], 28 April 2012, 

online:  http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/justice-for-baby-jordan-anderson-smith.html, 

(accessed 02 March 2013). 

http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/justice-for-baby-jordan-anderson-smith.html
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was not the only person involved in baby Jordan’s death,  while more reserved 

commentators speculate that there are eye-witnesses  who never came 

forward. One local even claimed to have a friend who had been to Anderson’s 

home before Jordan’s murder, and that there were satanic symbols drawn on 

cupboard doors, and an occult atmosphere throughout the home. Regardless 

of the validity of these ‘friend of friend’ style anecdotes, they  are indicative 

of the lingering suspicions and doubt of the Wagga Wagga community while 

suggesting that the horror of what occurred that evening belongs in the realm 

of the dark and supernatural. These rumours have ensured that the death of 

Jordan has been imbued with a sense of mystery, darkness and irresolution 

that is befitting of representing Ashmont as a dystopian rural space. 

 

Conclusion 

Before the debate of Christopher Hoerler’s guilt or innocence was played out 

in court, a search for accountability for Jordan’s death was played out through 

media coverage. The suburb of Ashmont, its residents and the problems that 

regional areas face comprised a large amount of this coverage with 

Ashmont’s reputation as a bad area influencing much of the media tone. Local 

knowledge of disadvantaged suburbs is enmeshed within regional society.  

Residents are stigmatised because of their welfare dependency for income 

and the congestion of public housing present.  Research has identified that 

Australian media is known for negatively portraying public housing.127 As 

Kearns et al write, ‘All places have identities, but some places also have 

reputations.’128 In the context of tragic events, such as the death of Jordan 

                                                      
127 Palmer et al., 2005, p. 394. 
128 Kearns et al., 2013, p. 579.  
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Anderson-Smith, these hidden histories and meanings become visible and 

visualised within the local news media.  

As with Moe, the Wagga suburb of Ashmont was scrutinised, noted for its 

divergences from ‘normal’ middle class Australia and presented as the type 

of place where such an extreme departure from social norms could occur. 

These similarities are evident though the angle and nature of the media 

reporting, the community in which they lived and some uncanny similarities 

between the crimes themselves. However, there are some distinct differences 

in the two cases. That Jordan was never a ‘lost’ child in the conventional sense 

altered narrative tropes that were explored with Jaidyn Leskie and Daniel 

Thomas. Instead the community of Ashmont was faced with providing an 

explanation of Jordan’s death. It was well publicised that someone at Jordan’s 

home was responsible for killing him, and police and community focus fell 

upon the residents of Ashmont.  

,  Place became an important feature in the discussions on Jordan’s death, as 

Ashmont was depicted as  distinctly different from the town of Wagga 

Wagga.  The case and media reporting on the death of baby Jordan is an 

important post-Leskie example of extreme crimes against children in non-

metropolitan areas,  and  provides further insight into the characterisation of 

‘country’ communities and the role of the news media in the exploration of 

crime cases. Through the lens of the media, Ashmont underwent a process of 

becoming the ‘rural dystopia’ which was evidenced through reports of 

welfare dependence, alcoholism, drug use and single parenting. The 

following chapter will provide an in-depth examination of  how Ashmont was 

depicted in the local and national news media.  
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Chapter 5 

 

Ashmont in the Media 

 
 

‘This is the land of the idle poor, of break and enters and vandalism, of 

hanging around, being bored. This is the bleak, listless world into which 

Jordan Dean Leon Anderson-Smith was born.’1 

 

In the wake of baby Jordan’s death, local and national news media depicted 

the residents of Ashmont in terms of deficit.  Mel Campbell described as a 

‘lost tribe’; a genre of journalistic writing that was employed during the media 

coverage of Jaidyn Leskie’s family. Campbell explains that ‘For journalists, 

they were outsiders in many senses: morally, outside middle Australia; 

geographically, outside the city; economically, outside the workforce; and 

socially, outside marriage.’2 After Jordan’s death, this manner of 

representation was applied to Ashmont residents and had the effect of 

allowing Wagga to be safe from scrutiny and moral culpability. This allowed 

the rest of Wagga to promote a good image of the town and its economic 

interests, so the idea that Ashmont was culturally separate from Wagga was 

entirely acceptable. In this sense, Wagga managed its public image much 

better than Moe.  

Located on the outskirts of Wagga Wagga, Ashmont is geographically located 

away from the rest of the city and is separated by a small industrial area. The 

                                                      
1 Sherborne, 2002, p. 5. 
2 Campbell, 2001, p. 119. 
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suburb is most easily accessed through the industrial area, via the highway 

out of town or through the neighbouring suburb of Glenfield. Although it is 

separate in this sense, geographically Ashmont is not actually far from the 

centre of town – this is made especially clear in the map of Wagga Wagga, 

which shows the relative closeness of Ashmont to the central district (figure 

4.3). Regardless, this physical separation became an important representation 

for the difference between Ashmont and the rest of Wagga, providing a clear 

border between what Craig Sherborne described as a 'pretty town' and 'the 

ghetto of the bush'. With a population of approximately fifty thousand at the 

time of Jordan’s death, Wagga may not be considered a rural area by 

population standards. However, both the national and the local media 

routinely described the area as: ‘The country town of Wagga Wagga’ 

[emphasis added]3 which firmly located the town as a part of country 

Australia.  

 The media were quick to note the contrast between Wagga and Ashmont in 

their reports on Jordan’s death, and used the physical separation of Ashmont 

to denote a conceptual  separation -   similar methods were used to 

individualise Moe and  Bowraville’s Mission (discussed in chapters 6 and 7) 

from their broader communities.    The division  was used to communicate 

the social and moral boundaries between the middle-class town of Wagga and 

the ‘welfare dependant ghetto’ of Ashmont. Jordan’s death, and by extension 

the aberrant suburb of Ashmont,  was framed by the media in terms of failure. 

While Jaidyn’s death exhibited a sense of state-government policy failure, 

                                                      
3 D. Hardaker, ‘Infant’s Brutal Death Shocks community’, 7.30 Report, [television 

program], 31 October 2000, transcript online: 

http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/stories/s206481.htm, (accessed 04 March 2014). 

http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/stories/s206481.htm
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Jordan’s death was represented as the failures of the welfare authorities, the 

neighbourhood community and restricted access to services in country towns. 

Here, Ashmont  was cast as the rural dystopia within the rural  idyll of Wagga 

Wagga.  

The following sections will consider in further detail the manner in which 

Jordan’s death was framed as a series of failures, the separation of Ashmont 

from moral country Australia and the divisive representation of Ashmont’s 

residents through the news media and true crime writing. 

The Question of Child Removal  

Several early media reports focused on the social and economic problems in 

Ashmont, particularly considering the role of teen pregnancy, welfare 

dependence and violence. The 7.30 Report makes note of the welfare 

authorities who had visited Anderson’s home in the days leading up to 

Jordan’s death and framed the visit as a failure of official institutions in 

Jordan’s death: 

As it turns out, the Department of Community Services had indeed been told 

of concerns about the household where he [Jordan] lived with his mother, 

Louise Anderson… So, in hindsight, did the department make a mistake?4 

Welfare authorities had visited the Blakemore street property, however they 

were there in regards to one of Jordan’s siblings – not Jordan himself. There 

is some indication that prior concerns had been raised, as in a later article The 

Telegraph reported that Cecil Smith had made a report to the Department of 

Community Services over suspicions that Hoerler had been showering with 

                                                      
4 Hardaker, ‘Infant’s Brutal Death Shocks community’, 2000. 
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Jordan.5 Whether or not such concerns were followed up by welfare 

authorities, or whether policy would have allowed any action to be taken that 

would have prevented Jordan’s death is speculative; however, the publicly 

known evidence at this stage would not suggest a strong case for child 

removal prior to Jordan’s death. Welfare authorities are quoted in the 7.30 

Report as saying that ‘The information that we have, we’ve made a judgement 

on. As I’ve said before, we’re damned if we do and we’re damned if we 

don’t.’6 Welfare and social authorities tend to feature highly in media stories 

when they can be perceived as directly or indirectly responsible for a child’s 

death, and are regularly subject to a no-win situation, in which they are 

negatively represented for removing children and for failing to remove 

children.7 Such analysis lays part of the blame on state institutions for not 

intervening or removing children. 

Media reporting of welfare authorities is not always viewed as negative by 

researchers. Goddard and Saunders argue that such media interest is vital to 

the accountability of child protection services8 while Sheehan acknowledges 

the legitimacy of community concern in cases where a child has died: ‘…the 

community is rightly concerned by their deaths and what professionals might 

have done to avoid such a loss.’9 However, there are doubts over the 

                                                      
5 L. Townsend, ‘Grieving dad pleads with the parole board “Don’t let my son’s killer go 

free”’, The Sunday Telegraph, 29 April 2012, online:  

http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/grieving-dad-pleads-with-the-parole-board-dont-

let-my-sons-killer-go-free/story-e6freuy9-1226341524546, (accessed 11 March 2014) 
6 G. Ingram, appearing in Hardaker, ‘Infant’s Brutal Death Shocks community’, 2000. 
7 C. Goddard and B. J. Saunders, ‘Child abuse and the media’, National Child Protection 

Clearinghouse, no. 14, June 2001, online: https://aifs.gov.au/cfca/publications/child-abuse-

and-media, (accessed 23 April 2013). 
8 Ibid. 
9 R. Sheehan, ‘Responding to child deaths: the work of Australia's Victorian Child Death 

Review Committee’, European Journal of Social Work, vol. 19, no. 2, 2016, p. 224. (236-

246) 

http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/grieving-dad-pleads-with-the-parole-board-dont-let-my-sons-killer-go-free/story-e6freuy9-1226341524546
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/grieving-dad-pleads-with-the-parole-board-dont-let-my-sons-killer-go-free/story-e6freuy9-1226341524546
https://aifs.gov.au/cfca/publications/child-abuse-and-media
https://aifs.gov.au/cfca/publications/child-abuse-and-media
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effectiveness of mandatory reporting,10 and stories of adults who contend they 

should have been removed as children must vie with stories of the damage 

caused to earlier generations; the Indigenous Stolen Generation11 and the 

British Child Migrants, ‘orphans of the empire’.12 These groups were taken 

into state and religious care by the Australian government, to be raised in 

orphanages or by adopted parents, often for what was contemporarily 

considered noble or well-intentioned reasons.  

The lines of division: Separating Ashmont and Wagga 

The mainstream national media were quick to point out the paradox of violent 

crime in an area conceptually linked to the rural ideal. By describing Ashmont 

as ‘No Ordinary Neighbourhood’ and ‘The Ghetto of the Bush’,13 writer Craig 

Sherborne conjures an image of an inner-city slum, situated amidst native 

flora and fauna. The image is a striking one, observing the contradiction of 

violent crime and the rural idyll. Here, the ghetto is not a racial one, but an 

impoverished site of rural failure. Sherborne’s article, published by the 

Sunday Herald Sun and as a chapter in On Murder 2, is one of the closest 

looks at the community of Ashmont, focusing on the wall of silence and 

linking the crime to larger social issues of step-parent families and child 

abuse. The impression that Jordan’s murder was a taint upon an idealistic 

space was further articulated in an article appearing in The Sun Herald, ‘Baby 

Killing Taints Western Paradise’.14 The paradise referred to, however, is not 

                                                      
10 In Victoria, only 1 in 5 reported cases were found to be actual cases of abuse or neglect, 

see: Scott and Swain, 2002, p. 179. 
11 Scott and Swain, 2002, p. 187. 
12 Pierce, 1999, p. 181. 
13 Sherborne, 2002, p. 7. 
14 C. Sutton, ‘Baby Killing Taints Western Paradise’, The Sun Herald, 28 October 2001, 

available from Factiva, (accessed 04 September 2014). 
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Wagga but Young – Chris Hoerler’s home town. Published in response to 

Chris’ arrest, the article draws upon crime mystery tropes: 

Spring is in the air on the fertile plains around NSW's cherry capital, where 

new season lambs gambol in lush fields and the fruit is ripening for a bumper 

annual festival. But among the townsfolk in the pretty rose-lined streets of 

Young in the State's central west, murder is on their lips. It was a particularly 

brutal murder, allegedly committed by one of their own in another town. 

They talk about it in their homes and whisper in the supermarket when they 

see the accused's mother. 

Explanations for the context for the crime, and speculation about the lack of 

an immediate arrest, tended to rely upon a picture of the residents of Ashmont, 

who were characterised by their economic status and their alleged 'closing of 

ranks' in the face of the police investigation. Keeping their silence was 

presented as more important than finding the killer of a child.  

Much like the town of Moe, though with nowhere near the national profile, 

for some, Ashmont came to represent 'the land of the idle poor.’15 This “land” 

is a space for teen parents, welfare recipients, high crime rates and broken 

families. The media characterisation of Ashmont relied on several themes. 

Many of the media reports labelled the place of the crime as Ashmont rather 

than Wagga Wagga, indicating the separation that was being enacted. 

Separating the suburb from the rest of the Wagga Wagga removed it from the 

town conceptually. The residents were portrayed as their own community – 

unwilling and uncompliant throughout the police investigation. They were 

then portrayed as a lost generation, symbolic for social issues of national 

importance.  

                                                      
15 Sherborne, 2002, p. 5. 
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Louise Anderson and her family were portrayed as different  even compared 

to Ashmont residents, indicating that their lifestyle was unacceptable, even to 

them. While never directly stating it, it is implied through the media articles 

that Hoerler changed Anderson, influencing her life negatively. At this time 

Hoerler had not been charged and the case was still unsolved. Neighbour John 

Kearney commented to reporter Candace Sutton:  

When Chris came on the scene we hardly ever saw her [Louise Anderson] 

and the kids. She would stay inside. They had a séance one night and said 

they called up a spirit. I told them to stop that sort of stuff. But she was very 

wrapped up in Chris.16  

The presence of the occult is a persistent, yet subtle, feature of the descriptions 

of Jordan’s home. This allows for Louise and Chris to be positioned as 

especially different within the strange community of Ashmont. Further occult 

themes were referenced in the early reports on Jordan’s death with The Daily 

Advertiser reporting that Hoerler had drawn a Ouija board on the kitchen table 

and that he and Louise where playing with it on the night of Jordan’s death.17 

Neighbourhood gossip about satanic rituals was also reported in the Sunday 

Herald Sun,18 indicating its persistence as a rumour. These rumours  have 

been perpetuated by anecdotal evidence in the community, with one resident 

claiming that a friend of theirs saw the house just before Jordan’s death, and 

that symbols associated with the occult (such as pentagrams) had been carved 

into the kitchen cupboards. While this is unreliable as evidence, it does 

                                                      
16 C. Sutton, ‘Who did such an Evil thing to Baby Jordan’, Sun Herald, 26 March 2000, 

available from Factiva, (accessed 04 September 2014). 
17 Wagstaff, ‘Jordan is Our Jaidyn’, 2000, p. 1. 
18 Ashley-Griffiths, 2000, p. 4. 
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indicate the prevalence of rumour and ongoing speculation in some areas of 

Wagga Wagga’s community.  

Not only does this set the Anderson family further apart from even the most 

socially marginal of Ashmont residents, but it imbues the case with a level of 

mystery and speculation. Although difficult to analyse and discuss, mentions 

of the occult and the supernatural often arise in discussions on violent crimes. 

A small but persistent theme, it can be noted in several cases- from rumours 

of satanic rituals, to the spirits of victims leading family members to 

gravesites, and to notions of some areas as not merely desolate and remote, 

but haunted. The occult has a definite literary presence in true crime, but it is 

of all subjects the most difficult to bring into elite discourse, especially in a 

country as secular as Australia. Belief and participation in the supernatural or 

the occult is considered to be the province of charlatans, the weird and the 

mentally ill. Even criminals are regarded as more normal than occult 

practitioners, and narratives of crimes tend to be resolutely secular and 

rationalist. It appears that only the Indigenous community are permitted to 

feature in public discourse as believing in supernatural forces that are outside 

of mainstream religion. 

By classing Ashmont as a separate place to Wagga Wagga, and the rest of 

Australia, commentators and journalists were able to discuss it as a foreign 

place: ‘It’s a place where people grow a protective layer against outsiders: 

eyes stare in challenge at a stranger’s passing car, and mouths shut if a 

stranger asks too many questions.’19 Ashmont residents were so firmly 

                                                      
19 Sherborne, 2002, p. 3. 
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outsiders, in geographical, social and economic terms, that the place became 

an area where violent crime can be expected to occur without jeopardising the 

comfort of middle Australia: ‘This is the land of the idle poor, of break and 

enters and vandalism, of hanging around, being bored. This is the bleak, 

listless world into which Jordan Dean Leon Anderson-Smith was born.’20 As 

with Moe, a tale of broken families, drug and alcohol abuse and 

unemployment was at the core of Jordan's story, and these elements were 

escalated through negative news coverage to the point where the murder of a 

child seems almost inevitable.  

In one report, local resident Kelvin Curtis articulates this sense of 

inevitability: 'You went over there and said, ‘One day, one of the kids is going 

to get hurt, or someone’s going to get hurt. What happened? The baby got 

murdered. We knew it was going to come.’21 This comment suggests that the 

lifestyle of Louise generated dark predications of Jordan’s death and prompts 

the reader to question why, if the situation was so visibly bad at Louise 

Anderson’s home, did the neighbours not report the conditions to child 

welfare or police? Accountability is thus pushed onto the adult participants in 

Jordan’s life, as well as the community of Ashmont. With such a strong 

division between the spaces, the rest of Wagga was safe from scrutiny. 

Social commentary often focuses upon the adult participants in crimes against 

children, and the theme of the lost appears once again in coverage after 

Jordan’s death. As Jordan was not lost, the theme of loss was directed at the 

residents of Ashmont. One of the issues highlighted in the media stories about 

                                                      
20 Ibid, p. 5. 
21 Hardaker, ‘Infant’s Brutal Death Shocks community’, 2000. 
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Jordan is Wagga Wagga’s high teen pregnancy rate, figures which were also 

acknowledged in separate commentary by The Daily Advertiser, ‘Teen 

Pregnancy Rate Alarms Bishop’22 which reported that 13.5 of all mothers in 

Wagga were under the age of 19. This feeds back into the concept of the adult 

participants as ‘lost’ themselves, ‘In the ghettos of the bush the children have 

children. At sixteen or seventeen they have their first; twenty years old is 

old.’23 This also contributes to the poverty cycle and the creation of step-

homes. This idea of a lost community was echoed in this media report on 

Jordan:  

Ashmont is also a place of teenage mothers. The kids who have kids, and 

where sometimes dad doesn’t stick around. Louise Anderson had two 

children with two different fathers before meeting Cecil Smith and having 

Jordan as her third.24 

Melissa Campbell argues that with the Leskie case, the media did not even 

have to use the word ‘bogan’, so rich is the vocabulary they could indicate it 

with the general language used to describe the people.25 In the above quote 

from David Hardacker, Louise Anderson’s status as a single parent with 

children to different fathers is singled out as an indicator for her ‘boganess’. 

Sherborne, however, uses the term ‘bogan’ almost immediately when 

discussing the people of Ashmont: ‘They are the ones the middle class call 

“bogans.”’26  

                                                      
22 J. Bartlett, ‘Teen Pregnancy Rate Alarms Bishop’, The Daily Advertiser, 9 June 2000, p. 

1. 
23 Sherborne, 2002, p. 3. 
24 Hardaker, ‘Infant’s Brutal Death Shocks community’, 2000. 
25 Campbell, 2001, p. 117. 
26 Sherborne, 2002, p. 3. 
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These news stories develop the perception that Ashmont was a place for 

which its government housing area was its defining feature. This is not the 

case. While a significant portion of Wagga Wagga’s government housing is 

located in Ashmont, other suburbs such as Tolland, Mount Austin and 

Kooringal also have areas of government housing. Also, the presence of well-

known features of Ashmont such as the Carmelite Convent was left out of the 

media stories. Negative press of Ashmont has featured in Wagga Wagga 

before Jordan’s death (much like Moe had already been the focus of negative 

news coverage before Jaidyn Leskie) and, alongside anecdotal evidence in 

the Wagga Wagga community, this has led to the impression that the suburb 

is wholly a place of violence and welfare dependence; not safe to live in. The 

question of Ashmont’s status was detracted from again when another murder 

made front page headlines in early September of 2000. On 9 September 2000, 

the front page of The Daily Advertiser proclaimed: ‘Murder Charge: De facto 

husband accused’27 where an Ashmont resident was charged with stabbing 

his de facto wife to death. Follow up articles amplified the complexity and 

strange nature of the crime when it was revealed that the victim had been due 

to face court for stabbing the killer in a previous altercation on May 8 2000.28 

Promoting the idea of a murder trend in Wagga, the September 9 article also 

contained an inset on the front page titled ‘Seven Killings in two years’, 

detailing prominent murders in Wagga from 1998-2000. This list also 

included three murders committed by ‘Wagga Wagga Serial Killer’ Matthew 

James Harris in 1998, who was sentenced in 2000, and the death of Jordan 

Anderson Smith and Michael Jones, a homeless man who was burnt to death 

                                                      
27 Grimson, 2000, p.1 
28 Wagstaff, 2000, p. 1 
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in a garbage bin on April 30, 2000.  Considering that three of the murders 

were committed by the same person it skews the data somewhat; seven 

murders in two years for a town the size of Wagga Wagga gives the 

impression of a high murder rate, and several of these murders were linked to 

Ashmont. 

 

One of the noticeable consequences of the reputation of Ashmont is that 

housing prices in the area are slightly cheaper than most other areas of Wagga. 

This perpetuates the stereotypes of the suburb as well as the low-economic 

status of the residents who can buy cheaply. Media reports present contrasting 

descriptions of Ashmont and there are notable discrepancies with how the 

area was represented in news coverage, indicating that some reports were 

made with an incomplete understanding of the area – most likely relying upon 

descriptions from residents. Candace Sutton described Ashmont as 

‘...ramshackle but quiet’29 and ‘…bedraggled but proud’30 while Kate Ashley-

Griffiths contends that Ashmont is ‘...a welfare-dependant Wagga suburb 

derided by some townsfolk as “Trashmont.”’31 These descriptions are devoid 

of nuance and understanding of the complexity of issues that occur in welfare 

areas, instead drawing upon and solidifying cultural stereotypes of the lower-

classes. 

Ashmont: The View from the Nation 

For crime events, such as the deaths of Jordan Anderson-Smith and Jaidyn 

Leskie, one of the focus points was the detrimental effect of welfare societies 

                                                      
29 Sutton, 2001, p. 10 
30 Ibid. 
31 Ashley-Griffiths, p. 4. 
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and child abuse. While domestic and child abuse are generally restricted to 

the private sphere, when they become public they are viewed as a social and 

community problem, for which the government and local agencies are called 

upon to address. Writing for the Sunday Herald Sun, Adrian Tame picks up 

the case of baby Jordan and others like it as a means for criticising both 

Australian society and governmental policies on child welfare. Placing the 

blame for these crimes on society and the inefficiency of the government to 

deal with social problems, Tame connects this with the Indigenous stolen 

generation, posing a question to the readers: ‘Ignorance, prejudice, neglect 

and a lack of compassion have already created one lost or stolen generation 

in Australia. Do we want another?’32 By connecting the concept of welfare 

communities and the Aboriginal Stolen Generation, Tame references a sense 

of national guilt and complicity in connection with these crimes, making them 

the moral responsibility of both the government and the general public. 

Aligning them conceptually, welfare areas and domestic violence issues 

become national concerns.  

Tame is not the only commentator to make this suggestion, indicating that it 

is a convenient, if not truly analogous, connection to make. Interestingly, 

Campbell makes a connection to Indigenous population in her paper on 

Jaidyn Leskie. Discussing the manner in which Leskie’s family were 

represented in the media Campbell states, ‘Jaidyn’s family became an exotic 

spectacle on display, not unlike the ways in which indigenous people became 

circus performers for overseas tours.’33 It seems as though connections to the 

                                                      
32 A. Tame, ‘Beware another lost generation’, Sunday Herald Sun, 29 October 2000, 

available from Factiva, (accessed 04 September 2014). 
33 Campbell, 2001, p. 120. 
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treatment of Indigenous Australians are easily reflected in these cases. It is a 

convenient analogy to make, and one which resonates strongly with 

Australian readers, accessing powerful imagery and national guilt.  

Such connections also draw parallels between a contemporary, modern crime 

and one rooted in archaic values and a shared national past. These narratives 

of displacement, loss and emotional suffering at the hands of a government, 

provide further emotion to an already charged topic. It highlights the tendency 

of violent and shocking crimes to become moral soapboxes for commentators, 

to be used as a springboard into other issues and calls for governmental 

intervention and policy that directly relate to child abuse and murder, 

‘…politicians don’t see the fight against child abuse as “sexy” or vote-

winning. And, for once, that’s not necessarily their fault. It’s up to any 

electorate to ensure its politicians know what the voter’s priorities.’34 They 

are also represented as a form of moral panic, signifying the erosion of a moral 

society from government and community unwillingness to get involved. This 

is not to say that they create a moral panic, and care should always be taken 

not to jump to the ‘moral panic’ answer quickly and without full review of 

the evidence, rather that such commentary is constructed as to represent a 

moral panic.  

Ashmont Fights Back: Letters to the editor and confronting 

stigma 

The revealing of ‘hidden histories’ or ‘unwritten histories’ in response to 

shocking and traumatic events is one of the central topics of exploration in 

                                                      
34 Tame, ‘Beware another lost generation’, 2000. 
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this study, and provides an important area of analysis in the case of the death 

of Jordan Anderson Smith. Violence and anti-social behaviour tend not to be 

reported; when shocking and violent crimes such as Jordan’s death come to 

light they command community attention and attract intense media coverage.  

The main method of reporting the death of Jordan Anderson Smith and the 

search for his killer was in an official capacity, such as through police 

statements or emotive pieces concerning Jordan’s paternal family. However, 

it was not the only method of discussing the case in the local paper. Editorial 

articles, which are more opinion than standard newspaper articles, and letters 

to the editor also featured throughout the case. While the letters that appeared 

in The Daily Advertiser of course were selected, edited and potentially even 

censored by the newspaper staff, they provide one of the only bodies of 

evidence concerning the opinions and concerns of the residents of Wagga on 

Jordan’s death and the ensuing debate about Ashmont. While the articles 

appearing in the national news tended to group all the residents of Ashmont 

together in the depiction of a welfare dependant, teen-parent community, such 

a representation of Ashmont did not go unchallenged. The letters to the editor 

and comments published in The Daily Advertiser allowed for some more 

nuanced views or at least counter views to the dominant representation of the 

suburb, the acceptance of which lay in part on the government housing section 

of Ashmont as well as its hidden history in Wagga of being a low-income, 

high-crime area. Crime stories about Ashmont featured in the media before 

and after Jordan’s death. 

Scholarship has argued for the importance of the role of local news media 

outlets in constructing, reflecting and maintaining community identity at a 
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regional level. Jazqui Ewart writes, ‘regional media play a central role in 

constructing and cementing the identity and culture of communities and their 

publics.’35 While not discounting the influence of metropolitan media, Ewart 

argues that ‘…it is at the regional level that the most powerful and abiding 

images of Australian regional identity are formed and entrenched in the public 

psyche via the media.’36 In this view, perceptions of rural and regional 

identity are produced locally and not just as manifestations of urban-centric 

views of country Australia.  On a more local level, Hess and Waller note that 

country newspapers have direct relationships with their readers and play a 

role in fostering a sense of community, while metropolitan newspapers will 

instead utilise hyperbolic methods, such as labelling a town ‘evil’37 or casting 

the area as a ghetto. This indicates the value in examining the ways local news 

outlets grapple with the killing of a child and contrasting them with 

metropolitan outlets. 

Local newspapers can play a vital role in revealing local opinion and 

providing a platform for local commentators who would have otherwise been 

heard. Hess and Waller’s research into small papers and heinous crimes 

suggests that they have a relationship with their readers that metropolitan 

papers do not, and can counteract negative attention on the town.38 While this 

did not necessarily occur with The Daily Advertiser it did provide a platform 

for locals to express their opinions through the letters to the editor. This was 

the primary manner in which residents of Wagga and Ashmont could ‘fight 

                                                      
35 J. Ewart, ‘Capturing the Heart of the Region: How Regional Media Define a 

Community’, Transformations, no. 1, September 2000, online: 

http://transformationsjournal.org/journal/issue_01/article_03.shtml, (accessed: 12 

September 2013). 
36 Ewart, 2000. 
37 Hess and Waller, 2012, pp. 116-125. 
38 Ibid. 

http://transformationsjournal.org/journal/issue_01/article_03.shtml
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back’ against the representation of their town in the national newspapers and 

provide local perspectives on Ashmont and the death of Jordan Anderson-

Smith.  

Not all of the letters to the editor regarding Jordan Anderson Smith and 

Ashmont would have been published, especially when significant other 

events (such as federal elections and the September 11 World Trade Centre 

attacks) were in the spotlight. Thus, the letters are most frequent and fruitful 

during the ‘debate times’, when either Jordan’s death or Ashmont was already 

featuring heavily in the local paper, prompting responses from the 

community. Articles and letters to the editor in The Daily Advertiser indicate 

that there was a short period when the discussion on Ashmont reached the 

public domain through the local newspaper during October and November 

2000.   

An editorial appeared in The Daily Advertiser in June 2000 ‘Baby killer still 

enjoying liberty’.39 The editorial engaged with the ongoing search for 

Jordan’s killer and the increased speculation and rumours that members of 

Ashmont were withholding information from the police and the public. The 

editorial contextualised Jordan’s death within the devastating injuries that he 

received as well as the lack of arrest and the need for witness statements. 

Intense and emotively written, the editorial expresses much of the community 

sentiment during the latter months of 2000 when the case continued with no 

                                                      
39 Editorial, ‘Baby killer still enjoying liberty’, The Daily Advertiser, 20 July 2000, p. 4. 
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resolution and expresses the mounting disbelief at the lack of witnesses to 

come forward: 

The person whose twisted and warped mind allowed the committal of such 

a barbaric act is at liberty to reoffend, primarily because someone, 

somewhere, who was a witness to the cause of Jordan’s death, is refusing to 

come forward with salient information. In choosing to remain silent… the 

witness is treading a dangerous path in protecting a homicidal maniac.40 

A clear message appears here, that by protecting a ‘homicidal maniac’ not 

only is the witness perpetuating a grave injustice but is also at risk of falling 

fowl to a killer who may want to eradicate witnesses. This editorial also 

reinforces a prevalent sentiment at the time in Wagga; a segment of their 

community was choosing parochialism over the good of the wider community 

and the death of a child: 

While community anger continues to boil, making demands of police to 

bring the evil killer to justice, a section of Riverina society- albeit a 

miniscule section- is thumbing its nose at decency and refusing to talk, 

almost as if there is a condoning of the terrible death the child suffered.41 

The suggestion that by not speaking, potential witnesses could in fact be 

condoning Jordan’s suffering and death is a powerful one. Possibly written to 

engage with the subjects of the discussion and prompt them to action, it is 

enacting the comparisons between a killer and those who would choose to 

protect them. Although Ashmont is not directly labelled as the perpetrator of 

this silence in the June 2000 editorial, The Daily Advertiser ran the headline: 

‘Cone of Silence’,42 based on police statements that indicated the residents of 

Ashmont were allowing a killer to remain free.  

                                                      
40 Ibid. 
41 Editorial, ‘Baby killer still enjoying liberty’, 2000, p. 4. 
42 S. Eurell, ‘Cone of Silence’, The Daily Advertiser, 17 July 2000, p. 1. 
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The idea that an entire section of the community (even if a small one) was 

allowing a killer to remain free was a troubling one for Wagga. The focus of 

this anger turned towards members of the community of Ashmont who, in 

both the national news as well as local, were seen to be protecting Jordan’s 

killer. This led to other debates about Ashmont, including proposals for 

changing the name of the ‘better’ section of the suburb as well as the ‘bogan 

status’ of the residents of the suburb. In this manner, the death of Jordan 

Anderson Smith led to a whole host of debates and condemnations of 

Ashmont and the social status of its residents, engaging in long-term debates 

present in Wagga and directing the focus of national reporting. 

During a brief period, The Daily Advertiser played host to a debate about 

Ashmont’s status as ‘bogan’ and the culpability of its residents in the 

unsolved status of Jordan’s death. Public attitudes toward Ashmont can also 

be gleaned by an Ashmont themed joke orchestrated by unknown members 

of the community in September 2000. An anonymous leaflet ‘Ashmont 

Olympics’ was circulated throughout Wagga,43 which altered Olympic sports 

to ones allegedly more appropriate for Ashmont. The pamphlet quipped that 

the Olympic flame would be ignited by a petrol bomb ‘…thrown by a local 

of our fine suburb wearing the traditional flannelette shirt, trakky daks and ug 

boots [sic]’44 and the 100 metre sprint would be altered so ‘competitors will 

start outside the Ashmont Inn and will have to hole a VCR and microwave, 

one in each arm, and at the sound of the starters gun, a police dog will be 

                                                      
43 It is unclear how far through Wagga the pamphlet was circulated, or how many residents 

received a copy. As there does not appear to be a single extant copy it is difficult to gauge, 

but the production was most likely low-quality and possibly orchestrated by university 

students from Charles Sturt University’s Wagga campus. 
44 ‘Ashmont Olympics’, cited in M. Sheppard and J. Wagstaff, ‘“Slur” on Wagga suburb a 

disgrace, says mayor’, The Daily Advertiser, 19 September 2000, p. 3. 
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released from a cage 10 metres behind the athletes.’45The Daily Advertiser 

also reported that ‘The leaflet also says the men’s walking event will be 

cancelled as organisers cannot guarantee the safety of anyone walking the 

streets of Ashmont.’46 According to The Daily Advertiser Mayor Kevin Wales 

and Ashmont resident and chairman of the local council of the Australian and 

Torres Strait Islander Commission Hewitt Whyman condemned the attitudes 

in the leaflet, claiming that Ashmont was no different from the rest of Wagga 

Wagga and that, although it figures in the news from time to time, it was 

unfairly condemned.47  

A leaflet like ‘Ashmont Olympics’ allows for a look into unwritten histories, 

and demonstrates what at least a section of the community felt about the 

suburb. The meaning is clear; Ashmont is a place of ‘bogans’, thieves and 

violence, presumably a well speculated opinion in Wagga Wagga for the joke 

to have meaning for the vast majority of residents. No record other than The 

Daily Advertiser’s short article on this pamphlet appears to exist. While this 

is unfortunate for evidence purposes, it is emblematic of the difficulties of 

discovering the hidden histories of people and places in a non-official 

capacity even in a contemporary context. If this was released during the 

Facebook era, it would likely be discoverable. The period of the 1990’s and 

2000’s falls between traditional sources and social media, with the search for 

evidence heavily reliant upon newspapers and opinion letters. Usage of 

pamphlets and leaflets in the manner of ‘Ashmont Olympics’ has all but 

disappeared in contemporary Australia. This type of ephemera is similar to 

                                                      
45 Ibid. 
46 Sheppard and Wagstaff, 2000, p. 3. 
47 Ibid. 
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the prevalence of jokes about Moe at the time of Jaidyn Leskie’s death. 

Delivered primarily by email, they exist primarily anecdotally, yet can still be 

a strong indicator of public attitude and unwritten histories.  

The article ‘No Ordinary Neighbourhood’ by Craig Sherborne was discussed 

earlier in this chapter as one of the negative portrayals of Ashmont in the 

national media, noteworthy for its characterisation of the people of Ashmont 

as welfare dependant teen parents. Published both as a newspaper article in 

The Sunday Herald Sun48 and later as a chapter in the true crime collection 

On Murder 2, Sherborne’s article stands out as one of the most significant 

and memorable pieces about the death of Jordan Anderson Smith. It is not 

surprising then that Sherborne’s publication did not escape the attention of 

The Daily Advertiser. On October 16 2000, in direct response to Sherborne’s 

article, The Daily Advertiser ran the headline, ‘Australians reading about 

baby’s murder told: Ashmont home of the bogan’.49 It is worth noting the 

particular language of this headline; suggestive of the fear that the Australian 

public may develop a negative image of Ashmont and Wagga.  

Outlining Sherborne’s comments on teen pregnancy rates and the cycle of 

unemployment associated with welfare communities, Wagstaff comments 

that ‘The article has angered civic leaders including Wagga mayor Kevin 

Wales.’50 Kevin Wales is quoted in the Daily Advertiser article; his primary 

                                                      
48 Sherborne, 2000. 
49 J. Wagstaff, ‘Australians reading about baby’s murder told: Ashmont home of the 

bogan’, The Daily Advertiser, 16 October 2000, p. 1. 
50 Ibid. 
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concern is the reputation of Wagga as well as some defence of the residents 

of Ashmont: 

It is absolutely terrible for the reputation of Wagga... I admit there are people 

in Ashmont that you wouldn’t want to have as neighbours, but on the whole 

it is a good suburb. It is a terrible shame that we get branded like this. It 

indicates that there is an undesirable element throughout the city, which is 

not true…51 

While there is a defence of Ashmont in that it is a good suburb on the whole, 

the primary focus of Mayor Wales’ comments appears to be the preservation 

of the reputation of the rest of Wagga. The comments also express that there 

may be realities to some of the reports on Ashmont, and portrays a heavy 

concern that the rest of Wagga could be tarnished with an ‘undesirable 

element’.  

Mayor Wales’ mixed comments did not go unnoticed or unchallenged by the 

community of Wagga and neither did the comments made in the national 

media. In direct response to Mayor Wales, one letter to the editor comments: 

‘I feel the comment by Mayor Kevin Wales hat there are people in Ashmont 

you would not wish as neighbours is in poor taste… Whatever happened to 

love thy neighbour?’52 This letter appeared in the same issue as 

‘Denigrating’53 which addressed Sherborne’s treatment of Jordan’s death and 

the representations of Ashmont in a heated defence of the suburb:  

How dare this newspaper54 print such a biased and denigrating story about 

Ashmont. How dare he (the reporter) assume we are “at the bottom of the 

                                                      
51 K. Wales, quoted in ‘Ashmont “boganville”’, The Daily Advertiser, 16 October 2000, p. 

5. 
52 P. Dolden, ‘Poor Taste’, cited in ‘Letters to the Editor’, The Daily Advertiser, 20 October 

2000, p. 4. 
53 F. Lloyd, ‘Denigrating’, cited in ‘Letters to the Editor’, The Daily Advertiser, 20 October 

2000, p. 4. 
54 This refers to The Sunday Telegraph’s Sunday Magazine. 
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social heap” … The truth of the matter is that the majority of us do not know 

what happened to Baby Jordan… What right does this person who wrote this 

compare our place of living to a ghetto?55 

Coming from a member of the public in the form of a letter to the editor, these 

comments were the first heated and emotive defences of Ashmont. 

‘Denigrating’ points out a central issue, that many residents did not know 

Jordan’s family and were in no position to gain information on the crime let 

alone withhold integral information from the police. Ashmont’s population 

was around 4000 at the time of Jordan’s death, and Blakemore avenue one of 

many streets. This does not mean that there was not someone with important 

knowledge, however, mainstream reporting had condensed Ashmont into a 

singular section of its community and portrayed their lifestyles as if they were 

shared by the majority as well as imbuing them with meaning for Jordan’s 

death.  

Letters to the editor demonstrate that residents of Wagga were not passive 

observers to the local and national media, and engaged with the debates and 

discussions about Jordan and the status of Ashmont. This does not mean, 

however, that the views expressed in pieces such as Sherborne’s were entirely 

unaccepted or without any basis. As the production of a pamphlet such as 

‘Ashmont Olympics’ shows, there existed already tensions and negative 

representations of Ashmont in Wagga, the humour of such a cultural artefact 

would have been meaningless otherwise. Rather, it demonstrates that varied 

and complex reactions to events like the death of Jordan and the 

characterisation of Ashmont are portrayed as isolated and parochial in much 

of the media commentary on the topic. A simple reading of Sherborne’s 

                                                      
55 Lloyd, ‘Denigrating’, 2000, p. 4. 
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article would suggest that all national articles represented Wagga and 

Ashmont in this way, and the selected letters to the editor that the general 

response of the residents of Wagga was outrage. 

Another example of local engagements with Sherborne’s article was the letter 

to the editor ‘Disgusted’56 which criticises the local paper’s reporting of 

Jordan’s death and Ashmont: 

What a way to sell your newspaper, by insulting and degrading the suburb 

of Ashmont… I am disgusted that your paper should pick out bits from that 

article just to sensationalise a story and a very sad one at that.57 

Here the local paper is accused of using Sherborne’s article to sensationalise 

Jordan’s death. With these three responses, it presents a selection of opinions, 

anger at Mayor Wales’ comments, anger at Sherborne’s article and anger at 

The Daily Advertiser for publishing the article. The story on Sherborne’s 

report was likely to incite anger and frustration from the community of 

Wagga, and it is interesting it was directed in so many ways. As well as the 

slur ‘bogan’ being attributed to Ashmont, the front-page story included an 

inset ‘Jordan’s killer a mystery: Coroner’.58 This inset described comments 

allegedly made by Wagga coroner Sev Hill in the national newspapers that 

Jordan’s killer would never be found, and that the case had been placed down 

on the polices list of priorities because of the Sydney Olympic Games. These 

are significant comments, particularly since they were made by someone with 

                                                      
56 R. Priest and M. Priest, ‘Disgusted’, cited in ‘Letters to the editor’, The Weekend 

Advertiser, 21 October 2000, p. 4. 
57 Ibid. 
58 J. Wagstaff, ‘Jordan’s killer a mystery: Coroner’, The Daily Advertiser, 16 October 2000, 

p. 1. 
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a respected and significant position, as they suggest that now both the ‘cone 

of silence’ and the police were slowing down the murder investigation.  

The above comments were understood locally in the context of broader 

reductions in local policing, and especially contributed to an argument in the 

Riverina that alleged that the levels of police were being decreased in country 

areas for the Sydney Olympic Games. While Wagga was never directly 

mentioned in these allegations, the continual reporting in the local paper as 

well as the location-vague headlines could have given the impression that a 

police shortage was going to directly impact Wagga. Combined with the 

comments from Coroner Hill, it presents a very negative image of the police 

investigation.  

Sherborne’s ‘bogan’ Ashmont label and Coroner Hill’s comments were 

published, prompting The Daily Advertiser and the local Police quickly 

responded to the negative publicity with the front-page headline ‘As insults 

rock Ashmont, police declare… “We’ll get the killer.”’59 Inspector Wilson is 

quoted in the article rebuffing the comments made by Coroner Hill, ‘I can’t 

agree with the coroner that no-one will be charged’60 and reiterating the police 

dedication on the case and the limitations of resources they face. This 

exchange demonstrates a tension present in the Anderson-Smith investigation 

between the (alleged) silent witnesses, the police investigators and 

commentators at a national level.  

                                                      
59 S. Eurell, ‘As insults rock Ashmont, police declare… “We’ll get the killer”’, The Daily 

Advertiser, 17 October 2000, pp. 1, 4. 
60 W. Grahame, quoted in Eurell, ‘As insults rock Ashmont, police declare… “We’ll get the 

killer”’, 2000, p. 4. 
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A feature of the prolonged investigation and lack of a guilty party to blame, 

the focus instead shifts to groups that could be held accountable for the lack 

of resolution. Each of the groups in this case, the local police and the residents 

of Ashmont, utilize the local paper in various ways to defend themselves and 

provide context for their role in the crime and investigation. As demonstrated 

earlier in this chapter, during the ‘Baby Jordan’ investigation the police used 

the local paper to help maintain their image in the face of a prolonged and 

difficult investigation which, alongside the emotive portrayals of Jordan’s 

paternal family, helped to shift the focus onto the lack of witness statements 

and the people of Ashmont. 

The debate on Ashmont’s culture was perpetuated by an article appearing in 

The Daily Advertiser that alleged a proposal was going before the local 

council to change the name of the northern region of Ashmont. This is not an 

unheard-of suggestion when an area feels that its name is somehow a 

detriment to its economy and community. When the murders of several 

people came to light in Snowtown, South Australia the town was quickly 

typified by the discovery. Also known as ‘The Bodies in the Barrel Murders’, 

‘The Snowtown Murders’ became a hindrance to the town which was 

variously described as ‘evil’ and ‘rotten’ although all but one of the murders 

had occurred in Adelaide and the bodies had only been recently moved to 

Snowtown. It was reported that for a brief period Snowtown considered 

changing its name to ‘Rose town’ to remove the stigma of being associated 

with such an extreme and heinous crime.61 As discussed in the previous 

                                                      
61 For example see: C. Johnston, ‘Snowtown: Living with a death penalty’, The Age, 7 May 

2011, online: http://www.theage.com.au/national/snowtown-living-with-a-death-penalty-

20110506-1ec90.html, (accessed: 14 September 2013). 

http://www.theage.com.au/national/snowtown-living-with-a-death-penalty-20110506-1ec90.html
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chapter, there were also discussions and jokes of Moe changing its name to 

escape the stigma of Jaidyn Leskie’s disappearance and death.  

Neither of these towns changed their names, but that it was at least considered 

an option by some residents provides an interesting perspective that the effect 

of significant events on a community can have, and the connection of place 

to tragedy. The northern section of Ashmont is anecdotally known as a better 

area than the southern area (this is the location of significant features such as 

the Carmelite Monastery) which can be seen in the following exchanges 

within the local paper. 

The Daily Advertiser article ‘Ashmont’s north to be renamed?’ reported that 

six north Ashmont residents were in the process of forming a committee to 

decide upon a new name for northern Ashmont and present it to the council. 

The article also notes that this is not the first time a proposal to change the 

name of north Ashmont, with the name ‘Best Heights’ rejected in 1992, 

suggesting that media coverage after Jordan’s death revitalised an old debate, 

rather than creating the issue:  

North Ashmont residents are behind a campaign to rename an area of the 

Ashmont suburb in a bid to escape the apparent stigma attached to living 

there. Real estate agent and north Ashmont resident Paul Gooden is leading 

the push to have the area north of Ashmont Avenue renamed. “Ashmont is 

a great place to live but I’m in real estate and I have people come in and say 

they want a house anywhere but Ashmont,” Mr Gooden said.62  

It is worth noting that other areas of Wagga that have areas with poor 

reputations have sections referred to in a similar manner, such as ‘Kooringal 

                                                      
62 M. Sheppard, ‘Ashmont’s north to be renamed?’, The Daily Advertiser, 25 October 2000, 

p. 3. 
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Heights’ and ‘Tolland Heights’. Anecdotally, these areas are considered more 

affluent and have higher property values than other parts of the suburbs of 

Kooringal and Tolland where public housing is located.  

The comment by Gooden is anecdotally suggestive of the reputation of 

Ashmont in Wagga, as is the notion of residents wishing to ‘escape the 

stigma’. Conversely, government housing and the house that Jordan 

Anderson Smith was killed in would belong to ‘South’ Ashmont. Although 

Gooden is quoted as saying that he has no wish to offend residents of south 

Ashmont and that the name change is not influenced by recent events (it can 

be assumed events such as the death of Baby Jordan and recent murder) the 

quotes sourced from him are highly suggestive that this is not the case. 

Gooden is quoted, ‘Nearly all homes in north Ashmont are privately owned 

and they are of equal quality to any other area of Wagga… our intention is 

not to offend anyone, we simply want to define our own identity’63 [emphasis 

added]. Gooden’s comments suggest that the homes in ‘south’ Ashmont are 

not privately owned - nor are they on par with other areas of Wagga. Here, 

other residents can redefine their identity outside of the community of 

Ashmont through owning their own home and not being associated with a 

heinous crime. Two of the suggested names that appeared in the article were 

‘Blamey’ after army General Thomas Blamey who was born in Wagga in 

1884 and participated in both the first and second Worlds War’s64 or ‘Mt 

Carmel’ after the nearby Carmelite Monastery. 

                                                      
63 Sheppard, ‘Ashmont’s north to be renamed?’, 2000, p. 3. 
64 Thomas Blamey, who was born in the Wagga suburb of Lake Albert on the other side of 

town to Ashmont, also has a hotel in Wagga named after him. 
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The next day the local paper ran a follow up article ‘Opinion divided- and 

Ashmont could be too’.65 Sourcing more opinions from local residents to 

provide a counter opinion to Gooden’s comments, The Daily Advertiser was 

well positioned to create a heated debate on the topic in Wagga. Comments 

attributed to a Mrs Priest add weight to the idea that the unwritten history of 

Ashmont as a ‘bad’ suburb was present long before Jordan’s death: 

We initially bought here not knowing anything about the area and we’d meet 

people and they’d ask if we were on the good side or the bad side… Now 

when people ask I say I live in north Ashmont, near the monastery, and that 

is because that is geographically where we are, not because I don’t want to 

be associated with the rest of Ashmont.66 

The answer attributed to Mrs Priest is that ‘near the monastery’ identifies a 

particular section of the suburb as ‘the good side’ while the other side of 

Ashmont, notably the area with some public housing, is the ‘bad side’. 

Anecdotally, the idea that Ashmont has a good side and a bad side has been 

present in Wagga since the 1970s, when the first area of public housing was 

constructed. The day after this article there were three letters to the editor 

published in the local paper addressing the story of Ashmont’s north being 

renamed. The first letter titled ‘A pun?’67 simply and humorously suggested 

that the name ‘Blamey’ could have been an accidental pun. Not all the letters 

were so flippant. A heated defence of the suburb comes in the letter 

‘Disgusted’: 

I can only state my disgust at the article (DA, October 25) concerning a name 

change to a small part of Ashmont.  I live four houses from where baby 

Jordan was murdered. I know the Smith family (Jordan’s father’s side) very 

                                                      
65 M. Sheppard, ‘Opinion divided- and Ashmont could be too’, The Daily Advertiser, 26 

October 2000, p. 5. 
66 M. Priest, quoted in Sheppard, ‘Opinion divided- and Ashmont could be too’, 2000, p. 5. 
67 E. Damas, ‘A pun?’, cited in ‘letters to the editor’, The Daily Advertiser, 27 October 

2000, p. 4. 
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well. I would rather have them as friends, than have a neighbour with such 

a judgemental attitude as Mr Gooden. It is people such as Mr Gooden who 

incite class discrimination… In Ashmont we don’t segregate ourselves…  

We all should remember a little town called Moe, which copped a similar 

scathing attack from the media and how people wanted that name changed.68 

This is another example of Jaidyn Leskie and the town of Moe being used to 

illustrate the potential for stigma and derision to be attached to a place and its 

community, and of comparisons between the Leskie and Anderson-Smith 

cases. It highlights in an emotive manner the problems that division and 

denoting of social class as a solution to stigma. Another letter, ‘Outrage’69, 

echoes similar sentiments in a less aggressive manner and calls for an 

addressing of issues in the suburb, rather than fights over proposed name 

changes: 

The proposal to change part of the suburb has already added division within 

the community of Ashmont… Why change the name of part of the suburb 

of Ashmont to solve an issue of a few when Ashmont needs all the support 

that all the community services offer to solve more pressing needs?70 

Calling for reason and community cohesion, this letter portrays the complex 

problem of stigma and division within a small community. Whether changing 

northern Ashmont’s name was ever a suggestion that would be seriously 

considered by the local council or not is difficult to ascertain. It is likely, 

especially considering the rejection in the early 1990s, that it was not a 

realistic proposal particularly after the community backlash published in The 

Daily Advertiser.  

                                                      
68 M. Clear, ‘Disgusted’, cited in ‘letters to the editor’, The Daily Advertiser, 27 October 

2000, p. 4. 
69 P. Morrison and J. Morrison, ‘Outrage’, cited in ‘letters to the editor’, The Daily 
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It is important to consider, however, that there may have been several letters 

to the editor supporting the decision that went unpublished. While letters to 

the editor cannot be used as evidence of a definitive opinion of a community, 

they can be used by the publishing paper to produce the appearance of a 

certain reaction. They are realistically one of the only sources of community 

opinion beyond oral anecdotal evidence and, while treated with care, can be 

useful and have the ability to provide voices from the region. 

National news reporting of Jordan’s death did not continue unnoticed in 

Wagga after Sherborne’s article; national coverage was once again reported 

in The Daily Advertiser article ‘Baby murder in national media’71. This was 

not a front page headline this time and contained a much more limited 

description than the response to Sherborne’s article. Relatively 

straightforward, the article was mainly in response to the 7.30 Reports 

coverage of Jordan’s death as well as reporting the content of some of the 

other national media outlets. This appeared around eight months after 

Jordan’s death and referred to the articles by the Herald Sun and Sunday-

Telegraph that focused strongly on Ashmont as a place of unemployment and 

violence, describing them as controversial articles. While there was no 

explicit defence of Ashmont, The Daily Advertiser neither endorsed these 

representations of Ashmont, perhaps waiting to gauge public reaction. The 

debate about Ashmont continued, particularly in response to national media 

coverage of Jordan’s death.  
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“This Place is No Slum”: Defending Against Sensationalism 

On the 23 November 2000, The Daily Advertiser ran the front-page story 

‘This Place is No Slum.’72 This article was one of the first outright defences 

of Ashmont to appear as a news feature in The Daily Advertiser. The story 

was written in response to a public meeting held by the residents of Ashmont 

regarding the negative publicity of the suburb. The motivation of this meeting 

was to defend the suburb and engineer ways to raise the profile of Ashmont. 

The article states that ‘Ashmont is a suburb of decent and respectable people 

whose residents are proud of where they live, a public meeting heard last 

night.’73 At this meeting both national and local media reports were raised as 

a source of outrage. The death of Jordan Anderson Smith was mainly left out 

of the discussion.  

Once again, the editorial of The Daily Advertiser contributed to the debate, 

publishing ‘Two meetings with most similar agenda.’74 This editorial aimed 

to provide a more nuanced and positive view than some national and local 

reports, providing suggestions for tackling difficult problems in the local 

community: 

Like other communities Ashmont comprises a solid core of citizenry… It is 

pointless to deny problems in the area exist, because they do- as they do in 

other areas… The way forward for Ashmont fold is to recognise there are 

problems and to isolate them so the difficulties can be addressed.75 

The tone of this editorial is starkly different to the national reporting that 

focused on Ashmont and the death of Jordan, displaying more support and an 
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attempt to contextualise the problems faced by Ashmont with a broader 

understanding of the suburb. Ultimately, there were little in the way of 

nuanced responses of this type and the ‘Ashmont issue’ was largely presented 

as a two-sided debate locally, between those who characterised the suburb as 

a bad area and those who defended it, while it was represented as akin to a 

slum in much national coverage. Ultimately, the coverage on Ashmont and 

debates regarding renaming disappeared from local media coverage without 

any noticeable resolution. Greg Marston produced a critical discourse of 

public housing policy in Queensland, noting that the existence of a binary 

divide between good and bad tenants has its roots in historical morality 

discourse, ‘Essentially, this theme is a reconstitution of deserving and 

undeserving poor, moral categories that formed the basis of Australian 

welfare provision during the 19th and early part of the 20th century.’76 In the 

reading of Ashmont offered above, the notion of public housing tenants as 

‘undeserving poor’ comes through most strongly. It points to a general 

perception, disseminated through local news media, that the inherent qualities 

of Ashmont and its residents were outside those of moral, middle Australia 

and hence undesirable. 

When a community is described in sensationalist terms, which link 

spectacular crimes to the mundane pattern of residence, an unreal but 

powerful representation is generated. This can be seen in diverse areas of 

history. For example, the scandals of Victorian London – the child 

prostitution controversy of the 1850s, and the Whitechapel murders of 1888, 
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generated a vivid picture of the East End as a haunt of vice and darkness. But, 

as Michael Mason advises:  

Whenever a historian takes up the pen to write about Victorian prostitution, 

or housing, or industrialisation, without recognising that they were described 

in sensationalist terms by contemporary writers, the 19th century has the last 

laugh.77 

One’s understanding of a given Victorian image may be seriously 

impoverished if one fails to measure it against the reality. Graham Davis has 

established that a notorious Bath rookery, Avon Street, had a much more 

socially and economically variegated population (including some quite well-

to-do families) than local clichés would indicate. … No doubt specialist 

historians are now aware that Dickens’s Tom-all-Alone’s – in the sense of a 

street of undifferentiated degradation – never existed in Victorian London or 

in any other city of the day.78  

This same point needs to be made, in contemporary history, about 

communities such as Ashmont. A thorough study of the suburb shows that it 

is certainly not exclusively filled with housing commission residences, as 

blocks of land in Ashmont vary considerably in size, and in the age and style 

of the dwellings. The community of Ashmont numbers residents who are 

accurately, if superficially, described by the title ‘idle poor’, however, they 

live amid a population who include students from the regional University, 

attracted by lower rents, residents whose families lived in the location before 

it was urbanised, and have stayed on in rural style dwellings, and people who 

have bought and developed properties, often at considerable cost. However, 
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the media consistently liked the notion of streets which correspond to a 

contemporary version of Dickens’ Tom-all-Alone’s. 

This type of negative stereotyping operates powerfully when directed at 

regional areas, which always have to fulfil the projections of urban writers, 

however the same syndrome is powerful enough to operate within Sydney 

itself. In the 1990s, drug crimes became prevalent and visible in some suburbs 

of Western Sydney, which also were areas where Vietnamese refugees had 

been settled during the 1980s. This generated a lot of media comment, and 

particularly sensational descriptions of the suburb of Cabramatta. It was 

depicted as a ‘lost’ community of the children of boat people who had turned 

to drugs and crime. The media liked reporting that the express train from 

Redfern to Cabramatta was known as the ‘junkie express’ or the ‘smack 

express’, because it attracted passengers who were only there to buy drugs. 

The constant reference to trains and travel helped to create an impression that 

this suburb was very distant, in every way, from the centre of wealthy, 

civilized Sydney:  ‘Lives are started, lived and lost on these streets, and here 

life is cheap. There is no obvious ostentation, rather a sparsity and neglect 

that howls of poverty and sad resignation.’79  

In response to Jordan’s death, the Anglicare Ashmont Community Resource 

Centre was created to connect vulnerable residents with various services, as 

well as the now defunct Ashmont Community Progress Association (ACPA). 

The ACPA was formed by local residents with the intention to improve the 

                                                      
79 Anon, ‘This Savage City,’ from a website for the documentary tv series, Once Upon a 
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image of Ashmont and meeting the needs of the community and continues to 

be a reference point for suburban initiatives in Wagga, ‘When baby Jordan 

was butchered the community took charge and they got together and 

implemented a number of initiatives.’80 The association held several public 

meetings and wrote letters to Wagga Wagga City Council requesting 

improvements to footpath accessibility, junk clearing and improved access to 

services. While this indicates some community action in response to the 

representation of Ashmont, the suburb has continued to hold a reputation in 

Wagga Wagga as a place of high crime and poverty, featuring sporadically in 

the local media in relation to crime stories.  

Irresolution and the Deportation of Chris Hoerler 

When Hoerler was charged with Jordan’s murder, the story briefly appeared 

in the local paper, and then not at all for several months. Considering the 

significance of an arrest in the mystery of Baby Jordan and the prevalence of 

the story over the last twenty months, it is logical to assume that a media 

restriction was placed on the case while police and the department of public 

prosecutions developed their case against Hoerler. Although there was some 

media interest, the majority of coverage post-arrest was written during 

significant parts of Hoerler’s trial and incarceration. The tone of these news 

reports was one of seeking justice and punishment for Jordan’s death, such as 

this headline, ‘Keep the monster in jail’.81 Although Jordan’s killer had been 

caught, Hoerler’s manslaughter conviction and lack of explanation for the 
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baby’s death means that the case was never able to achieve adequate 

resolution for the family. Indeed, the nature of irresolution was reflected 

through statements made by Jordan’s paternal father, in which he stated ‘I just 

want to know what the truth is and what really happened that night…But there 

will never really be an answer’.82 Jordan’s paternal uncle, Darcy Smith, is 

also quoted as saying that ‘I don't think there'll ever be closure but it's a 

relief.’83 Hoerler’s 2012 appeal for parole was denied, with the State Parole 

Authority expressing concerns that Hoerler had not addressed his offending 

behaviour.84 

After several failed parole bids, on 14 August 2014 Christopher Hoerler was 

granted parole and released from Sydney’s Long Bay prison. Hoerler was 

quickly and quietly moved to an undisclosed location, likely a detention 

centre, before being deported to Papua New Guinea two months later. The 

Daily Advertiser only ran a few short stories regarding Hoerler’s release and 

deportation, and there was very little coverage from the mainstream national 

media. There was a brief period where it appeared that Hoerler may apply to 

stay in Australia, based on his desire to be a father to his children.85 These 

media reports are also the first time that Hoerler’s children are mentioned, 

                                                      
82 C. Smith, quoted in L. Glendinning, ‘I killed Jordan: ex-boyfriend stuns court with 

change of plea’, Sydney Morning Herald, 31 July 2003, online: 

http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2003/07/30/1059480410807.html, (accessed 20 April 

2013). 
83 D. Smith, quoted in E. Smith, ‘Hoerler finally deported to PNG’, The Daily Advertiser, 

30 October 2014, online: http://www.dailyadvertiser.com.au/story/2661882/hoerler-finally-

deported-to-png/?cs=147, (accessed 12 November 2014). 
84 ‘Baby killer refused parole’, State Parole Authority NSW, 3 May 2012, p. 1. 
85 K. Grimson, ‘Jordan's killer to be kicked out’, The Daily Advertiser, 8 August 2014, 

online: http://www.dailyadvertiser.com.au/story/2475118/jordans-killer-to-be-kicked-

out/?cs=148, (accessed 12 November 2014). 

http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2003/07/30/1059480410807.html
http://www.dailyadvertiser.com.au/story/2661882/hoerler-finally-deported-to-png/?cs=147
http://www.dailyadvertiser.com.au/story/2661882/hoerler-finally-deported-to-png/?cs=147
http://www.dailyadvertiser.com.au/story/2475118/jordans-killer-to-be-kicked-out/?cs=148
http://www.dailyadvertiser.com.au/story/2475118/jordans-killer-to-be-kicked-out/?cs=148
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and no further details are provided for them, possibly to avoid consequences 

such as outlined by one commenter:  

What sort of father would publicly highlight that his kid is "the child of the 

most hated man in Wagga"? He would be a better father if he just went away 

and allowed his child/children to avoid the shame, humiliation and 

(possibly) hatred that would accompany such a title.86 

Darcy Smith, continuing to act as the Smith family spokesperson, provided 

commentary to the media and raised awareness through an online petition to 

ensure Hoerler’s deportation.87 The issue of Hoerler’s deportation was clearly 

of matter of public interest, culminating with Immigration Minister Scott 

Morrison appearing on national radio to confirm that Hoerler had been 

deported.88 Comments on the petition demonstrate some evidence of 

community opinion, at least of supporters of Hoerler’s deportation, and reflect 

similar views to community opinion discussed earlier in this chapter. This 

was especially reflected through some commentary: 

Get this sick low life pieced of who knows what out of our country. He has 

no right to breathe our air. He did not allow Jordan to breathe. He had no 

remorse or care for that innocent little child who suffered at his hands. NO 

EXCUSE for his actions. His country should take him back and lock him up 

for life and pay for him. Why should us tax payers pay for that piece of 

oxygen thief to live his life in our goals at our expense. I know I am not 

happy to pay for him.89 

                                                      
86 K. Lewis, ‘comments’, 30 November 2014, online: 

http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/call-to-deport-baby-killer-justice-for-baby ,(accessed 06 

December 2014). 
87 To date, the petition is still viewable online: http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/call-to-

deport-baby-killer-justice-for-baby, (accessed 06 December 2014).  
88 R. Hadley, ‘Baby killer Deported’, The Ray Hadley Morning Show, 2GB, [radio 

broadcast], 30 October 2014, online: http://www.2gb.com/audioplayer/71396, (accessed: 12 

November 2014). 
89 D. Butterfield, ‘comments’, 13 August 2014, online: 

http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/call-to-deport-baby-killer-justice-for-baby, (accessed: 

12 November 2014). 

http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/call-to-deport-baby-killer-justice-for-baby
http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/call-to-deport-baby-killer-justice-for-baby
http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/call-to-deport-baby-killer-justice-for-baby
http://www.2gb.com/audioplayer/71396
http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/call-to-deport-baby-killer-justice-for-baby
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On 27 October 2014, over a month after his release from gaol, Hoerler was 

deported to Papua New Guinea. Jordan’s paternal family continued to 

comment to the media, expressing concern for the children of Papua New 

Guinea and questioning the ability of Australia’s government to play a role in 

their protection.90  

Some community opinion can be found on Facebook posts91 made by local 

news organisations. Although more colloquial in nature, they reflect similar 

sentiments to the letters to the editor considered earlier in this chapter: 

They should of [sic] tortured him exactly the way he did to baby Jordan then 

justice would be served. He doesn't deserve to breathe our air he is and 

always will be a monster who stole an innocent life that doesn't deserve to 

live.92 

Such comments also reflect the continuing speculation as to whether there 

were others involved in Jordan’s death, particularly in regard to Louise 

Anderson: ‘Her exoneration from punishment when she was there on the 

day/night her son was murdered raises some doubt’93 and the more 

accusatory, ‘I dont [sic] know anything about the mother but I have heard she 

was just as bad so hopefully she will get what she deserves to.’94 These quotes 

                                                      
90 K. Grimson, ‘Baby killer's deportation under wraps’, Young Witness, 17 August 2014, 

available from Factiva, (accessed 04 September 2014). 
91 In many cases public commentary appears to be moving from letters to the editor to 

Facebook posts (and other online media). The present research considers them a source 

with similar limitations to any oral historical source, while acknowledging their ability to 

represent opinion from individuals and certain segments of the public.  
92 J. Cook, comment in ‘Prime7 News Wagga’, Facebook , 30 October 2014 at 16:18, 

online: https://www.facebook.com/prime7newswagga/posts/763762716992477, (accessed: 

12 November 2014). 
93 C. A. Murphy, comment on ‘Young Witness’, Facebook, 31 October 2014 at 14:20, 

online: https://www.facebook.com/TheYoungWitness/posts/699648700125420, (accessed: 

12 November 2014). 
94 S. Minnick, comment on ‘Young Witness’, Facebook, 31 October 2014 at 11:05, online: 

https://www.facebook.com/TheYoungWitness/posts/699648700125420, (accessed: 12 

November 2014). 

https://www.facebook.com/prime7newswagga/posts/763762716992477
https://www.facebook.com/TheYoungWitness/posts/699648700125420
https://www.facebook.com/TheYoungWitness/posts/699648700125420
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demonstrate the pervasive rumours around the circumstances of Jordan’s 

death, and how they can now find a wider audience through online spaces. 

To date, no news of Chris Hoerler’s life in Papua New Guinea has been 

reported to the Australian people. There was little information regarding 

Hoerler’s deportation and no information provided to the public once he 

returned to Papua New Guinea. In many ways, this is a case where the 

problem can literally be swept aside, as Hoerler’s deportation put him firmly 

beyond the gaze of local Australia. The death of Jordan Anderson-Smith is 

well remembered in the community of Wagga Wagga and, although it no 

longer continues to attract significant media attention, remains one of the 

most significant cases of child death in the town. The death of Jordan 

Anderson Smith has sat uncomfortably with the people of Wagga Wagga. 

Although from the outside it is a solved mystery, the conviction of 

manslaughter for Chris Hoerler failed to resolve lingering questions in the 

community, and produced themes of injustice and legal issues involved in 

sentencing. Overall, Hoerler never provided a satisfactory explanation for the 

events of February 25, 2000 and the question of potential witnesses and 

community silence was not resolved. Hoerler’s parole hearings maintained 

the presence of this story in news coverage, and the continued role of Cecil 

and Darcy Smith in bringing community awareness and petitioning against 

Hoerler’s release provided a personal element to Jordan’s death.  

Conclusion 

This chapter argues that Jordan’s death was revealing of local attitudes toward 

certain segments of a community, exposing hidden histories of a community 
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through the media generated by a tragic death. Jordan’s death tapped into 

cultural anxieties about welfare communities, economic instability, single 

parenting and de-facto parenting. Proclaimed by some sections of the news 

media as a ‘bush ghetto’ and the ‘home of the bogan’, the suburb of Ashmont 

and its residents were stigmatised and typified as divergent from the rest of 

Wagga Wagga and country Australia. These frames are mainly revealed 

through Wagga Wagga’s local paper, The Daily Advertiser.  

The Daily Advertiser revealed local attitudes through letters to the editor and 

the tone and manner of reporting of Jordan’s death. Through the examination 

of communities in their local news media a process of unveiling a hidden 

history often occurs. Hidden history in this context refers to information and 

knowledge of a particular town or area which is familiar to local residents but 

not officially recorded. In the case of Ashmont and Wagga Wagga, it refers 

to the suburb’s history as a government housing area, and the opinion of many 

of the residents that it is an area of crime, unemployment and single parent 

families. As the media representations of Ashmont were playing upon pre-

existing notions, they could be effective and persuading. This fed into the 

conceptual separation of Ashmont and Wagga Wagga, allowing for it to occur 

without the complaint or notice of the rest of the town. Because the 

knowledge of Ashmont as a ‘bad area’ was already a part of Wagga Wagga 

consciousness, the idea transitioned easily into the media and was unopposed 

by local opinion makers.    

At a local level, Jordan’s death is important historical event in the regional 

centre of Wagga Wagga, one that has never been fully explained or resolved. 

While not a famous case of national proportions such as the disappearance 
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and death of Jaidyn Leskie, it is an important event in the history of the town 

and in histories of child homicide in regional Australia. The Leskie case is 

famous for its enduring mysteries and will continue to be so, perhaps 

indefinitely. While Jordan’s killer was convicted and sentenced, there are 

many little mysteries here which connect to the issues pervading cases of 

child homicide and at a less sensationalised level than Jaidyn Leskie. The 

welfare authorities that visited Blakemore Avenue were not and probably will 

never be explained. The timeline of events that does not match up suggests 

the potential for lies, confusion and silence. The circumstances that led 

Hoerler to attack Jordan were never discovered as whether domestic violence 

was a feature of Jordan’s life. Although there is no rational or justifiable 

reason for Hoerler to have assaulted Jordan, understanding the events that led 

to Jordan’s death are important for the family, as well as the study of crime. 

The death of Jordan Anderson-Smith, the trial and conviction of Christopher 

Hoerler and the representation of Ashmont in the news media point to the 

banal elements that are frequently missing from our analyses of child 

homicide, and largely from cases of intrafamily violence.  

 

The next chapter examines silence and irresolution in greater depth and 

provides a narrative of the 1990-1991 deaths of Clinton Speedy-Duroux, 

Coleen Walker and Evelyn Greenup in the small NSW town of Bowraville 

(collectively known as the Bowraville murders). The Bowraville murders 

feature the impact of historical traditions of racism and media silence on 

investigating the deaths of Indigenous Australian children.  
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Chapter 6 

Race, Grief and Invisibility: The Bowraville Murders 

 

 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander readers are advised that the following 

chapter contains images, names and words of people who have died, as well as 

references to images and voices of people who have died. 

In a country where the names of missing or murdered children remain 

indelibly in the national consciousness, why do the Bowraville children not 

figure? The Beaumont children, Samantha Knight, Jaidin Leskie, Kiesha 

Abrahams – these and many more are embedded in the Australian lexicon 

of tragedy. Why are Colleen Walker, Evelyn Greenup and Clinton Speedy-

Duroux not firmly fixed in our national memory?1 

- Malcolm Knox, Australian journalist and author 

 

The actual murders were not a black/white issue. The actual murder was just 

an evil person with a cold heart and no morals. But the way we were treated 

and the way it was investigated was a black/white issue.2 

- Michelle Jarrett, aunt of Evelyn Greenup 

 

Over the course of five months from 1990-1991 three children disappeared 

from their community on the outskirts of the small NSW town of Bowraville. 

The children – sixteen-year-old Colleen Walker, four-year-old Evelyn 

Greenup, and sixteen-year-old Clinton Speedy-Duroux – were all of 

Indigenous Australian heritage. Each of the children had been living or 

staying at Bowraville’s “Mish”, a former government run Mission where 

several Indigenous Australian families continued to live after the Missions 

                                                      
1 M. Knox, ‘The Mission: The Bowraville Murders’, The Monthly, October 2010, online: 

https://www.themonthly.com.au/monthly-essays-malcolm-knox-mission-bowraville-

murders-2786, (accessed: 11 February 2013). 
2 M. Jarrett, ‘Submission No 13’, Inquiry into Family Response to the Murders in 

Bowraville, 28 February 2014, p. 2. 
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were decommissioned by the federal government (figure 6.1).3 Each of the 

children disappeared seemingly without a trace, from or near homes that were 

within close proximity of one another. From the first disappearance, their 

families believed someone was taking their children and reported their fears 

to the local police. However, Bowraville’s police settle upon a different 

theory – law enforcement instead believed that the children had simply run 

away. However, the police theory changed to one of suspicion as the 

disappearances continued and they instead began to suspect the children’s 

families of child abuse. The Child Mistreatment Unit was called in to 

investigate the community.  

During February 1991, the search for the missing children became a homicide 

investigation. Sixteen-year-old Clinton was the last to disappear and the first 

to be found, when his body was discovered in local bushland only two weeks 

after he disappeared. Two months later, Colleen’s clothes were discovered 

bagged and weighted down by rocks in the local Nambucca River. Evelyn’s 

body was next discovered in similar circumstances to Clinton and she had 

suffered similar injuries. The Bowraville murders were thereafter treated as 

one event, with investigators believing thata single person was responsible 

for each death.  

There are circumstantial similarities in the disappearances: each one was 

preceded by a party, where ‘J’, a local 28-year-old Caucasian man was one of 

the last people seen near each of the children. The pseudonym J will be used 

                                                      
3 In the colonial period and during the early 20th century, Missions were government-run 

reserves for Indigenous Australians.  Indigenous Australians were often required by policy 

to live in these designated areas instead of their traditional lands, which were instead 

claimed and occupied by colonial settlers. 
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throughout this chapter. Although J’s real name is known and has been 

published in the media, there is now a possibility that he may be re-tried for 

the murders of Colleen, Evelyn and Clinton and as such his identifying 

information is subject to a suppression order. On 8 April 1991, J was charged 

with Clinton’s murder, followed by a charge for Evelyn’s murder on 16 

October 1991. Complicating the prosecution’s case, a judge ruled that J’s 

trials must be held separately. This has been interpreted as a major setback, 

as circumstantial evidence placing J at the scene of each disappearance would 

be stronger if all cases were heard together. J was acquitted of Clinton’s 

murder and police dropped the charges for Evelyn’s murder. J was re-charged 

and acquitted of Evelyn’s murder in 2006. To date, no other charges have 

been laid in relation to the ‘Bowraville murders’ and, to public knowledge, 

no other suspects have been identified.  

In 1990 around 250 of Bowraville’s population of approximately 1000 

residents identified as Indigenous Australians. Under the various policies4 of 

the colonial and federal Australian governments – normally collectively 

referred to as the policies of protectionism, assimilation and integration – 

Bowraville’s Indigenous population were first forced to live in the ‘fringe 

camp’5 and then relocated to the Mission – an area located on the outskirts of 

Bowraville. Prior to British colonisation,6 the Gumbayngirri people inhabited 

                                                      
4 Victoria was the first colonial government to enact a system to control Indigenous 

Australian people with the Aboriginal Protection Act 1869 (VIC). After protectionism, 

Australia moved onto a policy of Assimilation, then Integration. Currently, Native Title and 

Self-Determination for Indigenous Australians is intended to replace and undo the former 

policies.  
5 Today, the former ‘Fringe Camp’ is the site of the Bowraville racecourse. 
6 British colonisation and settlement of Australia is also understood as invasion by many 

contemporary Australians. Colonisation is used here, as it is the most generic accepted term 

for the events from 1788. 
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the area in and around Bowraville,7 though it is unclear how many of the 

Indigenous residents in the early 1990s identified as Gumbayngirri people – 

this information has not been a feature of media reporting, and the Anglo-

media only refers to the residents as Aboriginal or Indigenous. Figure 6.2 

demonstrates the diversity of Indigenous language groups in the region, 

further suggesting that media interest in the case has not extended beyond 

categorising the victims as ‘Aboriginal’. The reducing of the varied 

Aboriginal Australian and Torres Strait Island groups and peoples to merely 

‘Aboriginal’ is a common feature of the Australian mainstream media that 

persists today.  

Contemporarily, Bowraville’s Mission is locally known as ‘the mish’ and 

many Indigenous people remain living within its boundaries. Bowraville’s 

Mission is located on Cemetery Road, now renamed to Gumbayngirr Road, 

and is approximately two kilometres out of town. The mission is comprised 

of a row of houses and a small park, and has undergone some minor 

developments and renovations since the NSW government officially closed 

state-run missions and Aboriginal reserves. The ‘mish’ is literally and 

conceptually separated from the rest of Bowraville, and the rubbish tip and 

cemetery act as a boundary line between ‘respectable’ Bowraville, and the ill-

reputed Mission. Although segregation was technically abolished in 

Australia, the residents of the ‘mish’, many of whom have had generations of 

family live in the area, functionally remain segregated. 

                                                      
7 There is limited research that discusses the Gumbayngirri people, however one example 

is: M. Sommerville, ‘Thinking through Country: New Literacy Practices for a Sustainable 

World’, in B. Green and M. Corbett (eds.), Rethinking Rural Literacies: Transnational 

Perspectives, New York, NY, 2013, pp. 179-196. 
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Figure 6.1 

Map of relevant Bowraville sites discussed 

in this chapter. The ‘fringe’ camp, the 

Mission/reserve and the present day 

Aboriginal settlement are marked. This 

map illustrates the physical separation of 

the Mission from the rest of Bowraville 

and is also an important primary source of 

the oral histories of Gumbayngirr elders. 

 

Map sourced from collected oral history of 

Gumbayngirr elder Ann Flanders-Edwards. 

Aboriginal Women’s Heritage: Nambucca, 

Sydney, NSW National Parks and Wildlife 

Service, 2003, p. 13. 
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Figure 6.2 
 

Map showing the traditional lands of the Gumbayngirr language group, relative to 

nearby towns. This shows the diverse Indigenous groups in the regions prior to 

British colonisation and provides a frame of reference between Indigenous land 

and how they were divided into towns and cities. 

 

Muurrbay Aboriginal Language and Culture Co-operative 
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As with the deaths of Jaidyn Leskie and Jordan Anderson-Smith, irresolution 

is a key feature of the Bowraville murders, and no satisfactory explanation 

for the event has been provided by legal or media institutions. The history and 

interpretation of the Bowraville murders is a complex event that requires an 

explanation of the lack of media interest as well as an understanding of late-

twentieth century attitudes toward Indigenous Australian peoples. An 

analysis of the Bowraville murders reveals histories of racial tensions and the 

consequences of the relationships between colonists and Indigenous 

Australian’s over the last century. This is especially significant, and the 

analysis presented here explores how these tensions are managed within a 

rural town that possesses a living memory of segregation. For example, the 

police suspicions of the children’s families where there was ninforo evidence 

went much deeper than a police misstep. This can be understood by 

examining the persistent perceptions of Indigenous Australians as inadequate 

caregivers and inherently criminalistic, that have their origins in the British 

colonisation of Australia and Australian histories of racial segregation.1 

The present chapter is the first scholarly investigation into the history of the 

Bowraville murders, and the corresponding legal and media narratives. This 

chapter argues that media and legal institutions engaged in separating 

Indigenous Australian narratives from that of non-Indigenous Australians and 

drew invisible yet divisive lines between their respective experiences. Such 

separation leads to silencing, and has a flow on impact of representing 

Indigenous Australians as voiceless and passive in the face of their treatment 

                                                      
1 See for example: J. Kociumbas, ‘Azaria’s antecedents: Stereotyping Infanticide in late 

Nineteenth-Century Australia’, Gender & History, vol. 13, no. 1, April 2001, p. 139; N. 

Goc, Women, Infanticide and the Press, 1822-1922, Surrey, Ashgate Publishing Limited, 

2013, p. 95-98. 
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by legal and media institutions. This chapter provides evidence that, rather 

than passive, the families of the victims were dedicated to finding their 

children and resolved to vocally combat discrimination. 

To this end, the families of the Bowraville murder victims were active agents 

in gaining legal and media attention. Determined campaigning by the families 

of the victims led to a 2006 amendment of the law of double jeopardy in 

NSW. The law now allows for re-trial in specific circumstances, where the 

case is considered be a serious offence that has demonstrably fresh and 

compelling evidence can be returned to trial.2 This provides an alternative 

historical representation of the Bowraville Murders – one which does not rely 

on representations of victimhood and passive marginality. In exploring this 

narrative, Australian histories of segregation and racial tensions will be 

examined where relevant, drawing from scholarly research, journalistic 

opinion and comments made by the family members of Indigenous Australian 

victims of child homicide.  

The argument could be made that an analysis of Indigenous children as 

victims of homicide would be best left to Indigenous researchers. This 

argument is compelling.3 Coverage of Indigenous victims is framed by 

Anglo-centric interpretations of Indigenousness, which are situated within a 

                                                      
2 For more information, see: ‘Crimes (Appeal and Review) Amendment (Double Jeopardy) 

Bill 2006’, Parliament of New South Wales, online: 

http://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/prod/parlment/NSWBills.nsf/6355a6928b367630ca256e

6700008afa/805603fb8527f381ca2571e100197f3e?OpenDocument, (accessed 24 March 

2017). 
3 For a discussion on the topic, see Linda Miley’s Master’s thesis on writing Indigenous 

experiences: L Miley, White Writing Black: Issues of Authorship and Authenticity in Non-

Indigenous representations of Australian Aboriginal Fictional Characters, [Thesis], 

Queensland University of Technology, 2006, pp. 1-30, 

http://eprints.qut.edu.au/16485/1/Linda_Miley_Thesis.pdf. 

http://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/prod/parlment/NSWBills.nsf/6355a6928b367630ca256e6700008afa/805603fb8527f381ca2571e100197f3e?OpenDocument
http://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/prod/parlment/NSWBills.nsf/6355a6928b367630ca256e6700008afa/805603fb8527f381ca2571e100197f3e?OpenDocument
http://eprints.qut.edu.au/16485/1/Linda_Miley_Thesis.pdf
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tradition of being silenced as victims by media and legal institutions. 

Indigenous experiences are, therefore, an important topic that requires 

culturally specific examination and that lay bare features and interpretative 

themes relevant to this thesis. Rather than presuming to understand an 

Indigenous experience of child homicide from a non-Indigenous perspective, 

the discussion aims to examine the features, and especially media portrayals, 

of the Bowraville murders and how they were constructed and framed by 

Anglo-centric coverage. That is, coverage written by non-Indigenous 

Australians for a predominately ‘white’ readership. To leave Indigenous 

experience out of a historical consideration of child homicide would only 

serve to perpetuate the silence and invisibility of Indigenous victims in rural 

and regional Australia: an issue that this thesis is actively investigating. 

Disappearances on the Mission and Life on the “Mish” 

13 September 1990: The Disappearance of Colleen Walker 

On the evening of 13 September 1990, sixteen-year-old Colleen Walker was 

drinking with friends at a party at the Mission on cemetery road.4  Colleen 

was intending to catch the train at 3am to Goodooga and had spent the 

morning preparing to leave – her bags were already packed and ready to be 

collected from where she had been staying, at the home of Thomas Duroux 

and Marjorie Jarrett. The party started around a campfire, though most people 

moved across the road into a friend’s house around 10pm when it began to 

rain, and the attendees milled between the house, its veranda and the campfire 

                                                      
4 Colleen Walker’s movements leading up to the day she disappeared have been mainly 

derived from witness statements. These are primarily collected and outlined in a 2010 

submission to the Attorney General of NSW (at the time the Honourable John Hatzistergos) 

by the Clinton Speedy-Duroux Association Inc. and have been compiled by Sydney law 

firm Allens Arthur Robinson. 
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across the road. Although visibly drunk and at times a little upset, witnesses 

reported that Colleen was happy and generally excited about her upcoming 

trip.  

At around 11.30pm Colleen decided to walk over to Marjorie Jarrett’s house 

to collect some social security forms that need to be submitted. Her friend, 

Kelly Jarrett, left the party a short time later without seeing Colleen on her 

way home, although a neighbour saw Colleen walking down a laneway in the 

direction of Marjorie’s house. The neighbour reported that Colleen was being 

followed by ‘J’ a local man who lived in a next to his mother’s house in 

Bowraville. This is the last reported sighting of Colleen. At around 2am, 

Marjorie Jarrett soon became worried that Colleen was going to miss her 

train, and began to search for her, driving around the Mission. Marjorie’s 

search was unsuccessful, and the train to Goodooga left Bowraville without 

Colleen. Colleen’s travel plans were well known and caused confusion when 

she failed to arrive for her train - Colleen’s mother, Muriel Craig, thought her 

daughter had safely boarded her train, while Duroux and Jarrett knew she had 

disappeared. Colleen’s mother did not realise her daughter was missing until 

16 September and she was not reported missing until the next day.5  

Colleen was the first of the Bowraville children to disappear and so her case 

was treated in isolation by local police, who believed Colleen to be a runaway. 

Colleen’s family disagreed, maintaining that something must have happened 

to her. Worried about her disappearance some community members and the 

                                                      
5Allens Arthur Robinson (law firm) & Clinton Speedy-Duroux Association Incorporated, 

‘Bowraville Murders’, [report submitted to Attorney General of New South Wales the 

Honourable John Hatzistergos MLC], pp. 1-16, 2010.  
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local Catholic Priest, Bernie Ryan, opened a small office for people to visit 

and record their recollection of events the night Colleen disappeared. This 

information was recorded in writing and given to police. Colleen’s plans to 

leave in the morning, her packed bags and happy demeanour are not 

immediately suggestive of a run-away case; however, the majority of teenage 

disappearances are in fact run-aways who return home within a fortnight.  

Indigenous youths also have high rates of leaving home and becoming 

homeless than non-Indigenous runaways.6 It can be understood why an 

isolated case would not immediately be suggestive of an abduction or 

homicide for police, although after Colleen had been missing for a number of 

weeks it would be expected that her disappearance would be treated with 

more seriousness. 

Not only was Colleen suspected of being a run-away, but her family also came 

under scrutiny for potential criminality. The tendency to suspect Indigenous 

Australians of crime and violence is well-documented in Australian research, 

and provides context for the treatment of Colleen’s family. In 2007, Barclay 

et al. noted that higher rates of violent crime in rural and regional Australia 

are frequently attributed to the presence of Indigenous communities. 

However, the authors caution against assuming that the presence of 

Indigenous communities means a higher rate of violence, or that higher rates 

of violence in rural areas can always be attributed to Indigenous Australians.7  

                                                      
6 D. Mackenzie and C. Chamberlain, Youth Homelessness in Australia 2006, Counting the 

Homeless 2006 Project, 2008, p. 17, online: 

https://www.dss.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/05_2012/youth_homelessness_report.

pdf, (accessed 04 April 2013). 
7 Barclay et al., 2007, p. 43. 

https://www.dss.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/05_2012/youth_homelessness_report.pdf
https://www.dss.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/05_2012/youth_homelessness_report.pdf
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Unfortunately, studies such as Barclay et al.’s cannot consider the diverse 

experiences of being Indigenous, and instead tend to detract from the diverse 

nature of Indigenous communities and their individual experiences. For 

instance, when Australia was first undergoing British colonisation there were 

approximately 500 distinct Indigenous groups and at least 250 languages,8 

many of which are now extinct.9 McCausland and Vivian observe that 

Indigenous communities are not homogenous, and there are differing amounts 

of offending and victimisation in communities.10 They argue that there has 

been little research that focuses on broader dynamics of Indigenous 

communities and how they relate to crime.11 David Hollinsworth argues that 

most coverage of Indigenous Australians is created and authenticated by non-

Indigenous Australians and Indigenous Australians are rarely interviewed.12 

This leads to the visibility of stereotypes and the silencing through omission 

of Indigenous Australian voices and opinions.  

Testimony and recollections recorded by the residents of the Bowraville 

community report that Colleen spent time with various people at the Mission, 

including J. in the days leading up to her disappearance. J was a well-known 

figure around the Mission, as he frequently supplied local teenagers with 

alcohol and marijuana. He was known to have a temper and at times became 

                                                      
8 L. Russell, Savage Imaginings, Melbourne, VIC, Australian Scholarly Publishing, 2001, 

p. 2. 
9 However, there is currently significant ‘language revitalisation’ initiatives underway, with 

the aims of reviving Aboriginal languages and re-incorporating them into culture. 
10 McCausland and Vivian, 2010, p. 302. 
11 Ibid. 
12 D. Hollingsworth, ‘” My Island Home”: Riot and Resistance in Media Representations of 

Aboriginality’, Social Alternatives, vol. 24, no. 1, First Quarter 2005, p 17. 
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violent in relationships. J had been in several romantic relationships with 

different women at the Mission, including Colleen’s aunt Alison Walker.  

J’s relationship with Alison Walker was increasingly violent, on one occasion 

he punched her in the face while she was seven months pregnant – he received 

an assault charge while she was given ten stitches. Colloquially, J was also 

known to make sexual advances on young women at the Mission, including 

Colleen, using drugs and alcohol to gain their companionship. It has been 

alleged that Hart had attempted to sexually assault Colleen on at least one 

occasion before her disappearance, and he had been known to supply her with 

alcohol. While this is circumstantial evidence, J became a compelling suspect 

in Colleen’s disappearance – especially when his proximity to the 

disappearances of Evelyn Greenup and Clinton Speedy-Duroux were taken 

into consideration.  

03 October 1990: The disappearance of Evelyn Greenup 

On October 3rd, three weeks after Colleen failed to catch her train, another 

party was being held on the Mission – next door to the house where Colleen 

had partied before her disappearance. This was the home of Patricia 

Stadhams, which she shared with her daughter Rebecca and Rebecca’s three 

children: four-year-old Evelyn Greenup; three-year-old Aaron; and one-year 

old Aiden. The party began in the afternoon with guests arriving into the 

evening. By around 11.30pm Rebecca was drunk and discussions concerning 

the supervision of her children had begun.  The children’s father, Ivan ‘Billy’ 

Greenup, lived only a few houses down the road and Rebecca decided to take 

Evelyn, Aaron and Aiden to Billy, hoping he would be able to look after them 
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for the rest of the night. Finding Billy too drunk to watch the kids, Rebecca 

returned with them to the party, beginning an argument between her and her 

mother about their supervision.  

By 2am, the party was over and Rebecca had gone to bed, sharing the room 

with her children. Rebecca woke up the next morning around 11am, later than 

was usual for her, to find that her jeans had been pulled down and her 

underwear was out of place. Not only had she overslept, but she felt sicker 

than was normal. Aaron and Aiden were playing in the room, but Evelyn was 

missing. This was of no immediate concern to Rebecca, as she assumed 

Evelyn has gone to see her father. In a similar manner to Colleen’s 

disappearance it was not immediately clear that Evelyn had disappeared and 

it seemed likely she would be in the care of her father or extended family.13 

This explains why shortly after noticing Evelyn was not in the house, Rebecca 

unconcernedly took the boys into town and then headed out to the local RSL14 

club for a drink. 

Rebecca eventually found Billy at another local establishment, the Top Pub, 

and discovered that Evelyn was not with her father after all. Rebecca then 

began looking for her daughter and visited two of her aunts. At this time, there 

was still no information regarding Evelyn’s whereabouts and no one could 

remember seeing her that day or the previous evening after she went to bed. 

Rebecca continued to search, and asked around several more houses in the 

                                                      
13 It is worth keeping in mind that the Mission was a relatively small community, and many 

of the residents were related through either blood or marriage. When a child could not be 

found, it was often a safe assumption that they had gone to the home of a relative or family 

friend. 
14 Retired Servicemen’s League – more commonly referred to as the RSL club. RSL’s are 

feature in most Australian towns and sometimes they are the primary drinking and gaming 

establishments. 
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Mission while alerting residents that her daughter was missing. That 

afternoon Rebecca found one of Evelyn’s pink shoes on the front lawn, near 

the driveway. 

Evelyn’s aunt, Michelle ‘LuLu’ Stadhams (now Jarrett), stated that she 

encountered significant problems with the local police when reporting Evelyn 

missing: 

…they just kept asking us where she was. They thought we had sent her up 

to Queensland. They just wouldn’t listen to us when we said she had 

disappeared. I don’t understand why they didn’t believe us. Instead, they 

treated us as though we were uneducated blackfellas who didn’t know the 

behaviour of our own children… I could still see the look on the face of the 

policeman when I went to tell them she was missing. He wasn’t interested. 

‘I’m just about to get off duty,’ I was told.15 

The experiences of Evelyn’s family when attempting to report her missing 

were experienced by her aunt as being racially biased. Rebecca Stadhams 

recollections reiterate and add to Michelle’s outlined above: 

I felt really angry with the Officer as he told my sister (Michelle) that he 

could not do anything about my daughter as he was the only one at the station 

and he was at the end of his shift and on his way home. He did not event 

take our statement. So we started looking ourselves for her.16 

According to Rebecca Stadhams the disinterest from police and their focus 

on suggesting Evelyn’s family knew where she was continued:  

The Police kept telling me that my mother and I sold her and I was so 

disgusted in the thought of what they were saying this about me and my 

                                                      
15 M. Jarrett, ‘Submission No 13’, Inquiry into Family Response to the Murders in 

Bowraville, 28 February 2014. 
16 R. Stadhams, ‘Supplementary Submission No 17a’, Inquiry into Family Response to the 

Murders in Bowraville, 22 May 2014. 
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mother. My daughter was missing and it seemed like they just didn’t want 

to find her.17 

These recollections suggest that stereotypes of Indigenous parenting came to 

the fore when they attempted to report four-year-old Evelyn missing. 

Indigenous victims frequently face discrimination at the justice level of crime. 

A study for the Australian Institute of Criminology reported that, in regard to 

rape, Indigenous victims are likely to experience ‘...discrimination and 

abusive treatment on the grounds of race and gender.’18 The reasons for the 

rate of sexual and physical violence, victimisation and addiction in 

Indigenous Australians are complex and varied19 and beyond the scope of this 

thesis to fully engage with. However, cultural and social factors have been 

shown to result from and interact with historical issues arising from 

Australia’s past, such as colonisation and the long-term impacts of 

government policies.20  

From 4 October to 6 October 1990, Evelyn’s family and members of the 

community searched for Evelyn. Lacking the support of the police, the search 

was random and disorganised. On 7 October, the police began to coordinate 

a larger search with help from the State Emergency Service and community 

volunteers, and from October around ten police divers conducted underwater 

                                                      
17 Stadhams, 2014. 
18 H. McGlade, ‘New Solutions to Enduring Problems: The Task of Restoring Justice to 

Victims and Communities’, Indigenous Law Bulletin, vol. 7, no. 16, 2010, online: 

http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/ILB/2010/2.html, (accessed 16 September 2014).  
19 For a succinct outline these reasons which are separated into 2 different, yet interwoven 

groups see: K. Cripps and H. McGlade, ‘Indigenous Family Violence and Sexual Abuse: 

Considering pathways forward’, Journal of Family Studies, vol. 14, 2008 p. 242. (pp.240-

253) 
20 Cripps and McGlade, 2008, p. 242. 

http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/ILB/2010/2.html
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searches. Despite the efforts of police and the local community, Evelyn was 

not found. 

There is more evidence to account for Evelyn’s disappearance than that of 

Colleen, though most of it is circumstantial. Evelyn was most likely taken 

from her home while she slept next to her mother and siblings, as one of her 

shoes was discovered outside her house while the other was found with her 

body. According to Rebecca, it was unusual for Evelyn to wander off alone, 

and she spent most of her time in the company of her younger brother. As 

with Colleen, J can be located in close proximity to Evelyn’s disappearance. 

J had attended to party at Patricia Stadham’s home on the night of September 

3. He arrived after dark, and was still in the house after the most people had 

gone home. Sometime between midnight and 2am, Fiona Duckett, a friend of 

Rebecca’s also staying in the house, remembers seeing J peering into 

Rebecca’s bedroom window.  

Patricia also remembered seeing J in the kitchen after the party was over, 

telling him to leave before going to her own room to change before bed. Just 

after 3am, Patricia alleges that she heard Evelyn crying out in distress. Getting 

out of bed, her attempts to open Rebecca’s bedroom door were futile, and she 

heard a loud thump from the bedroom. After this, Evelyn’s cries abruptly 

stopped and Patricia went back to bed. Sometime after this incident, Fiona 

also got out of bed – to make a bottle for her infant son. While doing so, she 

spotted J leaving Rebecca’s room and tried to follow him. However, by the 

time she made it to the front door J had already left the house. Fiona did not 

think much more of the incident, except to comment on how fast J left the 

house. When J returned the next afternoon to take back his stereo, he told 
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Patricia that he slept on the couch in her lounge room – not mentioning 

whether he had been in Rebecca’s room with her three children.  

The families of Colleen, Evelyn and Clinton have believed, for a long time 

that the disappearances were linked.21 However, police did not agree, with the 

Sydney Morning Herald reporting in 1990 that police had ruled out any links 

between the disappearances of the two girls.22 The belief that the 

disappearances could not be connected was partially based on an eyewitness 

statement that placed Evelyn playing outside her father’s house on the 

morning of October 4, and another witness which claimed they saw Evelyn 

with a man and baby near Lanes Bridge over the Nambucca River. The latter 

statement was proven to be false, with media outlets reporting a man had been 

charged with public mischief over the false information.23 Confusion 

regarding when the girls disappeared, false statements and misinformation led 

investigators to treat the incidents as separate, and not a result of murder. This, 

alongside distrust between the Indigenous community and local police, helps 

to explain many of the mistakes and missteps made in the original 

investigation.  

31 January - 1 February 1991: The disappearance of Clinton 

Speedy-Duroux 

Around three months after Evelyn disappeared sixteen-year-old Clinton 

Speedy-Duroux was attending a party at a friend’s unit on the Mission. 

Clinton had been living in Bowraville for around five weeks, moving from 

                                                      
21 This has been well publicised in the media and in statements from the family. 
22 N. Prior, ‘Still no trace of four-year-old Evelyn despite weekend search’, Sydney 

Morning Herald, 8 October 1990, available from Factiva, (accessed 04 April 2014). 
23 Prior, 1990. 
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his mother’s home in Warwick to live with his father, Thomas Duroux. 

Although he had not been in town long, Clinton had already begun a romantic 

relationship with Kelly Jarrett, Colleen’s friend, and was settling into life in 

his new town. Kelly arrived at the party after Clinton only to find that Clinton 

was drunk – this was odd to Kelly, as Clinton was not known to drink very 

much. J was also drinking at the party, perhaps heavily, heading out to the 

local RSL several times to buy more alcohol. Around 3am Clinton and Kelly 

leave the party with J, going to J’s caravan to watch music videos and 

continue drinking. J invited Clinton and Kelly to spend the night at his 

caravan, offering them his spare double bed which they could share. Afraid 

to be left alone in J’s company because he had made sexual advances toward 

her in the past, Colleen asked Clinton not to leave her alone in the caravan. 

Clinton agreed, and they took off their shoes and went to sleep in the double 

bed, while J bedded down on a converted table. 

Around 8.40am the next morning Kelly awoke to an empty caravan. Echoing 

Rebecca’s experience, Kelly’s shorts and underwear had been removed, 

although she recalled falling asleep in them. J’s convertible bed was packed 

away and Clinton had gone, although his shoes remained where he had taken 

them off the night before. Finding her underwear and shorts beneath one of 

J’s shirts and picking up Clinton’s shoes, Kelly immediately left to visit 

Thomas Duroux, Clinton’s father, whose concern for his son’s whereabouts 

prompts him to start searching the Mission. Thomas and Kelly head back to 

J’s caravan around 10.30 am, finding that J has returned home from work and 

had fallen asleep on the double bed. At this point Thomas was unable to wake 

J, and so Kelly returned around midday still looking for Clinton. J claims 
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Clinton left around 5am, and that he has not seen him since. Later that evening 

Thomas finds J at the local RSL, asking him again where Clinton was. J 

claims not to have any knowledge of Clinton’s location, stating that he 

thought he was at home. 

At 8am on 2 February 1991, Thomas Duroux formally reported Clinton 

missing to the local police. Clinton’s disappearance is investigated with more 

immediacy than Colleen and Evelyn’s, and officers visit J’s caravan around 

1pm on the dame day to discuss Clinton’s whereabouts. J tells the police a 

similar story to the one he told Thomas Duroux, claiming that Clinton left by 

5.30am after sleeping on the double bed. By this point, the bed had been 

stripped of sheets, pillow slips and blankets and the officers did not notice 

any visible bedding. J was informally interviewed at Macksville Police 

Station later on the same day, regarding what he had done on the day Clinton 

was noticed to be missing. On February 4, J was formally interviewed in 

relation to Clinton’s disappearance and on February 7 J’s caravan was visited 

and photographed by investigators. Considering that Clinton disappeared six 

days beforehand, the likelihood that J’s caravan would contain evidence, if it 

ever did, is less likely than if it had been searched on the day Clinton was 

formally reported missing. This has remained one of the consistent criticisms 

of the original police investigations into each disappearance – investigators 

waited too long to search relevant locations and interview potential witnesses, 

potentially missing or compromising evidence. 

Kelly’s recollection from the night of January 31, 1991 is the last time Clinton 

was seen alive. It places Clinton firmly within the presence of J, similarly to 

Colleen and Evelyn, and references J’s history of sexual harassment toward 
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the women on the Mission. Around 6am that morning a friend of J’s arrived 

at his caravan: they had a pre-existing arrangement for him to collect J for 

work. J did not answer the door and so the man let himself in, finding that J’s 

alarm clock was ringing but the only inhabitant was Kelly. Leaving almost 

immediately, the man encountered J pulling up in his mother’s car and insists 

he will drive himself to work that morning. When he arrived at work at 

6.20am, J was noticeably drunk, staggering around and bumping into his 

colleagues. J left and returned to work a few times throughout the morning, 

eventually leaving for the day around 10am. J has maintained in police 

interviews that he had no involvement in Clinton’s disappearance, or in the 

disappearances of Colleen and Evelyn.  

Crucially, there is one further piece of witness evidence that suggests Clinton 

was forcibly taken from the caravan that night, which indicates J could have 

been involved in Clinton’s disappearance. This witness account is now 

referred to as the ‘Norco Corner’ evidence and has become an important point 

in investigative discussions concerning Clinton’s disappearance. Around 5am 

in the morning of February 1 delivery truck drivers Greg Innes and Michael 

Scafidi were doing their early morning deliveries. While turning around 

Norco corner, roughly two hundred metres from J’s caravan, they witnessed 

a white man standing over an Indigenous teenage boy, near a red car. The 

man was wearing a blue t-shirt and the boy was barefoot – similarly to J and 

Clinton’s last known appearances. Greg and Michael stopped their truck to 

ask if everything was alright and if they could help out. The man responded 

negatively, telling the truck drivers that he was trying to get the boy off the 

road and that he had already called police. In 1991 the ‘Norco Corner’ 
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evidence was not followed up by the original investigative team, although it 

had been reported to police. As such, it was never heard in court. In 2006, the 

evidence was re-visited by new investigators, although after fifteen years the 

evidence was at best circumstantial.24  

Clinton’s disappearance was not immediately connected to those of Colleen 

and Evelyn by police. This is because police were received false information 

which suggested Clinton was alive after he left J’s caravan –  two people had 

allegedly seen Clinton hitch-hiking towards Macksville, and detectives had 

interviewed witnesses in Coffs Harbour who had seen a youth who resembled 

Clinton on 7 February 1991. Residents of Bowraville, however, continued to 

disagree with the investigators assessment and maintained searching the local 

area for their children. 

Part of the problem faced by the families of the children was being listened 

to by law enforcement, and having their concerns taken seriously. At this 

time, there was little media coverage of the disappearances, though some 

national media outlets reported that Bowraville locals believed that a racially 

motivated group, akin to the Klu Klux Klan, may have been responsible for 

the disappearances. Police strongly denied any such suggestions, stating that 

‘There is nothing to substantiate the existence of a Ku Klux Klan or white 

supremacist groups — we have nothing to go on.’25 The Sydney Morning 

Herald quoted Bowraville Aboriginal Land Council coordinator Larry Kelly 

as stating ‘I believe it is happening. We have two little girls missing, with no 

                                                      
24 G. Jubelin, quoted in, The family response to the murders in Bowraville, Legislative 

Council Report 55, November 2014, p. 26. 
25 Police Spokesman, quoted in ‘Search for Killer begins after Body Discovered’, The 

Canberra Times, 21 February 1991, p. 14. 
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trace at all, and now a young boy is missing. We believe it is a group of white 

people...’26 While this was some form of coverage, the focus was on 

Indigenous claims of racism and covert White Supremacist conspiracies and 

not the children’s disappearances. While it is difficult to determine whether 

there was any indication of such a group, or if people in Bowraville 

legitimately believed there was an organised white supremacist group, the 

comments point to the belief of the community that the disappearances of 

their children were connected.  

Part of the reason that the children’s families struggled to be heard by law 

enforcement or the media, was their isolation in rural NSW, as well as their 

proximity to notions of Indigenous lifestyles on Missions. Normally found on 

the outskirts of rural settler towns, for contemporary Australians Missions 

constitute a relic from Australia’s segregated past - figures 6.3 and 6.4 show 

the ‘Aboriginal Reserve’ at Bowraville. These images of the Bowraville 

Reserve depict the isolation of the site as well as the rudimentary lodgings 

provided for the Indigenous peoples interred there. Despite this general 

understanding, Missions continue to have relevancy and meaning, and many 

Indigenous communities still resides in areas that were formerly Missions – 

rather than being a ‘relic’ Missions and Reserves continue to feature in the 

lived experiences of many Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians. They 

require consideration for their complex role in settler and Indigenous 

                                                      
26 S. Harvey, ‘Police Dismiss KKK Claims’, Sydney Morning Herald, 8 February 1991, 

available from Factiva, (accessed 04 April 2014). 
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relations, communication and exchange which have become a topic of 

scholarly investigation in recent years.27  

  

                                                      
27 J. Lydon and J. Ash, ‘The Archaeology of Missions in Australasia: Introduction’, 

International Journal of Historical Archaeology, vol. 28, 2010, pp. 1-14. 

Figure 6.4 

‘The Bowraville Aboriginal Reserve’, New South Wales, 1974 

National Archives of Australia, Series: A8739, A23/4/74/25 

 

 

Figure 6.3 

‘The Bowraville Aboriginal 

Reserve’, New South Wales, 

1974 

National Archives of 

Australia, Series: A8739, 

A23/4/74/18 
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Australians that reside on former Missions tend to have poor access to 

healthcare and lack broader community support, often experiencing far higher 

levels of disadvantage than non-Indigenous Australians who live in rural 

areas. In 1999 Bowraville was found to be NSW’s 7th most ‘disadvantaged’ 

town with significant amounts of alcohol abuse and violence.28 Local stories 

of Indigenous Australians are working to counter local misconceptions of 

Missions and reveal their true impact, as Bowraville’s Amy Marshall Jarrett 

recalls: 

I reckon the missions were one of the worst things they ever created, for 

Goories.29 I don’t remember if we had a choice about being moved up here, 

but as I got older, I really hated it; what it was doing to the families. And the 

racism. It wasn’t too bad in Nambucca; but Bowraville! In Bowraville it was 

terrible.30 

Missions are a “living space” of the colonial mindset of Indigenous 

Australians as “native wildlife”. This is a relic of the British colonial policies 

that were based upon the belief that Indigenous Australian peoples needed to 

be “protected” by the authorities while their peoples moved inevitably toward 

extinction.31 Despite this dark past, Missions and the people that live within 

them are not represented sympathetically in Australia. In the mainstream 

media, former Missions are frequently associated a with lifestyle problems, 

such alcohol and drug abuse.  

                                                      
28 Indigenous Psychological Services, ‘Aboriginal Victims of Crime - Understanding the 

impacts of racism -The Bowraville Murders’, JILYA, issue 8, May 2017, pp. 23-35, 

available online: http://indigenouspsychservices.com.au/membership/wp-

content/uploads/2017/06/Jilya-8-Aboriginal-Justice-Law-Criminology-Part-1.pdf, 

(accessed 10 June 2017).  
29 Aboriginal people on the North Coast often refer to themselves as Goories. 
30 A. Marshall-Jarrett, Aboriginal Women’s Heritage: Nambucca, Sydney, NSW, NSW 

National Parks and Wildlife Service, 2003, p. 19. 
31 R. Manne, ‘Chapter 9: Aboriginal Child Removal and the Question of Genocide, 1900–

1940’, in A. Dirk-Moses (ed.), Genocide and Settler Society: Frontier Violence and Stolen 

Indigenous Children in Australian History, New York, Berghahn Books, 2004. 

http://indigenouspsychservices.com.au/membership/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Jilya-8-Aboriginal-Justice-Law-Criminology-Part-1.pdf
http://indigenouspsychservices.com.au/membership/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Jilya-8-Aboriginal-Justice-Law-Criminology-Part-1.pdf
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Not all of Bowraville’s Indigenous population live on the ‘Mish’: however, 

the community possesses strong familial ties to one another.32 This is an 

important point for the family members affected by the disappearance of their 

child, as many members of the community were related by marriage or blood 

and had close kinship ties with all the victims. Grief did not occur in isolation 

for the families of the murdered children and most of the community on the 

‘Mish’, both Indigenous and non-Indigenous, shares the pain of losing 

Colleen, Evelyn and Clinton.  

After the disappearances of their children and before their bodies were 

discovered, Indigenous members of the Bowraville community publicly 

demonstrated their shared grief and formed a protest march to highlight the 

lack of police action in solving the disappearances. This is one of the ways 

that the families and friends of Colleen, Evelyn and Clinton attempted to 

combat the invisibility of their disappearances and draw public attention to 

the crimes. While at the time of Clinton’s disappearance the police were still 

treating each case as an individual and potential runaway, the question of J’s 

involvement in the disappearances of Colleen, Evelyn and Clinton was about 

to take on an urgency that the initial investigations had lacked. Clinton’s body 

was soon discovered in local bushland, and evidence that Colleen and Evelyn 

were also murdered became apparent over the following weeks. 

 

                                                      
32 Indigenous Australian cultures possess complex kinship networks and deep ties to family. 

See for examples: S. Fryer-Smith, Aboriginal Benchbook for Western Australian Courts, 

Melbourne, VIC, Australian Institute for Judicial Administration Incorporated, 2008, p. 

2:14; P. Clarke, Where the Ancestors Walked, Crows Nest, NSW, Allen & Unwin, 2003, p. 

31. 
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Bowraville’s children are found 

On 18 February 1991, Paul Lound and Ian Threadgate were scouring for 

fallen logs in bushland near the Mission. By chance, they happened across the 

body of an Indigenous teenage boy, about 85 metres off Congarinni Road - 

seven kilometres from the Mission. The two men immediately returned to 

Ian’s house to call the police. After Constable Chapman arrived the men 

guided him into the bush and to the body. Constable Chapman contacted a 

fellow officer and a crime scene was established.  Several residents from the 

Mission were brought by investigators to the crime scene, and together they 

formally identified the body of Clinton Speedy-Duroux.  

Attending the crime scene alongside police officers was a forensic 

pathologist. The pathologist’s examination of Clinton’s body found a pillow 

case tucked inside his shorts, while a blanket was laying on the ground next 

to his body. The pillow case and blanket appeared to be from J’s caravan. 41 

cannabis plants were also found around 200 metres from Clinton’s body. This 

is of some significance, as there is anecdotal evidence to suggest that J had 

bragged about growing a cannabis (‘yarni’) crop in the bush outside 

Bowraville. In the same conversation, J had allegedly told his friend Hilton 

Walker that he had also used this secret location to bury bodies.33 Police 

continued to examine the crime scene over the following days.  J was 

interviewed by police on 19 February 1991, and his caravan searched the next 

day on 20 February. During the search, police officers discovered bedding 

that bore an identical pattern to the pillow case found in Clinton’s shorts, as 

                                                      
33 N. Wallace, ‘Accused spoke of killing girl, court told’, Sydney Morning Herald, 7 

February 2006, online: http://www.smh.com.au/news/national/accused-spoke-of-killing-

girl-court-told/2006/02/06/1139074171433.html, (accessed 04 April 2014). 

http://www.smh.com.au/news/national/accused-spoke-of-killing-girl-court-told/2006/02/06/1139074171433.html
http://www.smh.com.au/news/national/accused-spoke-of-killing-girl-court-told/2006/02/06/1139074171433.html
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well as a butterfly knife with a 10cm blade. These items were photographed 

and taken by police as evidence. On 8 April, J was interviewed again and 

formally charged with Clinton’s murder. 

On 17 April 1991, just over a week after J was charged with Clinton’s murder, 

local fisherman Ronald Dayman accidentally snagged a pair of jeans and a 

black belt while fishing in the Nambucca River – around 11 kilometres from 

Bowraville. The jeans were similar in appearance to those worn by Colleen 

the night she disappeared. On April 19 Marie Ann Walker identified the jeans 

as her own, stating that Colleen regularly borrowed them. This prompted 

police to conduct a search of the river, and on April 20 police divers pulled 

four plastic bags from the river bed. The bags had been weighed down with 

rocks, and contained the rest of Colleen’s clothes as well as the remains of a 

dog. This seemed to provide clear proof that Colleen was dead and possibly 

murdered. To date, no other trace of Colleen has been found and no one has 

been charged in relation to her disappearance or death. That Collen’s body 

has never been found has perpetuated irresolution and sorrow for her family 

and friends. Colleen’s younger brother Lucas Craig, eight years old at the 

time of her disappearance, commented to The Koori Mail, ‘My mum just 

wants answers, just wants somewhere for her to be so we can go and see her’34 

- to date members of Bowraville’s community continue to search surrounding 

bushland for any sign of Colleen.35 

                                                      
34 L. Craig, quoted in M. Fisher, ‘Bowraville families welcome outcomes’, The Koori Mail, 

19 November 2014, online: 

http://aiatsis.gov.au/sites/default/files/docs/digitised_collections/the_koori_mail/589.pdf?wi

dth=900&height=800&iframe=true (accessed 23 September 2015). 
35 M. Duffy, ‘Hope after 20 years’, Sydney Morning Herald, October 23 2011, online: 

http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/hope-after-20-years-20111022-1mdjm.html, (accessed 04 

April 2014). 

http://aiatsis.gov.au/sites/default/files/docs/digitised_collections/the_koori_mail/589.pdf?width=900&height=800&iframe=true
http://aiatsis.gov.au/sites/default/files/docs/digitised_collections/the_koori_mail/589.pdf?width=900&height=800&iframe=true
http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/hope-after-20-years-20111022-1mdjm.html
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SES volunteers continued to search for Evelyn in the bushland off Congarinni 

Road. At 2pm on 27 April 1991, volunteer Barry Swan found the skeletal 

remains of a young child - almost three weeks after Colleen’s clothes were 

found, and two months after the discovery of Clinton’s body. Investigating 

officers cleared the area and established a crime scene. The next morning 

investigators discovered a small, pink shoe that matched the one found by 

Evelyn’s mother the morning of her disappearance. The shoe was identified 

as such on 30 April by Rebecca Stadhams, leading investigators to confirm 

what they had already suspected; Evelyn’s body, the last of the missing 

children, had been found.   

A medical officer at the scene noticed a hole in Evelyn’s skull, but was unable 

to adequately determine what caused the injury. This suggested that Evelyn 

had not accidently wandered into the bush and died as a result of exposure, 

and instead suggested that she had been murdered. The original stance of the 

investigation into the disappearances of Colleen, Evelyn and Clinton had to 

be revised, as it became clear that these were not cases of individual 

runaways. However, rather than transferring the investigation to a homicide 

squad, Detective Sergeant Williams remained in charge of the case, although 

he had no homicide experience – this was a strange decision that has been 

identified as one of the crucial mistakes for the original investigation.36  

The discovery of Clinton and Evelyn’s bodies meant that medical and 

forensic examiners could investigate their cause of death, and who was 

responsible for their death. On 21 May 1991, a post mortem examination 

                                                      
36  Standing Committee on Law and Justice, The family response to the murders in 

Bowraville, Legislative Council Report 55, November 2014, p. 22.  
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found that Clinton’s body showed evidence of a stab wound to the right of his 

nasal bone, which would have been sufficient to kill him. The examination of 

Evelyn’s remains revealed that the skeleton indeed belonged to an Indigenous 

child between the ages of four and five. Evelyn had been struck with a sharp 

object near her right temple, and the examiner judged that this was with 

enough force to kill a four year old child. As with Jaidyn Leskie and Jordan 

Anderson-Smith, investigators were able to determine how they died in a 

general sense, but were unable to adequately explain the events that led to 

their death and who was involved.  

Investigators clearly felt that there was enough circumstantial evidence to 

implicate J in each of the deaths. Witness testimony from the nights of each 

disappearance, the circumstances in which their bodies were discovered and 

the similarities of the injuries were all considered to have undeniable 

similarities. On 16 October 1991, J was formally charged with Evelyn’s 

murder, while on 30 November 1991, an inquest into Colleen’s death was 

opened.  

The Acquittals of J 

Although J was charged with the murders of Clinton and Evelyn in 1991, he 

still had not faced court by June 1992. For the families and residents of the 

Mission, the case against J seemed to crawl and run into continual difficulties. 

During this time, the inquest into Colleen’s death had been adjourned, and 

would not be re-opened until 29 September 1993. During his time in remand, 

J allegedly made confessions regarding the murders of all three children to 
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various inmates, named in documents as BM, SR and JK.37 Despite this, on 3 

June 1992, J was granted bail of $85,000 and was forbidden to enter the 

Bowraville area.  

During August 1993, Justice Badgery-Parker ruled that the trials for the 

murder of Clinton and Evelyn must be held separately, due to the law at the 

time regarding coincidence evidence, or similar fact evidence. Justice 

Badgery-Parker ruled that the evidence related to Evelyn’s murder was 

inadmissible in the trial for Clinton’s murder, in that it could cause unfair 

prejudice against J.38 The ruling was a significant set-back for prosecutors, as 

much of the evidence implicating J was based upon the similarities between 

the two cases. Many commentators believe that the separation of the cases is 

one of the main reasons why, on 18 February 1994, J was acquitted of 

Clinton’s murder. J’s acquittal resulted in an outpouring of anger and anguish 

in Bowraville. On 4 March 1994, the charges against J for Evelyn’s murder 

were dropped, several months after the coroner made an open finding that 

Colleen was deceased.  

In December 1996, a new team of investigators were purposed with re-

investigating the Bowraville murders. Named ‘Strike Force ANCUD’ the 

team was comprised of detectives from Homicide, Major Crime and Local 

Area commands and represented a new direction for the investigation - one 

which actively attempted to repair the damaged relationship between the 

                                                      
37 Bowraville Murders’, Allens Arthur Robinson (law firm) & Clinton Speedy-Duroux 

Association Incorporated, p. 2010, 14. 
38 For a succinct explanation of how the 1993 law regarding coincidence evidence relates to 

the trials of J, see: L. Townsley, ‘The Bowraville Murders: Were they a coincidence?’, 

Alternative Law Journal, vol. 40, no. 4, 2015, pp. 243-256. 
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Indigenous community and police.39 Led by experienced homicide detective 

DI Gary Jubelin, strike force ANCUD went over old evidence and gathered 

recollections and witness statements that had not been considered by the 

original investigators. After an inquest by the state coroner into the death of 

Evelyn and suspected death of Colleen in 2004 investigators concentrated on 

building a case against J for Evelyn’s murder. In February 2005 J was indicted 

to stand trial for Evelyn’s murder. However, on 3 March 2006, J was once 

again acquitted. Lacking the necessary evidence to charge J for Colleen’s 

death and unable to re-trial him for either Evelyn or Clinton’s murder, the 

investigative team began to concentrate on helping the families of the children 

build a legal case to have the double jeopardy law overturned.  

In 2014 a parliamentary inquest40 acknowledged what the victim’s families 

had argued from the beginning: racism and bigotry in police attitudes resulted 

in an inferior police investigation from 1990-1. This meant that police 

potentially missed collecting crucial evidence, and significantly degraded the 

relations between police and the local community. Media interest in the case 

has since come under similar scrutiny.  

Witness Testimony, Cultural Differences and the Courtroom 

For researchers and some members of the NSW legal system the trials of J 

highlighted issues with the reception of Indigenous Australians in Australia’s 

court system. Of relevance here is that many Indigenous Australians have a 

profound distrust and wariness of law enforcement and government 

                                                      
39 Standing Committee on Law and Justice, The family response to the murders in 

Bowraville, Legislative Council Report 55, November 2014, pp. 29-34. 
40 Standing Committee on Law and Justice, The family response to the murders in 

Bowraville, Legislative Council Report 55, November 2014. 
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authority41 – this was an issue which was highlighted as one of the ongoing 

consequences of the original investigation into the Bowraville murders.42 In 

a general sense, this distrust is underpinned by the often violent and racially 

segregated histories between Australian law and Indigenous Australians.43 

The perceived reliability and trustworthiness of the Indigenous witnesses 

during J’s trial’s came to be seen as an issue of relative importance, and it has 

been argued that racial discrimination and cultural misunderstandings 

contributed to the jury’s decisions to acquit J of Clinton and Evelyn’s 

murders. Race is an important aspect of the treatment of the families of the 

missing children, and has been seen to have influenced the investigation of 

the Bowraville murders from the initial reports of missing children, the lack 

of initial media interest and the result of the court system. 

Difficulties of circumstantial evidence and witness testimony during the trial 

of J prompted Dr Diana Eades to use the Indigenous testimony in the trial of 

Evelyn Greenup as a study for the differences between Indigenous English 

and the effect upon witness testimony and jury deliberation. Through her 

research Eades discusses several issues with the ways that Indigenous 

communicate English that may be misunderstood by juries for evasiveness or 

unreliability. Eades argues that the legal system and the courtroom have their 

own culture around the use of language, which is used to evaluate the ability 

                                                      
41 NSW Ombudsman, ‘Working with local Aboriginal communities’, Audit of the 

implementation of the NSW Police Aboriginal Strategic Direction (2003 – 2006), April 

2005, p. 18. 
42 B. Toohey, quoted in, Standing Committee on Law and Justice, The family response to 

the murders in Bowraville, Legislative Council Report 55, November 2014, p. 101. 
43 See: M. Finnane and J. Richards, ‘Aboriginal violence and state response: histories, 

policies, legacies in Queensland 1860-1940’, Australia and New Zealand Journal of 

Criminology, vol. 43, no. 2, 2010, pp. 438-462. 
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of a witness to explain and defend themselves. Fundamentally, these ‘are 

based on a number of cultural assumptions about how language works.’ 44  

Indigenous Australian English can have subtle and marked differences to that 

spoken by non-Indigenous Australians and can have different mannerisms 

and body language. To illustrate how this can impact witness testimony and 

court cases Eades cites the use of eye contact. Eades explains that in many 

Indigenous cultures avoiding eye contact is a sign of respect, but in an 

Australian courtroom it can be interpreted as a sign of evasiveness and 

dishonesty. 45   

Eades also discusses the trial for Evelyn Greenup’s murder as a case study for 

the issue of gratuitous concurrence. She notes that in some Indigenous 

cultures it is common for witnesses to agree to a statement or question that 

has been asked several times, regardless of whether they agree or understand 

the question. 46 Considering these, and several other similar issues, Eades 

recommended that a jury receive a statement before trial commencement that 

explains such differences, so they are aware of the differences in 

communication and body language amongst Aboriginal Australians. Whilst 

other states, such as the Northern Territory, have a compulsory statement such 

as this, there is not one for New South Wales and recommendations by 

                                                      
44 D. Eades, ‘Telling and retelling your story in court: Questions, assumptions and 

intercultural implications’, Cultures and the Law, Australasian Institute of Judicial 

Administration, 25th annual conference, Melbourne, VIC, 14 October 2007, online: 

http://www.aija.org.au/ac07/Papers/Eades.pdf, (accessed 09 September 2015). 
45 Eades, 2007. 
46 ‘Aboriginal Evidence in Bowraville Murder Trial’, Lingua Franca, ABC Radio National, 

[Radio Broadcast], 11 December, 2010. 

http://www.aija.org.au/ac07/Papers/Eades.pdf
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researcher Diana Eades to include one 47 were rejected in what Eades 

considers to be a troubling manner:  

Here, the implication is that the possibility of jurors misunderstanding 

Aboriginal witnesses occurs only to the extent that Aboriginal people might 

have problems of communication. It gives no indication of the much more 

common cause of intercultural miscommunication between Aboriginal and 

non-Aboriginal people, namely where there is no recognition of different 

ways of using English…48 

There is a suggestion here that if the jury had been warned regarding cultural 

differences and been able to take them into account then J’s trials could have 

resulted in a conviction. However, the evidence was circumstantial and, while 

DI Jubelin contended that the Speedy-Duroux case was strong,49  cases based 

on circumstantial evidence are fraught with complexity and differences in 

interpretation. Earlier, this thesis addressed how circumstantial evidence was 

not enough to convict Greg Domaszewicz while Chris Hoerler was able to 

plead down to a manslaughter conviction. It is possible that the issues such as 

gratuitous concurrence and the clashes between Australian court and 

Indigenous culture would have impacted Hart’s trial by undermining the 

credibility of Indigenous witnesses. 

A submission by Janette Blainey to the 2014 parliamentary inquiry states that 

she believes as such.50 Posing the question of why a new trial for the murder 

of each of the children would not gain a conviction, Blainey argues that the 

differences between Aboriginal English and court English lead to Indigenous 

                                                      
47 D. Eades, ‘Communication with Aboriginal Speakers of English in the Legal Process’, 

Australian Journal of Linguistics, vol. 32, no. 4, 2012, pp. 485-486. (pp.473-489)  
48 D. Eades, 2012, p. 486. 
49 This has been publicised in much of the media on the police investigation. See for 

example: ‘Truth be Told’, Australian Story, [television program], 4 September 2006, 

online: www.abc.net.au/austory/content/2006/s1733527.htm, (accessed: 21 October 2012). 
50 J. Blainey, ‘Submission No 28’, Inquiry into family response to the murders in 

Bowraville, 2 May 2014. 

http://www.abc.net.au/austory/content/2006/s1733527.htm
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witnesses being misunderstood, alongside cultural interpretations of body 

language, stress and confusion and the pressure on a community that has 

experienced racism, dispossession and discrimination. In Blainey’s opinion 

the very nature of the courtroom comes into play as ‘Is it because the hugely 

threatening environment of interrogation is employed?’51 

Context of the Bowraville murders: Perceptions of Indigenous 

Criminality  

The immediate suspicion that police placed upon Bowraville’s Indigenous 

residents fits into Australian traditions of understanding and representing 

Indigenous Australians as criminal. In discussions on crime and violence in 

Australia, Indigenous Australians hold a precarious position that is at once 

visible and invisible. That is, they are often recognised as the perpetrators of 

crime, but less often as sympathetic victims of crime. This view is perpetuated 

through law enforcement practices and within the framework of the modern 

legal system crime cases where the victims or perpetrators are Indigenous 

frequently result in under- or over-policing.52  

Previous chapters have shown how crime coverage in rural and regional 

Australia can use social exclusion narratives to explain the murder of a child 

while distancing audiences from the involved communities. There is limited 

scholarly research that discusses the Bowraville murders and so more 

generalised research into Indigenous Australians is drawn from where 

specific analysis is not available. To date, no true crime books have been 

                                                      
51 J. Blainey, ‘Submission No 28’, 2014. 
52 Indigenous Psychological Services, ‘Submission No 26’, Inquiry into Family Response to 

the Murders in Bowraville, 26 March 2014, p. 17. 
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written on the Bowraville murders although some documentaries53 and 

lengthy news articles exist,54 as well as a popular podcast by journalist Dan 

Box55 and a planned television series.56  

For the Bowraville murders, the exclusionary narrative was formed within an 

existing framework of racist stereotypes which contributed to the invisibility 

of the victims and their community, and a tradition of viewing Indigenous 

Australians as inadequate. The relationship between the Bowraville police 

and the local Indigenous community can be viewed as indicative of a mutual 

suspicion and mistrust, that has its roots in the colonial institutional 

mistreatment and abuse of Indigenous Australians.57 This is within a media 

environment in which coverage almost exclusively covers Indigenous 

Australians as perpetrators of crime,58 although there have been some 

improvements in nuanced depictions since the 1990s.59  

Since the early 1990s there has been a greater amount of research into 

discrimination and representation of Indigenous Australians, reflecting a 

period in Australia’s recent history were national identity asserted itself as an 

                                                      
53 Of note is the documentary written by Bowraville murders case lawyer Larissa Behrendt: 

‘Innocence Betrayed’, dir. Larissa Behrendt, Ronin Films, 2014, available from Kanopy, 

(accessed 04 December 2015). 
54 Malcolm Knox’s essay for The Monthly is well researched and detailed media article on 

the case: M. Knox, ‘The Mission: The Bowraville Murders’, The Monthly, October 2010, 

online: https://www.themonthly.com.au/monthly-essays-malcolm-knox-mission-

bowraville-murders-2786, (accessed 11 February 2013). 
55 D. Box, ‘The Bowraville Murders’, The Australian, [podcast], 2016, episodes 1-5. 
56 D. Knox, ‘New true crime series in development on Bowraville murders’, TV Tonight, 23 

March 2017, online: http://www.tvtonight.com.au/2017/03/new-true-crime-series-in-

development-on-bowraville-murders.html, (accessed 02 April 2017). 
57 A. Day et al., ‘The Meaning of Anger for Australian Indigenous Offenders: The 

Significance of Context’, International Journal of Offender Therapy and Comparative 

Criminology, vol. 50, no. 5, 2006, pp. 536-537. 
58 H. Sercombe, ‘The face of the criminal is aboriginal’, Journal of Australian Studies, vol. 

19, no. 43, 1995, pp. 76-94. 
59 W. Bacon, ‘A case study in ethical failure: Twenty years of media coverage of 

Aboriginal deaths in custody’, Pacific Journalism Review, vol. 11, no. 2, 2005, p. 27. (pp. 

17-41) 

https://www.themonthly.com.au/monthly-essays-malcolm-knox-mission-bowraville-murders-2786
https://www.themonthly.com.au/monthly-essays-malcolm-knox-mission-bowraville-murders-2786
http://www.tvtonight.com.au/2017/03/new-true-crime-series-in-development-on-bowraville-murders.html
http://www.tvtonight.com.au/2017/03/new-true-crime-series-in-development-on-bowraville-murders.html
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important and polarising topic60 and important High Court decisions61 

regarding native title62 generated mainstream media coverage debating 

Indigenous Australian ownership of the land.63 This only intensified in 1997 

with the publication of the Bringing them Home Report64 was a crucial and 

controversial result of the inquiry into the government policies of forced 

removal of Indigenous children from their families. However, this visibility 

also led to neo-colonial responses from some sectors of Australian politics, 

with the emergence of politician Pauline Hanson’s One Nation party that 

campaigned for policies of assimilation and the removal of welfare systems 

for Indigenous Australians. 

The history of representation of Indigenous Australians as inherently 

criminal, primitive and lacking agency can help explain why Indigenous 

Australians are inherently visible as perpetrators of crime or as being involved 

with criminality. Part of this visibility is literal. As researcher Diana Eades 

argues, close-living practices and public social maintenance of kin-ties are an 

aspect of many Indigenous Australian culturally influenced behaviours, 

meaning that Indigenous social interactions are regularly on public display.65 

                                                      
60 While race was not the only issue, such debates incorporated strong nationalistic 

ideologies. These were perhaps most radically displayed through politician Pauline 

Hanson’s ‘One Nation’ party which advocated for an end to multiculturalism and 

ideologically positioned itself against those without Christian and European heritage. 
61 See: Mabo 1992 and Wik 1996. 
62 Native title is a type of land title that refers to the traditional and legal ties some 

Indigenous Australians have to the land. There have been debates in Australian law and 

politics as to what criteria need to be met to claim native title and how to recognise 

Indigenous sovereignty. 
63 However, this coverage came almost 12 months after the actual High Court decisions 

when then Prime Minister Paul Keating made it a part of the political agenda. 
64 ‘Bringing them Home’, Report of the National Inquiry into the Separation of Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander Children from Their Families, Commonwealth of Australia, 

1997, pp. 1-524. 
65 D. Eades, ‘They don't speak an Aboriginal language, or do they?’, in I. Keen (ed.), Being 

Black: Aboriginal Cultures in Settled Australia, Canberra, ACT, Aboriginal Studies Press, 

1991, pp. 104-5. 
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This locates Indigenous Australians in highly visible areas and contributes to 

stereotypes regarding over-crowding of houses and noisy gatherings – it also 

means that any interactions with police are on display. Indigenous Australians 

are not necessarily explicitly marked as perpetrators of crime, although they 

are frequently gestured to as such. In their study, O’Connor and Gray found 

that members of Walcha frequently equated racial tension66 as sources of 

crime in rural community’s other than their own, and only a minority of 

responders directly referred to Indigenous Australian’s as sources for crime.67  

Ruth McCausland and Alison Vivian observe that it is commonplace to note 

the overrepresentation of Indigenous Australians at all levels of the criminal 

justice system,68 while Day et al. argue that ‘the overrepresentation of 

Indigenous people in the criminal justice system is one of the most significant 

issues facing contemporary Australian society.’69 Statistically, Indigenous 

Australians are more likely to be arrested and imprisoned for crimes than 

Anglo-Australians. In 1992 Research by Walker and McDonald indicated that 

Indigenous people made up 1% to 2% of the Australian population but 

accounted for 14% of the prison population,70 while in 2013 Indigenous 

Australians were imprisoned at a rate 15 times higher than non-Indigenous 

Australians.71 This does not necessarily mean that Indigenous Australian’s 

commit far more crime. Instead, it could also indicate that they are more likely 

                                                      
66 O’Connor and Gray, 1989, p. 77. 
67 Ibid, p. 78. 
68 R. McCausland and A. Vivian, ‘Why Do Some Aboriginal Communities Have Lower 

Crime Rates than Others? A Pilot Study’, The Australian and New Zealand Journal of 

Criminology, vol. 43, no. 2, 2010, p. 301 [pp. 301-332]. 
69 A. Day, et al., 2006, p. 521. 
70 J. Walker and D. McDonald, ‘The over-representation of Indigenous people in custody in 

Australia’, Trends and Issues in Crime and Criminal Justice, no. 47, 1995, p. 1-6.  
71 Australian Bureau of Statistics, ‘Prisoners in Australia’, 2013, online:  

http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/4517.0~2013~Main%20F

eatures~Imprisonment%20Rates~32, (accessed August 11 2014). 

http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/4517.0~2013~Main%20Features~Imprisonment%20Rates~32
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/4517.0~2013~Main%20Features~Imprisonment%20Rates~32
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to be arrested and convicted based on the perception that they are more 

criminal, or that they are simply more visible as perpetrators of crime.  

Overturning Double Jeopardy 

The Bowraville murders have had a significant impact upon the NSW legal 

system. The principle of double jeopardy prevents retrial of a person for the 

same crime, preventing someone from being sent to trial again and again until 

a conviction is gained. While its intention is to protect someone from 

harassment and unfair practice by the courts there are times when retrial 

would be warranted, such as older crimes for which DNA evidence can now 

be tested with more accuracy. Colleen, Evelyn and Clinton’s families steadily 

campaigned for changes to double jeopardy. In 2006 they succeeded with the 

passing of the Crimes (Appeal and Review) Amendment (Double Jeopardy) 

Bill 2006. In NSW, the law now allows retrial if there is fresh and compelling 

evidence that was not available during the original trial. The change to the 

law was celebrated by the families of Colleen, Evelyn and Clinton. However, 

the new laws have not passed without some scrutiny as shown by the case of 

Philip Leung, who was taken to trial three times for the manslaughter of his 

long-term partner, which prompted criticism of the amendment in an in-depth 

article in the Sydney Morning Herald.72  

Although Leung demonstrates the amended laws in action, to date, the case 

against J has failed to pass the requirements for ‘fresh and compelling’ 

evidence that would allow a re-trial. Law scholar Lesley Townsley considers 

                                                      
72 S. Chenery, ‘Deadly Weapon?’, Sydney Morning Herald, 11 June 2013, online:  

http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/deadly-weapon-20130602-2nkmz, (accessed 09 September 

2015). 

http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/deadly-weapon-20130602-2nkmz
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the particular evidence of the Bowraville murders, arguing that ‘… the 

cogency of this evidence depends on all three cases bring heard together in 

order to demonstrate the underlying unity or singular pattern.’73 DI Jubelin 

has drawn comparisons between the evidence against J, and the trial of 

Australian serial killer Ivan Milat, who had seven charges of murder heard in 

court together.74 Strike Force ANCUD together with the families of Clinton, 

Evelyn and Colleen applied for J to be retried for the Bowraville murders 

together rather than separately. On 4 June 2007 the then DPP, Nicholas 

Cowdery, denied the application based on his opinion that the evidence was 

not sufficiently ‘fresh’ and ‘compelling’. Here the ‘Norco corner’ evidence is 

significant. At the time of J’s trial for Clinton’s murder, the ‘Norco corner’ 

evidence was known to police, but not investigated or introduced into the 

court case. Thus, one of the central arguments regards whether it can be 

considered fresh evidence if already known to police.  

The families continued to seek other options for a re-trial and, through 

independent legal advice, were eventually represented for free by law firm 

Allens Arthur Robinson (now Allens Law Firm). In February 2010, an 

application was put to then Attorney General Hatzistergos for a retrial. On 22 

October 2010, the Attorney General rejected the application. In 2011 newly 

elected Attorney General Smith took a public interest in the case, and in June 

2011 an application was put to him on behalf of the families. On 8 February 

2013 Attorney General Smith also rejected the application. In March 2013 the 

                                                      
73 Townsley, 2015, p. 245. 
74 J. Fife-Yeomans, ‘The deaths that haunt Bowraville’, The Daily Telegraph, 8 November 

2014, online: http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/the-deaths-that-haunt-

bowraville/news-story/3e05b0c7d6961a50180067b394024582, (accessed 10 September 

2015). 
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families of Colleen, Evelyn and Clinton organised a rally, and marched 

through Canberra to Parliament House in protest of the handling of the case 

and their treatment by successive governments. In November 2013, the 

families again rallied, marching outside Parliament House to protest the 

failure to secure a conviction for the murders of the three children. During the 

same month, NSW Legislative Council agreed to hold a standing committee 

inquiry on the family impacts of the Bowraville murders. While this inquiry 

would not consider matters of a legal nature, it was to allow the families, 

friends and those impacted by the Bowraville murders to officially record the 

impact of the murders on their lives.  

Continuing Developments 

On 26 November 2013, a Legislative Council inquiry conducted by the Law 

and Justice Committee was established. The inquiry’s stated purpose was 

outlined on their website: 

…to inquire into and report on the family response to the murders in 

Bowraville, and in particular, give the families the opportunity to appear 

before the Committee and detail the impact the murders of these children 

have had on them and their community.75 

Family of the victims and members of Bowraville’s community were 

permitted to submit statements which detailed the personal, social and 

community impact of the deaths of Clinton, Evelyn and Colleen. At the time 

of writing there are 28 submissions. These are from direct family members of 

the victims, as well as locals such as doctors. Alongside the statements there 

have been two public hearings, one on 1 May 1 2014 and another on 12 May 

                                                      
75 Standing Committee on Law and Justice, The family response to the murders in 

Bowraville, Legislative Council Report 55, November 2014. 
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2014. These hearings were closed to the public and the media, although 

uncorrected transcripts are being made available online. Heading the 

committee were David Clarke MLC (Chair) and Peter Primrose MLA 

(Deputy-Chair). The authorisation of this inquiry indicates that, rather than 

fading further into obscurity, the Bowraville murders are gaining visibility for 

the NSW government and traction in legal institutions. The inquiry and 

hearings have enhanced the visibility of the Bowraville murders in the 

mainstream media. The establishment of the inquiry is the result of continual 

campaigning of the children’s families, the support of relevant community 

members (such as medical practitioners and religious members) and 

submissions by Dr Diana Eades to the NSW State Government. 

The intersection of oral history and governmental procedure is unavoidable 

in emotive cases of homicide, and the Bowraville murders provide a 

compelling example. The above written submissions and transcripts highlight 

the community responses to the Bowraville murders, allowing for the voices 

of the peripheral victims of the murders to be heard. However, they were 

created in the context of an official government inquiry, and so reflect the 

context for which they have been produced. They do, however, also evidence 

the personal opinion of the families and friends of the Bowraville victims and 

contain colloquial language and personal analysis of the events and their 

impact.  

The role of governmental and official forces in this case is notable for how 

they intersect with Indigenous Australian culture at several points. The 

original investigators may have lost compelling evidence, and have come 

under strong accusations of racism, while the second investigative team 
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aimed to forge a mutual relationship of trust and respect with the community, 

challenging dominant methods of working with Indigenous Australians. It 

was acknowledged that the trial of J presented challenges for uninformed, 

non-Indigenous jurors when presented with Indigenous Australian linguistic 

and cultural traditions that varied significantly from Anglo-Australian ones. 

Recently, there have been further major developments regarding the 

application of the amendment to NSW double jeopardy laws. In May 2016 

NSW Attorney-General Gabrielle Upton sent a police briefing regarding J 

and the Bowraville case to the Court of Criminal Appeal. In 2017, it was 

reported in the media that a man has been charged in Newcastle, NSW over 

the deaths of Evelyn Greenup and Clinton Speedy-Duroux.76 Media reports 

state that this is the same man who was previously acquitted at trial for the 

same murders. It is clear that this is the man referred to as J throughout this 

chapter, and that his full name is currently being supressed in the media. The 

man is currently awaiting a hearing, in the city of Newcastle, to determine 

whether there is enough ‘fresh and compelling evidence’ to take him to trial.  

Conclusion 

The Bowraville murders have now attained a broad significance for 

contemporary Australia. Criminologist Kate Fitz-Gibbon presents a 

compelling summary of the significance of the Bowraville murders: 

…the law’s response to the Bowraville murders raises significant questions 

surrounding the achievability of justice for members of the Indigenous 

                                                      
76 ‘Bowraville murders: Man charged for second time over deaths of Aboriginal children’, 

ABC News, 10 February 2017, online: http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-02-09/bowraville-

murders-man-charged-over-deaths-of-aborigial-children/8254188, (accessed 30 March 

2017). 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-02-09/bowraville-murders-man-charged-over-deaths-of-aborigial-children/8254188
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-02-09/bowraville-murders-man-charged-over-deaths-of-aborigial-children/8254188
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Australian community, the need for cultural sensitivity and awareness in 

police investigations, and the operation of double jeopardy laws post-reform 

in NSW. While these are just a few of the key issues that have presented 

significant barriers in the Bowraville case, they are also issues that are likely 

to impact in individual homicide cases more widely throughout Australia.77 

Legal issues that impacted this case include a police investigation considered 

to have been botched by local police officers, where the parents concern for 

their children’s whereabouts were not taken seriously at first - even in the 

case of four-year-old Evelyn.  Initial suggestions by local police that the 

children had merely gone ‘walkabout’78 are repeated by the family members 

and remain a source of anger.  

The Bowraville murders prompted changes to the law of Double Jeopardy in 

NSW and a national conversation regarding the treatment of Indigenous 

Australians by legal institutions have begun to change the landscape of 

Australian law. The irony that issues of discrimination and bigotry were 

prevalent in the police response to the victim’s families at the same time as 

the 1991 release of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in 

Custody79 (which suffered from its own limitations)80 has not been lost, as 

lawyer Larissa Behrendt commented: 

                                                      
77 K. Fitz-Gibbon, ‘Searching for Justice in Bowraville’, Criminology@Deakin, [web blog], 

May 3 2014, https://blogs.deakin.edu.au/criminology/searching-for-justice-in-bowraville/, 

(accessed 13 September 2014). 
78 In Australia, ‘Walkabout’ is used colloquially to describe the perceived tendency for 

Indigenous Australians to leave unexpectedly and without explanation. The term has its 

roots in some Indigenous Australian tribe members embarking on nomadic trips, normally 

for cultural reasons (e.g. coming of age customs). In modern usage, the term can be infused 

with racist overtones to imply that Indigenous Australians are unreliable and flighty. 
79 For a scholarly guide to the Royal Commission see: P. Nagle and R. Summerrell, 

‘Aboriginal Deaths in Custody: The Royal Commission and its Records, 1987-1991’, 

Research Guide 2, National Archives of Australia, 2002, online: 

http://guides.naa.gov.au/content/Guide002_tcm48-54584.pdf, (accessed 11 February 2013). 
80 E. Marchetti, ‘Critical Reflections upon Australia’s Royal Commission into Aboriginal 

Deaths in Custody’, Macquarie Law Journal, vol. 5, 2005, online: 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/MqLJ/2005/6.html, (accessed 11 February 2013). 

https://blogs.deakin.edu.au/criminology/searching-for-justice-in-bowraville/
http://guides.naa.gov.au/content/Guide002_tcm48-54584.pdf
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/MqLJ/2005/6.html
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I was an Aboriginal law student, the Royal Commission [into Aboriginal 

deaths in custody] was on and it was showing Aboriginal people were being 

locked up for misdemeanours and here we had the murder of three 

Aboriginal kids, and the legal system couldn’t put anyone away. For a young 

Aboriginal lawyer like me, it’s struck a chord.81 

The investigation and media representation of the Bowraville murders are 

situated within the broader dynamics of Australian settler relations and 

conflict. Race lies at the core of the cases critical debates and is a 

preoccupation of media coverage on the case. The 1990-1996 police 

investigation has come under intense criticism for not taking the children’s 

disappearances seriously because of their race. Mutual distrust between police 

and the residents of the Mission has been identified as one of the key 

contributing factors to the mishandling of the original police investigation, as 

well as officers inexperienced with working with homicides.   

During the 1990s, the disappearances and deaths of Bowraville’s children 

attracted very little attention from the mainstream media. Contemporarily, 

critical commentators, such as journalists Malcolm Knox and Dan Box as 

well as the families of the children, have argued a combination of the 

children’s race and their economic disadvantage generated little interest from 

the mainstream media. The lack of initial media coverage has resulted in the 

murders being relatively unknown nationally. This is surprising, considering 

the young nature of the victims82 and the possibility that a serial killer was 

                                                      
81 L. Behrendt, quoted in, ‘The Bowraville murders: My daughter was murdered 20 years 

ago and I'm still grieving’, Australian Woman’s Weekly, 26 November 2013, online: 

http://www.aww.com.au/latest-news/news-stories/can-you-see-whats-wrong-with-this-

telstra-installation-25691, (accessed 24 March 2014). 
82 Wilczynski and Sinclair argue that the very young or old are likely to receive the most 

media coverage in cases of abuse and murder. See: A. Wilczynski and K. Sinclair, ‘Moral 

Tales: Representations of Child Abuse in the Quality and Tabloid Media’, The Australian 

and New Zealand Journal of Criminology, vol. 32, no. 2, 1999, pp. 262-283. 

http://www.aww.com.au/latest-news/news-stories/can-you-see-whats-wrong-with-this-telstra-installation-25691
http://www.aww.com.au/latest-news/news-stories/can-you-see-whats-wrong-with-this-telstra-installation-25691
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responsible.83 Media coverage of the Bowraville murders has been slowly 

building since the early 1990s and has changed dramatically in tone through 

the decades: ‘It is a crime that first shocked a nation, then became its 

shame.’84 However, this comment was made in 2000 and media interest only 

became invested in the story after 2010. In much of the coverage 

commentators have drawn upon race and rurality to contextualise their 

narratives. Such responses have come under scrutiny and reveal cultural 

settler anxieties and a hidden history of late-modern segregation that is 

routinely represented as belonging to an antiquated past. The following 

chapter will consider the media coverage of the Bowraville murders, and 

analyse them as a part of the history of the event. 

                                                      
83 Australia defines serial killing as the murder of two or more persons in separate events 

with an unspecified interval of time between the homicides. See: S. Pinto and P. Wilson, 

‘Serial Murder’, Trends and Issues in Crime and Criminal Justice, no. 25, September 1990, 

p. 2, online: http://www.aic.gov.au/media_library/publications/tandi_pdf/tandi025.pdf, 

(accessed 11 April 2014). 
84 S. Harris, ‘A Long Wait to Catch a Serial Killer’, The Sunday Telegraph, 19 November 

2000, p. 34. 

http://www.aic.gov.au/media_library/publications/tandi_pdf/tandi025.pdf
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Chapter 7 

 

Bowraville in the Media 
 

 

 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander readers are advised that the following 

chapter contains images, names and words of people who have died, as well as 

references to images and voices of people who have died. 

We may all be created equal, but in the eyes of the Australian community – 

and in particular the Australian media – some children are more equal than 

others, and more worthy of media attention. The difference is their race, and 

their financial circumstances.1 

 
- Amy McQuire, Independent Australian Journalist 

 

 

The above quote, from the independent news organisation New Matilda, 

succinctly explains the criticisms of the media coverage of the Bowraville 

murders. Such representations of the Bowraville murders exhibited limited 

visibility or nuance in representing Indigenous Australians. This is a part of a 

long tradition of representations of Indigenous Australians in the media.2 

Much in the same manner that Jaidyn Leskie was overshadowed by the 

representation of Moe, and Jordan Anderson-Smith by the rift between 

Ashmont and Wagga, cases that involve Indigenous victims can be consumed 

by a narrative that focuses on the exclusivity of reporting to a white 

readership, largely about white victims. In a similar manner to Jaidyn Leskie 

and Jordan Anderson-Smith, much of the media commentary relied upon 

urban-centric understandings to frame their responses to rurality and 

Indigenousness. In doing so, they relegated the Bowraville murders and 

                                                      
1 A. McQuire, ‘When white kids go missing, we rally, when black kids go missing we turn 

away’, New Matilda, 28 October 2014, online: https://newmatilda.com/2014/10/28/when-

white-kids-go-missing-we-rally-when-black-kids-go-missing-we-turn-away/, (accessed 10 

September 2015). 
2 For a history of representations of Indigenous Australians in the Australia media see: M. 

Meadows, Voices in the Wilderness: Images of Aboriginal People in the Australian Media, 

Westport, Greenwood Press, 2000. 

https://newmatilda.com/2014/10/28/when-white-kids-go-missing-we-rally-when-black-kids-go-missing-we-turn-away/
https://newmatilda.com/2014/10/28/when-white-kids-go-missing-we-rally-when-black-kids-go-missing-we-turn-away/
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police mishandling of the investigation to a space outside of contemporary 

Australia. A complex relationship between distancing from Australia’s 

racially volatile histories and acknowledging them in largely symbolic ways 

was thus enacted through news coverage. The following sections will 

examine the limited visibility of the Bowraville murders and consider the 

frames used in critical commentary.  

Histories of race relations between settlers and Indigenous Australians are 

collapsed into such representations. These are normally conveyed through 

abusive relations toward Indigenous Australians - either explicitly through 

violence and literal removal from the land or implicitly through silencing and 

lack of acknowledgement. Rojas argues that the removal of Indigenous 

Australians was an important part of white Australians taking literal and 

spiritual control of the land for the Australian idyll: 

This utopia could only come into being as part of the Australian mythscape 

after the Australian bush was conquered and Aboriginal Australians were 

displaced both in reality and in the mythscape. Through this myth, white 

Australians arguably became the ‘new indigenous’.3 

In Rojas’ analysis, Anglo-Australians use representation alongside 

government policy to completely displace Indigenous Australians as 

proprietors of Australia. This could be added to by considering how 

assumptions of criminality are utilised to de-legitimise Indigenous use of the 

land. In this reading, the essential themes of the present research are 

condensed within the invisibility of the Bowraville murders: the idealisation 

                                                      
3 Rojas, 2013, p. 25. 
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of ‘country’ Australia; the framing of discordant events and people into 

aberrant ‘others’; and the inevitability of loss.  

Paradoxically, Indigenous Australian’s are also routinely represented as a 

core aspect of authentic, country Australia. However, they are positioned as 

akin to flora and fauna in the landscape - an essential tourist attraction. Here, 

Indigenous Australian’s are subjected to similar urban projections and 

shallow essentialising as rural areas, with little in the way of understanding 

Indigenous lifestyles and social groups. Indigenous Australians are presented 

as a homogenous group in popular media, which is nearly always Anglo-

centric in origin and intended audience. Scott et al. demonstrate that this has 

been a feature of Australian culture since the colonial period:  

Less admired than bushrangers were the Aborigines. There were no 

Aboriginal folk heroes. Like city men, Aborigines were pacified- 

emasculated. Indigenous women, on the other hand, became sexual objects. 

The otherness of Aborigines was emphasised with reference to their 

apparent unproductively.4 

Laid bare in Scott et al.’s analysis are representations and stereotypes that 

have never been dealt with, and continue to pervade representations of 

Indigenous Australians. They continue to be relevant for contemporary 

Australia as rural communities often have histories of government sanctioned 

racial exclusion, segregation and violence toward the Indigenous. There are 

tensions in contemporary Australia between acknowledging these histories 

and forgetting them, which become visible through analysis of mainstream 

media. Each of the points outlined by Scott et al. are important for the analysis 

                                                      
4 J. Scott et al. ‘There’s crime out there, but not as we know it: Rural criminology- the last 

frontier’, in E. Barclay (ed.), Crime in Rural Australia, Sydney, NSW, Federation Press 

2007, p. 7; D. Hollingsworth, ‘“My Island Home”: Riot and resistance in media 

representations of Aboriginality’, Social Alternatives, vol. 24 no. 1, 2005. 
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of this section as they each feature - some more covertly than others - in the 

media coverage and informed underlying assumptions of the Bowraville 

murders. 

After almost twenty years the Bowraville murders began to feature more in 

national coverage. This coverage incorporated a narrative of the early silence 

and lack of visibility, to form part of their critical commentary on the murders. 

This is another form of marginalisation. As David Hollingsworth argues, 

Indigenous Australians have been over-represented within Australian media 

coverage that routinely deploys ‘…pathologised and racist frameworks.’5 In 

the case of the Bowraville murders, the interpretative themes present in the 

later coverage tend to emphasise the lack of acknowledgement and discussion 

of Indigenous victims – often while perpetuating the stereotypes by 

representing the families as passive recipients of marginalisation. Michael 

Meadows uses the frameworks of hegemony and ideology to analyse such 

media representations, noting that ideological media coverage constructs an 

image of ‘… Indigenous peoples in Australia as “problems”…and as the 

recipients of “special treatment” which work together to reinforce one 

another.’6 This suggests that the framing of the Bowraville murders is more 

complex than a rigid framework of ‘black vs. white’, and analysis can offer a 

subtler interpretation to reveal the different frames being employed through 

media coverage. 

The present research argues that although racial discrimination became a 

significant point of discussion in the later coverage of the murders, such 

                                                      
5 Hollingsworth, 2005, p 17. 
6 Meadows, 2000, p. 12. 
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coverage continued to perpetuate silencing of and distancing from Indigenous 

Australians through representing the victim’s families as passive recipients of 

marginalisation. Crucially, non-Indigenous representations of Indigenous 

Australians have been informed by the notion of deficit; Indigenous 

Australians are traditionally represented for what they are perceived to lack, 

and are imposed an identity that often has little relation to personal 

identification.7 As Meadow’s points out, Indigenousness is ‘…both a chosen 

and imposed form of identity’,8  and representations and framing of race are 

a significant feature of the dynamics of defining Indigenousness.9  

Representing Riot and Silence in Bowraville 

On the outset, the lack of initial media coverage of the Bowraville murders is 

surprising. It would not be unrealistic to presume that three young victims in 

a suspected case of serial murder would draw intense media scrutiny and 

become a part of a national narrative of crime. However, the case is relatively 

unknown within Australia and news database searches return few results 

regarding the disappearances and deaths of the children before 1996. After 

four-year-old Evelyn disappeared some articles did appear in the mainstream 

media, and her young age and proximity to the disappearance of Colleen was 

noted in these reports. An article published in The Sun Herald one week after 

Evelyn disappeared highlights some of the early tensions between the police 

and the Indigenous community:  

                                                      
7 F. Cressida et al., ‘Discourse, Deficit and Identity: Aboriginality, the race paradigm and 

the language of representation in contemporary Australia’, Media International Australia, 

no. 149, November 2013, p. 164. 
8 Meadows, 2000, p. 19. 
9 Ibid, p. 20. 
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A tiny NSW town will today resume a desperate search for a four-year-old 

girl missing since Thursday-the second girl missing from the town in two 

weeks... Sgt Maguire said it was possible Evelyn had fallen in the shallow 

local river… Sgt Maguire said it was possible Colleen, who lived on the 

mission with relatives, had moved to Sydney…10 

The police statements are contrasted by local opinion reported at the end of 

the article:  

One worker from the Bowraville Recreation Club, said: "People are worried 

about foul play. A 16-year-old girl disappeared about a week or two ago and 

we are worried someone is around." Col Robson, 35, manager of Macksville 

Memorial Pool, said he had warned his daughter to be especially careful. 

"Everyone is shocked. It's terrible," he said. "I have an 8-year-old daughter 

and two young boys and it is just one of those things. You can never be too 

careful."11 

It is not unusual for police to be careful in their statements to the media, nor 

for locals to express fear to reporters. However, this article does show the 

divide between police concern, and suggests that Bowraville community 

members were of the belief that the disappearances were connected and 

expressed worry that ‘…someone is around.’ 

Most other media reports from the early 1990s are very brief, and offer little 

analysis, description or interviews with the residents of Bowraville. For 

example, the discovery of Clinton’s body prompted only 223 words from The 

Sydney Morning Herald.12 The title of this article emphasises Clinton’s race: 

‘Third Lost Black Youth Found Dead’ before briefly noting that Aboriginal 

Elders had identified his body. Racial discrimination explains much of the 

lack of initial media interest in the children’s disappearance and murder, 

while research in Australia has demonstrated that mainstream media coverage 

                                                      
10 J. Southward, R. Loos and R. Willis, ‘Police Fear for Missing Toddler, 4’, The Sun 

Herald, 06 October 1990, available from Fairfax News Store (accessed 18 May 2016). 
11 Ibid. 
12 M. Riley, ‘Third Lost Black Youth Found Dead’, The Sydney Morning Herald, 20 

February 1991, available from Fairfax News Store (accessed 18 May 2016). 
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of Indigenous Australian stories fixates on representations of criminality, 

social disorder and risk, to the detriment of other forms of representation.13  

This is not a view isolated to scholarly research. Indigenous filmmaker Ivan 

Sen explicitly links  the media coverage of the 2012 rape and murder of Jill 

Meagher14 to the Bowraville murders. He states that ‘There's not the effort 

put in, and it's not just the police that are guilty, but it's our media too. It 

doesn't make the headlines.’15 Sen’s comments suggest that the silencing and 

disinterest in Indigenous Australian victims of crime is two-fold and routinely 

practiced from legal and media agencies. Comments such as Sen’s make 

poignant and relevant statements; however, there are further issues which 

impacted the initial media interest in the Bowraville murders. The initial 

disappearances were seen as individual cases of potential run-aways and little 

attention is paid to such events by police and the media. However, by 1992 

the police were certainly investigating a potential triple homicide involving 

vulnerable, child victims. As such, a heightened media focus would be 

expected. For many commentators, it is police apathy and a bungled 

investigation that lies at the core of the invisibility of the case. 

Much of the mainstream news coverage during the 1990s was generated after 

J’s 1994 acquittal of Evelyn’s murder. After the news was made public, some 

                                                      
13 S. Mickler, ‘Visions of disorder: Aboriginal people and youth crime Reporting’, Cultural 

Studies, vol. 6, no. 3, 1999, 322-336; D. Hollinsworth, p. 17; McCallum, Waller, and 

Meadows, p. 103.  
14 In 2012, 30-year-old Jill Meagher was walking home from a bar in Melbourne when she 

was abducted, raped and murdered by serial rapist Adrian Ernest Bayley. The case 

generated intense media attention and a national outpouring of grief and demand that her 

killer be found. Bayley was caught and sentenced to life in prison, with a non-parole period 

of 43 years. 
15 I. Sen, quoted in S. Verghis, ‘Outsider knowledge in Ivan Sen's Mystery Road’, The 

Australian, 21 September 2013, online: 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/review/outsider-knowledge-in-ivan-sens-mystery-

road/story-fn9n8gph-1226722789111 (accessed 12 September 2014). 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/review/outsider-knowledge-in-ivan-sens-mystery-road/story-fn9n8gph-1226722789111
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/review/outsider-knowledge-in-ivan-sens-mystery-road/story-fn9n8gph-1226722789111
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members of Bowraville’s Indigenous community took to the streets in what 

the Sun Herald described as a local riot, during which the media outlet 

reported two cars were damaged, two houses were smashed by rocks, and 

paint was tipped onto the war memorial.16 Bearing the headline, ‘Police Quell 

Riot Town’, the central theme of this brief news story was not sympathetic to 

the families and community of the three children, but rather focused on the 

acts of violence, while making clear that the perpetrators were Indigenous.  

The Canberra Times also covered the ‘riots’, offering the following 

explanation of the anger and grief of Clinton’s family:  

… angry out-bursts in the courtroom in response to the verdict. Speedy's 

grandmother, Lavania Duroux, swore loudly, calling for justice and 

collapsing on the sand-stone entrance to the courthouse. Another Aboriginal 

woman, overcome with emotion, had to be treated by ambulance officers 

inside the building.17 

This fits into an established tradition of presenting Indigenous Australian’s as 

prone to violent riots, and the brief story outlined here would have been tying 

into its readerships understanding of such representations. While the reason 

for the ‘riot’ was explained as J’s acquittal, the stories focused on the acts of 

violence and the role of police in subduing the behaviour – broader context 

was not provided. This fits with Wendy Bacon’s analysis of twenty years of 

media representation of Indigenous deaths in custody, which found that riots 

                                                      
16 ‘Police Quell Riot Town’, Sun Herald, 20 February 1994, available from Factiva, 

(accessed 09 September 2015). 
17 ‘Verdict Prompts Violence’, The Canberra Times, 19 February 1994, p. 5. 
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where overemphasised often with little regard to explanations outside of 

Indigenous violent behaviour.18 

The above reports on the “riots” can be contrasted with a brief article 

appearing in the Indigenous owned and run newspaper The Koori Mail, titled 

‘Outrage over Verdict.’19 This article (figure 7.1) emphasises the anger and 

outrage of the community, and offers descriptions of Indigenous community 

meetings and plans for the next stages of prosecuting J.  

 

                                                      
18 W. Bacon, ‘A case study in ethical failure: Twenty years of media coverage of 

Aboriginal deaths in custody’, Pacific Journalism Review, vol. 11, no. 2, 2005, pp. 17-41. 
19 ‘Outrage Over Verdict’, The Koori Mail, 9 March 1994, p. 5. 

Figure 7.1 

 

Koori Mail article describing the reactions to J’s acquittal in 1994. ‘Outrage 

Over Verdict’, The Koori Mail, 9 March 1994, p. 5. 

 

Koori Mail collection, Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander Studies 
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The article is an important primary source of the voices of Indigenous 

Australians during the 1990s, strikingly published above the Australian 

Aboriginal Flag and banner for the Koori Mail.  Though similar in length, this 

report is notably different in tone and description of the families of the 

Bowraville victims in the wake of J’s acquittal. 

Independent news website The Stringer weighed in on the lack of media 

attention during the early years of the investigation: 

There was barely a mention in the media at the time, but that was because 

they were ‘Black’ kids. The police investigation was cheap and second-rate, 

at first police officers suggested that the children may have ‘gone 

walkabout’.20 

The issues that impacted these early years of the Bowraville murders are not 

seen as isolated by The Stringer, who connect them to broader issues that 

permeate Australian media and legal institutions. It urges that ‘This business 

of racial stereotyping has to be done and dusted. It is thematic across the 

nation, not just limited to Bowraville and NSW.’21  

In their submission to the parliamentary inquiry the Indigenous Psychological 

Services succinctly describe the reasons behind the lack of media attention: 

Unfortunately, the Bowraville case suffers from an extreme of 

marginalisation in that the community is relatively remote and therefore less 

“relatable” to the average person on the street…This would be very different 

if three children were murdered in an environment of affluence or in an 

                                                      
20 G. Georgatos, ‘Bowraville murders – multipartisan unanimity may bring on cultural 

shift’, The Stringer, 8 November 2014, online: http://thestringer.com.au/bowraville-

murders-multipartisan-unanimity-may-bring-on-cultural-shift-9045#.VwMm0Pl96M8, 

(accessed 11 June 2015). 
21 Ibid, 2014. 

http://thestringer.com.au/bowraville-murders-multipartisan-unanimity-may-bring-on-cultural-shift-9045#.VwMm0Pl96M8
http://thestringer.com.au/bowraville-murders-multipartisan-unanimity-may-bring-on-cultural-shift-9045#.VwMm0Pl96M8
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urban centre where a greater volume of people are capable of relating to the 

potential of risk to self.22 

While the issue of relatability is an important explanation for why some cases 

garner intense media attention, previous chapters have demonstrated that a 

perceived lack of relatability can itself drive intense media coverage. Instead, 

the representation of the Bowraville murders also demonstrates a tradition of 

rendering Indigenous Australian’s invisible. With the Bowraville murders, a 

tradition of public disinterest in Indigenous issues was an important reason 

behind the lack of coverage and, it will be seen, led later coverage to focus on 

racial division rather than the deaths of the children. 

Discussions of how media and journalistic responses became a dominant part 

of the narratives of the death of Jordan Anderson Smith and Jaidyn Leskie 

have been central points of analysis in the present research. In the above cases, 

mainstream media coverage conflated rural poverty and child murder to 

construct Moe and Ashmont as sites of rural failure, whereas the dominant 

media attention on the murders of Evelyn, Colleen and Clinton has come after 

almost two decades and significant changes to NSW law. As such, media 

interest rests largely upon the length of time the Bowraville murders have 

gone unsolved, campaigns to change double jeopardy laws and efforts of the 

victims’ families to create and maintain visibility of the murders.  

As discussed earlier, Indigenous victims of crime tend to be rendered invisible 

or separate from non-Indigenous victims, and the boundaries between racial 

discrimination and visibility are unclear in many journalistic endeavours. The 

                                                      
22 Indigenous Psychological Services, ‘Submission No 26’, Inquiry in Family Response to 

the Murders in Bowraville, 26 March 2014, p. 19. 
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question with the media coverage of the Bowraville murders is whether or not 

it subverts this by rendering victims visible, or if it perpetuates silence, 

distance and stereotypical narratives of Indigenous Australians. However, the 

coverage was not homogenous with some coverage exhibiting stereotypical 

racial narratives whilst others engaged with the cultural and legal 

complexities of the murders. Analysis of much of the coverage reveals the 

evocation of urban-centric understandings of rurality and Indigenous 

Australians, rendering the experiences of the Bowraville murders aberrant 

from contemporary Australians.  

Indigenous Australians have often appeared in Australian narratives 

peripherally; the ‘black tracker’ who searched for and sometimes found the 

white children who had wandered into the harsh and unforgiving bush. The 

figure of the ‘black tracker’ is both literal and fictional, called in during true 

cases of missing children and remains a key figure in Australian fiction.23 

This manner of framing Indigenous Australians has a long tradition in 

Australian literature. In The Country of Lost Children Pierce briefly addresses 

the limited visibility of Indigenous Australians in narratives of the lost child.24 

Noting that Indigenous children themselves were ultimately the lost children 

of the stolen generation,25 Pierce highlights a central irony of Australia’s 

obsession with the lost child in the nineteenth century: Australian narratives 

focused on lost white children while the actions that would create the stolen 

generation were being enacted around them.  

                                                      
23 F. J. Collins and T. V. Davies, ‘Blacktracking after Mabo’, Australian Cinema after 

Mabo, Port Melbourne, VIC, Cambridge University Press, 2004, p. 3. 
24 Pierce, 1999, p. xii. 
25 Ibid, p. 198-201. 
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Pierce states that ‘...Aborigines would retain a vital (if also transient and 

marginal) part in lost child narratives, though their own plight would never 

be at the core of them.’26 Pierce’s analysis is useful for understanding that the 

narratives deployed through coverage of the Bowraville murders are tapping 

into to a cultural history of representing Indigenous Australians, one in which 

‘…Indigenous Australian voices, particularly literary and polemical voices, 

have been systematically excluded, marginalised or dismissed within the 

broader culture of the Australian written word.’27 Indigenous Psychological 

Services of NSW suggest that the limited ‘newsworthiness’ of the Bowraville 

murders is a feature of the extreme marginalisation faced by rural Indigenous 

communities.28 However, this does not mean that Indigenous Australian’s are 

passive recipients of such marginalisation. Indigenous news publications 

have existed in Australia since the publication of the Flinders Island 

Chronicle in 1826 - Indigenous Australian Walter George Arthur was one of 

the writers for this publication and remained an activist for Indigenous rights 

throughout the nineteenth century.  

Indigenous Australian run media has, in fact, covered the Bowraville murders 

from the 1990s. Organisations such as The Koori Mail, New Matilda, The 

Tracker and National Indigenous Times have all provided coverage on the 

deaths of the children, and the campaigns of the families over the last two 

decades. This coverage has tended to be much more in-depth than Anglo-

centric media when reporting on the Bowraville murders, and has effectively 

provided a voice for the families and an Indigenous Australian perspective on 

                                                      
26 Ibid, p. 4. 
27 M. Grossman, (ed.), ‘Introduction’, Blacklines: Contemporary Critical Writing by 

Indigenous Australians, Carlton, VIC, Melbourne University Press, 2003, p. 2. 
28 Indigenous Psychological Services, 2017, p. 29. 
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the case. The stories in these publications do not characterise Bowraville as 

an anomalous bastion of racism or provide a view of Bowraville that seeks 

explanation for the crime as an anachronism of history, which will be seen in 

the later mainstream coverage of the murders.  

A letter to the editor published in The Koori Mail in 1992 is notable titled 

‘Stereotyping in Court’, as it raised similar points to the research conducted 

by Diana Eades during the 2000s, (figure 7.1).29 This letter represents a voice 

from NSW’s community and observes the discrimination entrenched in 

Australia’s legal institutions and the potential legal problems that are 

encountered by Indigenous Australians within the courtroom.  

 

                                                      
29 J. Austin, ‘Stereotyping in Court’, [letter to the editor], The Koori Times, 22 April 1992, 

p. 2. 

Figure 7.2 

 

Letter to the editor 

published in The Koori Mail 

in 1992. 

 

J. Austin, ‘Stereotyping in 

Court’, [letter to the editor], 

The Koori Times, 22 April 

1992, p. 2. 

This letter to the editor is 

notable as it raised similar 

points to the research 

conducted by scholar Diana 

Eades several years later. 
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Amy McQuire, of New Matilda, wrote passionately on the treatment of the 

families of the murdered children: 

They have continually been let down by a criminal justice system that has 

failed them at every turn, by a mainstream media that has compounded the 

trauma in its silence, by politicians who get away with shallow tears and 

broken promises (except for some notable exceptions) and now, by a legal 

fraternity that supports a dry legal principle – and not true justice.30 

New Matilda is also the only Australian media to discuss the similarities 

between the experiences of Indigenous Australian women and Indigenous 

Canadian women when coming into contact with law enforcement: ‘In 

Canada And Australia, Aboriginal Women Reporting Disappearances Meet 

Entrenched Police Racism’.31 These examples represent Indigenous peoples 

as experiencing racism and problems with police that are features of 

contemporary society. Indigenous media is largely unknown and unread by 

the non-Indigenous population in Australia; viewed as a form of ‘niche’ that 

is not relevant to the lives of most Australians – so much so that the entire 

Indigenous media sector was not explicitly acknowledged until the 2000 

inquiry into Australian broadcasting.32  Contemporarily, much of the 

Indigenous owned media is moving online, which is slowly increasing its 

                                                      
30 A. McQuire, ‘Once Teary-Eyed, Baird’s Parliament Turns its Back on Bowraville 

Families’, New Matilda, 12 May 2016, online: https://newmatilda.com/2016/05/12/once-

teary-eyed-bairds-parliament-turns-its-back-on-bowraville-families/, (accessed 20 January 

2017). 
31 A. McQuire, ‘In Canada And Australia, Aboriginal Women Reporting Disappearances 

Meet Entrenched Police Racism’, New Matilda, 15 December 2015, online: 

https://newmatilda.com/2015/12/15/in-canada-and-australia-aboriginal-women-reporting-

disappearances-meet-entrenched-police-racism/, (accessed 20 January 2017). 
32 M. Meadows, S. Forde and K. Foxwell, ‘Communicating Culture: community media in 

Australia’, Our Media Not Theirs II, [conference], IAMCR, Barcelona, 2002, p. 5. 

https://newmatilda.com/2016/05/12/once-teary-eyed-bairds-parliament-turns-its-back-on-bowraville-families/
https://newmatilda.com/2016/05/12/once-teary-eyed-bairds-parliament-turns-its-back-on-bowraville-families/
https://newmatilda.com/2015/12/15/in-canada-and-australia-aboriginal-women-reporting-disappearances-meet-entrenched-police-racism/
https://newmatilda.com/2015/12/15/in-canada-and-australia-aboriginal-women-reporting-disappearances-meet-entrenched-police-racism/
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accessibility and visibility in Australia while solving problems of having 

financial security while remaining independent from government funding.33  

Members of the families of Colleen, Evelyn and Clinton have continually 

campaigned to have the case paid attention by all Australian legal and media 

institutions – a feature of this case that if often noted as exceptional by 

commentators. Rather than an example of an outlier, their actions tap into a 

tradition in Australia of Indigenous Australians engaging with the media 

through organisations and journalists that became particularly prominent 

during the late-modern period.34 Indigenous Australians have been utilising 

these methods since the colonial period.  

As with the cases of Jaidyn Leskie and Jordan Anderson-Smith, the 

urban/rural divide as well as divisions within communities are a significant 

feature of this analysis. Many regional and rural communities are 

predominately Anglo-Australian, often with a small Indigenous population, 

and this shared heritage can form a part of a community’s local identity. This 

is an element of the unspoken, silent features of mainstream representations 

of Australian ‘country’ and the rural idyll; an inherently white space which 

conforms to euro-centric attitudes toward country.35  

 

                                                      
33 The shift to online news is viewed as especially significant after the unexpected closer of 

print newspaper The Tracker in 2014, an event which has been anecdotally linked to the 

paper’s vocal criticism of former Prime Minister Tony Abbott. 
34 K. McCallum, L. Waller and M. Meadows, ‘Raising the Volume: Indigenous Voices in 

News Media and Policy’, Media International Australia, no. 142, February 2012, pp. 101-

111. 
35 See: K. Schaffer; A. Summers. 
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Representing the Past: Histories of Segregation 

‘If he’s got Abo36 blood, he's got only one place - and that's with the other 

darkies.’37 This was the view of local Bowraville cinema owner, recorded in 

1965 during the “Freedom Bus Rides”38 and used to highlight the entrenched 

segregation of the town. Until the late 1980s, in what would seem 

anachronistic to many contemporary Australians, Indigenous members of 

Bowraville’s community could only enter the local cinema through a side-

entrance and racially segregated pubs and cafes were a reality. At other points 

in the town’s history almost every public space was segregated and 

Indigenous Australians were unable to enter white spaces. Although 

segregation has been abolished in Australia, its impact lingers in small 

communities who operated under such policies for decades with little change. 

In the early 1990s, many Indigenous Australians still avoided certain 

establishments that were predominately white, and drank outside or round the 

back of pubs rather than sit at the bar. At the time of the murders many of 

Bowraville’s Indigenous residents still lived on the old Mission  ̶  a site 

located slightly out of the town, which perpetuated this literal separation, as 

well as a racial and conceptual separation from the other, predominately 

white, residents.  

This conceptual separation enacted through physical boundaries is one that 

also arose after the death of Jordan Anderson-Smith and Jaidyn Leskie, 

                                                      
36 “Abo” is a common Australian derogatory colloquialism for Indigenous Australians/ 
37 S. Raymond, 1965, quoted in ‘Mission to bring light to what was once a dark place’, The 

Sydney Morning Herald, 2 February 2013, available from Fairfax Media Store, (accessed 

19 May 2015). 
38 In 1965 a group of Sydney University students toured country NSW to highlight the 

systemic racism and disadvantage faced by Indigenous Australians. This event will be 

discussed in more detail shortly within this chapter. 
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demonstrating that it is not exclusive to spaces such as old missions, but a 

feature of the crossover between othered people and physical community 

lines. This is not to suggest that race did not play a significant role in the 

problems exposed through the Bowraville murders, race played a central role, 

but that there are noticeable commonalities behind the way that individuals 

and communities are marginalised and exoticised through each of the cases 

considered in this thesis. A consideration of race and racism, however, can be 

seen through the narrative within the news media. 

Histories of segregationist policies and racism impact the manner that stories 

are contextualised by media coverage. Bowraville’s recent history of 

segregation and racial tension was used in article appearing in the Daily 

Mercury to contextualise the entire narrative of the case in 2014. Titled 

‘Bowraville inquiry reveals harsh truths about racism’, Grewal used a 

historical narrative of racial intolerance to frame their interpretation of the 

case: 

It’s 1990 and Bowraville, on the NSW Mid North Coast, has the unenviable 

reputation of being one of the few civilised towns outside of America’s 

deep-south still oppressed by the aftermath of segregation.39  

In referencing America’s deep-south, a place well known for racially 

motivated violence, the narrative of the community of Bowraville is being 

connected with a symbol of racism and segregation that is understood at a 

global level. The wording preceding this, however, suggests that it is unusual. 

Rather than revealing the ongoing consequences of segregation and continued 

                                                      
39 J. Grewal, ‘Bowraville inquiry reveals harsh truths about racism’, Daily Mercury, 12 

May 2014, online: http://www.dailymercury.com.au/news/bowraville-inquiry-reveals-

uncomfortable-truths-ab/2254870/, (accessed 12 May 2014). 

http://www.dailymercury.com.au/news/bowraville-inquiry-reveals-uncomfortable-truths-ab/2254870/
http://www.dailymercury.com.au/news/bowraville-inquiry-reveals-uncomfortable-truths-ab/2254870/
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impact of racism in contemporary Australia - that historic issues with racism 

and marginalisation remain relevant - it is reducing the experience of 

Bowraville residents to something anomalous, to a space outside of 

contemporary history, trapped in a suffocating and anomalous past.  

Grewal’s description taps into the narrative of America’s deep-south, to 

conjure images of white supremacy rallies, extreme Christianity and lynch 

mobs for African Americans. Essentially, this frames Bowraville as one of 

the last bastions of Australian racism. Commentary such as this removes 

Bowraville outside the realm of common experience, and performs its own 

form of exclusionary narrative to render “other” experiences of its 

community. While it acknowledges racism, it covertly relegates it to 

‘somewhere not here’ for readers of The Mercury. This also suggests that it 

is the only community in Australia experiencing racism, or the consequences 

of segregation.   

While Grewal’s article in the Mercury produces the clearest evidence of this 

view, it exists throughout discourse on the Bowraville murders. The Four 

Corners 2011 investigation into the murders also references histories of 

segregation. The program states that ‘Bowraville has a nasty divisive racial 

history. And while the days of the colour bar may have ended, a deep sense 

of mistrust has remained.’40 A review of Australia media publications through 

the twentieth century demonstrates that this “nasty divisive racial history” in 

Bowraville has been the subject of some reporting prior to the 1990s, and has 

                                                      
40 D. Whitmont, ‘Bowraville: Unfinished Business’, Four Corners, [television program], 04 

April 2011, online: http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/content/2011/s3178577.htm, (accessed 

12 May 2014). 

http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/content/2011/s3178577.htm
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been observed since the 1965 “Freedom Bus Rides”. That Bowraville was 

one of the visited towns during the “Freedom Bus Rides” is normally missing 

from many of these reports on Bowraville, or at times only mentioned in a 

single sentence.  

In 1965, a group of students from the University of Sydney formed Student 

Action for Aborigines (safa) and undertook a “freedom ride” through rural 

NSW, to highlight the systemic racism and disadvantage faced by Indigenous 

Australians. Charles Perkins, USYD’s first Aboriginal student, led the group 

into the heart of racially divided Australia, where they faced harassment and 

occasional violence while publicly challenging the segregation of Indigenous 

Australians in country towns.  

The group’s experiences through country Australia generated similar levels 

of media shock and outrage as has been present in later coverage of the 

Bowraville murders, such as: ‘Students’ Report Will Shock: Heroic Story of 

“Freedom Ride”’.41 In an article for the Tribune (the Communist Party of 

Australia’s official newspaper), Jim Spigelman42 recalled of his time in 

Bowraville: 

Economically, Bowraville is a depressed town… The whole atmosphere of 

the town differed from any other we had visited. Thus when I asked an 

aborigine which shops discriminated, he did not reply ‘we are not allowed 

in there and there’. He said ‘We are allowed in there’. This reversal of 

emphasis shows a basic psychological difference. We found many instances 

of discrimination here.43 

                                                      
41 For example: ‘Students’ Report Will Shock: Heroic Story of “Freedom Ride”’, Tribune, 

Sydney, 24 February 1965, p. 1, available from Trove, (accessed 12 August 2014). 
42 Jim Spigelman later became the Chief Justice of NSW from 1988-2011. He is known for 

his work with cultural arts projects.  
43 J. Spigelman, ‘Reactions to the safa tour’, Dissent, Winter 1965, p. 48. 
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This description aligns with others from the “freedom ride” as well as some 

of the oral histories of residents of Bowraville’s Mission quoted in the 

previous chapter. During the trip, “freedom rider” Ann Curthoy’s wrote in her 

diary: 

We learnt there was a partition in the picture theatre separating the 

aborigines from the whites. The aborigines had to buy their tickets separately 

and could only enter the theatre after the picture had started.44 We learnt of 

a number of segregated pubs and cafes, and of instances of segregation in 

the school about 6 years earlier. The two populations were almost 

completely separate. At first we weren't sure where to start - the town was 

just so bad. We thought the press could blow up a big story about it, but they 

refused, obviously instigating us to put on a demonstration.45 

The impacts of the “freedom ride” continued to be felt for decades after the 

students returned to Sydney, many of whom graduated and became prominent 

in Australian politics and creative arts. In 1979 The Canberra Times ran the 

headline: ‘The Many Faces of Racism: Monuments to Aborigines’ lost 

hopes’,46 followed by a report on the Indigenous community in Bowraville 

and the racism that continued to pervade town: ‘In the 14 years since the 

Freedom Riders' tour of NSW, acts of open racism have declined, yet there is 

evidence of covert prejudice still against Aborigines.’47 The article goes on to 

describe the covert discrimination against Indigenous Australians at 

Bowraville, the poor conditions of the Mission and the attitudes of the “white” 

members of the community as paternalistic and favourable to assimilation. 

This demonstrates that there is a known and documented history of racial 

                                                      
44 The Canberra Times covered the “freedom riders” protest in a brief article: ‘Protest Over 

Racial Row in Cinema’, The Canberra Times, 10 August 1965, available from Trove, 

(accessed 15 May 2014). 
45 A. Curthoys, [diary entry], 22 February 1965, p. 31, Ann Curthoys’ Diaries Digitised 

Collection, Australian Institute of Aboriginal And Torres Strait Islander Studies, online: 

http://aiatsis.gov.au/collections/collections-online/digitised-collections/freedom-ride/ann-

curthoys-diaries?page=2, (accessed 19 November 2015). 
46 P. Rea, ‘The Many Faces of Racism: Monuments to Aborigines’ lost hopes’, The 

Canberra Times, 22 January 1979, p. 2, available from Trove (accessed 15 May 2014). 
47 Ibid, p. 2. 

http://aiatsis.gov.au/collections/collections-online/digitised-collections/freedom-ride/ann-curthoys-diaries?page=2
http://aiatsis.gov.au/collections/collections-online/digitised-collections/freedom-ride/ann-curthoys-diaries?page=2
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segregation, marginalisation and poor housing for Bowraville’s Indigenous 

community. While not extensive, it points to the existence of a locally known 

history and awareness of Bowraville. Unlike the negative representations of 

the Latrobe Valley after the death of Jaidyn Leskie, this history of media 

acknowledgement of segregation and discrimination was not drawn from 

until around ten years after the murders. 

Hogg and Carrington make a perceptive point on the distance and silence rural 

communities have from these recent local histories, stating that ‘The silence 

concerning the history- the quite recent history- of the community sustains 

the myth of an apparently smooth and untroubled transition from conditions 

of spatial exclusion to comfortable acceptance.’48 The above quote arose from 

one of their interview subjects stressing how well all the members of the 

community, regardless of race, got along and how the Indigenous population 

were well regarded and took pride in their homes. This response is filled with 

the unspoken elements of narratives of Indigenous communities in 

contemporary Australia  ̶  negative stereotypes regarding home keeping, 

lifestyle and parenting skills  ̶  and is unconsciously positioned against them. 

Why would such distinction need to be made if the community in question 

was so harmonious?49 This recalls the comments made of Bilynda Murphy 

(covered in chapter 2) where Robin Bowles made a point of Murphy’s pride 

in her home and house-keeping abilities, directly counteracting the unspoken 

stereotypes of low-SES, welfare recipients.  

                                                      
48 Hogg and Carrington, 2006, p. 89. 
49 Ibid, p. 93. 
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The troubling nature of this analysis is only broadened when you consider 

that in 1991, only two months after Clinton’s body was discovered, a national 

report was released to the government titled Racist Violence: Report of 

National Inquiry into Racist Violence in Australia.50 This report was 

commissioned by the government and, while too in depth to fully grapple with 

here, includes a quote from an Indigenous man in Melbourne that taps into 

the lived experience of racism in Australia as ‘Aboriginal people suffer from 

racism every day of their lives in employment, education, cultural facilities, 

on public transport and at the hands of government officials including 

police.’51 During 2014 in response to the NSW legislative inquiry, the ABC 

began running news stories on the Bowraville murders and the ongoing 

investigation. The emotive headline: ‘It would have been solved if they were 

white’52 demonstrates the continuing relevance of race for the Bowraville 

murders. The headline is a provocative summation of comments made by 

Detective Inspector Gary Jubelin during the first hearing of the inquiry.  

Race is clearly a pressing issue in the reception and solving of the Bowraville 

murders, and media outlets have struggle to articulate the complexities 

involved in the case: they also failed to recognise many of the issues involved 

in child homicide in rural communities. Work such as Diana Eades 

demonstrates the necessity of consideration of all contextual factors. There 

are several mitigating factors to the representation of the Bowraville murders 

that be expressed through historical hindsight; Australia in the 1990s was a 

                                                      
50 Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission, Racist Violence: Report of National 

Inquiry into Racist Violence in Australia, 1991. 
51 R. Blow, Melbourne Hearing, quoted in Human Rights and Equal Opportunity 

Commission, Racist Violence: Report of National Inquiry into Racist Violence in Australia, 

1991, p 73. 
52 F. Poole, ‘It would have been solved if they were white’, ABC Coffs Coast, 2 May 2014, 

online: http://www.abc.net.au/local/photos/2014/05/02/3996469.htm, (12 May 2014). 

http://www.abc.net.au/local/photos/2014/05/02/3996469.htm
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different landscape legally and culturally than the 2000s. Since the 

Bowraville murders, there has been acknowledgement and inquiries into 

relations between Indigenous Australians and police, with the relationship 

between DI Jubelin and the residents of Bowraville’s mission even used as an 

example of best practice for NSW law enforcement. The next section will 

consider in more detail how rural and Indigenousness are at once different, 

yet similarly constructed to form both the idyll and the dystopic though 

Australian cultural commentary. 

The Intersection of Rurality and Indigenousness 

One of the earliest and most prominent frames of coverage of the Bowraville 

murders evoked generic imaginings of country Australia as dystopian. Much 

in the same manner as Moe and Ashmont, the deaths of children were seen as 

revealing the corruption of a previously idyllic space; through such 

commentary the locations of their deaths became sites of rural failure. During 

the investigation and media coverage of the Bowraville murders, cultural 

legacies of distance and silence from racial discrimination was dragged to the 

fore. Hogg and Carrington argue that the concept of the rural is not inclusive 

of Indigenous Australians, and that when they are noticed they are viewed as 

disruptive of rural ways of life.53 This suggests that there is a largely 

unspoken, dominant cultural narrative that positions Indigenous Australian’s 

as agitating to Euro-centric ways of rurality. Later media coverage of the 

Bowraville murders presents a tension between modes of viewing Indigenous 

Australians; if they are neither invisible nor disruptive then they are presented 

                                                      
53 R. Hogg and K. Carrington, ‘Violence, Spatiality and Other Rurals’, Australian and New 

Zealand Journal of Criminology, vol. 36, 2003, p. 299. 
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as victims of racial discrimination. Loss permeates these stories and 

representations of the Indigenous community sharing sorrow and heartache 

are more dominant than in other narratives.  

An ABC news radio broadcast picked up the story in 1997 - six years after the 

murders took place and just after the investigation was taken over by DI 

Jubelin. The introduction to this program evoked a sense of rurality that is 

enshrouded in mystery, ‘Secrets and mysteries in a small country town. Two 

children brutally murdered, and another still missing... Now-seven years 

later- a new team is trying again to lay to rest ‘the ghosts of Bowraville.’54 

Mysteries and secrets are a common theme in true crime reporting and the 

above quote would be just at home on a mystery novel, police procedural or 

crime film. By foregrounding their coverage with ‘rural’ and ‘Aboriginal’ the 

importance of these terms to the overall narrative is evoked, and conjures up 

symbolic imaginings associated with them. The opening directs the positive 

focus onto the new investigators. The programme also made note of the 

complex inter-personal relationships culturally expected from a country area. 

Bullock states that ‘This is a rural community with deeply enmeshed and 

complicated family ties, and police who were unable to pick their way 

through the maze to find a killer’. 55 Here it suggests that the nature of rural 

community was the main obstacle faced by investigators. It is unclear whether 

it refers to the police who took over the investigation, having to forge ties 

with the community and build trust, or the original investigators whose lack 

                                                      
54 C. Bullock, ‘Background Briefing: The Ghosts of Bowraville’, ABC National Radio, 

[radio broadcast], original airdate: 20 July 1997, transcript online, 

http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/backgroundbriefing/the-ghosts-of-

bowraville/3563896, (accessed 10 December 2012). 
55 Ibid. 

http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/backgroundbriefing/the-ghosts-of-bowraville/3563896
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/backgroundbriefing/the-ghosts-of-bowraville/3563896
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of familiarity with homicide cases and inexperience working with Indigenous 

witnesses is largely perceived to have been the cause of the initial botched 

investigation.  

Overall, the nature of rural community is positioned by the ABC as the central 

problematic theme of the narrative. This continues through the programme 

with Bullock commenting, ‘Bowraville could be any one of a hundred country 

town in Australia... it’s a timber town running out of timber.’56 This 

simultaneously references the ‘sameness’ quality that is implicit in much rural 

commentary as well as the context of rural decline and economic stagnation 

experienced by many rural and regional areas in contemporary Australia. 

Again, this was also a feature of the commentary on Moe and Ashmont, 

suggesting economic stagnation and welfare dependence consistently 

underline such representations and there is a tradition of viewing of rural 

towns, which have drawn the attention of the media through crime stories, as 

sites of rural failure. This is also suggested by Monica Keneley, who points 

out that many Australians view the deterioration of small town as reflecting 

the dominance of urban centres and neglect of the governments and argues 

that a historical perspective allows for a view that it is cyclical.57 This 

historical view, that rural communities experience cyclical periods of 

expansion and decline, is not present in popular understandings of country 

Australia. 

                                                      
56 Ibid. 
57 M. Keneley, ‘The Dying Town Syndrome: A survey of urban development in the western 

district of Victoria, 1890-1930’, in G. Davison and M. Bloc (eds.), Struggle Country: The 

Rural Ideal in Twentieth Century Australia, Clayton, Monash University ePress, 2005, p. 

10.1. 
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Dark imaginings of Bowraville continued in coverage when the Weekend 

Australian commented on the case in 2004, almost fourteen years after 

Colleen Walker’s disappearance. The media report overtly contrasts the 

beauty of the landscape with the murders of the three children and tries to 

contain a tone of secrecy and mystery at the same time: 

The hills where they found Evelyn Greenup, Clinton Speedy and the clothes 

of Colleen Walker caress the Bowraville countryside, blanketing secrets in 

lush green. Scratch the sylvan surface of the northern NSW town and its 

surrounding district, and there is darkness.58 

The somewhat anachronistically named article, ‘Black deaths in split town’, 

continues by describing the town’s issues with alcoholism, drug use and 

racism, before quoting a former Indigenous affairs adviser, ‘It's a creepy 

place, Bowraville. There's a lot of evil that needs cleansing somehow in that 

place’.59 The precise nature of the evil in Bowraville is not explicitly stated, 

though presumably it is found in the unsolved murders of Colleen, Evelyn 

and Clinton.  

Of note is how very few of the media articles from the 1990s and 2000s 

directly reference the Indigenous Australian people who live in Bowraville, 

normally referring simply to ‘Aboriginals’. Indigenous Australians remain 

largely invisible in urban-centric imaginings of the country, and when they 

are present it is often negatively. Indigenous Australian researcher Yolanda 

Walker refers to these stereotypes as: 

…a form of racism often perpetuated through the media - covers a wider 

range of attitudes than one may expect. On one hand, there are the attitudes 

                                                      
58 L. Milligan, ‘Black deaths in split town’, Weekend Australian, 21 February 2004, 

available from ProQuest Australia & New Zealand Newsstand. 
59 B. Rambaldini, quoted in: Milligan, 2004. 
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that we are lazy, drunks, un-educated no hopers, involved in too much crime; 

that we receive too much from welfare, get treated too leniently by police 

and courts, and that we do not want to work.60 

These are forms of stereotyping that are inherently visible in analysis of the 

mainstream news media. However, rurality and Indigenousness also intersect 

in the rural idyll, with Indigenous Australians represented as an ‘authentic’ 

part of the Australian country. This is viewed as another form of stereotyping 

and marginalisation, as Walker explains: ‘On the other hand, there are 

perceptual stereotypes: if we do not fit the image of a dark- skinned, wide-

nosed person then we are not 'real' Aborigines - 'real' Aborigines being full-

bloods living a traditional tribal lifestyle.’61 This is the second type of 

marginalisation for Indigenous Australians, in that they are frequently 

portrayed as a homogenous group; normally one which is associated with 

spirituality and traditional ways of living on the land. Such imaginings work 

reflexively with overtly negative stereotyped to prevent a nuanced 

perspective. When it comes to tragic and shocking events of child death, these 

issues are laid bare within the legal and media narratives that form around 

them.  

However, the Indigenous media sector was not explicitly acknowledged until 

the 2000 inquiry into Australian broadcasting.62 Some members of the 

families of Colleen, Evelyn and Clinton have continually campaigned for 

legal and media institutions to pay attention to the case. Rather than an 

example of an outlier, this taps into a tradition in Australia of Indigenous 

                                                      
60 Y. Walker, ‘Aboriginal Family Issues’, Family Matters, no. 35, August 1993, pp. 51-53, 

online: http://www.aifs.gov.au/institute/pubs/fm1/fm35yw.html>, (accessed 23 June 2014). 
61 Ibid, p. 52. 
62 M. Meadows, S. Forde and K. Foxwell, ‘Communicating Culture: community media in 

Australia’, Our Media Not Theirs II, [conference], IAMCR, Barcelona, 2002, p. 5. 

http://www.aifs.gov.au/institute/pubs/fm1/fm35yw.html
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Australians engaging with the news media through organisations and 

journalists that became particularly prominent during the late-modern 

period.63  

As with the cases of Jaidyn Leskie and Jordan Anderson-Smith, the 

urban/rural divide as well as divisions within communities are a significant 

feature of this analysis. Many regional and rural communities are 

predominately Anglo-Australian, often with a small Indigenous population, 

and this shared heritage can form a part of a community’s local identity. This 

is an element of the unspoken, silent features of mainstream representations 

of Australian ‘country’ and the rural idyll; an inherently white space which 

conforms to euro-centric attitudes toward country.64  

Representing Race and Grief 

Stereotypical representations of Indigenous Australians demonstrate 

similarities to the coverage analysed in previous chapters which defined Moe 

and Ashmont as sites of rural failure. Such coverage tends to focus on poor 

parenting, criminality, welfare dependence, drug addiction and alcohol 

abuse.65 Analysis of urban-based, Anglo-centric media coverage can be 

revealing of these stereotypes. In the later news coverage of the Bowraville 

murders, race was explicitly identified as a feature of the case and was 

actively discussed by journalists and commentators. While this may suggest 

an enhanced visibility of cultural and social issues underlying the crimes and 

                                                      
63 K. McCallum, L. Waller and M. Meadows, ‘Raising the Volume: Indigenous Voices in 

News Media and Policy’, Media International Australia, no. 142, February 2012, pp. 101-

111. 
64 See: K. Schaffer; A. Summers. 
65 Hollingsworth, p. 17.  
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their investigation, the framework of such racial discussions can also enhance 

the visibility of often unspoken stereotypes of Indigenous Australians. 

Scholar Howard Sercombe sees this as a powerful indicator of non-

Indigenous Australians own expressions of their fears and voyeuristic 

fantasies:  

These structures of insecurity do not originate with Aboriginal people. They 

are ours. By reading the criminal act in the pages of the newspaper we are 

able to taste our fear, but vicariously, from the safe distance of the voyeur.66 

In media coverage loss, grief and sorrow are presented as all the more intense 

when occurring in an Indigenous community. This could be a manner of 

acknowledging the diverse and close community groups that occur with some 

Indigenous Australian communities as outlined by Diana Eades. This may 

also be an indication that the Indigenous are permitted access to emotional 

behaviour suppressed in the Anglo-Australian identity as incompatible with 

maturity. Another way in which this is manifested is through the acceptance 

of Indigenous spiritual experiences, which tend to be treated by media outlets 

with a degree of seriousness and reverence not extended to Anglo-

Australians.67 Loss, grief and sorrow are the primary ways that the families 

of the victims and the community of Bowraville have been described; one of 

the defining features of media coverage of Bowraville’s community. Rurality 

and Indigenousness featured in some of the coverage on loss, though not all 

of it. Police and legal avenues have also commented on the role of loss in the 

irresolution and importance of the Bowraville murders. When the NSW 

Police Force posted a reward of $250 000 for information leading to the arrest 

                                                      
66 H. Sercombe, ‘The face of the criminal is aboriginal’, Journal of Australian Studies, vol. 

19, no. 43, 1995, p. 92. 
67 This connects to the master narrative of the ‘noble savage’ and the ‘Aboriginal shaman’ 

applied during British colonisation of Australia. 
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and conviction of the responsible parties in the Bowraville murders they 

highlighted the seriousness and urgency of solving the crime and the loss felt 

by the community in that the murders have never been solved have: 

…caused considerable distress to the Bowraville community where all three 

children lived. The loss of three children within the space of five months 

was particularly devastating for this tight knit community… their loss has 

left a tragic mark on their families and friends.68 

This reinforces the importance of the impact of unresolved homicide on 

communities. Youth, loss and tragedy are repeated throughout this statement 

and are rendered symbolic to the affect and interpretation of the murders. 

Police narratives often exist at a point between the official and the personal. 

This is a part of the intersection of the private and public role that police 

officers play; they are an official government body which deals with the 

personal and emotionally traumatic experiences of individuals and 

communities. Nowhere was this more noticeable than the statement made by 

Detective Inspector Gary Jubelin at the government inquiry into the effect of 

the murders on 1 May 2014. DI Jubelin made it clear that his personal opinion 

was that race was a motivating factor in the delaying of the initial 

investigation into the murders, and the subsequent acquittals of the main 

suspect and lack of media focus on the case: “I am a homicide detective; I am 

not a do-gooder or a bleeding heart. However, race and to a lesser degree 

socioeconomic factors have impacted on the manner in which these matters 

have been investigated.”69 It is worth noting that DI Jubelin prefaced his 

                                                      
68 NSW Police Force, ‘Reward of $250,000 to solve deaths of Evelyn Greenup, Clinton 

Speedy-Duroux and Colleen Walker’, Rewards Offered, online: 

http://www.police.nsw.gov.au/can_you_help_us/rewards/250000_reward/20070205_rewar

d_to_solve_three_bowraville_murders, (accessed 05 March 2013). 
69 G. Jubelin, quoted in ‘Inquiry into the Family Response to the Murders in Bowraville’, 

Report of the Proceedings before Standing Committee on Law and Justice, [uncorrected 

proof], Macksville, NSW, 1 May 2014, p. 2. 

http://www.police.nsw.gov.au/can_you_help_us/rewards/250000_reward/20070205_reward_to_solve_three_bowraville_murders
http://www.police.nsw.gov.au/can_you_help_us/rewards/250000_reward/20070205_reward_to_solve_three_bowraville_murders
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statement with ‘I am not a do-gooder or a bleeding heart’; comments such as 

these are often used to de-legitimise criticisms relating to racism and other 

social and cultural issues.  

DI Jubelin’s comment reinforces his authenticity as a homicide detective and 

the serious position he holds in the case to add further weight to his suggestion 

of racial issues. Commenting that he continues to be shocked by the lack of 

interest in the Bowraville murders, Jubelin becomes even clearer in his 

opinion of the treatment of the Indigenous community at Bowraville: 

The families told me the reason when I first met them in 1997. They said 

“It’s because we are Aboriginal.” At the time when I met the families I did 

not believe them. Unfortunately, the truth of the matter is, having worked 

with the families now for the past 18 years, I think they identified the 

problem... could these matters have been solved? Yes, they could have. 

Should they have been solved? Yes, they should have.70 

Jubelin also discussed the manner that the investigative team he was a part of 

was able to achieve more success with the community than the initial 

investigators:  

...there has to be an acceptance of the history, not just in the Bowraville 

community but the history of the Indigenous community and police officers. 

We acknowledged that there were problems and we tried to heal that by 

creating trust.71 

The comments made by DI Jubelin are comparable with the findings of a 2006 

study by Day et al., who examined male Indigenous offenders of violence and 

anger.72  Their results suggested the significance of context in experiences of 

anger and the role of colonisation and disempowerment upon violence in 

                                                      
70 Jubelin, ‘Inquiry into the Family Response to the Murders in Bowraville’, 2014, p. 2. 
71 Ibid, p. 4. 
72 Day et al., 2006. 
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Indigenous offenders.73 Colonisation, crime and racial discrimination are 

intertwined throughout Australian history, and continue to be relevant in late-

modern and contemporary Australia. In both fiction and true stories, 

Indigenous Australians have played an integral but marginalised role in 

Australian narratives of crime since colonisation. While the deaths of Colleen, 

Evelyn and Clinton can be described as an example of a rare and shocking 

crime, the themes and tensions uncovered by the murders are not exclusive to 

the Bowraville murders.  

In 1996 the Daily Telegraph printed an in-depth article that alleged the 

Bowraville murders had created a deep racial divide between the residents of 

the Mission and those in Bowraville.74 The article titled ‘A Town Divided’ 

explains that this divide is a product of the growing tensions within 

Bowraville in lieu of a conviction for J and speculates its roots lie in the 

history of the region: ‘Some [Indigenous Australian residents] are 

descendants of the Gunbalnggar tribe, driven from the valley by foresters and 

settlers. White residents claim blood links to those pioneers, which may have 

some bearing on Bowraville's reputation for racial conflict.’75 The article 

prompted a reply from a Bowraville resident titled ‘Conflict, yes, but town is 

united’76: 

While I agree with the content of most of "Inside Story" … I strongly object 

to the head "A Town Divided". As with all towns (both small and large) at 

times there is conflict. However, the Bowraville community resolves these 

                                                      
73 Ibid, p. 537. 
74 F. Robson, ‘Inside Story: A Town Divided’, Daily Telegraph, 9 November 1996, 

available from Factiva, (accessed 23 June 2014). 
75 Ibid. 
76 J. Lane, ‘Conflict, yes, but town is united’, Daily Telegraph, 22 November 1996, 

available from Factiva (accessed 23 June 2014). 
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disputes. Bowraville people are proud of their town - houses and gardens are 

well maintained.77 

Acknowledging Racism in the News media 

Although the Bowraville murders have appeared sporadically in the media 

since the early 1990s, most of the coverage appears from 2012 onward. By 

this time, race and racism had become the dominant theme in the coverage as 

journalists attempt to explain why the case has lain dormant in the public 

imagination. The disappearance of the three Beaumont children provides a 

compelling contrast with the Bowraville murders; the former woven into 

national narrative of crimes against children and the latter invisible although 

it resides within living memory for most Australians. Caroline Overington 

introduces her coverage on the Bowraville murders with the same 

comparison: 

Three Australian children go missing from the same small town and nobody 

is ever held responsible for their deaths. Reading that, you’re probably 

thinking, "Yes, I remember – that was the Beaumont children." Yet, no, this 

story isn’t about the Beaumont children. It’s about three quite different 

children, who went missing from the town of Bowraville on the NSW North 

Coast in the early 1990s.78 

Contrasting a case like the Bowraville murders against the disappearance of 

the Beaumont children evokes a troubling narrative that suggests the murder 

of Indigenous children is less important to contemporary Australians than 

non-Indigenous victims. This theme runs throughout the cases considered in 

                                                      
77 Ibid. 
78 C. Overington, ‘The Bowraville murders: My daughter was murdered 20 years ago and 

I'm still grieving’, The Australian Women’s Weekly, November 26 2013, online: 

http://www.aww.com.au/news-features/in-the-mag/2013/11/the-bowraville-murders-my-

daughter-was-murders-20-years-ago-and-im-still-grieving/, (accessed  13 June 2014). 

http://www.aww.com.au/news-features/in-the-mag/2013/11/the-bowraville-murders-my-daughter-was-murders-20-years-ago-and-im-still-grieving/
http://www.aww.com.au/news-features/in-the-mag/2013/11/the-bowraville-murders-my-daughter-was-murders-20-years-ago-and-im-still-grieving/
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this chapter. On the outset, this observation is compelling and poignant, 

touching on racial tensions half-concealed and half-acknowledged.  

Symbolically, such comments are potent, though they are ultimately reductive 

of the complexities and cultural context of each case. Earlier it was suggested 

that simplistic narratives of ‘white vs. black’ are frequently referenced, 

however they prevent nuanced understandings of the complexity of a case 

such as the Bowraville murders, and cannot account for the result of the 

convergence of violent crime, racial discrimination and legal and public 

institutions. By unpacking these media narratives, it is possible to recognise 

whether they contribute to or subvert such understandings. The disappearance 

of the Beaumont children is a different crime altogether, one which occurred 

in the context of 1960s ideals of child safety, and the anxieties that occurred 

when they were subverted. It was a unique crime in that the Beaumont 

children disappeared without a trace, their bodies have never been found and 

there have been no serious suspects.  

A 2012 editorial in The Sydney Morning Herald states that ‘Some say if the 

Bowraville children had been white their killer would have been brought to 

justice by now.’79 The article is not clear who ‘some’ are, though such 

comments have been attributed to DI Jubelin in other documents, however 

the statement still rings with an easy truth. A quote from Michelle Straede 

(Evelyn Greenup’s Aunt) in Australian Story demonstrates as such: 

                                                      
79 M. Duffy, ‘Fairer way was there in black and white’, The Sydney Morning Herald, March 

5 2012, online: www.smh.com.au/opinion/fairer-way-was-there-in-black-and-white-

20120304-1ub01.html, (accessed  21 December 2013). 
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I hate to say it, but if it was white kids, I feel that there would've been a lot 

more done. I don't know why. But black Aboriginal kids don't seem to rank 

high on the priority of police.80  

This viewpoint is central to the importance of the Bowraville case for 

contemporary Australia. British newspaper The Independent also covered the 

story in 2012 and immediately defined the racial elements of the case with 

the headline: ‘Three Aboriginal murders, 21 years, no justice... until now?’81 

In the by-line for the article, Marks describes the case as one that ‘...touches 

Australia’s racial nerve.’ This is an apt observation; Bowraville’s, and 

peripherally Australia’s, history of race relations is a central part of the 

narrative of the murders. Rather than an example of racial tensions purely 

borne out of colonial prejudices and policies, Bowraville, like many rural 

communities, continued to hold such policies into recent history.  

As Colleen, Evelyn and Clinton disappeared in separate incidents the pattern 

of the murders was not immediately apparent. It can be speculated, however, 

that a serious police search for each of the children when they first 

disappeared may have uncovered evidence that suggested they were the 

victims of a violent crime. In Australia, there is no real comparison for the 

exact circumstances of the Bowraville murders, though they can be compared 

with cases that evoked similar narratives and tensions through their police 

investigations and media coverage. There are further cases of child homicide 

that evoke hidden histories of race and marginalisation in late-modern 

                                                      
80 M. Straede, quoted in ‘Truth be Told’, Australian Story, [television program], original 

airdate: 4 September 2006, transcript online, 

http://www.abc.net.au/austory/content/2006/s1733527.htm, (accessed 14 December 2013). 
81 K. Marks, ‘Three Aboriginal murders, 21 years, no justice... until now?’, The 

Independent, 8 June, 2012, online: 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/australasia/three-aboriginal-murders-21-years-
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Australia and present uncanny similarities to the Bowraville murders. While 

Bowraville is one of the most significant examples in recent Australian 

history, other examples demonstrate similar investigative issues, frames and 

thematic interpretations. The disappearance and murder of K Raggett in 

Borroloola is one such example. 

Silence in Borroloola: The disappearance and murder of K 

Raggett 

The October 2007 death of ‘K’82 Raggett in the largely Indigenous and remote 

town of Borroloola has raised important questions regarding police 

procedures in the area, and the relations between the Indigenous community 

and the predominately white police force. K’s death bears clear thematic and 

legal similarities to the Bowraville murders, although it occurred almost 

seventeen years later. Initially classed as an accidental drowning, K’s death 

was revised to be a homicide some years later, during a coronial inquest which 

also exposed significant mistakes and problems with the initial investigation. 

To date, there has been no trial or conviction relating to K’s death, although 

there are strong suspicions as to the identity of the perpetrator, who is thought 

to be a family member or member of the local community who is known to 

the family. This is similar to the Bowraville murders and, more broadly, other 

cases considered throughout this thesis. K’s death barely registered a media 

response, and was largely unknown in Australia until 4 Corners aired an 

                                                      
82 Although ‘K’s first name is known, for cultural reasons he is respectfully referred to as K 

throughout this thesis. This is also done by some media outlets. When he is referred to his 

full name in quotes, it has been changed to K which is denoted by an asterisk. 
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episode covering the crime and the police investigation in 2014.83 Fitting in 

with themes of the lost child, this episode was titled: ‘Little Boy Lost’.  

K’s disappearance and death escaped the attention of most national media 

outlets. Much to the distress of his family and the local community. Until 

2011, the case languished in the coroner’s office awaiting investigation. What 

emerged from the report was a tale of disinterested law enforcement, 

investigational ineptitude and a silenced community. The media silence 

enacted around K’s disappearance and murder is indicative of homicide cases 

that have no clear linear narrative or hook to grab the interest of an audience.84 

K died in 2007 – firmly within the emergence of online media and a 24/7 

news system. That his death escaped any significant media attention is 

surprising, in the same way that the initial lack of coverage of the Bowraville 

murders is surprising. These events are rendered understandable when 

consider in the context of traditions of Indigenous segregation and 

marginalisation, and the strained relationships between police and Indigenous 

communities. 

During 2 October 2007, most of the residents of Borroloola were attending 

the funeral of a local Indigenous Elder. That morning, K had instead wanted 

to remain in the home he shared with his aunt, Adrianne Raggett and her 

husband Cliff Taylor. Adrianne and Cliff were K’s guardians; respected 

members of their community who fostered around ten children. Adrianne and 

                                                      
83 G. Thompson and K. Michelmore. ‘Little Boy Lost’, 4 Corners, [television program], 

24th February 2014, video available online: 

http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/stories/2014/02/24/3948892.htm, (accessed 30 February 

2014). 
84 Consider the disappearance of Jaidyn Leskie, which involved a slaughtered pigs head and 

the apparent abduction of a toddler. The convoluted relationships of Jaidyn’s family and 

extended network often became the focus over the disappearance and death of the child. 

http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/stories/2014/02/24/3948892.htm
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Cliff noticed K was missing around lunchtime that day. Allegedly their 

concern was immediate, citing that K was not the type of child to wander off 

on his own. A search involving police and residents of Borroloola was 

mounted. K’s shirtless body was discovered two days later in a waterhole less 

than a kilometre from his home. The police deduced that K had most likely 

left home for a swim and tripped on the bank, thereby smashing his head 

against a rock and falling into the waterhole unconscious. K would have then 

drowned. With this analysis of the evidence the police declared his death to 

be an accident. The ‘accidental drowning’ conclusion, though not an unlikely 

one in the face of little evidence, had several flaws. K was allegedly quite 

water-shy, and not the type of child to leave home unattended without alerting 

his family to his destination.  

Local community members who joined the search for K found two sets of 

footprints, one small, like K’s, and the other belonging to an adult male. 

Evidence from the coroner suggests that K was hit on the head with some 

force. Also, the presence of two large rocks placed inside K’s pants, as if to 

weigh him down, was ignored by the investigating officers. The waterhole he 

was discovered in was also one considered unsuited to swimming, especially 

by a child who had spent most of their life in the area. Later, a coronial inquest 

into K’s death would prompt the coroner to call the attending police 

‘incompetent’ and prompt an internal investigation.85  

In 2014, a media investigation and discussion of the death of K Raggett 

featured on the ABC program 4 Corners.  The episode focused on the flaws 

                                                      
85 Inquest into the death of Kieffen Owen Jayden Raggett [2011], Judge Greg Cavanagh, 

Coroners Court, NTMC D0165/2007, NT, 2011. 
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in the initial police investigation, the evidence that K was actually homicide 

victim and the anguish and sorrow experienced by his family and the 

community of Borroloola. Pointedly, the episode was released soon after the 

conviction of paedophile and murderer Brett Peter Cowan for the abduction 

and death of ten-year-old Daniel Morcombe. Here, K’s relatively unknown 

murder was suggestively contrasted against the death of Daniel Morcombe; 

which is one of the most well-known missing person’s cases in Australian 

history.86 The implication was clear; if K had been a white child, would there 

have been the same flaws in the police investigation and lack of presence of 

the story in the news media? As with the Bowraville murders, it is a powerful 

yet simple contrast to make, and one that sits uncomfortably for modern 

Australian society. 

The ‘Four Corners’ episode has renewed (or started as it may be) interest in 

K’s death, and major commercial outlets began to pick up the story, though 

without the vigilance or interest as Daniel Morecombe’s disappearance or the 

Jaidyn Leskie murder. The Sunday Morning Herald framed K’s story as one 

of tragedy, police incompetence and a family left longing for closure. Quoting 

Cliff Taylor, K’s guardian and husband of his aunt, highlights the presence of 

irresolution and shared grief that permeate cases of child homicide, 

We can't get any peace until they have caught the person,'' he said from his 

home in Borroloola. ''My kids are everything to me. If they wake up and 

have a smile on their face then I'm happy. This has affected me and it's 

affected them and it's affected my wife.”87 

                                                      
86 See: ‘Introduction’ for a brief discussion on the death of Daniel Morcombe and the 

conviction of Brett Peter Cowan. 
87 ‘Kieffen's story: a boy killed, inept police and still no answers’, Sydney Morning Herald, 

April 21, 2012, available from Trove (accessed 19 December 2015). 
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Presenting another point of similarity with the Bowraville Murders, police 

eventually acknowledged that mistakes where indeed made at the initial and 

crucial stages of the investigation. They issued the following apology to K’s 

family and the community of Borroloola: 

There were several areas where the Northern Territory Police failed to do 

their job correctly and could have done things much better… As a 

Superintendent I've been authorised to make clear to the family of the young 

boy and to the Borroloola community that the Northern Territory Police 

apologise for the mistakes that we made. The community is entitled to expect 

better from their police force and on this occasion they didn't receive what 

they should have got. The police force recognises this and I'd like to 

apologise to the community, but mainly to the family of this young boy and 

I'd like to say that we're deeply sorry for what occurred.88 

The suggestion that racism played an integral role in the mistakes and 

inadequacies of the initial police investigation runs through much of the 

limited commentary on K’s death. Referencing Mexican poet Octavio Paz,89 

blogger Bakchos for blakandblack writes that:  

To most Australian’s the life of Kieffen Raggett is not even a “re-echo in 

another street”; his echo is lost in the racist fog that blurs Australia’s 

consciousness when it comes to Australians of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

descent.90  

For Bakchos, this racist fog can be found in the media disinterest in the case 

and asserts itself most clearly in the flawed police investigation and their 

insistence that K’s death was an accidental drowning. Bakchos’ analysis is 

                                                      
88 K. Evans, quoted in Inquest into the death of Kieffen Owen Jayden Raggett [2011], Judge 

Greg Cavanagh, Coroners Court, NTMC D0165/2007, NT, 2011, p. 5. 
89 The comment, “re-echo in another street”, is a reference to Octavio Paz’s poem “Aquí / 

Here”: 

My footsteps in this street/ Re-echo/ In another street/ Where/ I hear my footsteps/ 

Passing in this street/ Where/ Nothing is real but the fog. 

 
90 Bakchos, ‘Kieffen Raggett: A victim of the racist fog blurring Australia’s consciousness’, 

BlakandBlack, [web blog], 24 April 2012, http://blakandblack.com/2012/04/24/kieffen-

raggett-a-victim-of-the-racist-fog-blurring-australia-consciousness/, (accessed 03 December 

14). 
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critical, pointing to ongoing tensions and taking a cynical approach to the 

personal reasons behind the investigative flaws: 

One can only assume based on the evidence that is currently in the public 

arena and Blak and Black’s own enquiries, that the aforementioned irrational 

focus on an unsupportable hypothesis came about because the Northern 

Territory Police Service did not want to devote resources investigating a 

black death. The probable reasoning being that to white police officers any 

black death is one less future or current criminal to worry about. One less 

black spot on an otherwise white future.91 

This demonstrates distrustful views of police officers as motivated by 

inherent racism and a disdain for Indigenous Australians that are also visible 

within the Bowraville community’s response. Of note is the recommendation 

92 made by coroner Greg Kavanagh in the inquest into K’s death. The 

recommendation states ‘That this death occurred is a tragedy. That the 

sufferings of the young boy’s family have been compounded by police 

inaction and delay is a matter of deep regret. I hope and trust that lessons have 

been learned.’92  When contrasted and compared with the 1990 Bowraville 

murders, some seventeen years before K’s death, it could be suggested that a 

frame of reference already existed; that this was a lesson already learned. 

Conclusion 

For many of those involved in the case, race lies at the heart of the Bowraville 

murders. Race is used as an important explanation for the lack of media 

coverage when the murders first occurred and is a central theme of much 

contemporary coverage. A reading of the media coverage uncovers the 

                                                      
91 Ibid. 
92 Inquest into the death of Kieffen Owen Jayden Raggett [2011], Judge Greg Cavanagh, 

Coroners Court, NTMC D0165/2007, NT, 2011, p. 29. 
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preoccupation with using race and, to a lesser extent, rurality93 to 

contextualise the murders and frame the media response. A telling example 

can be found in the language of the headlines, which use ‘Aboriginal’ and 

‘Black’ as the main descriptor of the victims. Here, coverage made a 

distinction between “victims” and “Aboriginal victims”. Violence against 

Indigenous Australians require specific language to indicate the ethnicity and 

race of the victim’s points to the racial stereotyping of victims in Australia. 

Child victims are commonly perceived and represented as white, and when 

they are not they require unique signifiers in news coverage.94 The recent 

parliamentary inquiry goes a step further and essentially confirms the 

suspicion that Clinton, Evelyn and Colleen’s disappearances would have been 

taken more seriously and perhaps solved if not for law enforcement biases 

based upon race. While seemingly confirming many of the issues raised 

regarding the Bowraville murders, it also opens a whole host of new questions 

to consider regarding the treatment of Indigenous victims of violent crime by 

law enforcement and within the interactions of the court system. 

 

Media coverage on Indigenous cases of child homicide routinely fails to 

address Indigenous culture in a nuanced manner, instead relying on narrative 

tropes of Indigenous Australians, such as spirituality and sorrow, while 

presenting Indigenous Australians and their culture as homogenous where it 

is diverse. Coverage of this type frequently affects the narrative by reducing 

it to one which focuses on ‘white vs. black’. Research discussed in this 

chapter suggests that crimes involving Indigenous victims are subject to less 

                                                      
93 However, as was covered earlier in this chapter, Indigenous Australians are often 

intrinsically connected with rurality and the rural idyll. 
94 Wilczynski and Sinclair, 1999, pp. 262-264. 
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reporting in the news media and therefore attain less visibility, and less social 

acknowledgement. Alternatively, researchers such as socio-linguist Diana 

Eades have actively investigated Indigenous culture and language to better 

explain the obstacles for Anglo-Australian investigators and differences in 

communicating events, time periods and emotions.  

By exclusively focusing on the issue of race in the Bowraville murders, media 

coverage reduces the deaths of Colleen, Evelyn and Clinton to being borne 

from Indigenous social issues and an aberrant white male. The Bowraville 

murders themselves were probably not racially motivated, other than the 

victims were vulnerable because of their status in Australian society. 

However, the ensuing botched police investigation and media silence very 

likely were an example of racial marginalisation and, alongside further faults 

in the police investigation, created the conditions that resulted in the acquittal 

of the prime suspect and led to the 2014 inquiry.  

This often fails to come through in media coverage of the event. What media 

coverage there is on Bowraville profoundly details the experience of 

irresolution; sorrow, heartache and loss. However, much of the coverage is 

overly concerned with navigating racial language and laying blame for the 

lack of reporting. While this is not a negative aspect in theory, the trouble is 

that it can actually perpetuate the continual silence of the victims by laying 

the entire focus of the coverage elsewhere. A scholarly investigation into the 

Bowraville Murders provides an opportunity to examine the ways in which 

narratives have been constructed around Indigenous victims of crime and 

suggest what a historically informed understanding of Australian culture 

could bring to such investigations. 
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The dominant interpretative themes that can be found in narratives of 

Indigenous child homicide are historically informed by Australia’s history of 

race relations, segregation and exclusion. This history continues to sit 

uneasily in contemporary Australia, with both white and black Australians, 

and contributes to experiences such as Hogg and Carrington’s where 

members of rural communities will go to unprompted lengths to speak 

positively on race relations. When crimes such as the ones discussed in this 

chapter occur these histories, which are well-known but little spoken, come 

to the fore. They have intertwined with narratives of rurality, crime and the 

legal sector so they appear inextricable from the dominant narratives of 

Indigenous children. 

Media coverage on the Bowraville murders reference issues of race, but 

largely failed to treat the issue with the necessary complexity and nuance. 

This is also true for the death of K Raggett. Comments made by Detective 

Inspector Gary Jubelin, alongside the linguistic research by Diana Eades and 

other work referenced in this chapter, demonstrate the importance of 

historical and cultural understanding for investigators and those working in 

the legal system. Media histories of these events, however, present narratives 

of racism with no solution or conclusion or they present the racial 

stereotyping inherent to the Bowraville murders as an anachronistic display 

of a segregated past. Thus, media histories can fail to acknowledge the 

contemporary nature of these crimes alongside a failure to recognise the 

diverse histories, cultures and identities of Indigenous Australians. 

When placed together the Bowraville murders and the murder of K Raggett 

provide a compelling argument for the obscuring and distancing from 
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Indigenous child victims of homicide. Even presuming full and worthwhile 

co-operation from investigators, media coverage of these crime was sparse. 

Existing coverage often contributed to the obscuring of these crimes, albeit in 

a manner than purported to expose racism, by presenting them as aberrant or 

anachronistic. Some media reports indulged directly in racial stereotyping, 

while others made this a covert aspect of their coverage. This ideological 

underpinning means that discussions of Indigenous Australians are inherently 

politicised and the polarising nature of the discussions makes it difficult to 

account for Indigenous experiences. 

When viewed in isolation these cases can come across as aberrant, easily 

explained within their individual contexts. When viewed together, however, 

they begin to reveal a picture of histories of Indigenous victims of child 

homicide which are impact by entrenched racial stereotypes and shared 

histories of colonisation that continue to have relevance - long after Australia 

began viewing the colonial era as an antiquated period that bears little 

reflection to the contemporary nation.95 The deaths of Coleen Walker, Evelyn 

Greenup, Clinton Speedy-Duroux in Bowraville do not represent the full 

spectrum of Indigenous victims of child homicide in rural and regional 

Australia. However, they suggest a compelling contemporary history of child 

homicide and of the impact of perceptions of Indigenous Australians on legal 

and media narratives. A larger study which is exclusively devoted to the 

suggestions made in this chapter could bring together more events and 

analyse them to reveal in-depth master narratives of Indigenous child victims 

                                                      
95 See ‘Introduction’ and ‘Chapter 1’, which peripherally address the manner in which 

contemporary Australia views its colonial past, particularly in regard to crime. 
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of homicide in contemporary Australia and the consequences of such 

framings and stereotypes on investigations. 
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Conclusion 

 

‘Few other crimes provoke as much outrage in society.’1 

The above quote, from an Australian government report on family homicide, 

is typical of the way that public reactions to the killing of a child are 

condensed and presented as self-evident. This thesis is instead concerned with 

the ways in which that outrage is expressed, interpreted and represented in 

the public sphere where the killing of a child also subverts assumptions of the 

nature of country Australia. This is significant, as contemporarily the murder 

and manslaughter of children is contextualised as an urban crime, while 

country Australia is normally understood as benign. Idyllic and dystopian 

imaginings are rooted in Australian and, more broadly, Western ways of 

understanding rurality. Because of this, popular frames of representing rural 

Australia contain an implicit acceptance that rural Australia has a separate 

identity - that of the idyll. When this rural identity is contested it is inverted 

into the dystopic, with its own set of traditions and means of representation 

from which to draw.  

The research presented in this thesis rests upon rural scholarship that 

challenges such understandings of the Australian country, while 

demonstrating how they have impacted representations and histories of the 

murder and manslaughter of children. Broadly, the exploration of these events 

has revealed that the subversion of the rural idyll and the search for 

                                                      
1 J. Mouzos and C. Rushforth, ‘Family Homicide in Australia’, Trends and Issues in Crime 

and Criminal Justice, Australian Institute of Criminology, No. 255, June 2003, p. 3. 
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accountability leads to the uncovering of hidden histories and the relegation 

of individuals and communities into the unknowable and contemptible other. 

Popular understandings of country Australia, both idyllic and dystopic, can 

be clearly discerned. This thesis argues that in each of the case studies the 

deaths of the children were sensationalised and individualised through local 

and national mainstream media narratives, and that these narratives are 

revealing of local and national understandings of rural and regional 

communities. This concluding chapter considers the key arguments and 

findings of the research, and suggests potential avenues for further 

investigations. 

The news media always operates as a referential text, with themes and issues 

recurring from crimes of similar nature and the uncanny similarities of some 

of these murders in rural Australia contribute to that. There is the crime itself, 

often with police investigation and a court case. The crime then becomes a 

launch-pad for social issues within the local community where the crime 

occurred, or nationally for issues that are seen to be affecting the entire 

country. Violence in rural Australia tends to be publicly associated with lower 

class women and Indigenous Australians,2 which noticeably influences the 

tone and direction of media reporting and public expectations of victimhood. 

Through examining a single case in depth and considering others to a lesser 

degree, a pattern of social issues in reporting becomes apparent.  

I argue that when a child is killed in spaces designated as ‘country’ Australia 

it produces a crisis of understanding. Rural idyll and dystopia are rooted in 

                                                      
2 Hogg and Carrington, 2006, p. 150; Donnermeyer, 2007, p. 13. 
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Australian and, more broadly, Western manners of understanding rurality. 

The research presented in this thesis is a part of rural scholarship which 

challenges such understandings, while demonstrating how they have 

impacted representations and histories of the killing of children in rural and 

regional Australia. In the each of deaths considered in this thesis, 

representations of the crime in media coverage and critical commentary have 

led to the uncovering of hidden histories and the regulation of individuals and 

communities through news coverage into the unknowable and contemptible 

other. This is not to argue that national and rural identities are a fabrication to 

be scattered within discursive relativism – rather, it shows that multiple 

identities exist within the space known as the country.  

These multiple identities are rarely acknowledged in critical media 

commentary, which instead tends to select and emphasis one frame of 

understanding over any others. In some cases, these frames are ongoing and 

form an essential feature of the history of the event. In 2014, when Jaidyn 

Leskie would have turned eighteen, the Herald Sun ran a special true crime 

feature revisiting the Leskie case. Almost two decades had passed since 

Jaidyn’s disappearance and death yet the media outlet chose to revitalise the 

original representation of Jaidyn’s death, claiming, ‘…his case revives the 

sordid world of drugs, booze, sex, lies and the “pig’s head gang” in Victorian 

town of Moe.’3  In this framing, Moe’s alleged seedy underbelly remains a 

                                                      
3 K. Moor, ‘Murdered toddler Jaidyn Leskie would have turned 18 this month as his case 

revives the sordid world of drugs, booze, sex, lies and the ‘pigs head gang’ in Victorian 

town of Moe’, Herald Sun, 11 April 2014, online: http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-

order/murdered-toddler-jaidyn-leskie-would-have-turned-18-this-month-as-his-case-

revives-the-sordid-world-of-drugs-booze-sex-lies-and-the-pigs-head-gang-in-victorian-

town-of-moe/news-

story/77a48ad472006a26d6014bf39a2cffd5?nk=a4a4ba436c5100fb57f844c100b6c0cc-

1501737313, (accessed 18 September 2016).  

http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/murdered-toddler-jaidyn-leskie-would-have-turned-18-this-month-as-his-case-revives-the-sordid-world-of-drugs-booze-sex-lies-and-the-pigs-head-gang-in-victorian-town-of-moe/news-story/77a48ad472006a26d6014bf39a2cffd5?nk=a4a4ba436c5100fb57f844c100b6c0cc-1501737313
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/murdered-toddler-jaidyn-leskie-would-have-turned-18-this-month-as-his-case-revives-the-sordid-world-of-drugs-booze-sex-lies-and-the-pigs-head-gang-in-victorian-town-of-moe/news-story/77a48ad472006a26d6014bf39a2cffd5?nk=a4a4ba436c5100fb57f844c100b6c0cc-1501737313
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/murdered-toddler-jaidyn-leskie-would-have-turned-18-this-month-as-his-case-revives-the-sordid-world-of-drugs-booze-sex-lies-and-the-pigs-head-gang-in-victorian-town-of-moe/news-story/77a48ad472006a26d6014bf39a2cffd5?nk=a4a4ba436c5100fb57f844c100b6c0cc-1501737313
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/murdered-toddler-jaidyn-leskie-would-have-turned-18-this-month-as-his-case-revives-the-sordid-world-of-drugs-booze-sex-lies-and-the-pigs-head-gang-in-victorian-town-of-moe/news-story/77a48ad472006a26d6014bf39a2cffd5?nk=a4a4ba436c5100fb57f844c100b6c0cc-1501737313
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/murdered-toddler-jaidyn-leskie-would-have-turned-18-this-month-as-his-case-revives-the-sordid-world-of-drugs-booze-sex-lies-and-the-pigs-head-gang-in-victorian-town-of-moe/news-story/77a48ad472006a26d6014bf39a2cffd5?nk=a4a4ba436c5100fb57f844c100b6c0cc-1501737313
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/law-order/murdered-toddler-jaidyn-leskie-would-have-turned-18-this-month-as-his-case-revives-the-sordid-world-of-drugs-booze-sex-lies-and-the-pigs-head-gang-in-victorian-town-of-moe/news-story/77a48ad472006a26d6014bf39a2cffd5?nk=a4a4ba436c5100fb57f844c100b6c0cc-1501737313
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central part of the representation of Jaidyn’s story and a way in which to find 

accountability in the lifestyles and culture of the adult participants. 

Idyllic traditions of representing the rural means speculation and 

sensationalism intensifies when crime events draw national attention to the 

space. A cultural understanding of rural areas can help explain the under-

reporting of crime and the silence that develops around violence. While it can 

be agreed upon by researchers that the ‘rural’ is not real, this is less important 

if we acknowledge that it is treated as a real, if invented, space that has 

cultural value in late-modern Australian society. As suggested by Hogg and 

Carrington, the dubious existence of the rural, ‘... need only bother us if we 

remain hostage to a form of spatial determinism in which the sole concern is 

with the rural as a tangible space.’4 It is worth noting that the two main and 

opposing images of idyll and dystopia are features of a Eurocentric viewpoint, 

with Indigenous culture and perspectives rarely considered ‒ the anxieties that 

are being expressed are ones with settler origins, and betray an unease with 

the land that is entirely European. In contrast, stories featuring Indigenous 

Australian perspectives are frequently imbued with a sense of displacement 

and loss of identity with which contemporary Australia is still struggling.5  

The notion that the rural is a mythologised space abundant in stereotypes only 

serves to intensify the invisibility of silent crime and the intense, sensational 

reaction to visible violent crimes. The Australian country is a mythologised 

space, and is frequently portrayed in terms of key oppositions: a peaceful, 

                                                      
4 Hogg and Carrington, 2006, p. 3. 
5 For a brief yet impactful example on the literal and emotional loss of the ‘Stolen 

Generation’, see: Pierce, 1999, pp. 198-201. 
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idyllic space where traditional models of family and morality hold sway; or a 

regressive, ignorant space that retains relics of hyper-masculinity and social 

intolerance. Hogg and Carrington note this feature of the oppositional 

discourse of country Australia: 

The imagined naturalness, egalitarianism and inclusivity of the rural- 

emblematic, in all these senses, of the character of the nation- always 

threatens to be overwhelmed by the reality that rural-national spaces are 

invented, exclusivist spaces.6 

Tensions that exist between nationalistic projections of rurality and the lived 

experiences of those who reside in country spaces become clear through Hogg 

and Carrington’s analysis. The literature discussed throughout this thesis 

demonstrates how scholarship grapples with terminology and how to 

approach the study of rural and regional Australia. However, field exclusivity 

means that it has been beyond the aims of criminological researchers to study 

the role that rurality plays in a social and cultural understanding of crime. The 

present study has fulfilled that role. While the term ‘rural’ presents a problem 

for researchers, particularly in those fields that require strict definitional 

parameters, cultural historical analysis, such as the present research, is well-

suited to examining rurality as something explicitly and silently represented. 

While the meaning of rurality may not be fixed, its significance lies in how it 

is evoked and understood throughout the narratives that developed around the 

cases considered in this study. 

Much of the literature examining child death and homicide in Australia 

challenges long-held assumptions concerning the role of single mothers, 

                                                      
6 R. Hogg and K. Carrington, Policing the Rural Crisis, Sydney, NSW, Federation Press, 

2006, p. 87. 
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illegitimacy and infanticide. In particular, the increasing interest in the history 

of death during nineteenth century Australia encourages investigation from a 

variety of methodologies and analytic frameworks. As outlined in chapter 1, 

there are a variety of pre-existing concepts regarding child homicide before 

the twentieth century, found in the contemporaries of the crime as well as in 

the modern scholarly discourse on the topic. Issues and themes of single 

motherhood, fatherhood, illegitimacy, poverty and morality are significant in 

the cases examined through chapter 1. While there are significant influences 

from Victorian mentalities and the colonial middle-class, there are also 

uniquely Australian considerations present: the sparse populations of the 

country and the dangers associated with Indigenous Australians and convict-

influenced men, meant that harsher laws and views of criminality were 

present. 

Chapter 1 demonstrates some of the shifts in perspective on child homicide 

that Australia has undergone since the nineteenth century. Focus on the 

perpetrator of child homicide has moved from the lower-class mother to 

narratives of stranger danger or ‘mad or bad’. It also demonstrates that some 

elements of the narrative of crime remain largely unchanged or unchallenged 

within the news media. While it is not suggested that the case of Isabella 

O’Brien or Edward Elton are wholly reflective of child homicide in the 

nineteenth century, they have a wealth of primary evidence (in the form of 

newspaper coverage) and draw on interpretative themes relevant to a study of 

colonial Australia and, broadly speaking, this thesis. The victims in these 

examples were over two years old, providing different frameworks and 

analysis than studies of neonaticide. Each is an example of intrafamily 
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homicide and the perpetrators are the mother and step-father of the victims. 

As outlined in the thesis introduction, this is consistent with contemporary 

findings in child homicide. 

The story of Jaidyn Leskie, his life and death, presented troubling questions 

for contemporary Australia. The complex and convoluted evidence connected 

to Jaidyn’s is of significance as it raises questions about: the validity and 

reliability of forensic evidence; the role of the police and the legal system; the 

differences in culture caused by class and rurality; and prevailing attitudes 

toward communities where significant and tragic events have occurred. The 

role of the media in developing and shaping a crime story is clear throughout 

the history of the Leskie case, which occupies a place in Australian history 

that was feeling the impact of economic downsizing of rural and regional 

areas, and the emergence of representations of cultural attitudes towards 

‘bogans’ and welfare dependence. The Leskie case may be one of the clearest 

examples of ‘…how the news media's moralising downward gaze denies 

parents from places that make it onto that list of 'bogan capitals' a private 

grief.’7 

The interest in the culture of Moe can also be viewed as an attempt to locate 

accountability for Jaidyn’s death in his surroundings. Public sympathy and 

outrage over Jaidyn’s inexplicable fate fueled a scathing derision aimed at 

Moe’s community. The circumstances of Jaidyn’s disappearance would be 

enough to create a sensational and memorable event in the most stable of 

communities. With Moe, it was if a perfect storm of scandal, intrigue and 

                                                      
7 J. Little, ‘Bogans Run’, Griffith Review, vol. 31, January 2011, online: 

https://griffithreview.com/articles/bogans-run/, (accessed 1 July 2015). 

https://griffithreview.com/articles/bogans-run/
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murder coalesced for national reporters, all within a deprived rural backdrop 

which was simple to juxtapose against the nearby metropolitan centre of 

Melbourne. Set as oppositional to metropolitan areas, the rurality of Moe was 

an important feature which journalists utilised to evoke anxieties of the moral 

downturn of country Australia and contemporary fears for rural economies.  

Interestingly, these events are often presented in an insular and singular 

manner when their complexity comes from the myriad of connections to legal, 

cultural and social factors. Overall the disappearance and death of Jaidyn 

Leskie is a significant event in recent Australian history and provides fruitful 

analysis regarding cultural, media and legal history. As a case study, it 

presents an important view into a case of child homicide, and can also be used 

as a gateway into the cultural, legal and political histories that create 

interpretations of such events. The ‘Babysitter Kit’, combined with the 

coronial inquest naming Domaszewicz as contributing to Jaidyn’s death, is 

the closest the Leskie case has come to resolution. This resolution is largely 

drawn from conclusions focusing on Murphy’s poor choice of babysitter, 

denying the variety of other factors involved. Perhaps this is the safest official 

stance to take. 

The death of Jordan Anderson-Smith in Wagga Wagga, examined through 

chapters 4 and 5, is revealing of local and regional histories. The chapters 

demonstrate the complexity of investigating and resolving Jordan’s death, and 

highlights the ways various elements are drawn into discussions that arise 

from violent crimes. Rurality was a prominent theme in these discussions, as 

is the search for answers and the laying of blame. Irresolution is a dominant 

concern in cases such as the death of Jordan Anderson Smith, and it can be 
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demonstrated that it is not necessarily resolved with the apprehension and 

conviction of a perpetrator. These are significant events in local and national 

histories, and provoke a range of issues and incite discussions concerning 

elements of contemporary society that may otherwise go un-articulated in an 

official or public capacity. 

Wagga’s local paper, The Daily Advertiser, concentrated on different aspects 

of Jordan’s death than national media coverage, which tended to focus on 

larger social issues facing rural communities. National commentary on 

Jordan’s death was used by some writers in a similar manner to that of Jaidyn 

Leskie; indicative of the social ills facing welfare and community housing, 

and the problems of domestic violence, neglect of children and child abuse. 

However, these social themes, which link Ashmont to the rest of Australia, 

and link the death of baby Jordan to a whole spectrum of other minor and 

major offenses, were not systematically explored. The crime was 

individualised in the sense that the issue problematised was the hunt for the 

killer, and the location of Ashmont was exoticised, through representations 

which depicted it as a site of failure and marginalisation. The story, like many 

crime stories featured in the media, was also a narrative of suspense and 

disclosure, tailored to sustain an audience interest. This structure is typical of 

featured crime stories, which often replicate the pattern of description, 

investigation and denouement of murder mystery fiction.  

The history and analysis in chapters 6 and 7 argues that, for Bowraville, 

tensions and hidden histories are revealed through the tragic deaths of 

Clinton, Colleen and Evelyn. A scholarly study of the Bowraville murders 

suggests tensions between police, media and Indigenous Australians that have 
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their roots in colonisation, although they possess a much more contemporary 

relevance than Australia’s distant past would suggest. This is one of the ways 

in which local and Indigenous histories of violence facilitate a broad 

perspective of the banal elements of interpersonal crime, and illuminate 

cultural and social issues at the heart of an event. Australian true crime author 

and journalist John Safran reflected on his investigation into the arrest and 

conviction of an Indigenous man in Katherine, Northern Territory, 

‘...suddenly you get the story of race, and of tribes and all that, but in a more 

kind of active, demonstrative way.’8 Through commentary made by media, 

police, community and family members these features are rendered visible as 

they are played out on a national stage.  

The literature on Indigenous Australian’s experiences of crime is a 

developing field that is rapidly, if unevenly, growing.9 There are difficulties 

for researchers to gather accurate figures that are enhanced by remoteness of 

various communities as well as the unwillingness of some victims to report 

crime. Research suggests that Indigenous Australians are frequently victims 

of violent interpersonal crime and Indigenous women are more likely to 

experience serious violence than non-Indigenous women.10 Cultural and 

social differences between Indigenous Australians and investigators 

compound with histories of racial segregation and intolerance to create 

                                                      
8 J. Safran, ‘Crocodiles and legal limericks’, [online video], n.d. embedded in J. Safran, 

‘Zak Grieve, the man who wasn't there’, The Sydney Morning Herald: Good Weekend, 15 

November 2014, online: http://www.smh.com.au/good-weekend/zak-grieve-the-man-who-

wasnt-there-20141114-11lrok.html, (accessed 19 November 2014). 
9 Here I am referring to the tendency for research to focus on Indigenous Australians as 

perpetrators of crime and their rates of incarceration. While certainly a worthy topic of 

investigation, and arguably a national conversation of growing importance, there is an 

uneven balance of research into Indigenous Australians as silent victims of crime and the 

type of media attention that is paid to them. 
10 M. Willis, ‘Non-disclosure of violence in Australian Indigenous communities’, Trends 

and Issues in Crime and Criminal Justice, no. 405, January 2011, pp. 1-11. 

http://www.smh.com.au/good-weekend/zak-grieve-the-man-who-wasnt-there-20141114-11lrok.html
http://www.smh.com.au/good-weekend/zak-grieve-the-man-who-wasnt-there-20141114-11lrok.html
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situations in which witnesses and family members feel as if they cannot trust 

police and do not feel they can co-operate with an investigation. This occurs 

while investigators hold prejudices regarding the behaviours of Indigenous 

children and the parenting skills of the Indigenous community. The comment 

that both Evelyn and Colleen’s disappearances could be simply dismissed by 

police as a case of ‘going walkabout’ is a potent symbol for the influence and 

consequences of such stereotyping. These issues, however, are not easily 

solvable. The Bowraville Murders demonstrates the lengths that law 

enforcement officials and community members can affect a case of violent, 

interpersonal crime.  

The events considered in chapters 6 and 7 highlight an area of central 

importance: investigators need to work with Indigenous communities and 

victims in a manner which develops mutual trust and respect. Histories of the 

individuals, their communities and of Indigenous relations in general need to 

be understood and considered by investigators. This chapter has shown 

evidence from scholarly research alongside experience and opinion of 

investigators and victims that point to the necessity of developing positive 

relations with Indigenous communities through an acknowledgement of 

historical issues (local and general) and an awareness of the possible cultural 

differences in gathering and delivering evidence. The media and legal 

histories of the events discussed in chapters 6 and 7 indicate the importance 

of cultural and historical research into cases where there are Indigenous 

victims. 

When considered in context with each other, the cases considered in this 

thesis emerge as a part of an established Australian tradition of using 
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representations of a sensationalist type to individualise and make distant the 

tragic event of a child’s death.  For the Leskie case, Griffiths and Campbell 

each analysed the case from the standpoint of an isolated event. This thesis 

argues that there are clear links between some of the discussions surrounding 

Bilynda Murphy, the 1871 media treatment of Isabella O’Brien considered in 

the chapter 1, and Louise Anderson in chapters 4 and 5. In particular, Jaidyn’s 

death was explicitly used as a reference point for some discussions on the 

death of Jordan Anderson-Smith. Jaidyn’s disappearance has significance in 

Australian history as it challenged cultural assumptions of appropriate 

caregiver choices, and generated a national discussion on poor parenting with 

specific focus on motherhood. In this manner, as with Isabella O’Brien, 

cultural assumptions of femininity and motherhood became a part of Jaidyn’s 

narrative. Caregiving was a similar theme for the families of the Bowraville 

victims, who had to contend with stereotypes and discriminatory judgements 

of Indigenous Australian parenting before their concerns where heard by law 

enforcement. The consequences of this went beyond representational 

discrimination, and are likely the reason that the original investigation missed 

evidence and could not convict the main suspect. 

Each of the cases considered in this thesis are also narratives which have no 

satisfying conclusion. The irresolution present in each case is a key reason 

that coverage was framed by a search for accountability. Themes of 

irresolution are beginning to gain a profile in Australian culture. The 2015 

Australian film Strangerland11 explicitly deals with such themes, through a 

narrative of missing children in an unfamiliar and remote outback setting. The 

                                                      
11 Strangerland, dir. Kim Farrant, [dvd], Worldview Entertainment; Fastnet Films; and 

Dragonfly Pictures, AUS, 2015. 
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parents are forced into a public crisis by the mystery of their children’s fate, 

and must deal with the suspicion of the townsfolk as the rising desert 

temperatures reduce the children’s chances of survival. Ultimately, the loss 

of these children is understood by the community to be a result of the parent’s 

various failures: their unstable marriage; lack of communication with their 

children; and their inability to integrate into the community and lifestyle of 

remote Australia.  

Child murder and manslaughter in Australia is understood in terms of failure. 

Failure first of the parents, then the community and, finally, a broader 

conceptual failure of morality. These ideas are not new and have a tradition 

within Colonial Australia and, even earlier from Victorian England. This 

thesis understands that public representations and media narratives perform a 

complex role in both shaping and reflecting public perception of crime stories. 

Media narratives must work to weave a story that is both comprehensible and 

acceptable for the public, and thus draw from multiple ideologies and existing 

understandings of person, place and event. The mythology and idealisation of 

the Australian ‘country’ has profound effects on these stories, as they must 

work to resolve the dominant imagery of the land as wholesome while 

articulating violence. The present study has been especially interested in the 

shifts in public understanding of local community when a violent crime 

occurs in a rural or regional setting. An examination of the processes of 

representation reveal a fixation with rendering the unknowable (the killing of 

a child) comprehensible, which motivates the framing of individuals, 

communities and place as “other”. Existing tropes of gender, class and place 

that have a history within Australia and are reflected through the Australian 
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media can be clearly viewed within these narratives. They are utilised for their 

explanatory power, and their ability to individualise violence and shift 

accountability away from knowable causes and onto broader ideas of failure 

and disadvantage that are relevant to contemporary Australian society.  

This thesis is the first scholarly and full-length study of narratives of child 

murder and manslaughter in late-twentieth century Australia. In chapters 1, 4 

and 5, the cases of Isabella O’Brien, Edward Elton and Jordan Anderson-

Smith are considered in a scholarly and historical context for the first time. 

Chapters 2 and 3 represent the first full-length scholarly study of the 

disappearance and death of Jaidyn Leskie in a scholarly context and argue 

that there was a greater variety of interpretative frames present in media 

coverage than previous studies have suggested. Chapters 6 and 7 represent 

the first full-length study of the Bowraville murders. As such, this thesis has 

taken a broad view of each of the case studies, providing a narrative of the 

events as well as an analysis of critical commentary generated by the crimes. 

This has allowed for a number of different features to be considered for each 

case, from court and legal issues, forensic evidence and public opinion. This 

thesis has also considered a variety of frames of representation, mainly 

delivered through media coverage, for each case, which allowed for an 

analysis that recognised the shifting exchange between law enforcement, the 

public and the media, and provided a view of coverage that was not 

homogenous.  

However, the scope and thematic structure of this study has also been a 

limitation. There was much that needed to be excluded, or only peripherally 

acknowledged in the analysis, while some areas could only be superficially 
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addressed. Of note, are the histories of the in-depth and often silent 

experiences of children in violent and unstable homes and the role of the 

individuals working within legal institutions in maintaining or destabilising 

these experiences. This area needs more discussion and access to relevant 

government documents. Throughout this thesis, there were further mentions 

of religion, supernatural themes and the occult. These were not clearly 

discernible throughout the events and sources discussed in this thesis – this is 

an area that deserves more nuanced and in-depth research.  

One of the stated aims of this study was to focus on rural and regional 

Australia, an area which is neglected in contemporary historical cultural 

research. However, this focus prevented any comparative international 

discussions. In particular, an analysis of representations of country Australia 

and La France profonde would be of immense interest within the context of 

the present research. Similarly, a comparative study of experiences of 

Indigenous Australians and Indigenous Canadians would be a valuable area 

of focus and may reveal commonalities between the treatment and 

marginalisation of First Nations Peoples. Canada, in particular, shares several 

historical and cultural features with Australia – most notably the histories of 

dispossession of Indigenous peoples and several unresolved cases of missing 

and murdered Indigenous Canadian women.  France, although featuring 

significant cultural and historical differences to Australia, has many 

similarities with Australia’s rural idyll and its inversion to dystopia. Of note, 

are significant similarities between the case of Jaidyn Leskie and France’s 

The Affaire de Grégory. In the cases of both France and Canada, 
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contemporary history records a number of unsolved homicides which are a 

reproach to the very power structures and self-image of these nations.  

Descriptive rhetoric which serves a narrative function is a textual pattern 

often seen in crime reporting. It is evident in each of the cases seen in this 

thesis, and these in turn show how an insistent need to categorise rural 

Australia, and see it in utopian or dystopian terms, develops out of our 

national history. These children, who died in distressing circumstances, and 

whose cases remain largely without justice, are also part of our national 

history. Writing these cases into our history is the purpose of my thesis.  
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